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ABSTRÀCT

lhisthesispresentstheresultsofafiteraturereviewofmorethan
275 pubrications å"-tr.å uncertaintíes in the deterruination of river

discharge. The uncertainties in a single deternuinatíon of

discharge,whichincludesuncertaintiesinsamplingthe
cross-Sectionalareaandthemeanvelocityintimeandinspace,and
in the current meter, are emphasized. The objectives of the

fiterature review were to determine aff the possible sources of

uncertaintíesinacurrentmetermeasurement,toquantifythese
uncertaínties based on past in-vestigations' and to determine if

additionat ,esea-rlï *a, ieq,rirea to iáprotre the overarl accuracy of

hydrometric data in canadã. It- was determined that uncertainty

values found ¡-r, 
*tr,ã 

,".riewed literature do not adequately cover the

streamorrivertypes(i.e.hydraulicandmorphologiccharacterof
a stream) "t.o'r,,iêted 

in canada' Moreover' the uncertainty values

givenintheliteratureareoftenreferringtomeasurements
performed under rã."r conditions. These ideal conditions are seldom

encountered. ln-fact, due to the conditions imposed naturarry (e'g'

droughts, very low runoff, or wlnter ice) or imposed by management

needs or budgetary restrictions ì"'n' Iocating stations at availabfe

bridges or below å ¿am), the g"''gi"i agency can be forced to operate

outside of the ideat condition" 
-.ni the preferred ranges of wídths'

depths, and velãcities. to deternrine the relative significance of

thedifferent'sourcesofuncertaintiesinsamplingthemean
velocity, multiple objective analysis techniques \^'ere used' Two

dif f erent muf til*-ob-jective" t"ðhttigoe" were used, these are:

ET,ECTRE f and cðupnor¿isE pROGRÀ¡.û4iNe iecrtttiques. rn general' both

techniquesgavesirrr:ilarresuftsintermsofpreferredafternatives.
The first pt.t"tt"J alternative is the téchnique used in North

America by the water Survey of Canada' and the United States

Geological Survey' This tecnnique is based -on 
a large number of

verticals (minimum of 20), " t*ått number of poínts p'e-r vertical
(one or two), .tJ u relatively ;;;; observatíott ti*e (45 seconds) '

The second urtãÃutirr., which is preferred in Europe (e - g'

Scandinavia),isbasedonasmal]nurnberofverticafs(5)'velocity
profiles for each vertical' ana io"g time of. observation' Both

technique" ut" 
- 

*ott or fess- "4"í"tf"-11---i" 
terms of t'otal

uncertainty, if iaeaf conditions are prevailing at the site'

However' ideal conditions are rarely encountered in nature'

therefore the technique used irr-Ñorlt amårica is a more conservative

solution to all tylpes of t.o"ãiJiot'" ' Based on the exhaustive

riterature review presented in lni" thesis, additional research is

required: on t;; cätinration of current meters, including analysis

of standard "ãt"''t" 
individuai tãti"g"' singre versus composite

current meter rating curves' anO efféct of suspension type (rod

versus weights of -va.ious tvpau .on cabre).,' oû the ef f ect of

turbulence on the response or t'nL Price current meter, including the

effect of pursatio" ''tii"g field and laboratory testings; on the the

uncertainty in a single ¿.t"äirrutio" of discharge for canadian

streams' with emphasis on "Jitu*" 
with shallow depths and row

velocities (e.g. Prairie streams); on the accuracy of streamflow

measurements årr¿--Lo*putation procedures under winter (ice)

conditions; and on the ìncertainty in the stage-discharge refation

and in tne comf,uiation of the discharge hydrograph'
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1. INTRODUCTION

rn canada, the water Resources Branch is the national agency responsible
for the collection, interpretutlor'r, and dissemination of standardized
surface water quantity dat,a and information. È'lost of the daLa collected
relate to streamfl0ws and water level- variatiOnS in rivers' streams' and

lakes. Sediment data are also collected'

Under formal- agreements signed with all provinces and with the DepartmenL

of Indian anO Nortfrern affairs (on behal-f of the Yukon and Northwest

Territories), the Branch operates a canada-wide network of 2500 gauging

stations that provide infoimation vital to federal and provincial water-

related programs as well as to a wide range of public users' For example'

three types or aaùa (i.e. historicaf, current-year, and rear-time) are

usedintheptanning,design,andoperationofbi]'Iíonsofdo].larsworth
of v¡ater-related raóiritiei each y.ur. The same data are also used for
poricy, ptanninf urrJ program impiementation by federal, provinciar and

rnunicipai governments, and the private sector'

The water survey of canada, a dívision of the water Resources Branch' was

established in 1908, and is responsible for measuring streamflows' water

levels, and sediment concentrations in the field; making the necessary

computations and interpretationst archiving the data in its national data

bank HYDAT,' anA-¿istrituting it to a wide range of ctients and users'

Annually, the water Resources Branch distributes 15 000 data products to
users (publications, comPuter tapes and disks' maps' etc' ) ' and responds

to some 5 000 written ót terep-hone data requesls at headquarters and

regional offices. As weII, thousandS of requests for real-time data are

met by automatic telephone urr"tfirrg devices installed on-site or through

.o*p,-rl"t links with regional of f ices '

user surveys carried out períodicaIIy across the country continue to show

that these data products are """*-nti.t, 
frequently used, 

- 
and highry

valued. Each station operated serves, on average, three different uses

simultaneouslY.

Knowing the uncertaintyl of a discharge measurement is important not only

to determine the rerative accuracy ol trr" -collected sampre, but arso to
assess the method and equipment bf which the sample was collected. once

the uncertainty of a single discharge measurement has been deternr-Lned' the

uncertainty in tn" stale-ais.f,áié relation used to derive the daily
streamffow record may be establiãned. Then, the confídence fevel- in
forecasts, models, and decisions in water resources may be evaluated'

An impressive number of articles discussing the accuracy of streamflow

datawerefoundintheliterature.However,themajorityofthese
references are qualitative studies, i.e- the author makes qualitative
statements on the accuracy of discharge measurement or refers t'o the work

of others. Also, a large rrrrrn¡"r Or quántitative studies used a very small

sampte (1 or 2 streams) to reach their conclusions'

, as the range within which the true value of a

be expected to fie expressed at a particular
at 95% Ieve], i.e. at two standard deviations) '

lUncertaintY is defined
measured quantitY can
confidence level- (e.9.



Thisthesispresentsacompilationofreferencemateriafonsubjects
rerated to the exro.-t accuracy, or urtcertainty in the deterraination of

riverdischargebythevelocity-areamethodusingacurrentmeterfor
velocity observation. The uncert.f;¿y in .this o',uinoa has been reviewed

because it is the most widety ,r".o t".ttnique for the deternuination of

discharge.otherstreamf]-owmeasurementmethodssuchasdilutionmethods,
f]-owmeasuringstructures(e.g''"i'",f].umes),ande].ectromagneticand
ultrasonicmethodswerealsoreviewed,buLnottothesamedetail.

Theprincipleoftheve}ocity_areamethodsconsistsofmeasuríngffow
velocityandcross-sectionara'ea.Ameasuringsíteischosenconforraing
to the specified requirements' The width' dependittg' ot 1::--11?i:tude' 

is

measuredeitherbymeansofsteeltapeorbysomeothersurveyingmethod,
and the depth iJ measured at u rùrùr.r of verticals along the vtidth'

sufficient to deter¡ruine the shale--u,,4 tt"u -or 
cross-section' Velocity

observations are made at each 'iertícal preferably at the :-u^" time of

depth measureme"-ar-"ã"p.tially in the .u"ttf unstab-1e beds' They are made

by any one of ttrË ståndard methods using current-meters. The principle

involvedisbasedontheproportíona]itybetweenthe}ocalflowvelocity
and the speed of the rotor. 

-_u,,¿.' cert,ain circumstances' ve}ocity

observatiorr" u.a ã1so ¡nade using surface-floats and velocity rods ' The

mean velocity is generally comiuted from the individuaf observations;

however, in certailn methods ""'.tr- 
u" the integration method' the mean

velocity is obtained airectryl-- 
-ìrt" dischalge is computed either

arirhmericalty áïãrãonf"ãrrv bí sumrning the. prodúcts of the velocitv and

correspondingareaforaseriesofobse_rvationsinacrosS_Section.

Fromtheliteraturerevíew,itwasobservedthattherehasbeenonlyone
complete "y"t.*uilc 

investigation into the accuracy of discharge

measurement.ThisstudywascarriedoutbyHerschy(1.9?5a)onBritish
streams, and the results were used in large part to dérive the uncertainty

val-ues ptesenteã i" i"t"t"ationaf standards (ISo ?48 ' !979) '

EarlierimportantinvestigationscarriedoutbyMurphy(]-90].,]-902[a,b]'
1904)ontheaccuracyofstreamflowmeasurementshavealsobeenvery
inffuent ial -

Anderson (l-961) and Carter and Anderson (L963) afso carried ouL an

extensiveinvestigation,butdidnotconsideralftheuncertaintíes(e.9.
area, stage), aïi-not ãetetmine 

-th" 
,rrr""rtainty in the stage-discharge

relation, .rrO ¿iA not consider systematic uncertainties '

carter and Anderson's approach in combining random uncertainties differs

fromHerschy(19?5a).Howeve',tn"i'sampleanalyzedwaslargerthan
Herschy,s (f9Z5al i' t.r*" of number of streams. Onè of the difficulties

in interpreting carter and Anderson's resulLs is that only final averages

are shown in their published rork, and the origin of the data used to

derive the uncertainty values is unclear. For example, Kor-upaira (1964)

reported tnut ."tttrtainty "atues 
¿'''" to the limited number of points taken

intheverticaf,whichwereestimatedbyCarterandAnderson'werederived
fromdatacotrectedovertheperiodoflSS2tol95]..

AdistinctionbetweentheresuftsofCarterandAnderson(1-963)and
Herschy (1g75a) Áould be made: for the former, the uncertainties are

given at the est revel torr. 
-Ji.rr¿.r¿ 

deviation); for the latter' the

uncertainties are given at t;; 95t l-evel (two standard deviations) '

uncertainty values in t.his tnesis are given at the 95? confidence level '



AnextensiverevievÙoftheaccuracyofdischargemeasurementhasbeen
carried out by Dickinson (1967). fhe present sludy is an extension of

Dickinson,swork.Itincfudestheresultsfoundintheliteratureover
the fast 20 years and also ""^^"riàs 

(Pelletier, 1988b) the important

results in a sYstematic waY'

onecommonobservationthatcanbedrawnfromthereviewofallthese
studies is that the procedures (incruaing equipment) used by the different

investigators were different. For e*u*pte, the computation of the

particulat ,rn..ttãi"ty was done Aifferentl-y; the error equatíons

(combination of unceriainty) used were different,' different types of

current meters were used (gt"etãify horizontal axis in Europe and the

U.S.S.R. and vertlcal axis in tne UlS.n. and Canada); different types of

streams (area, velocity) tete 
-t'sed (generally medium to large); and

sometimes the sample size I'¡u" ,rof st.at-ed in the paper. Therefore, the

comparison of theå results rot å-pt""ise ¿etettrtittatiott of the uncertainty

is somewhat difficult

The thesis is organized as fo]lows:

o Section 2 gives the generaÌ methodology foflowed to conduct the

Iiterature review. More than 275 referenCes and abstracts are included

inthisthesiswhichcoversa_widerangeofsubjectmatterrelatedto
uncertainties in hydrometric data'

o in section 3, a general description of the statistics as applied to

stream gauging is given'

o in Section 4, all uncertainties (random and systematic) whích relate

to the single deternÉnation of river diãcharge are . reviewed'

sununarized,anddiscussed._rt,"combinationofuncertainties,using
errorequations'arealsoinvestigated.Uncertaintiespresentinother
phases of àevelopment of. streamflow records, are then discussed'

including ;;";t;i"ties which relate to the measurement of streamflow

under ice conditions. ri"Jiv, methods other than the veJ-ocity-area

method are briefly descri¡ea, a'n¿ their associated uncertainties given'

o in section 5, a brief description of tyo mutti-objective anarysis

techniques are given, urra t-L"i-r application for the determination of

the refative significance of àlttererrt types of uncertainties
discussed-

o finatfy, in section 6, the conclusions, and recommendations are given'



2 LIrER.ATURE EVÀLUÀTION METHODOLOGY

2.I PURPOSE OF THE LITER.ATURE REVIEW

Thepurposeofthe]-iteraturerevier.'Ì¡IastoLracethebasisforthe
establishmentofhydrometricpracticesandstandardsinCanada.Through
the revie, or appråximatery 100 years of research in hydrometry' answers

were found to very basic guestio-ns concerning hydrometric standards and

principles. The- results of this study t"t" used to determine if

additionaf r""".r"h was required to achievé a better understanding of the

uncertainties involved in the deveropment of a streamflow record' and

therefore to enhance the quality of hydrometric data'

Considering that the large majority of - the investigations into the

accuracy of streamflow measure;Ìent has been carried out by agencies

outside ot canaã-a 
-it 

i" essenti;f to deterraine if the results of these

numerousstudíesareapplicableinCanada.Moreover,there].ative
imfãrtance of these studiès had to be estabtished'

Throughtheliteraturereview,thefo]-lowingguestionswereafwayskept
into persPective:

-Whicherrorcomponents(e'g'area'velocity)wereanafyzed?

- How large was the sample analYzed?

- What type of streams (e'g' mountain' plain) were analyzed?

-Whattypeofcurrent_meters(vertical,horizontataxis)wereused?

- what type of errors (e'g' random' systematic) were analyzed?

Finally,anevenmoreimportantobjectivewastodetermineifadditiona]-
research is required to achie.Te a better understanding of the

uncertainties invotved in tne àerreropment of a streamflow record' and

therefore to enhance the quality of hydrometric data'

2.2 SEARCH METHODOLOGY

ComputerizedliteraturesearcheswereperformedusingthecAN/oLEsystem
(Canadian Online Enquiry System) '

several keywords were used for the titerature search' these were grouped

into three catálories, and are given in Table 2'l-'

Dífferentcombinationsofthesekeywordswerepreparedandvarious
information databases (Natio"tinå""aJch Council t19861 ) were used for t'he

computerized tlterature searches (see Table 2'2\ '

I,lanual searches were also performed using the references and bibliography

of the different articles. In pãrticular' the references and

bíbriographies 
-o=ä1¡r" torrowing authors were. extremery helpfur: Yarne]l

and Nagler (r93r), Dickinson ogel), and Herschy (1975) ' Proceedings from

rnternationaf symposium or, 
"yJrt*"Lry 

were atso consulted, such as the

proceedings of i¡rã xour"r," sy*posiurn (1970) and of the Exeter symposium

(L982) .



Table 2.1 Keywords for computerized literature search

TIITI

accuracy
error
inaccuracY
uncertaintY
reliabilitY
precision

river
hydrometric
ffow
stream
streamflow
discharge

measurement
data
determination



labLe 2.2 rnformation Databases

AQUAREF - Canadian $Iater Resources References
CõooC - Cooperative Documents Project
COMPENDEX or EI - Computerized Engineering Index
EIM - EI Engineeríng Meetings
ELIAS-EnvironmentCanadaDepartmentatLibrary
MICROLOG - Government and inslitutional sources (Canada)

NRCPUBS - NRC Publications
NTIS - National Technicaf Information Service



2.3 I,T}4ITÀTION OF lHE LTTERÀTUR-E REVIEW

only articles in English and French vJere reviewed. In Some cases,

articles which were translated from another language (e'g' Russian'

Japanese, German) to English or French were also used'

The outstanding bibliography of hydrometry published by Kolupaila (l-961-)

is highlighred. tnis LiËf iogtuPhï i-"cfuO]"s f 3f 0 titles of papers in 38

Ianguages, by 4500 authors. Afte;reviewing Kolupaila's monumental- work'

it was found atu"-tir"-maiotity of the articfes related to the accuracy of

discharge measurements were rriiten in other languages than in English'

In fact, most of these papers. tu-ppro*i*ately .l-00) arê available only' if

at aII, in eermån- åt i" n"ssia"' However' the majority of these papers

investigatesoftheaccuracyofhorizonta}axiscurrentmeters(e.9.
woltman, ott), which are not tttt*;lt used in Canada' nor in the United

States.

Arso, not incruded in this literature review, are approximately 50 very

short papers published in the lrlater Resources Bulletin' for technical

personnel of the water Reaources Division of the u' s' Geological survey'

These articfes-contain vatuabie contributíons and discussions of the

u.s.G.s. field and offic" p"r"orrri"r.- rn."" publications are not avairabre

in any library. Horrever, xår"p"ir., s bibfiography includes these

contributions.

v,lhile the author believes that most of the major references have been

included in this investigation it is realized that this compilation may

still- remain incomPlete'



3. STATTSTICS AS APPL]ED TO RIVER GAUGTNG

The terms, definitions, and error analysis theory given in this secLion

are taken from ISO 5168 (1978) '

3. ]. TERMTNOLOGY

Error:Inaresult,thedifferencebetweenthemeasuredandtruevalues
of the quantitY measured'

True vatue: The value which Characterizes a quantity perfectly defined

in the conditions which exist at the moment when that quantity is observed

(or the subject of a deterrai"uiiotl ' rt is an idèal value which is

assumedtoexistandwhichcouldbeknownonlyifallcausesoferrorwere
efiminated.

Uncertainty:Theinterva]-withinwhichthetruevalueofameasured
quantity can be ä*p""t"a to lie with a stated probability; it is given as

+tsv,withthevalueoftequaltothatcorrespondingtothechosen
probability,andSyistheestimateofthestandarddeviationofthe
variable Y.

confídence Level: The confidence level associated with the uncertainty

índicates the probability that the interval quoted (uncertainty) will

include the true vafue of tnt quantity being measured'

Itisworthnotingafundamentaldifferencebetweenerrorandthe
uncertainty, which i-s ttrat tne foÀer is by definition unknown whereas the

latter maY be estimated'

Beforeproceedingfurther,}etusexamineaccuracyandprecision,two
conceptsthatare-importanttotheensuringtreatmentoferrors.

precision: Precisíon is the agreement betl^I-een a set of observations or

deviaríons. rr is rhe scarr"r;-;;;å or dispersion of them and if the

scatterissmalfthentheobservationsareprecise..-Morenarrowly'
precísion is th; term given to -or" of . ttn*bet of indices which are

measures of the agreement'

.Accutacy:AccuracyasabroadtermreferstothecorrecLnessofthe
observations. fn its nurrorJ *eanirrg, it is the departure of the

observation from the true value' A measurement is accurate (or has no

error) if the best varue of a 
".i "r observations shows no deviation from

thetruevafuesought.Resultsmaybepreci.sewithoutbeingaccurate,
i.e. observations may sho, s*ali ".ått". 

or dispersion although the best

value of the observations departs from the true value sought' Results may

be accurate wittiout being p'ecise, i.e. the best va}ue of the observations

mayexhibitnodeparturefromthetruevalue,althoughtheScatterof
observationsmaybewide,buttnisisrarelyfoundinindustrialwork.

DeviaÈion:Adeviationisthedifference,departureorerrorofan
observed or .ui"rriuf"¿ quantity from the true value or a specified

quantitY.



StandardDevíation:thestandarddeviationisameasureoft}redispersion
(or scat.ter) ot it" observations about the arithmetic mean of the sample'

ft is defined as t.he positive "q"ui"-root 
of. t.he arithmetic mean of the

squares of the deviat.ions from Lne "rittmetic 
mean and is given by the

eguation

Y)2

S, is the standard deviation of the observations

Ï i" tt. arithmetic mean of the observations' Yl

n

l_: J

Ì'

where

Y, is the independent random observations of the
variable Y

n is the number of observations

If a sample fits a normal distribution (belt-shaped symmetrical

distribution),thenbystatisticalinferencethedispersionaboutthemean
is measured in--"lu'iouto deviations' Then' on average' 68% of the

observationswi]]-liewithí,,o,,"-"tundarddeviationofthemean,g5twill
lie within z stan¿-aã deviations of the meanf and 99* wilr lie within 3

standard Ae.,i.tlo"s (see Table 3'l-)' International Organization for

standardization i..r. recommended 
-that arr probability levers shourd be

taken at the 95t level Q stanAãia deviãtions) ' Therefore alr the

uncertaíntiesinthisrepo'tu'"-""timatedat2standarddeviation.

PercentagestandardDeviation:Thestandarddeviationisexpressedasa
p.t.ã"a"ée by the following equation

PS, (Y, - Y)' x 1-00

n-L
--------=----

Y

Expressedinthisform,thestandarddeviationisalsoknownaSthe
.oäffí"i"nt of variation (Cv¡ '

The terms defined above are shown schematically in Fígure 3'1'

Ìï

n

T
i=1

l

n-1



Table 3.1 Confidence fevef

Uncertainty Confidence level

t
+

t
+

0.674 Sy

0.954 Sy

1_.960 Sy

2 .5'7 6 Sy

0.50

0.66

0.9s

0.99

L0
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XXMean measured- +

valuo ot quantlw

Truevalueol +
quantitY

- Ã'ãandom uncertainty

_ I 1"" )gs : J tsy 
...

| æsessed with speclttc

_f confidence level

Value of measured quanlitY

rme
value of the qusnt¡tY Y ¡3

Figure 3.1 Basic statistical- terms
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3.2 NATURE OF ERRORS

There are four types of error which must be considered:

a) sPurious errors;
b) random errors,'
c) constant systematic errors" and

d) variable sYstematic errors '

3.2.L Spurious Errors

Theseareerrorssuchashumanerrors,orinstrumenLmalfunction,which
invalidate a measurement. such errors shoutd not be íncorporated into any

statistical analysis and Lhe measurement must be discarded'

whenever it is susPected
errors of this nature, a

3.2.2 Random Errors

that one or more results have been affected by

statisticaf "out1ier" test should be applied'

Random errors are Sometimes referred to as precision or experimental

errors. They are caused by numero,r", smal1, inãependent influences which

prevent a measurement system i."* delivering the same reading when

supplied with thå same inlput value of the quantity being measured' The

datapointsdeviatefromthemeaninaccordancewiththefawsofchance,
suchthatthedistributionusua}J.yapproachesanorma]distributionasthe
number of data points is increased'

ft is possible to calculate statistically the uncertainty in a measurement

of a variable wnen the associated "rroi 
is purely random in nature' To

do thís it is necessary to compufe the standard deviation of the error and

to decide on the confidence ll""r which is to be attached to the

uncertainty(e.g.,bYthelnternationatstandard,theg5%confidencelevel
is used).

The random error in the result can be reduced by making as many

measurements ." 
-po""iur" of the variable and using the arithmetic mean

value, since th; standard deviation of the mean of n independent

measurements is (n) t/2 times smaller than the standard deviation of the

measurement s themselves'

3.2.3 Svstematic Errors

Systematicerrorsarethosewhichcannotbereducedbyincreasingthe
number of measuremenLs if the equipment and conditions of measuremenLs

remain unchanged. they may be ¿iïiãe¿ into two groups, namely: constant

and variable sYstematic errors'

Constant SYsta$atic Errors

These are common to alf measurements made under the same conditions and

areconstantwitht.imebut,dependíngonthenatureoftheerror,mayvary
with the value obtained for the measurement'

t2



Variable SYstenatic Errors

Thesemayarisefrominadequat'econtrolduringthetestorexperiment,
being caused by, for example, changes in temperature which are not alfowed

for during the use of u pt"""*"ã gut'tg" whlch had been calibrated at a

fixed temperature' or by ptogteãsi"e wear in the bearings of an

i-nstrument.

Asecondtypeofvariab].esystematicerrormayoccurwheredigital
measurements are taken on - .orJrotll"ry varying quantity. Here' the

measurement of a series of ãis"tet" -obje-ts or events with some

imprecisionintrreoetinitionofthebeginning.andendingoftheset.The
uncertainty in the measurement due to ít" aiéital nature then depends on

the order of the final digit '

Theuncertaintyassociatedwithsystematic.errorscannotbeassessed
experimentarfy without tr'u"gi"g-'l;; equipment or conditions of

measurement. Whenever possible ttiis snould be done since the al-ternative

is to make a subjective j,ragã*ã"t- o" the basis of experience and

consideration of the equipment invofved'

Theproceduretobefo}IowedforarrivingatthesystematicuncertainLy
depends on the ilior*ution availabte on the error itself , but is the same

whether a constant or a variablã systematic error is being considered:

a)iftheerrorhasaunique,knownvaluethenthisshouldbeaddedto(or
subLracted from) the resul-t of the measurement, and the uncertainty ín

the measurement'due to this source is then taken as zero;

b)whenthesignoftheerrorisknownbutitsmagnitudehastobe
estimatedsubjective}y,themeanestimatederrorshouldbeaddedtothe
resultofthemeasureme,,.u,,¿_"¡,euncertaintytakenasone-ha}fofLhe
interval within which the error is estimated to lie'

The resul-t of a measurement, R, to be used is then given by the forrowing

equation

ôr, + ôt,

2

t ôt, - ôr,

with an uncertaintY of

2

where ôt ís the sYstematic errort and M, the measured value'

c)whenthemagnitudeofthe.systematicuncertaintycanbeassessed
experimentalÍy, the. uncert-a1ntv should be- calculated as for random

errors. sucn-ätuation wourd u.i"a where, for example, a current meter

which has not been cafi¡ratea individuall-y is used, but where batches

of identical current meters ;;t b"." prðviously tested to provide a

mean and standard deviation of the error associated with such current

meters.
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d)whenthesignoftheerrorisunknownanditsmagnitudeisassessed
subjectiv"rv,- lf't mean estimated error is equal to zero and the

uncertaintyshouldagainbetakenasone_haffoftheestimatedrange
of the error.

3.3 PROPAGATION OF ERROR

Allhoughitmaybepossibtetoattachvafuestotheuncertaintiesinthe
variousindividuafmeasurementsusedtoobtainameasureofflow-rate,it
is the uncertainty in the value of the flow-rate ultimately obtained which

is of fundament-l-irrterest. rL is, therefore, essential to have an agreed

method of combining the various uncertaínties associated wíth each of the

variabfes,whichmustbemeasuredinordertocalculateflow-rate'Ïn
oPenchannelsthesewouldbevariabfessuchaswaterlevefandcross_
section dePths.

Spurious errors introduce no problem since any measurement shown by a

statistical test (Dixon test) to be an outlier must be discarded (provided

thatthereisindependent."u"o,,fordoubtingthemeasurement).The
techniques for comnining random uncertainties are wefl developed' but if

the simplest st.atisticai formulae are to be used the different variables

mustbeindependent.Thus,everyvariabfemustbeexaminedinorderto
ensure that this is so. tf noi, any interdependent variables musL be

broken down into more fundamenLal variables untif true independence is

reached.

since the quantities in the various expressions from which the ffow-rate
may be calcufated are not "oÃãffy 

independent, each variable should

ideallybeexaminedindividua}lyto.oete'rninetheindependentvariables
on which it depends. rt may oftän-be impractical- or indeed impossible to

carryoutthisprocedure--andinsuchinstancestheformulaforthe
calculation of the overafl uncertainty should incorporate terms which

allow for the dependence between the variables '

rf the uncertainty in a variable yr is denot,ed el the concept of

interdependent uncártainties, "rr, ^uv'be 
introduced in order to produce

these additional- terms' Thã' quãntity €r'r then allows for the

interdependence beLween variabfes Y' and Y''

Incalculat,ingtheuncertainty'e"'inaresuftalluncertaintiesshould
l¡r.rs ¡e combined using the relation

k
ê', : E (8, er)2 +

l-=J-

where

k-l- k
2>

a=l l:a+r
. . . (3-1)

(3-21
n

ê..= q E [(Yl),-Yr]
-1,l - n-1 r:1

t (Yj),-il

where, 8, is a dimensional sensitivity

l4

coefficient of the quantitY Y'.



Notethattheaboveequation(3-2)holdsonlywhenthedistributionofall
of the sources of unãertainty, 4*t, can be assumed to approach a normal

distríbution, and when the er areãÉ tft.95% confidence leve1' In addition

the approximation is made tnãt tfre confi¿ence Iinuits fie at ptus and minus

twice the standard deviation, but this should introduce negligible errol
in ttre calcul-ation of the overall uncertainty'

Three specía} cases are worth mentioníng:

a) it is recommended that whenever
should be used, and in this case

k

ê2o = E (@'
1=L

when the result,

R=Yr*Yz*. . . *Y*

then all- the @'

possible only independent variabfes
equation (3-l-)

(3-3)

b)

€r)'

R, is given bY a simPle sum, i'e'

are unitY and equation 3-1 becomes

kk-1k
ê2u= t (er)'+2 2 E €r,r

i=l- i:l j=i+1

c)whentheresult,R'isafunctiononlyoffactors'thenthe
dj-mensionlesssensitivitycoefficientforeachfactoristheexponent
of the factor.

For the relation:

R=K Y"rYbz/Y'¡

where Y,7¡ Y,z, and Y3 are independent of each other' then

@-r:ai @'z=b; @-r:-c

and

Eo = [ (aEl) 'z+ (bEr)'+ 1c9rl"l'/'

(3-4)

where @', is a
and arbrc are

dimensionless sensitivity coefficient of the quantity Y"

constants.
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4.L GENERAL

Inthevelocity-areamethod,thedischargeisderivedfromthesumofthe
products of stream velocity, oepln and 

-distance between verticals (see

Figure 4.L) , tn"-"Lr".m ve'õcit' 
-"s""ff' being obtained by a current meter

(Herschy,1.985).--_ro'acontínuous.'eco'dotdischargeinastable
prismaticopenchannelwithnovariablebackwatereffects,aunique
relatíon exists between water level- (stage) and discharge' once

establíshed,thisstage_dischargerelationi"usedtoderivedischarge
vafues from recordings of stage'

Errorsmaybeincurredduringthreephasesofthedevelopmentofarecord
of streamflow at a river station'

Initially, there are errors introduced by measurement instrumentation and

technique in a singre-stream g.;;r;;-"Ë"ervation. The estabrishment of

a stage-discharge relationship írr.rótrr." those errors whích cause the

relationship to 
-; 

,ror-,rnique in nature. The last phase, involving the

use of the rating curve, irr"orp"rui"" still-ing-well and st_age-recorder

errors, and rh;;å inrroduced f,;-;;" merhodofágy of carculating daitv

discharge values.

whenever measurements are made, errors are made-the single exception being

whenthemeasurementisadiscretecount.Becausenomeasurementisfree
from error, steps must be taken to eva}uate the accuracy and the precision

of the *"u"ut"^ã,'t' To preclude a false sense of âccurâclr one must

investigate the nature oi "ttot' 
as well as the sources' types' and

magnitudeoferrorsmadeat.,a'io.,,sstagesofthemeasurementoperation,
and the interrelation among "rrãru. 

Oniy then is it possible to predict

the order ot malnitude of ih" "ttot 
in the final result'

4.2 OVERALL UNCERTAINTY

Theoretically,theriverdischargeisexpressedbytheintegra}ofa
.rãrocity tiero over a cross-section:

4. UNCERTAINTY ÏN A SINGLE DETERMINATION OF DISCH'ARGE

Q= (( v(x,Y)dxdY- JJo
where

Q is the unknown true discharge;
A is the cross-sectional- areai and

v(x,y) is the velocity field over width' Nt and depth' y'

rn practice, however, the integral (4-1) is approximated

summat.ions: 
m

Q": I b'd'v'
i:l-

(4-1)

by finite

. . . (4-2',)
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v1
m

vrhere

is the Lotal calculated discharge in the cross section;
is the width of the segment i''
is the dePth of the vertical i;
is the meãn velociLy in the verticaf i; and

is the number of verticals '

A vertical is defined as the vertical line in which depth measurements or

velocity measurements are made {GSo 772' 1-978) '

rn canada, a standard discharge measurement is usuarry performed using an

individua}IyratedPriceAAcurrentmeterandtakingatleast20verticals
across the cross-section, in which one or two velocity observations are

taken in each vertica] at 0.6 of the depth or at 0.2 and 0 - 8 of the depth

(see Figuxe  .tul-.- rte .retocity at eaãrr point, is observed for at least

40 seconds. rhe measurement ís t'ten clmputäa using the mid-section method

(see Figure 4.1b) '

The overalf uncerLainty (random and systematic) in the determination of

ãischarge is then due to uncertainties

- in the determination of the cross-sectional area, i'e" in deternuination

of $ridths (b,) and dePths (d') ;

- in the deternuination of the individual measurements of the flow vel0city
necessary for the determination of vt"

- by approximation of the integral (equation t4-11 ) by finite summations

(equation l4-2ll -

rn addition, the uncertainty in Lhe mean velocity depends on the

uncertaintyduetothelimitedtimeofexposure,.theuncertaintydueto
thelirn-itednumberofpointstakenintheverticaf;theuncertaintydue
to the tinÉted -rr,r*¡"t of verticals; and the uncert'ainty in the current

meter rating (carter and Andersãn, L963; Herschy, L9't5a; rso ?48 ' t9'19) '

The values of uncertainties given in this thesis are percentage standard

deviations at the 95% confidènce l-evef (two standard devíations) ' except

where stated otherwise'

The results that are presented in the foltowing Pages are -oìîganized 
as

follows:firstrthetypeofuncertaintyisstatedandthecauses
described,' second, the major investigators. are presented; an9 finalJ-y'

uncertainty values com*oniy found in ine fiterature are presented'

4.3 UNCERTAINTY IN ÍHE MEASUREMENT OF CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA

Therehasbeenverylittferesearchintotheuncertaintiesofflowdepth
and width measurements'

Usingasampleof22streams,wahl(]g.77)hasshownthattrained
individuafs measure width more consistently than depth'
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uncertainties in depth and vtidth may be either random or systematic' or

both. They are generally consideied to be small or even negligible
(Dickinson,:-961).CarterandAnderson(1963)didnotinc]udeany
component for uncertainties in depth or width in their error equation'

uncertainty values for width and depth meas-u-rements ín the líterature are

given by prochazka (1960), Herschy (1969-85), Wahl (Lg7':.1 ', and Iso 748

(t_979).

4.3. l- Uncertaintv in width

lnaccuracies in width measurement are most likely to occur if the channel

is large or ,_rrJ", ice conditions. rn these cases' the necessary

correctionsforsagrpullrslope'andtemperatureofthemeasuringtape
ãt wire should be made (ISO ?48, !979\ '

Forwidthmeasurement,therandomuncertaintyisbetweenl0.landt0.5t
(atthe95%}eve])dependingontheactualwidth,andthesystematic
uncertainty (at the 953 level) is t0'5% (see Tabfe 4'1") '

4.3.2 Uncertaintv in dePth

Errorsindepthsoundingsarelike}ytooccur^incross-sectionshaving
greatdepthsandveloci-ties(Corbett.eta1.,1957;ISo?48'L979;Rantz
et ê1., Lgg2). To etiminate l;;;" uncertainties, adequate sounding

weights shoutd be sefected and corrections appJ-ied, i.e. air-líne and

wet-line corrections (ISO 748' L979; Coon and Futreff' L986) '

Inaccuracieswil}alsobeintroducedifthebedíssoft,causingthe
penetrationofthebedbythesoundingweightorrod.Uncertaintiescan
also be caused by the presence of bouiders or bedrock irregularities in

thestreambed.Ifthestreamiscoveredbyice,severaladditional
uncertainties will arise, e.g. in-tte determination of effective depth

because of the Presence of ice cover and frazil- ice'

For depth, the random uncerLainty is betv¡een +1% and t3%, depending on the

depth; the Systematíc uncertainty is .]-e-ss Lhan +0.5t,. as given in Tab}e

i-.i- <^"t"c¡ryl rgzo , !975a; rso ?48 ' L979) '

4.4 UNCERTAINTY IN THE I"IEASUREMENT OF VELOCITY

Itisnotpossibletopredictaccurate}ytheuncertaintieswhichmay
arise, but there are four main causes'

1)uncerLaintyduetothelimitedtimeofexposureofthecurrentmeteri

2) uncert.ainty due to the use of a fimited number of points in the

verticaf ,'

3) uncertainty due to the current-meter rating"

4l uncertainty due to the use of a limited number of verticafs'
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Table 4.1 Uncertainties in river width measurements

Random Uncertainty in t (at the 958 fevel)

t 0.1 to 0.5 depending of the actual width

Systematic Uncertainty in t (at the 95% ]evel)

t 0.5
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TabLe 4.2 Uncertainties in river depth measuremenLs

Random Uncertainty in % (at the 95% level)

+ 1.0 to 3.0 depending of the actual depth

Systematic Uncert,ainty in I (at the 95% Ievel)

+ 0.5
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A Ã1

Thevelocityatanypointinastreamiscontinuouslyandrandomly
fluctuating with time. these ffuctuations in velocity are known as

pulsationsoroscil]ations.They.'"p'"""nt,inallopenchannefsinsome
form or another, and are caused by ñydraulic conditions in the stream

(e.g.obstructions,bendsorrapids-a,,dthegeneralregimeoftheriver).

Because of turbulence the velocity fluctuates continuously over the wet

cross_Section.Themeanve}ocityatanypoint,deterrn-inedfroma
measurement duringl u-."ituin time (i-n practiõe betteett 40 and 60 seconds) '
is an approximatitn of the true mean velocity at any particular point '
Therefore, an error which is rel-ated to the tiãe period of observation of

velocity at a Point is introduced'

whileHoytandGrover(1907)recommendedal00-secondobservationtime,
Hoyt (1910) recommended 40 u""orrJ" with a check observation, and corbett
etaf.(]-957)andRantzeta]-.(1'982)recommended40toT0seconds.In
canada, it is reconmended that inå poi"t velocity be observed for 40 to

80 seconds (Terzi, 1981) - Ïn practice' however' the vefocity is observed

for40to50seconds.Theactuafrationaleofthe4O-secondstandardis
uncfear.

The fluctuation in velocity was the subject of several investigations in

the late 1800,s. Murphy (r-9041 t.poit"d that Henry (18?1) observed

pulsationsonsmal}andlarge"t'"u*",Unwin(]-882-83)ontheThames
RJ-ver, and Mackenzie (l-884) on the l4ississippi River'

MajorinvestigationshavebeencarriedoutintheU.s'S.R./theU.S.A.,
and the U.K. Dement'ev (Lg62) reviewed early Russian work (1-870's to

1950,s)andanalyzeddatacollectedon32mountainstreamsintheU.S.S.R.
in 1959-60; carter and Anderson (1963) analyzed data from 23 streams in

the U.s.A.; Herschy (1970, tglsfa'¡ll' and Herschy et af' (1978) anafyzed

data from 2 streams in the U-K.; 
'savini 

and Bodhaine (19?l-) analyzed data

from the columbia River (u.s.A.); HaII and Johnston (19?L) analyzed data

from one stream in England; urro 
'rso 

ltzg (1-983) investigations (ISO DATA

2, l-g7g) includeJ tue änarysis of four sLreams in the u.K. ' four ín lndia'

one in the Netherlands, and two in the U'S'A'

Resultsfromsomeoftheseinvest'igatorswillbefurtherana}yzedand
discussed.

NoLe that the results of the rso investigation hrere first officiarly
reported by Herschy (1975b), uni fnen puUtiãfreA by ISO (ISO 7178' l-983) '

Denent'ev (1962)

Dement'ev reviêwed early Russian work (covering the period :-870's to

l-950's) into the investigation of velocity pulsations on typical mountain

streams (Tables 4.3 and ã'Sl' Dement'ev's paper also contains results of

work carried out by the Central esia,, nxpedition on 32 mountain rivers in

Russia, at 37 localions, between L959 and 1961- (Table 4'5) '
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Table 4.3 Meter time exposure required to obtain a 4å accuracy
(at the 95 per cent l-evel) for a point velocity
- Dement'ev (L962) '

ExPosure time, in minutes

Author Year River S 0'2D 0'6D 0'8D B

N.N. Sokolov l-90?-09 Zee - 2 - I
A.B. Shafalovich

Remarks: large Ott meter; 20 rnin' duration

M.M. Musselius 191-0 Tura - 2 - I
Tobol

E.V. BliznYck l-9L1 YeniseY - 1 - 2

A.A. Ziríng

Remarks: 12 min- duration

S.I. Moiseyenko Lgl1-1'z Chusova - 2'3 - 5'6
SYIva - 2'5 - 9

s.I. Kollupaylo 1e14-r-6 lîîli'" 
täu l:? t2.s 

n, 
',

Remarks: open water conditions on western River' and

ice conditions on Dvina River

v.M. Sokof'nikov 1-931-32 Neva l-'5 2 4 - 6

O.K. Blumberg

Note: S is for surface, and B for bed
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Tabfe 4.4 Percentage Standard
velocity Pulsations
(t962) .

Devíation at the 95å 1eve]' of the
for various exposure times - Dement/ev

Percentage
Deviation

Standard
(95% levef)

Author'River' Year
*Remarks

Time S 0.2D 0.6D 0.8D B

E.V. BIiznYck
A.A. ZLrLng

*midstream
,r. 1l min)
on the YeniseY River in 1911

Mean 4. B

Max 7.6
¿.¿
4-2

3.0
7.2

6.6
1^ )

I. I. Moskvitinov
N.A. Giril-lovich
*midstream
*1-hour duration
on the SYr-Dar'Ya River
in l-91-5

20
60

t20
300
600

S-
Þ

s-
s-
S-

4.4 '7.4 10.2
2.4 4.8 5.8
l-.8 3.4 4.2
r.2 2.2 2.8
0.8 1.4 2.0

A.N. KalmYkov
*Ott-Price
*20 min. duration
*ice cover
on the SYr-Dar'Ya River
in 1925

20
60

L20
300
600

S

7.6
5.6
3.8
2.2
1.2

0.LD
5.4
3.8
2.6
L.4
0.8

0.4D
4.4
3.0
2.0
12
0-6

0 .7D
8.0
5.2
3.6
2.0
L-2

S

s
s
3
s

B

N.M. Mexheraup
*[4idstream
*Banks
on the Luga River

300

in L932-33

s f rom l-0.0 to 16.0*
from 12.0 to 24.02

A.A. KalinskiY
on the !'tississiPPi Ríver

from 14 to 483

in L943

120 s from 9.2 to !9.2e"1. Prokhazka
*botLom Ìayer
on the Danube,
vl-tava Rivers

(0.8-0.gsD)
Vaga' and

in 1955

S. I. KoPlan-Diks
*5 rnin duration
on the Polomet River
in 1-955-1957

100-120 s + 6% (max 16%)
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Table 4.5 Summary of results
in mountain rivers
(t962)

of observations
of Central Asia

on pulsations of currents
1959 to l-960 - DemenL/ev

Characteristic Percentage standard
deviation (95* l-evel-)
for exposure of meter,
in minut,es

0.s 1.0 2 5 r-0

Depth
of
points
(n)

Bank verticals

Average for 25
mountain streams
with pebble-
stony beds

Midstream verticals

Average for 28
mountain streams
with pebble-
stony beds

Bank verticals

on

4.6
4.2
6.0
9.6

10.8

6.0
7.8
8.2

D
(m)

s 0.23
0.2D to
0.6D 4.49
0. 8D
B

s 0.78
0.2D to
0.6D 7.00
0. 8D
B

Q

0.2D
0.6D
0. 8D
B

\7

(m/s)

2.96 L1 . 6
to 11.0

0 .t2 1-l-. 6
1"6 .4
25 .4

4.86 6.4
to 6.0

0.40 8.1
t2 .4
L5 -2

8.4 4.4
8.0 4.4

10.0 5.6
t2.4 8.6
20 .4 t3.2

3.2 2.2
3.2 2.2
4.2 3.2
6.2 4.4
8.4 5.6

3.2 2.0 r.4
3.6 2.6 l-.8
4.8 3.2 2.4
6.8 4.2 3.0
8.0 5.6 4.2

Average for
points of
observation
rivers with
sandy beds

o.2D t.20 L.78 7 -6
0.6D to to 7 .2
0.8D 4.08 0.54 1-1--0

3.6 2.6 t.6
s.2 3.6 2.8
6-4 4.2 3-4

Þlidstream verticals

Average for
points of
observation
rivers with
sandy beds

7.2
2.84 2.56 5.4
to to 5.6

6.r-0 0.50 8.4
8.8

6.4 4.0 2.4 1.4
4.8 3.4 2.0 1.6
5.0 2.6 L.6 L.2
7.0 4.8 3.0 2.4
?.8 4.8 3.4 2.6

Note: D and v are depth and velocity range' resPectively'
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The statistical terms for dispersion used by Dement'ev are: mean quadratic

error(onestandarddeviation),arithmeticerror(0.Sstandarddeviation),
andprobableerror(o.6T4standarddeviation).Inthepresentationof
these results the 95 per cent confidence level has been used and taken Lo

ãã""1 2 !/2 times the arithmetic error and 3 times the probabre error'

The early Russian work was apparently concerned in obtainíng Lhe exposure

timerequiredtoachieveat4percentaccuracyatthe95%Ievel.

The first general conclusions as to the nature of vefocity pulsatíon in
the rivers of the plains can be drawn from the investigations of A'R'

Garlyakher on the siue niver in the t8',70' s and by E. Lauda on the Danube

atViennainLSgT.Asaresuftofthiswork'itwasestablishedthat:

1) putsation of velocity in the same vertical increased with dePth and is
greatest near the bottom;

2) velocity Pulsatíon in the
from the midstream towards

3)withanincreaseinvelocitythepu}sationinthevertica]increases;

4) pulsation
ice cover)

increases with an increase in roughness (especiafl-y with an

transverse profile of the river increased
the banks;

Ïnlg03,N.N.Zhukovskiystudiedthevelocitypulsationofthecurrenton
Èhe volga River and confírmed the g"tt"iut concfusions as to the

distribution of pulsation in the "to""-"ã.tion 
of the river and as to íts

dependence on tnå roughness of the bed, which were drawn from Garfyakher's
investigations.

The results of several ínvestigations carried out during the period of

1g|T-1g3z are suÍlmarized in Tables 4'3 and 4'4' A sunrnary of the results
based on field measurements made by the central Àsian Expedition are

presented in Tables 4.5, and the-åtuiy"is of the effects of pulsations on

Èhe accuracy of measurements of veläcity during various phases of the

regime are shown in Table 4.6. The meler time exposures required to

achieve a !4% accuracy, at the 95 per cent leve}, for a point velocity
(i.e. surface, 0.2D, O-.en, 0'8D, and bottom)' and for different locations
in the metering slction and various phases of the flow regime are

presented in Tables 4'7 and 4'8'

The conclusions reached by Dement'ev, based on the anarysis of J-arge

amounts of data of field measurements (mainly on mountain rivers) ' are

summarized below:

l.Adistinguishingcharacteristicofnatura].riversisthepresenceof
hraves of rarge 

-".ui" pulsations of stage, velocity of flow, and of

discharge. tire periodã of the waves of large scale pulsations amount

to from 1-3 to 40-50 minutes or more'

2.1]IIepulsationofvelocityinmediumandsmallmountainriverswith
pebble_stonybedsand"'ittcurrentsisconsiderablymorecJ-early
expressedandinmagnit'udeexceedsthepu}sationobservedínplains
rivers.
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Table 4.6 Effect of pulsation of velocities in
errors of measurement of the velocity
during various phases of the regime -

mountain rivers on the
in midstream verticals
Dement'ev (1962)

Percentage standard deviation
for exPosure, in minut'es

Regime/
o"itn o.s t 2 s 10

Average of 5
mountain
rivers
including:

Chirchik
Pskem
Chatkal
Ugam
Vakhsh

High water

Surface 6.4
0.2 D 6.0
0.6 D 8.4
0.8 D 1-0.8
Bottom 2L.6

LOw water

Surface 4.6
0.2 D 4.2
0.6 D 6.4
0.8 D l-0.6
Bottom L4.2

4.8 3.4
4.4 4.0
6.4 5.6
9,0 '7.4

16. 8 t3.2

2.4 l-.6
3. 0 2.2
4.2 2.8
5.6 4.0
8.0 4.9

2.8
2.8
4.8
7.4

10. 0

3.0 l-.6 0.8
2.4 L.6 L.0
4.2 2.8 2.0
6.2 4.0 3.0
8.2 5.6 4.2
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Tabl-e 4.7 Duration of current meter exPoaure
points in mountain rivers required
velocity measurements of I 4% (95 3

(in m:inutes) at standard
to obtain an accuracY of
fevel) - DemenL'ev (L962)

Relative dePth
of the point

bankside
verticals

Midstream
verticafs

Surface

0.2 D

0.6 D

0.8 D

Bottom

10

>l- 0

1.5

15

3

5

10
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Tabl-e 4.BDuration of Current-meter exposure (in minutes) at standard

pointsforplainreachesrequiledtoobtainaccuracyofvetocity
measurements of t 4% (at the 95å confidence levef) -Dement'ev
(].962\

Relative dePth of
the point

Phase of the regime
High Water T,ow Water

Surface

0.2 D

0.6 D

0.8 D

Botfom

1.5

l_.5

2

3

4
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Themagnitudeofpu}sationon-mountainriversincreaseswiththe
velocityoff].owintt'everticalorinthewatercross-Section.

Theerrorsofmeasurementsoft'hemeanpointvelocityandofvelocity
in the verticar are usual-ty greater during high water than during low

water.

4.Themagnitudeofpulsation-increaseswiththeroughnessofthebed,.it
is considerably í"; in rivers with sandy beds and greater in those

withpebble-stonybeds,especiallywhenbouldersarepresent.

5.

6.

Pulsations in the
banks.

Pulsation in the vertical
the surface to the bottom,

On mountain
recommended,
individual
vertical.

transverse profile increase from midstream to the

of an open channel as a rufe increases from
where it reaches a maximum'

rivers the 100-L20 second exposures of current-meter
do not ensure the required ttt'"uty of measurement of

poi"a" vefocities or óf the average velocity in the

Thepercentagestandarddeviationduetopulsationinmeasuringpoint
velocities for 2 nr-inute exposure can teath 10-20% and in individual
cases 40% (at the 95 per cent level) '

T.withtheusualhydrometricmethodtheerrorofmeasurementofwater
discharge ." u ,hãl-e, resulting from pulsations, is not great, because

of the .r"roäilv--iít"t''utiot'É in individuar parts of the water

cross-sectionare,toa]argeextent,compensatedwhentheyaresummed
up. The error-ã"å to pulsafion is less than the errors resulting from

other causes particularly the obliqueness of currents '

Theerrorindischargeresultingfrom.p^u].sations,whencomputedbythe
theory of errors, was of the ord"r or ia for a 2 minute exposure' with

unfavourable conditions tg""gi"g sites with increased turbulence) the

error might reach 6-8%'

g. Field measurements of large scale pursations of velocity and of

discharge in natural rivers are of gr"ãt interest, both scientifically
and practically, and must be continlued and extended to investigations
of rivers ot 

-rrårio.lrs 
sizes with various hydraulic conditions.

.Ariderson (1961), CarLer and Anderson (1963)

Anderson (1961), Carter and Anderson (1963) studied the nature of the

fl-uctuations in velocity ut gt"éit'g sites ol ?3 different streams in the

united stares. The meaJuring".átiá"" ranged in depth from 0'73 to 8'14 m

ånd the velocities from 0'1-3 to 2'4t m/s'

Averagevelocitiesforconsecutivetimeperiodsof15'30'45'60'90'
tzo,1g0, and 240 seconds r"r"-ãu""rn"¿ åt points corresponding to 0'2'

0.4,0.6,0.8dept'hforal-hourperiod'It-ãhouldbenotedthatAnderson
(].961)statedtrrattheerrorwaseva}uatedbycomparingthemeanvelocity
atapointfor"r'o'ctimeperiods+¡iththemeanfora2-hourperiod.
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The percentage standard deviation of velocity pulsations about the mean

velocityatLheg5percentlevefofalltheresultsisshowninlable
4.g.Itshou]-dbenotedthatcarterandAnderson(1963)usedthe63per
cent confidence rever (i.e. one standard deviation). Ar1 their resurts
have therefore been doubled'
Afterstatísticalanalysisofthedata,CarterandAnderson(1963)
concluded that:

1) littIe Correlatíon existed between consecutive values of point
vefocities.Theaveragecorrelationcoefficientwas0'L7;

2l l-ittle correlation existed between the ratio of the velocity at each

point to the mean in the vertical observed simultaneously' i'e' v¡ith

current meters ptaced at several points in the vertical;

3) no correlation existed between the standard deviations (listed in Table
' 4.g') and the depths or the velocity of the streams"

4)theve}ocityfluctuationscanbeassumedtoberandomlydistributedin
time and space in a given cross-section'

Finally, carter and Anderson stated that the standard deviation of the

pulsations in the section depends on the number of observations taken

duringameasurement.Forexample,if!h"0.6Dmethodisusedanda
single observat,ion is taken ror ìs seconds on each of the 20 verticals
thenthePercentagestandarddeviationofthevelocitypulsationsisthe
percentage standaid deviation of !n.it mean, i.e., Ll'2/ (201"" :2'5 % (at

the 95 Per cent ]eve1) '

Internat,ionat organízation for standardization (Iso 1971)

In L968, in Paris, member countries of Iso were asked to investigate the

error in the mean vefocity at a point in the vertical- due to pulsations
using the following proced'"e (ISo 1088' Clause 3) :

i)t'hreeverticalsinthecross-sectionshouldbeselected,.atthe
deepestpointandat'depthsof0.6and0.3ofthedeepestpoint;

these three verticals velocity measurements should be

D, 0.6 D, 0.8 D, and 0.9 D from the surface"ii) in each of
made at 0.2

iii) each measurement should consist of an uninterrupted observation of
50minutes,byacurrentmeter,takingareadingevery30seconds.

Data from 17 internationaf rj'vers (ISO ?178' 1983) Ytere processed with

velocitiesrangingfrom0.l3to2.4irm/sec.Theriversincluded:Columbia
and Mississippi Rívers in the united states; lambourn, Derwent, usk, ouse,

Tyne,Eden,ClydeRivers,Galavilater'YarrowWater,andEttrickWater
Rivers in the United Kingdom,. I.Tsse} River in The Nether}ands; Yamuna'

Ganga, Jalangi nlrrets, u,,ã visvesvaraya Canal in India' Exposure times

of 30 seconds only were processed, .-,,d ." in the Russian and American

tests the totaf du-ration of trre tests was restricted to 50 minutes '

A sunmary of the ÏSO results is presented in Table 4'10'
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fabfe 4.9 Uncertainty due to limited time
Carter and Anderson's results

of exposure (at 95U level)

Point

d/D

Standard deviation (3)

15 30 45 60

for indicated time, sec

90 r20 1- 80 240

0.20

0.40

0.60

0.80

0.2+0.8
2

1-L.4 9.4 8.4

Lr-.8 10.0 9.0

15.0 12.8 1'1.2

20 -6 16.0 14.4

11.8 9.2 8.4

7 .6 6.6

7.8 7.0

r.0.4 10.4

!2.8 lL.2

7.4 6.6

5.0 4.0

5.2 4.6

7.2 6.8

8.8 '7.2

5. 0 4.2

5.8

6.0

9.2

10.0

5.8
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Table 4. l-0a Characteristics of rivers
the ISO investigation

from which data were collected for

CountrY River l,ocation Year of
measurement

USA

USA

India

India

India

India

The Netherlands

United Kingdom

United Kingdom

UnÍt,ed Kingdom

united Kingdom

l"lississiPPi

Columbia

Ganga

Jatangi

VisvesvaraYa
Canal

Yamuna

IJssef

Usk

Lambourn

Tyne

Eden

Vickburg

BridgePort,
Washington

Varanasi

Swarup Ganj

40 km from
Krishnaragasagar

PartaPPur

Doesburg
km 902, 630

LIandettY

Hunt's
Green

BywelI

Sheepmount
Carlisle

19 63
t964

r_963

]-966

]-966

196't

796't

1 96I
r.96 9

r_969

r.9 69

]-969

19 69

Note: Data
i.e., Rivers
water, SPeY,

at several other rivers stere
Ouser Derwent, Gala v\later,

Tay, and Tweed in the United

collected but
Yarrow Water,

Kingdom.

not processed'
Clyde, Ettrick
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lable 4.10b ISO suÍìmary of pulsation results showing standard
deviations at the gSt fot 30 second exposure times and a

time of duration of 50 minutes '

Percentage Standard Deviation (95 % level)
due to Pulsations

Verticaf at
maximum dePth

o-2D 0.6D 0.8D 0.9D

Vertical at 0.6
of maximum dePth

0.2D 0.6D 0.8D 0.9D

Vertical at 0.3
of maximum dePth

0.2D 0.6D 0.8D 0.9D

l-r. . 8 l-7 .4 t9 .2 23 .L t2.L 16.1 1?.6 18.6 l-L.9 L5.3 19 -7 20 '3
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Savíni and Bodhaíne (1-971)

The following exPeriments
River, from 1961 to 1964:

were performed by these authors on the Columbia

-vefocities vrere observed continuousty for 4- rn-inutes at each of 10 points

in four or five sãfecte¿ verticals "õto"" 
the measuring section at three

gaugingsitesontheColumbiaRiver.Thesedataweredividedinto
ítrtãt.táf" of 1, 2, and 4 ruinutes'

-synchronousvelocityobservationsat]-0pointsinaverticalwere
recorded continuo;;rv tot 66 minutes. Ten current meters v¡ere suspended

on a long hanger ¡ar-at 0.10 depth intervals beginning at 0'05 depth from

thewatersurface.Therecorderr.¡asconnectedtoeachofthecurrent
meters, and at every fifth revolution, a signaf was recorded on the strip
chart. From the strip chart, velocities were deternr-ined for each l--

minute interval.

The principal characteristics of the rivers investigated by savini and

eodnãine are given in Table 4'11a'

From the examination of the sixty-six 1-minute- vertical velocity curves

developed from the data in trre 66-minute run' savini and Bodhaine showed

thatnot$rocurvesareexacttyalikeinshapeorintl:verticaf
distribution of verocity. artho-ugh the shape and velocity distribution
ofthe66curvesdiffer,themeanvelocityofoneormoreofthesecurves
is often the same. There are 43 curves (L9 sets) out of the sixty-six 1-

rninutecurvesthathavemeanvetocitiesthatarealmosttheSame'
Velocitiesatspecificdepthsfluctuatedconsiderablywithnoapparent
relationshíptochangesinvetocityaboveandbelowthosedepths.The
largest variations ii velocity occu-rred at the 55 percent depth,' and the

smallest were near the stream surface. The uncertainties (at the 95%

Ievel)rangedfromS.2%atthe5percentdepth:-o22.0åatthe95percenf
depth. These results are suÍlmarized in Tabfe 4'11b'

ÀIso, data obtained from the 66-¡rr-inute run indicate that the ranges in

velocities decrease rapidly between l- and 4 minutes, then decrease at a

graduaÌ rate thãreafter. Savini and Bodhaine then concl-uded that there

is little need to extend a set of observations beyond about 4 nrinutes '

Frea¡b1e to Herschy' I InvesLigat'ion

rheobjectivesofthethreeaboveinvestigations(CarterandAnderson,
Dement'ev, and ISO) was to exanuine the uncertainLy in the measured

vetocity at a point in the vertical due to the effect of pursations in the

ftow and to make recommendations as to the amount of dispersion about the

measured velocitY.

These studies and tests indicated that:

l.theuncertaintyduetopulsat'ionsvariedwithdepthandwiththe
position of thJ vertical ín the cross-section;

2. the uncertainty due to pulsations varied with the velocity;

3.theuncertaintyduetopulsationsdecreasedwithanincreasedin
exposure time;
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Tabl-e 4.tta Principal river characteristics of the columbia River - savini
and Bodhaine (1971-)

Station Discharge Area

(cfs) (sq.ft)

Mean Maximum Mean
depth dePth vef.
(fr) (ft) (ftls)

v,lidth

(fr)

At Grand
CouIee

At BridgePort

At Rocky
Reach Dam

At Trinidad

Below Priest
Rapids Dam
Paterson
FerrY

Hood River
Bridge

56. 8 9:l..7
39. s s6.8

39.l- 52.L
16.0 23.7

4L.7 6L.6
28.4 36.4

32.9 60. L
22 .4 30 .2

4r..5 53.5
2t.9 29.t
34.2 46.5
19.9 27.0

65.7 46.L
52.0 35. L

s05000
7s600

488000
64800

506s00
59800

531-800
60400

505900
72000

6 0410 0

84500

648500
194800

44600
22l.00

43000
L3600

53000
25800

48300
16800

54200
24800
85200
44000

192000
t_37000

785
s60

r_1_00

850

r27 0

9r-0

L47 0
750

13 05
113 0

2490
22t0

41 50
39r- 0

Lt.32
3.42

11.36
4.76

9. s6
2.3s

1_1-.01
3.60

9. 33
3.10
7.00
L.92

3.39
1.42
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Tabfe 4. l-1b One-rainute simultaneous
Columbia River - Savíni

velocity measurements
and Bodhaine (1971) .

for 66 rn-inutes -

Percent of DePth Percentage Deviation
(953 level)

t'lean VelocitY
(fL/ s)

q

t5
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95

mean

8.2
8.8
9.2

10.6
r_1. 0

12.2
13.8
r_5. I
t7 .6
22.0

r0.2

3.89
3.81
3.72
3 .62
3.52
3.37
3.20
3. 02
2.70
2.14

3.30
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4. Pulsations ltaves of up to 20 minutes
site,'

were Present at one Particufar

5.pulsationsofwaterlevelwereobservedtoberelatedtopulsations
in flow,'

6. pulsations and their effect varied from river to river'

Asunmarytabfe,showingcomparingtheresutt¡ofRussian,Àmerícan,and
isó itn"-"tigations, ís presented in Table 4'12'

llerschy (1975)

Herschy conducted a detailed investigation into the effect of velocity

fr-,i""tiotrs on the accuracy of a current-meter measurement'

Priortothisinvestigation,theBritishstandardsimplysuggestedan
exposure time of at 1eást 40 seconds and recommended a Standard error for

this exposure time of :¿21õ (at the 95 per cent fevel) to aflow for random

fluctuaiions in velocity due to pulsations '

BasedontheexperiencegainedbytheRussian,American,andlso
investigations, Herschy decided to uJe 40 current meters in the measuring

section, the distribJtion bein! I ve¡t^icals þ¡ith 5 meters on each

vertical, i.e. aL 0.2 D, 0.4 D, õ.e n, 0.8 D, and 0-9 D from the surface

(accordingtolso?68).ThecurrentmeterschosenweretheBraystoke
propellermeters.Threesiteswereselected,RiverDerwentatLowHutton,
and at samford eridge; and River Rye at Nunnington (see Table 4'l-3)'

Before the tests, the sections were cleared of weeds, debris, and trash'
etc.Thedurationofthetestsrangedfrom4to6hours,withreadings
every 30 seconds.

More than forty thousand 3O-sec exPosures of velocities were processed

and analyzed in orà"t to investigate the effect of an increase in exposure

time on the standard deviation' Herschy¡ then concluded that :

1_. The standard deviation (g5 % reve]) decreased wíth an increase in
exPosure time;

z. The distortion normarly found in vertical velocíty curves is due to
pulsationsinve}ocity.Thetimesofexposurenormallyusedin
rj-ver g-rrgj-né (l- to -3 minutes) are not adequate to reduce the

scattertoobtaincurvesapproachingthe}ogarithmícdistribution.

3. In general, the largest vafue of the standard deviation in any

single veriical is found at 0.8 D (or 0.9 D where a reading had been

taken);

4.ForthepointsO'2D,0'4D'0'6Dtherewasadefinitetendencyfor
the standard deviaLion to increase from O '2 D to 0 ' 6 D if the

velocitiesdecreased.Wherevelocitiesdidnotdecreasethisru]-e
generallY no longer aPPtied"

5.Thestandarddeviationsofthevelocitiesduetopu}sationswere
dependentonboththemeasuredvalueofthevelocityatanypoínt
and the depth of that point in the vertical;
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States and ISO results,
the 95? level.

an
Table 4.t2 Comparison of Russian, United

Percentage standard deviation at

Àuthor (s) Depth
of
Points

Vel-ocity
Range
(m/s)

ExPosure time'
0.5 L 2

in min.
45

Anderson (196L)
Carter and
Anderson (l_963)

0. l-3 9.4 7 .6
ro 12.8 10.4
2.41 16.0 1"2.8

5.8 4.0
9.2 6.8

l-0.0 7 .2

0 .2D
0. 6D
0.8D

Dement'ev G9621

Pebble-Stonv Beds

Bank Verticafs 0.2D
0. 6D
0.8D

Midstream Verticals 0.2D
0. 6D
0.8D

Sandv Beds

Bank Verticals

l'lidstream Verticals

0.L2 11.0
to 11.6
2.96 L6.4

0.40 6.0
to 8.1-
4.86 L2.4

0.54 7 .6
to 7.2
r-.78 1l-.0

0.50 5.4
to 5.6
2.s6 I .4

8.0
10. 0

L2.4

4.2
6.0
9.6

4.4 - 3.2
5.6 - 4.2
8.6 - 6.2

3.6 - 2.6
4.8 - 3.2
6.8 - 4.2

3.6 - 2.6
5.2 - 3.6
6.4 - 4.2

3.4 - 2.0
2.6 - 1.6
4-8 - 3.0

0 .2D
0.6D
0. 8D

0.2D
0.6D
0, 8b

6.0
7.8
8.2

4.8
s.0
7.0

lSO (1971)
Verticals at
Maximum depth

Vertical- at 0. 6
maximum dePth

Vertical at 0.3
maximum dePth

0.2D 0.02 11.8
O.6D to L7 -4
0. 8Ð !.97 L9.2

o .2D 0 .14 12.L
0.6Ð to L6.1-
0.8D 2.17 17.6

0.2D 0.1-6 1l-.9
0. 6D to L5.3
0 . 8D 1 .11 19.7
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Table 4.13 Sites selected - Herschy's Investigation

River Max Vel' DePth width
(m/s) (m) (n)

River Der!'¡ent
at Low Hutton

River Dervrent
at Stamford Bridge

River Rye
at Nunnington

0.3

0.37

0.4

I-2 22.5

1-1.8 22.5

0.7-l-.3 l-l-.0
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6. The differences in the standard deviations between o'2 D, 0'4 D' and

0.6 D were due more to the differences in velocities than to the
position in the vertical;

.7. In general, the standard deviations appeared to folfow the values of
the velocities and increased from the surface to the bed as the
velocities decreased,'

8. The vafues of percentage standard deviatíon recommended for British
rivers ur. pr"'""nted i; Table 4.L4. This table shows the standard
devíation" ior corresponding point velocities in metres per second

and exposure time of 30 """otr¿", 
and 1, 2t and 3 rn-inutes' It shoul-d

be noted that instead of averaging the standard deviations for the
respect.ive depths in the verLical irrespective to vefocities (as was

done by Russiån and American investigations), the standard deviation
ofvelocitypulsationswasrelatedtobothvelociÈyanddepthsin
the verticaf.

g.Itisinadvisabletoemployasing}e30secondexposuretimeother
than for unavoidabte ocðasions such as measurements of floods where

the time factor is of utmost importance because of the rapidly
changing stage.

1-0. In using Table 4.14, for the 2 point method, the overall val-ue should
computeã by averaging the 2 corresponding values'

1l-. Although the investigations were for 3 rivers sections only, the
concluslons and results can be applied to most British lowland and

highland rivers where sufficient äèpth is avaifabl-e to dissipate the
effect of the bed and wel-I defined control affords a reliabfe
stage-discharge relation.

SUrrnary

Generally, these studies and tests have shown that the uncertainty due to
pulsations:

- varied with depth and with the position of the vertical in the
cross-section,'

- varied with the velocity. In general the uncertainty increased from

the surface to the bed as the velocities decreased,'

- decreased with an increase in the time of exposure; and

-pulsationsandtheireffectsvariedfromrivertoriver.

Also, Herschy (1975a) showed that the differences in uncertainty between

the0.2,0.4,and0.6ofthedepthwereduemoretothedifferencesin
velocities than to the position in the vertica] '

pulsation effects were al-so analyzed and quantified by Katinske (1945) in
the u.s.A., Karasev and chizhov (l-9?0) in the u.s.s.R. ' Botma (1970) in
the NetherJ-ands, Muszkalay (l-970 r LgTg) in HungarYr Asano (198t31 in Japan

and the u.s.A., and Reid and Pentland (1-964) and Pelletier (1988c, l-989)

in Canada.
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Table 4 .1-4 Percentage
Pulsations
Yorkshire

standard deviation (95

- general aPPlication
Rivers Investigation)

per cent level) of velocitY
to British Rivers (based on

Velocity

m/s 0.2 D 0.4 D or 0.6 D

Point in Vertical

0.8 D or 0.9 P

0.5

Exposure lime, in Minutes

2 3 0.5 l-

0.0s0 50

0.075 33

0.100 2't

0.L25 22

0. r.50 1-9

0.175 t7

0.200 l-5

0.225 13

0.250 t2

0.275 1L

0.300 1-0

0.400 I

0.500 I

0.5-1.0 7

Over 1.0 7

40

26

aaL¿

1_9

t6

14

t2

10

9

I
't

6

6

6

6

30

19

t6

L4

T2

10

9

8

7

7

6

6

6

6

22

16

r.3

1L

9

I

7

6

6

5

q

5

4

4

4

80

50

33

27

22

19

L7

15

13

11

r.0

8

8

7

7

60

40

27

22

20

1,6

t4

t2

10

8

7

6

6

6

6

s0

28

20

r-6

l4

L2

10

9

7

7

6

6

6

6

5

40

23

l7

L4

1,2

10

8

7

6

6

5

5

4

4

4
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The results of the Russian (Dement'ev' l-962\' and American (Carter and

Anderson,1963)researchareshowninFigure4.2a.Incontrast,Herschy
(L9?5a) carried ltrut u'ufysis a "t"p 

furlher by establishing a relation
between the uncertainty due to pulsations and. the velocity (see Figure

4.2b). Also, in Herschy's inveåtigation' up to 40 current meters on 8

verticals vrere operatei simultaneóusIy. Because the data are Lo be

analyzed statistiåally, and pulsation wãves of 20 to 40 nr-inutes have been

observed (Dement'ev, ir962l, the sample taken should be as long as

possible' It was found, however, that the tota]. time of exposure to
determine the "true" mean velocity differed greatly from one inwestigation
to another (e.S- 60 minutes for Cårter and Anderson t19631 to 4 to 6 hours

for Herschy []-975a1) .

There are large differences between uncertainty values .given by the

investigators, u" shown in Figure 4.2. Based on their part'icular
experiments, the different invãstigators recommended val-ues to their
respective water agencies. Dement'"i <tgeZl recommended thaL the duration
of current meter "-*po".r." 

in mounLain streams be between 1 and 3 minutes

at 0.2 depth (OetweLn 1 and 2 minutes for plain reaches), and from 5 to
]-0minutesat0.Sdepth(between2and3minutesforplainreaches),
instead of the 1-00 seconds recoÍunended in the u.s's'R' manual (l'lain

Administration of the Hydrometeorological service, 1975) ' These exposure

times would be required in order to obtain a +44 measurement accuracy'

Herschy (1-975a) and ISO 748 (19?9) reported that in order to achieve a t4å

measurement accuracy, an exposure time of 3 minutes woufd be necessary'

ïn comparison, Cartãr and Anderson (1963) reported that an exposure time

of 45 seconds would provide a measurement accuracy of *4?'

Insunmary'thetimeofexposureforavelocityobservationshou]-dbe
selected Ëased on the desired level of accuracy'

Therefore, there is a definite need for research into the influence of

velocity pulsation on the accuracy of discharge measurement' as pointed

out by severar authors, incruailig Dickin.son (1-96?), and starosolszky
(1983). Such study should be condúcted using pre-established guidelines
(rso i-088, 1985).

Theknowledgegainedfromthistypeofinvestigationwouldnecessarily
result, in improvements to the instrumentat'ion and data'

4.4.2

The computation of the mean vefocity in a given vertícal as an average or

a weighted average of a number 
-of point velocities results in an

approximationofthetruemeanvefocityintheverticafconsidered.

Theuncertaintyduetothelinr-itednumberofpointsusedinthevertical
does not take into account uncertainties due to pul-sation and is refated

to the shape of the vertícal velocity curve'

The t!.¡o-point method (0.2 and 0.8 depth) is based on investigations in the

early 1900's and also on the theory that th9 vertical velocity curve

corresponds to part of u puruuoiå wilr, ttre axis horizontaf at the point

ofmaximumvelocity,forwhichthea,,eragevelocitiesato.2]-L4and0.TSS6
of the depth is equivalent to the mean véÌocity (Barro¡.¡s and Horton, 1907;
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carten and andenson (1953)

at 0.8 d

at 0.2 d

Dement 'ev (1S62)
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Hoyt, Lg10; Barrows in discussíon in Hoytr 191-0; Pardoe, L91-6; Liddell-'
1,927; Corbett et aI ., L957) '

The one-point method (0.6 depth) is also based on the theory that the

vertical velocity curve is a parabola with the maximum abscissa betv¡een

zero and one-thi;d the depth, in which case the mean ordinate lies between

0.5g and 0.67 of the depth betow the surf ace (Hoyt, l-91-0; Pardoe, 1'91'6;

Liddell-, Lgz't; Corbett et a} ', L957) '

In canada, the 0.6 depth method is used for measurement where depths are

Iess than 0.75 m, .ri¿ tn" 0.2 and 0.8 depth method where depths are

greater than 0.75 m (Terzi, l-981) '

A major investigation into the vertical velocity curves for streams under

ice cover was carried out by Barrows and Horton (1907). Their
investigation resulted in the ãdoption ot the two-point method' They

recommended, however, that sever-al velocity curves be sampled and

correction coefficients be established' This procedure was also
recommended by several authors, including Hoyt (1913), Corbett et aI'
(195?), Rouse (1959), Rantz et al. (1982), and Herschy (1985)' It is noL'

however, considered a standard fietd procedure. Barrows and Horton (L907)

found that the "rr"rug" 
coefficient foi obtaining the mean of velocity from

mean verocity at 0.2 and o.g depth was L.oo2, the range being 0.98 to
1.04. The average coefficient fór obtaining mean velocity from that at
mid-depth (0.S ããptn) was 0'878, the range being 0'82 to 0'92'

uncertainties based on experiments and discussions of experimental
verticatvelocityprofilesmayalsobefoundinKasugaya(1958a),
prochazka (1g60),' H,-,rsing et ui. (1966), Bennett (l-968), Botma (1970) 

'
Bridge and Jarvis (197?), Bonacci (19?9), Morton (l-983) ' and Pelletier
(1987a) . Hovrever' the samples used !{ere generally small'

Theoretical and empirical analysis of verticaf velocity curves have been

carried out by Vånoni (1941), Kolupaila (1964), Matalas and Conover

(1g65), Dickinson (!967r, and Lau lrggzl . The theoretical velocity
profilesanalyzedbythese'andotherauthorsincludel.ogarithmic,
parabotic, hypèrbolic, and elliptic profiles'

In practice, both the parabolic and logarithnr:ic velocity distributions are

.r".ã to approximate the actual velocity distribution (Gray, 1973) '

since the turn of the century, many streams have- been investigated for the

number of points taken in ifre \r.-tti.ul . I"lurphy (1902a, l-904) analyzed

data from southern rivers in the U.S.A. with 301 vertical velocity curves

and conducted flume experiments; Hoyt and Grover (1907) analyzed more than

1605 vertical velocity curves; Haraing (1915) analyzed 96 measurements

from canals and fl_umes; carter and Andeison (1963) analyzed data from 100

streams in the U.S.A.,' Herschy (1970, 1975a) analyzed data from 2 streams

in the U.K. (565 velocity curves from the DerIÀIent River and 11-5 curves

from the thames River); Savini and Bodhaine (l-97L) analyzed data from the

columbia River (600 vertical vetocity curves) i and ISO 7L78 (1983)

investigations (iso onre Z, 19?8) inctu¿ea the analysis of data from 13

international rivers.

The results from some of the investigations will- be further analyzed and

discussed below.
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Verticals
verticals
(HoIland);

llo1rL and Grover (1930)

Based on stream gaugings obtained from 1905-IgL6 by the u's' Geotogical
Survey, Hoyt and-ertver (1-930) prepared 16.05 verLicat velocity curves'
The results of these experiments are summarized in Table 4'15'

They established that water moved in the verticat in the form of a

rogåritnmic distribution and that in particular, the reduced points
methods(2or].point)gavethemeaninthevertica}withincloselimits,
trr""" points gíving the mean in a logarithmically distributed curve
(Vanoni l-941-) .

Todd and Whitaker (196L)

from 3 internationat rivers were examined, íncluding z 28

from River Adige (Ital-y); 24 verticals from River Bovenrijn
and 4 verticals from River Volga (U'S'S'R')'

A sunmary of their results is presented in Tabfe 4 'i-6 '

.Andergon (1961), Carter and Ar¡derson (L963)

over 100 stream sites were anaryzed by Anderson (1961-). observations were

made at 5, 10, 20,30, 40,50, 60, 70,80, 90' and 95 % depth aL from 25

to 30 verticals at each site. The ratio of the velocity at each point to
the mean in the vertical l¡tas comPuted for approximately 1800 sets of data'
The results are shown in Tabfe 4'17 '

the mean ratio for the average of t.he 0.2 and 0.8 observations is exactly
one, and the percentage standard deviation, at the 95 per cent levef,
8.6å.

Additional analysis of the data showed that the average correlation
coefficient, r, tetween ratios for a given section was 0'04'

carter and Anderson proposed to comput.e the standard deviation of the
section ratio, by using the following equation

S," t1 + (N-1) tfr/z
s- : -----

(N) "'

where N is the number of verticals, and s'" is the standard deviation of
velocity ratio.

Internatíonal Organization for Standardi zation (1-97L)

ISO examined 23 stream sites from 13 international rivers' The velocities
f^Iere measured at 10 different points in the vertical, i.e. near the

surface,' Q.2 o; 0.3 D; 0.4 D,' 0'5 D; 0'6 D; 0'7 D; 0'8 D; 0'9 D '' and near

the bed. The exposure time was 1 minute, and the measurement was repeated

5 times. The mean velocity was deter¡n-ined by planimeter and this velocity
was taken as the basis for comparison of the reduced point methods'

A summary of the results is given in Tabfe 4'18'

. . (4-3)
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Tabte 4.15 Percentage standard deviation due t.o linrited number of
points táten ín the vertical (95 t tevel) - Hoyt and Grover
(1930)

Method Percentage standard deviation
estimated (95 E level-)

2 point

1 point

4'I



Table 4.l-6 Percentage Standard Deviation
Points taken in the vertical -

due to the limited number
lodd and Whitaker (1961)

of

Method Percentage Standard Deviation
(95 å levef)

6 points

5 points

3 points

2 points

1- point

1.8

2.9

4.3

5.4

8.5
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Table 4.1? l"lean Ratio and Percentage Standard
velocity at various rel-ative depths in
pet "ett 

levef) - Carter and Anderson

Deviation of the mean
the vertical- (at the 95
(1963)

Point

t-y/y"

Mean ratio

p

Percentage Standard
Deviation (95t ]eve])

SP

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.s

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.2-0.8

1 . l_l_1

r-.118

l_.109

l-. r.06

1.0s3

1.007

0.930

0.837

1.000

30.2

22 .4

45.2

8.6
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Table 4.18 PercenLage Standard Deviation due to the liruited
number of points taken in the vertical -
rso/rR 7L7B (1 983)

Method v Percentage Standard
Devíation (95* fevel)

6-pts

5-pts

3-pts

2-pts

1-pt Vo.,

0 . 1 ( v"u,r,"n + 2V o. 2+ 2v o. 4+ 2V o. G+ 2v 0..+Vbed )

0 . 1 (v,u,fo.n+3v0.2+3V0.6+2V0.6+Vb"d)

0 . 25 (V 0.2+2V0. 6+Vo. s)

0.50 (vo.r+vo.B)

4.2

4.4

8.8

6.8

r-5. 0

9.6

6.6

7.4

4.4

5.0

otsher mathods tested

I : 0.96 vo.s

I : O .4 Yo." + 0.3 vo., * 0.25 vo.o

I : t/Z (V0., * Vo.6 + Vo.B)

'V : ttq (V0., * Vo.n * Vo.? + Vo.e)

i: t/e (V"u,ru"o * Vo., * Vo.o * Vo., * Vo., * V*o)
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Savini and Bodhaíne (l'97L)

Seventeen discharge measurements were made at seven gauging sites on the
Columbia River, iï washington and in Oregon, U'S'A' A minimum of two
measuremenLs r,¡ere made at each síte . From 22 to 4 0 verticals were

included in each discharge measurement. Velocities were observed at 10

points in each vertical .nd these velocity observation points were spaced
at intervals of 0.10 depth beginning at 0.05 depth (5 percent of total
depth measured from watãr surface at indicated vertical) and ending at
o.-ss aepth, except where the dist.ance fromthe 0.95 depth to the streambed
was 1ess than thå 1.5 foot distance between the current meter and the base

of the sounding weight. rn addition to the l-0 velocity observations,
velocities hrere al-so observed at 0.20 and at 0.80 depths. Note that a

predeternr-ined sequence of measuring the velocíties !{as not used for all-
measurements.

Ten-poínt velocity observations were made at selected verticafs duríng
r"guiut discharge measurements at four gauging sites '

From these experiments, savini and Bodhaine concluded that:

- the shape of the vertica] velocity curve differs significantly from
the shape assumed in practice (i.e. a parabola, the axis of which is
paralleI to the water surface; corbett et aI., L957). the velocíties
generally increase continuOusly from the streambed to the water
ãurface, the maximum occurring near the Iitater surface.

- of the two methods for extending the vertical veÌocity curve befow
0.95 depth, the ]ogarithmic method showed no agreement at all between
the log curve fitted to points plotted above and below that depth'
The power function, when applied to that part of the velocity curve
below 0.95 depth, agrees with the plotted data although agreement
wiÈh fietd data above the 0-95 depth is noÈ good'

- The averages of the continuous velocity observations for 66 ¡n-inutes

at r0 points constituted the basis for allowing construction of a

smooth vertical velocit.y curve that increased continually from the
streambed to the water surface. The lo-point mean was virtually
identicaf to the integrated-curve mean'

- Both the integrated-curve and 1o-point mean velocities were used as

a basis for cãmparing the accuracy of mean velocities determined by

other methods. The one- and two:point methods obtaÍned vel-ocities
that were slightly greater than the mean velocity and yielded a mean

velocity of acceptabl-e accuracy (lable 4 ' l-9a) '

Savini and Bodhaine did not calcufate the uncertainties due to the limited
number of points t.aken in the vertical. In order to assess this type of
uncertainty in their data set, the data for Col-umbia River at Grand Coufee

Dam were analyzed, and the final results are presented in Tabfe 4.19b'
It shows that the uncertaínty (at the 95å level) in the two-point method,

using 4 different measurements and 98 verticafs, was 138. Note that the
mean velocity was based on the 10-point method'
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Comparison of
the Cofumbia

mean velocities of
River - Savini and

discharge measurement s
Bodhaine (1971).

^êU!Tab1e 4.1-9a

Date Base lO-Point mean
river vel. diff.
velocity

mean 1-point mean
diff. veI. diff.

2-point
veL

.ät Grand Coulee Dam' wash.

4.81 0

7 .22 -1.0
'7 .26 -0.7
I .27 +0 .5

1-96L-04-24
]-962-06-20
t962-07 -07
19 63-0 6-l- 9

+0 . 6 4.72 -l-. 9

+t-.5 7.1-8 -l-.5
+1 .6 7.18 -l-.8
+1. t- 8.15 -1.0

4.81
7 .29
7 .3L
8 -23

4 .84
7 .40
7 .43
8.32

At BridgePort, ldash.

t96r-04-25 5.82
L961-06-20 10.54

5. 81
10.57

-0.2
+0.3

s-80
LO-47

-0.3 5.83 +0.2
-0.7 10.58 +0.4

At Rocky Reach P¡m, Eifash.

196t-04-26
t96t-06-2t
]-962-].1,-20

4.08 -0.5
8.87 -0.7
2.32 -l-.3

0 4.09 -0.2
+1.4 8.93 0

0 2.31- -r.7
4.10
8. 93
2.3s

4. r-0
9.06
2.35

At Trinidad, lilash.

t96L-06-21 L0.54
t96t-09-22 3.60

-0.4 l-l-.01- +4.4
0 3.75 +4.2

L0.52
3.66

-0.2
+1_ -7

10.50
3. 60

Belosø PriesÈ RaPids

!96r-04-28 3.78
L96t-06-20 9.29

Dam, ?gash.

3.77 -0 . 3

9.28 -0.l-
-0.3 3.7't -0.3

0 9.25 -0.2
3.''Ì7
9.29
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cont. Tabl-e 4.L9a Comparison of mean velocities of discharge measurements
of the Columbia River - Savini and Bodhaine (L971) '

Date Base l-O-point mean 2-point mean l-point mean

river vel-. diff' vel-' diff' ve1' diff'
velocitY

At PaterEon Ferri, Oreg.

L961-06-16 7.00 7 -02 +0.3 ?. o0 0 't '02 +0 ' 3

L961-L0-11 l-.90 1.89 -0.5 L-92 +L'0 ]-'92 +1'0

.P.t Hood River Bridge. Oreg-

1961-05-05 l-.44 1.43 -O-7 L-42 -L'4 1'45 +0'7
1961-06-0s 3.37 3.36 -0.3 3.39 +0'6 3'36 -0'3

Average
Range

-0.2
3.0

+0.3
3.0

+0.L
6.3

Notes: - VeIocítY in feet Per second;

-Difference in Percent,'

-Baserivervelocityobtainedbyintegratingthevelocitycurves.
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Tabl-e 4.19b Uncertainties in
at Grand Coulee

point velocities for
Dam, U.S.A. - Savini

the the Columbia River
and Bodhaine (1971) .

Uncertainties in correction factor required to
convert a specific point velocity to the mean

velocity

Percent of
depth

Dates of discharge measurements

Lg6L-04-24 1962-06-20 1'962-07-09 1963-06-19

0.0s
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.35
0.45
0.5s
0.60
0.65
0.75
0.80
0.8s
0.9s

vo.2+v0.8

26 .62
]-8.25
20.56
13.59
:-9.72
19.48
l-6.65
L2.27
20 .44
27.22
62.17
23.88
40 .47

1-4.45

15.86
j.4.44
]-6.26
r8 .42
1.3 .02
18.78
2r.25
14.81
24.'17
32 .63
38.30
42.58
38.20

13.99

23.89
r.6 . 11
L5.7 4

t5.32
r_1.60
26 .90
1-6.0L
19.30
26 .69
23.59
r8.42
21, .8t

t28.84

10.94

r7 .99
29.L5
18.08
r.4.56
1.3.02
1_9.65
L6.28
]-4.t6
23.59
26.50
24 .90
29.00

119.85

t2 -22

2

number of
vertícals

ACF11

ACÊ22

18

t .046

0-995

26

l_.033

0.982

28

l_. 018

0.984

26

1_.01-1-

0.996

1. average correction factor required to convert
orr"-pãittt method to the mean velocity

average correction factor required to convert
two-pãint method and the mean velocity

the vel-ocitY using the

the velocitY using the
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Iterschy (1-975)

previous investigations were reviewed and Herschy concluded that:

1. The resul-ts from previous studies did not show close agireement (see

Table 4.201;

2. The exposure time was not long enough to el-iminate or attenuate the
uncertaintY due to Pulsation;

3. The investigatíon carried out by Hoyt and Grover, 60 years ago, was

extensive.However,propercomparisonwithlso,CarterandAnderson
was noL Possible.

4. Carter and Anderson and rso results for the 2 point method -show 
good

agreement(8.5vs6.8*).However,forthelpointmethod(0.6D)the
agreement between Carter andAnderson, and ISO is not good, i'e', 22'4
vs 15.0 %, aÈ the 95 Per cent levef'

Based on these considerations, Herschy investigated the uncertainty due

to the limited number of point.s taken in the vertical. Íhe investigation
included the analysis oi 565 vert.ical velocíty curves for 

- 
the River

Derlvent. The 5 point method was used. Exposure time ranged from 0'5 to
60 minutes.

The results are summarized in Table 4'2L'

Based on Carter and Anderson (1963) ' rSO (1971-) ' and his own

investigation, Herschy reconunended values (Table 4.221 for the evaluation
of the uncertainty ar-ising from the use of a limited number of points in
the vertical.

some of the resul-ts from carter and Anderson (l-963), Herschy (l-975a) ' and

ISo investigations are shown in Figure 4 ' 3 '

4.4.3

In the computation of a discharge measurement, the depth and the velocity
are assumed to vary linearly tltn tfr" distance between the verticals in
the cross-section-

The value of the uncertainty depends not only on the number of verticals'
butaLsoonthesizeandshapeofthechannerrthevariat.ioninthebed
profile and the horizontat äistri¡ution of the velocity profile' In
canada, it is reconrnended that a minimum of 20 to 25 observatíon verticals
be taken in the cross-section. For narrovt streans, however, this is often
reduced to fewer than 10 verticals'

The major studies of this type of error have been carried out on u's'
streams, with the exception of the ISO investigations' Harding (l-915)

analyzed 89 measurements from canals and flumes with an average of only
16 verticafs,' Carter and Anderson (l-963) analyzed data from L27 stream

sites, which included depth and velocíty observations aL more than 100

verticals per section,' Heischy (1978a) analyzed 196 discharge measurements

from streams of 46 u.S. states, using between 51 and 310 vertiCafs" and

fso 7t-?g (1gg3) investigations (ISO D1TA 2, l-978) ínctuded the analysis
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Table 4.20 Comparison of Percentage Standard Deviation at the 95 per cent
. level - Herschy (l-975b)

2 point 1 point

Hoyt and
Grover

Todd and
l\Ihitaker

Carter and
Anderson

rso

3

5.4

8.6

6.8

4

8.5

22 .4

r.5. 0
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Table4.2i¿Percentagestandarddeviationduetothelimitednumberof
points tá]<en (based on River Derwent' Herschy 1-974)

Method Percentage standard deviation
at the 95 Per cent level

2 point

1 point 15
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devíation due to the
on Carter and Anderson'

limited number
ISO, HerschY)

ofTable 4.22 Pexcentage standard
Points taken (based

Method Percentage standard deviation
at the 95 Per cent level-

velocity distribution

5 point

2 point

L point

1

q

7

15
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The resul-ts from some of the most
analyzed and discussed befow'

important investigations wifl be further

Ar¡derson (L96L) , Carter and Ãr¡derEon (1-963)

The error was evafuated by anatysis of special discharge measurements made

at 12? different stream sites. The discharge measurement at each site
included velocity and depth observations at more than 100 verticals in the

section. lhe discharge at each site was computed using the data for I/2,
I/4,L/5,I/7.andr/].0ofthetotalnumberofverticals.Theirresults
are sunmarized in Table 4.23.

InternationalOrganizationforStandardization(L971)

The ISO investigation was carríed out according to ISO 1088' Verticals
were taken at iitervals of 1/50 of the total ti¿ttt subject to a minimum

spacing of 0.50 m. velocity observations Idere taken at 0 ' 6 D for exposure

time of 2 minutes.

of L0 international rivers with an averag'e of 50 verticafs (varyj-ng

between 35 and 66).

other investigations have been carríed out by Kasugaya (1958b, 1958c) '
Prochazka (]-960), Botma (19?0), Bonacci (1979), ISo Îc 11-3 (1981-), Boahman

and Carswelt (l-986), and Pel-letier (1988c' L989) '

average number of verticals used was about 50 (varying from 35 to 66) '
number of verticals used for comparison was based of 90, 80, 60' 50'

20, and 10 per cent of the total number of verticals '

resultsofthelsoinvestigationaresuÍlmarizedinTabfe4.24.

The following conclusions were drawn:

1.ca}cufatingadischargefromarestrictednumberofverticalsgives
results which are systemat'ically too low"

2. the selection of the verticafs based on the profíle in the

cross-section leads to good results;

Theselectionofthevert'icalsaccordingtotheequidístantcriterion
reads to resul_ts which seem to be slighily better than those obtained

usingthecriterionofequalflow.However,thedifferenceis
insignificant.

3. For large rivers (Q > L20 m3/s), the interpolation of the horizontal
velocityprofileaffectstheextentoftheerrormorethanthe
interpolationofthebedprofile.Ho$'ever,thedifferenceissma}].

For sma1l rivers (Q < 120 m'/s), the interpolation of the bed profile
inf}uencestheerrormuch*o'"thantheinterpolationofthe
horizontal vefocitY Profile'

The
The
40'

The
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Table 4.23 Percentage Standard
due to the limited
Anderson (1963)

Deviatíon (gSZ fevef) of the uncertainty
number of vertical- used - Carter and

Number of
Verticals

Percentage standard deviation
(95 Per cent fevel)

I-Ll-

L2-15

r6-20

2t-25

26-30

31 -35

104

8.4

8.2

4.2

4.0

3.2

3.2

0
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Tab}e 4.24 Percent.age Standard Deviation of the uncertainty due to the
limit.ed number of vertical used - rSo/TR 71-78 (l-983)

Number of
Verticals

Percentage standard deviation
(95 Percent level)

Bed Profile Verticals Sections of
in the equidistant equal fJ-ow

cross-section

10

L5

20

25

30

?q

40

45

r.5.4

l_4.0

8.8

6.0

4.4

3.4

2.6

2.0

1_. 6

7.4

5.2

4.0

3.3

to

2.6

9.0

6.7

EÔJ.L

4.t

3.5

3.2

3. r-

Legend of criter.ia:

Bed profile: surveyors will usually choose verticafs according to
irreg-ularities of thé profile read from an echogram, bearing in nrind that
tne ãistances between verticafs should not vary too much.

Vertícals equídistant: In this method, the number of verticafs is decided
beforehand and they are spaced equalty across the width. In cross-section
where variations itt ptotit" ana horizontal velocity distribution are
gradual, egual discharge in the various sections is approximated.

Sections of equal. flow: In this method, the verticals are l-ocated Ín such
a way that the discharge from each of the sections is equal, but this
r"qtrlr"" that the discharge-distribution in the cross-section be known

beforehand.
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A

5.

Errors in discharge caused by the interpolation of the velocity
profile and depth respectively are related. This refation is based
ãr, the interdèpendence beLhreen flow velocity and depth in the
vertical.

the error in discharge can be decreased considerably by using
knowledge of the continuous profile when determining the discharge/
instead of using only the depth in the verticals where the flow
velocity is observed.

Hersehy (1975)

Based on a review of previous studies (Carter and Anderson (1963), ISO

(1971) ), Herschy recommended values for the estimation of the uncertainty
arising from the limited number of verticals used. These values are
presenÉed in Table 4.25. These val-ues are now the standard values
reconunended by ISo ?48 (l-979). A graphic representation of some of these
results is shown in Figure 4.4.

4-4.4 Uncertaintv in the current meter

A current meter is calibrated by towing the meter through still water at
various constant speeds and recording the number of revolutions of the
rotor in a measured interval of time-

It is assumed that this rating or calibration is valid when the current
meter is used to measure vetócity of turbulent flow in open channels'
Errors may be introduced by this ãssumptÍon and by errors in the rating
tank (Carter, 1970).

The uncertainty Of the current meter is by far that one which has been

subject to the largest number of investigations,' approximately 50å of all
the articles addreãs this concern. Approximately one half of these papers
are devoted to the current meters with a verticaf axis (e.9. Price, Watt)
and one hal-f to meters with a horizontal- axis (e'g' ott, Braystoke) '

The major investigations into the uncertainty in calibration of current
meters vrere carrieã out by Lambie (1966, not published, cited from Herschy

It975a, Ig82l) , Smoot and Carter (1968) , and Grindley (t970 
'

I97tla' b, c, dl , ]-9721 .

In Canada, investigations of the response of the Price current meter to
different effects úere performed by Engel (1976, 1-987), Engel and DeZeeuw

(Lg77, Lg.l8, !g7g, 1980, 1981, 1983, 1984 [a,b] ) , Engel et a]-. (].985,

L986), and Pelletier (L988c, 1989) at the National waLer Research
lnstitute of Environment Canada.

The results of these numerous investigations are difficult to compare

because the current meters used were different. Through the years, the
design of current meters has continued to evol-ve. For example, the Price
current meters used in the earl-íest investigations, from which hydrometric
standards and procedures rìIere established, were sometimes large Price (35

or 24 inches long) or Small Price (617, 618 models) . A description of the
J-ong history of th" pric" curren¡ meter from 1882 may be found in Frazier
(t967 t .
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Tabte 4.25 Percentage Standard Deviation of
timited number of vertical used -

the uncertaintY
Herschy (l-975b)

due to the

Number of
verticals

Percentage standard deviation
(95 Percent levef)

5

10

I5

20

25

30

35

40

45

15

9

6

5

4

3

2

2

2
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Because of the number and diversity of investigations, it is necessary to
consider the various factors in separate sub-sections.

Repeat,abí1-it'Y

A random uncertainty will arise from the scatter of the calibration points
about the line of regression and a systematic uncertainty, due to the
rating tank, revealed by the shift of that fine'

Iambie (1966) (cited by Herschy [1975a, L982] ) rated the same meter eight
times in a short perioã, and found that the uncertainty from the standard
rating was t1-5å above 0'3 m/s; below 0'3 m/s' however' the uncertainty
reached +16%.

By rating two Price current meters in a towing tank at different speeds'
smoot and carLer (L968) found that the uncertainty decreases as the
velocity increases and is fess than 2Z (at 953 l-evel) for velocities
greater than 0.3 m/s- The uncertainty increases' however' âs the
ielocity decreases from 0.3 m/s (e.g., 4.5% at 0.076 m/s).

The International Current l"leter Group (ICMG) carried out a rating tank
comparison during the period of 1968-69. the meter used v¡as an ott Mark

V with four diffárent þropelters, and was rated in eight European rating
tanks. with the excepiiot of the low velocity range' the uncertainty was

+18 (Herschy,1975a)

Anderson (l-961) reported that a grouP of Price meters were rated at the
David Taylor Model Basin and at Cotorado State University in addition to
the original cal-ibrations at the National Bureau of Standards ' The

deviations of ratings for any one meter was Iess than l-*.

More recently, Pelletier (l-988c, 1989) investigated differences between

the U.S. Geological Survey and Environment Canada calibration practices'
and found that uncertainty increases at low velocities.

Individual Rat'ing verEus Group (or Standard) Ratíng

l,tajor investigations have been carried out by Lambie (1966) ' using 15 used

v{atts cup-type meters; by smoot and carLer (1968), using 140 Price meters"
and by drinarey (1970, rgzrc), using 201 new and used screw-type meters
and 20 ner¡r cup-type meters. The results of these investigations are
presented in Tab1es 4-26 and 4.27 '

They concluded that a group rating is as accurate as an individua] rating'
and the errors are mainly due to errors in the rat.ing procedures'
fh"refor", a significant rèduction in cost can be achieved by using a

standard ot gtoúp rating. Strict control- of manufacÈurer's tolerances
would be an """"rìti.I 

re-quirement, however, for the implementation of a

standard or group rating (Herschy, 1982) '

Based on smoot and carter (1968), the U.s. Geological Survey discontinued
its practice of rating each meter individually and imptemented quality
control- standards in the manufacturing process to ensure consistency in
Èhe product.
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Tabl-e 4.26 Sununary of investigations
meLers bY Smoot and Carter

into índivíduaL ratings of current
(1968), and GrindleY (1970-72)

velocity Percentage Uncertainty (95* ]evel)

Smoot & Carterl Grindley'?

0.031

0.077

0. r.52

0.229

0.307

0.460

0.613

0.748

0.899

0.996

2 .463

2.5L4

4.5

3.5

2.0

t.7

1.3

20.30

2.53

0.8s

0.69

0.s5

0.29

0. 34

0.45

0.35

0.24

0.20

0-34

1:

a.

Used

Used

and

and

136

494

observations,

observations,

one type of meter

three types of meters
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Tabte 4.2? Sunnnary ot investigations into
current meters bY Lambie (1966)
GrindleY ll97 0-'72)

standard ratings of cup tYPe
, Smoot and Carter (1968) ' and

Velocity Percentage Uncertainty (95% l-evel)

Lambier Smoot & Carter2 GrindleY3

0.076

0. L52

0.228

0.305

0.458

0.610

L.524

2 .438

20

13

r.0

I

7

6

5

5

6

2

2

t_

1

l_

l_

9

5

3

J

3

J

3

3

1:

a.

3:

Used

New

Nev¡

watts meters

Price meters

V{atts meters

were util-ized bY

were utilized bY

were utilized bY

Lambie

Smoot and Carter

Grindley
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In fact, HOyt (1910) demonstrat.ed from rating several small Price meters

that the percentage of deviation from the mean cllrve of different curves

rÂras generally less than t1%, except for velocities lower than 0-15 m/s'
Hoyt (1907, igrO) also noted that èerious errors may be introduced if the
smaIl price meter is used at vel0cities tower t.han 0.15 m/s.

It is generalty accepted that in calibrating a Price current meter' a

co*posiie rating snoufO be devefoped, i.e. one rating curve for low and

one for high velocities (intersection at approximately 1 rev/s or 0'6 m/s)
(price, 1895; Hoyt¡ 1910; Corbett et al., 1957; Smoot and carter, 1968;

Herschy, l9i5a, igZgU, 1985). However, this is not a standard practice
in Canãda. It is believed that a change to a composite rating curve for
the Price meter would result in a better estimate of discharge at low
velocities.

uncertainty values for group and indívidual ratings commonly found in the
fiterature are graphicatly represented in Figure 4 ' 5 '

OveralJ. Uncertainty in the Current Met'er

Herschy (1970 , I975a, 1g82',) reviewed the results of the investigations of
Lambie (1966), Smoot and Carter (1968), and Grindley (19?0, 1'97tc), and

reco¡mnended random uncertainty varues for individuat and group ratings.
The random uncertainty values are generally small- (+1%) for vel-ocities
greater than 0.3 m/s, and the systematic uncertainty assumed to be +1å'

These values are sufltmarized in table 4.28. Carter and Anderson (1963)

suggested a total uncertainty of +22 (at the 95t fevel). The values
suitesred in rso (rso 748, 1979) are given in Table 4.29.

To eval-uate possible changes in current meter ratings after extensive
field use, Smoot and Carier (1968) re-rated 40 Price current meters

brought in from the field and found thaÈ changes were in the order of +1?

to +22, depending on the condition of the meter and the calibratíon
velocity. They also found that physical changes in the pivot and upper

bearing have ti¿tte influence on the rating. However, damage to the rotor
(slightly dented cups) can cause appreciable change in the rating'

Also, Alming (L969) reported that uncertainties in a given calibration of
a current meter aue io wear is of the same order of magnitude as the
uncertainty in the calibration between different calibration instítutions'
Hisresultswerebasedonsevenottcurrentmeters.

Fluid Properties (Changes in Teqlerature and in Density)

calibrations of current meters are generally performed at water
temperatures cl-ose to ambient conditions of the rating centre's indoor
facilities (Engef, L976). rn the field, however' these meters are used

at temperatures which vary greatly from the- rating tank (as much as 16 c) '
F.rom a theoretical analysls, Engel (l-976) concluded that temperature
effects may be considered to bJ negligible. Robson (1954) ' using a

temperature change of 14"C (from 1?'C ú *C) at the Calgary outdoor rating
tacitity, concluãed that within the limits of accuracy of the current
meter rãtirrg tables (2 decimal places), there vtas no indication of change

in calibration with variation in water temperafure.
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Table 4.28 Herschy's (1975b) recommended uncertainty values for individual
and standard ratings

Velocity
(m/s )

Uncertainty (at the

Individual Ratíng

95? Ievel)

Standard Rating

0.031

0.038

0.076

0.r.00

0.152

0.229

0.30s

0.456 and over

20

20

10

5

2.5

1.0

1.0

1-0

6

4

2

7I



Tabfe 4.2g lrSO 748 (l-979) recommended uncertainty values for indivídual
and standard ratings

Velocity
(m/s)

Uncertainty (at the

Individuaf Rating

95% level)

Standard Rat.ing

0.03

0.10

0.1_5

0.25

0. s0

over 0.50

20

trJ

2.5

2

1

1

20

10

Ê

4

3

2
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Schubauer and Mason (193?) also concluded that changes of density
occurring in the field do not cause appreciable error. Their conclusions
were derived by rating Price meters in water and in air (density factor
of approximately 800) . Al-so, Engel (19'l 6l found t.hat the velocity error
owing to fluid density greater than fresh waLer was Iess than 1%, and that
the effects on measurement accuracy were not significant. Morel (1966)
also concluded that changes in water density were negligible.

Effect of Suspension

If a current meter is rated orr one suspension (e.9. rod), but is used in
the field on a different suspension (e.g. cable), errors are inLroduced.
Depending on the sounding weights used and the velocity range, the
uncertainty will vary greatly and can cause some serious under- or over-
estimation of discharge.

In Canada, the Price À-A current meter is calibrated on rod suspension, and
on cabLe suspension usíng a 30-l-b (13.6-kg) Colurnbus-tyPe sounding weight.
The current meter is not calibrated with the other standard weights used
in the field, such as the standard 15-Ib (6.8-kg), 50-Ib (22.7-kg), 75-1b
(34.0-kg), and 100-Ib (45.a-kg) Columbus-type sounding weights.

The effect of Columbus weights on the performance of the Price current
meter was investigated by Engel and DeZeeuw (l-984b). They concluded that
the price current meter response curve obtained with a 30-1b standard
suspension (Columbus weight) v¡as very sirn-ilar to that obtained when the
meter was attached to a standard rod. However, Èhey also concfuded that
the response curves obtained with the 15-1b, 50-Ib, and 100-Ib standard
suspension differ significantly from that obtained with a standard rod
suspension.

The effect of cable suspension has also been reported by Murphy (1904) '
Chow (1964), Chapman (1968), ISo 2537 (L974) , ISO 3455 (1976), Herschv
(l-978b, l-985), and leuber (1987).

In Canada, the WSC wínter meter (Price AA with modified yoke) is generally
used to measure streamflow under ice conditions. This current meter is
calibrated on rod suspension only. However, it is freguently used on
cable suspension using Pancake, Slush-n-al], and NACA sounding weights.
The effect of cable suspension for these winter weight assembLies has been
identified as an important factor by Scheinder and Futrell II (l-984) and
pel-l-etier (1988c, 1989). For exampfe, Scheinder and Futrell II showed
that for the Sl-ush-n-alÌ weight, the meter rotates 33 to 9% slower for a

cabfe suspension than for a rod suspension.

The review indicates that the method of suspension and the sounding weight
used will affect the calibration, and that a current meLer should be
calibrated with the suspension equipment it is to be used with in the
field.

Boundary Effects

Investigations by Rumpf (L914) conducted in a rating tank, showed that the
screvr-type meter (Fteley and Stearns) over-registered when placed near the
side watls, while the cup-type (Price) showed increased velocities on one
side and decreased on the other side.
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Pierce (l-941) conducted an extensive laboratory investigation to determinethe performance of current meters (sma]-l_ pricè and pigmy current meters)in water of shall-ow depth (depth ranging from 0.06 to 0.46 m, andvelocities ranging from 0. 03 m/s to - O.iA n/s) . pierce developedcoefficients, to be appried as correction fact.ors to veLoci-ties obtainedby current meters when used in very sharrow depth, for the 0.6 depthmethod and 0.2 and 0.8 depth method. For example, a coefficient of 1.02would be used htith the 0.6 depth met.hod if the velocity at one observationpoint was 0.15 m/s and the dèpth of r,¡ater was 0.15 m, and a coeffj_cientof L.07 if the depth was 0.r.2 m. rn comparison, a coefficient of r-.04would be used with the 0.2 and 0.g aeptn method if the vel0city wasbetween 0. j-5 and 0.30 m/s and the depth åf water was 1 m.

Pierce's investigation into the distríbution of verocities in a 3.65-mwide flume al-so included anarysis of vertical- velocity curves andpuJ-sation ef fect.

In .surnmary, these investigat.ions have shown that f l-ow boundaries canexhibit effects on current meter response. rf the meter is pJ-aced nearvery rough boundaries and in shal_low depths, the current meter may responderroneously (Dickinson, 1967; Engel urrä D"Z."rrro, l_9g3) .

Effect of ObJ.igue FIoçs

À11- current meters may be equarry accurate in paral-rel- firaments of steadyflow' Their performance wi]I diverge, ho*errJr, under currents which arenot normal- or perpendicular to the õross-sectiån (Kolupai1a, r-95g).
For horizontal or verticar- oblique frow to the cross-section, thecomponent in the direction on the channer axis (v : V. cos ß, where ß isthe measured angle to the perpendicular) is of interäst, ,rót tn. l_oca'veJ-ocity V..

The cup-type meter (e.g. Price) tends to register the magnit.ude of themaximum velocity vector, regardJ-ess of its- orientation in the flow,resulting in an over-registration of the velocity. ïn contrast, thescrew-type meter (e.g. ott) is designed to measure the projection ofvelocity on its axis (V = V. cos ß).

Generally tests to deter¡n-ine the effect of oblique fl-ow on the responseof current meters have been done by towing the meLers in stiLl- wat.er withthe meter axis inclined at various hori-zontal and verticar angles, byholdinq the meters stationary in a steady cur.ent with the meter axisturned at various angles to the direction of ttr" fÌow, and by oscilrating
l::.T"a.r laterarrv or verr.icarly whire rowing ir in stilr. ,ãt.. (Nagler,

rnvestigations on effect of oblique flow have been carried out by stearns(l-883), Runpf (19t4), Brown and Nagler (l-91-4-1s1, .J-x.r"o"riJ (1958).
More recently, Grindley (1g71a) concluded that. if a cup meter (price andvÍatt) is heading at right angles to the cross-section of a channer and thefl-ow is obJ-ique, the meter wir-I usuarry over-register. rn conLrast, thescrew-type will- measure, within 1imits, the comionent of velocit.y normal_to the cross-section. Grindley (1971-a) also cåncl-uded that tilting hasa greater effect on t.he behaviour of a cup-type meter than it has on ascrew-type.
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Engel- and Dezeeur¿¡ (L979) showed that the Price meter is more sensitive to
deviations in alignment above the horizontal compared to sinuilar
deviations below the horizontal. Also, the Price meter will always
under-register for misalignments above and bel-ow t.he Lrue horizontal-
position. For example, the errors in measuring velocity (at 0.3 m/s) for
angles above horizonLal of 5'and l-5o would be, respectively, -3å and -t2eo,
compared to -22 and, -2% for angles below the horizontal of 5" and 1-5o,

respectively.

Engel and DeZeeuw (1983) showed that the Price meter is subject to
measuremenL error when placed in a flow with a transverse velocity
gradient across the rotor. If the gradient is positive' the Price meter
*if f over-register,' if the gradient is negative, the meter wil-f
under-register. If the velocity gradient (Ç):(vr-vr)/D, where V, and V2 are
the fl-ow velocity at the oPen and cfosed side of the rotor cups
respectivel-y, and D ís the effective diameter of the rotor) is equal to
0.1 s-l (meaning that for any flow the velocity difference across t.he Price
rotor is about 0.008 n/s) and the velocity is 0.3 m/s, the error would be
3.5t and if the velocity gradient is equal to 0.3 s-t, the error would be
1Ot. FinaIIy, they concluded that the effect of velocity gradients is
greatest at low velocities and becomes less as the vefocities increase.

Effect of Vertical Motion

Kal-Iio (1966) investigated the effect of vertical motion (e.9., caused by
wave action or rocking of a boat) on the performance of three types of
current meters (Ott, Price, and U.S.G.S. vane) at various stream
velocities. Kall-io showed that for velocities below 0.75 m/s, the
accuracy of alf three meters is significantly affected. For example, if
a vertical motion of 0.L2 m/s is assumed, the error in measuring stream
ve1ocity using a Price meter on cabfe suspension would be +103 at a stream
velocity of 0.1-5 m/s and -6.7eo aL 0.46 m/s. the errors were' however,
smaller for the Ott meter than for the Price meLer. Both the rate of
vertícal motion and the frequency of vertical oscill,ation affect. the
registration of the meter.

Using an inflatable boat in a towing tank, Moody (1982) also showed that
the price meter is affected by vertical motion. Recentfy, the effect of
vertical motion was investigated by Îhibodeaux and Futrel.I (L987). They
showed that the Price type AÀ current meter is affected adversely by Lhe
rate of vertical- motion and the distance of vertical travel. Generally,
the type AÀ over-registers in observed meter velocity. The coefficients
ranges from 0.33 to L.07. They also concluded that when making a current
meter measurement from a boat or a cablev¡ay, errors ín observed velocity
will occur when the bobbing of a boat or cabfeway places the current meter
in vertical motion. These errors will be significant when the flowing
water is less than 2 ftls and the rate of vertical motion is greater than
0.3 frls.

Effect of turbulence

It has been stated in the literature by many investigators (Murphy, L904;
Groat, 1913, 1927; Brown and Nagler, L9l-4-l-5; Fortier and Hoff' L920;
yarnell- and Nagler, I93L; Nagler, 1935,' lilood, L945; Kolupaila, 1,949, 1958,
1964; O'Brien and Folsom, l-948; Yang, 1967¡ Burtsev and Baryshnikova,
L970; Muszkalay and starosol-szky, L981; etc.) that stream turbulence wilL
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cause over-regisLrat.ion by the cup-type meter and under-registration by
the screw-type meter. Moreover, that over-registration of the cup-type
is significantly higher than the under-registration of the screvt-type
meter.

However, Carter and Anderson (1963) stated that the Price current meter
is not affected by stream turbulence. They based their statement on

discharge measuremènt anafyses performed by Townsend and Btust (1960) '
Townsend and Btust reported that current velocities simultaneously
measured by cup- (price) and screw- (Ott) type current meters on the lower
Niagara niler gave identical- results. Moffatt (7978-79) reported sirn-ilar
resuLts.ÀIso,Jepson(196?)(citedbyHallandJohnstontLgTll)has
shown that registrãtion errors for miniature propelter-type meters in
faboratory flumes may be either positive or negative depending upon the
dominance of axiaf or transverse velocity fluctuations within the flow-

In summary, there is some confusion in the literature on the definite
effect of stream turbulence on the registration of cup-type current
meters, such as the Price meter, which is used as the standard current
meter by the united states and canada. Research is needed to
quantitaLively determine the effect of turbulence on current meter
i""por"", in particular on the Prj-ce current meter. This area of research
has also been suggested by Dickinson (1967), and by Starosolszky (1983) -

4.5 UNCERTATNTY TN THE DTSCHARGE MEÀSUREI'IENT COMPUTATION FORMULA

The most common method of measuring discharge in North America is to
divide the measuring cross-section into several smalfer sections or
segments (in general, 20 to 30) to meaaure the depth and velocity in each
veitical, and then to combine them to obtain the flow estimate.

Through the years, two methods have been used to compute the flow between
conseóutíve verticals. They are the mean-section and mid-section methods'

In computing the discharge by the mean-section method, a linear change in
velocity and depth from vertical to vertical in the measuring

".o""-"è.tion 
is assumed. In the ruid-section method, the mean velocity

and depth observations for a given velocity profile are assumed to be
valid throughout an area that extends halfway to the preceding and

suceeding verticals (Savini and Bodhaine, l-971) '

stevens (1908) compared the difference between what he called a standard
formula and rectil-inear (including mean-section and mid-section methods)
and curvilinear formulas. He concluded that the mean- and ¡aid-section
methods consístently gave the smal-lest errors when compared to the other
methods. Moreover, Ste,t"tts (1908) f ound tt¡at the nr-id-section method
produced errors twice as large as the mean-section method, and in the
äpposite direction. For example, the largest error detected (based on a

sãmpfe of only six) rras +l-.8t for the mid-section and -0.9t for the
mean-section. Stevens (1908) recommended the mid-section method, however'
because of its mathematicaf and computational simplicity.
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young (l-950) performed a comparative st.udy of the ruid-section and

mean:section methods, using more than 2OO discharge measurements' He

concluded that the mid-section method rilas more accurate than the
mean-section method. The "true" discharge estimate in the section was

assumed to be one with four times the usual number of verticals' Young/s
results contradict Stevens (1908) .

Based on young's investigation, the nuid-section method btas adopted by the
U.S. GeologicãI Survey (Rantz et âI., !9821 and by the Water Survey of
Canada (Teizi, 1981). The principal advantage of the mid-section method

is its simplicity (stevens, l-908, Tetzi, 198L, and Rantz et al-., L982\.

Savini and Bodhaine (l-9?1) compared the two methods using 17 discharge
measurements on the Columbia River (see Tabte 4'30)' The percentage
difference in discharge obtained by the tvro methods ranged from -0 '2e" to
-1.6t. The average was 0.68 fess by the mean-section method'

Grunsky (in discussion in Hoyt, 19L0), Colby (1964), Dickinson (1967) ' and

Fulford and Sauer (1936) also discussed these and other methods'

4.6 ERROR EQUATIoN FOR SINGT,E DETERMINATION OF DISCHÀRGE

The total uncertainty rrsrr in a discharge measurement' using the error
model proposed by carter and Anderson (l-963), is expressed as:

Se
_11 l_ _r_'_._lll j-o-'-o-n-'l'" l' *, ",(N) "' I

52 : Sm2
(4-A',)

where

S is the standard deviation of the total discharge"

sm is the standard deviation due to the }imited number of verticals;

Se is the standard deviation due to velocity fluctuation (pulsation) at
a point;

sp is the standard deviation due to the limited number of points used in
a vertical (i.e. shape of the verticaf velocity curve)i

Sc is the standard deviation due to inst.rumenL error (current meter);

Np is the number of observation points; and

N is the number of verticals.

In comparison, the error model proposed by Herschy (1970, 1975a) and ISO

748 (1-979) to compute the overall uncertainty (xc) is expressed as the
sununation of the overalf randorn (X'9) and systematic (X"q) uncertainty:

xq = + [(x'q)'+ ¡1ç"q)'J'l'
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Tabfe 4.30 comparison of cofumbia River discharge computed by mid-section
and mean-section methods from mean velocities obtained from
integrated vertical curves - Savini and Bodhaine (1971-) .

Date Mid-section Mean-section Difference
Discharge Discharge (Percent)
(cfs) (cfs)

.At Grand Coulee ¡¡am, litrash.

t96t-04-24
t962-06-20
L962-07 -07
1 9 63-0 6-1 9

r.r_ 57 0 0

2L9200
219500
267300

1L5r_ 0 0

21,5600
2r- 850 0
2654 00

-^ ç

-r_.6
-0.5
-L .4

Ats BridgeporL, Wash.

1961,-04-25
1961_-06-20

110400 -0.4
424800 -0.5

110800
427 000

At Rocky Reach Dalo, Wash.

1-96L-04-26
l- 9 6r_ -0 6-21
7962-1,r-20

115700 -0.3
446200 -0.4
60300 -0.8

116300
448100

60800

At Trinídad, Wash.

L961.-06-21,
796]--09-22

470700 -0.5
60100 -0.5

473100
60400

Below Priest RaPidE Panr, ldash.

196L-04-28
796t-06-20

1-04400 -0.3
490600 -0.7

104700
494000
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Cont. Tab1e 4.30 Comparison of Columbia River discharge computed by
nr-id-section and mean-section methods from mean

velocities obtained from integrated vertical curves -
Savini and Bodhaine (197L) '

Date Mid-sect.ion Mean-section Difference
Discharge Discharge (Percent)
(cfs) (cfs)

AL Paterson Ferri, Oreg.

1961-06-L6
19 6r- -10-11-

s96900 593900 -0. s

83400 83000 -0. s

.At Hood River Bridge. Oreg.

1 9 61 -0 5-05
r.9 61-0 6-0 s

t-97r-00 196200 -0 - 5

648300 647100 -0 -2

Average
Range

-0.6
1.4
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where

X'q = +
I

{'

L

m

I [ (b1d1v!)' ( (x'b1) 2+ (x'd1) 2+ (x'vr) t) ì
r-a

x'm)'+ -------

I i t(b,d,v,¡1f
li:r )

Ì"'

I

. . (4-6)

If the segment. discharges (brdrvr) are nearly equal and the random
uncertaintiès X'b, are néarly equal and of value X'b, and sirn:ilarly for
X'd1, Xt v1, equation (4-6) may be reduced to

x'q: t [ (x'm)' + I ( (x'b)'?+ (x' d) 2+ (x' vl2) JL/2

m

with

x'v : t [ (x'e)'+ (x'p) 2+ (x' c)']"'

where

X'm is the random uncertainty due to the lirr-ited number of verticafs;

x,b is the random uncertainty in measuring v¡idth of segments;

xrd is the random uncertainty Ín measuring depth of segTments;

Xrv is the random uncertainty in measuring the mean velocity,'

Xre is the random uncertainty due to the limited time of exposure"

xrp is the random uncertainty due to the limited number of points taken;

X, c is the random uncerLainty due to the current meter rating; and

m is the number of verticals.

Although the segment. discharge or the contributing uncertainties in a

stream gauging a-re seldom, if ever, equal, it has been found in practice
tnut "qortion 

(4-7) gives results which are not significantly different
from thãse given by the "exact" equation (4-6) (Herschy, 1-9'75a, L978[a,b];
rso 748, 1979l- .

The systematic uncert.ainties are combined also by the root-mean-square
methoã. In the velocit,y-area method, the error equation for the
systematic uncertainty (X"q) is given as:

X,,q : t [ (X"b) t+ (X"d) 2+ 
1l/." ç¡21r/2

. . (4-'t )
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r.¡here

X',b is the systematic uncertainty in the instrument measuring width;

X,,d is the systematic uncertainty in the instruaent measuring depth;

X"c is the systemat.ic uncertainty in the current meter rating tank'

using uncertainty values proposed by carter and Anderson (l-963) in their
proposed error *õ¿et (equation 4-4), uncertainties were cafculated for a

¿S-èecona exposure, using the one- and two-point methods. It should be

noted that Carter and Anderson's uncertainty values were multiplied by 2

in this thesis, to express the uncerLainty at the 95% confídence Ievel
(two standard deviations). Their results were originally expressed at the
68% confidence level (at one standard deviation) '

Curves were also developed using the uncertainty val-ues recommended by
Herschy (1975a) and his suggested error model- (equation 4-5), assuming
that the mean velocity in the vertical was 0'25 m/s' and that the meter
used was individuallY rated.

The comparison between the two error models is shown in Figure 4 - 6. Both
models iive fairly consistent. results for the t$to-point method (0'2 and

0.8 depth). However, for the one-point method (0.6 depth), the
uncertainty values given by Carter and Anderson are higher. For example,
if 20 verticafs are taken ritfr tfr" one-point method with an exposure time
of 45 seconds, and the measurement is performed under ideal conditions,
the uncertainty at the 95% fevef would be +8.5å using Carter and

Anderson's equation and +6.72 using Herschy's equation (at 0'25 m/s), a

difference of tL.8?. In comparison, the uncertainty of a discharge
measurement performed under ideal conditions with the two-point method

would be +5.6t using Carter and Anderson's error equation and 16.1t using
Herschy' s error equation.

The major differences between these tvro error modefs is that Herschy
includes the mean velocity as a variabfe in the equation. This ís shown

in Figure 4.7, where the uncertainty given by both models at 95å leve.I,
is plotted against the mean velocity.

Iiterature were developed by Prochazka
Herschy (1970), Karasev (l-978, 1980) '

(1983).

The theoretical error modet for a discharge measurement proposed by
Dickinson (:-967 t :-969') is distinct f rom the two prevíous model-s and wil-l-
now be described.

The discharge .passing through a metering section of a river may be

expressed uÀ the intãgral over the cross-sectional area and over the
*"ãr,rr"*ent time of the velocity vector perpendicular to the section, i.e.

Other error models found in the
(1960), Dickinson (L967, t969) ,

Rumyantsev (L98L), and ISO 7L78

Q:1
T

T

III
(x, z) L:0

v(x,z,t) dx dz dt

where
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o represents the mean discharge over the time intervaf T¡,

(x,z) are the coordinates defining the measuring section,

y(x,z,L) represents the velocity vector perpendicular to the
section.

Assuruing that the cross-section is divided into n vertical sections, the
above relationshiP

n

o: L A,ü "'(4-10)
i:1

where
A, is the time-average area of the i'h vertical,

t, i" the time- and area-average velocity of the
ith vertical.

HoÍ¡ever, in practice, the discharge is estimated by'

o=
i=1

where - indicates t.he parameters estimated by a measurement.

Therefore, the error in a singfe discharge measurement may be expressed
as

n-:
s:Q-O:E{arvl-AlVr}

i=l-

Then A, and vr may be defined as follows:

Ar:Àr*at

Vr:Vr*vt

then
n

q: I{ervr+vlar*vrar} "'(4-13)
a:I

where dt, vI, q are the errors in the determination of Aí v-r, and Q,

respectivelY.

Note that the last term in Equation (4-i-3) was neglected by Dickinson's'

Thus,
n

q= E { e, v, * v, a1 } "(4-14)
i=l-

. . . (4-r2)
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The error in a vertical sectional area/ a' wiII first be considered' The

area of the i'h vertical is given bY

wr

A,: f ndw=w,D,
J
w:0

and the estimate of A, is

A.:WtD,

where

Wr is an estimate of the width associated with the i'h vertical, Wl,

:
D, is an estimate of the mean depth of the i'h vertical, Dl

then,

âr=WrDi-WrD1

As outlined previously, the estímated values may be written in the
following form:

Wr:Wr*wt

Dr:Dr*d,

and the error in the ith vertical area may be expressed as:

âr= wldi+ trõi

In addition the error in the mean velocity estimate for the ith vertical-
can be exPressed as:

vr=Vr-V,

and using the aPProach given above:
m,

vr: E (Rirvrr)
j:1

and,

V, : 2' (RiJ vrr + vp)
j:r_

thus,
mr

vr : t (Rrr Vr: * t" - Rrr vrr)
j:1

which may be reduced to¡
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ml

vr= E (Rrrvrrtvn)
j =r-

where

R,. is the app¡opriate weighting factor attributable to each
"velocity;-îr; there being m, points setected in the i'n

sampling the vertical- velocity profile'

vo is the error in sampling the vertical velocity profile,

v' is the error in measuring the time-average velocity at a

Tbe error in measuritg Vr' may be expressed as:

nnL
q= E {Ai E [Rrr(v"*v.*v"+v.)*vnJ * v, { wl d1 + w, Di } }

i:l- j=1-

point.

rr¡ = l.r - vrl = v. * vo * v" * v,

where

v. is the error introduced by the current-meter cal-ibration equation;

vo is the error caused by oblique currents;

v" is the error in sampling the velocity in the horizontal direction;

v. is the error ín sampling the velocity in time.

Substituting the derived error relationships into the basic error equation
for single discharge measurement, gives:

time average
vertical for

... (4_15)

The above equation is the general error model which incfudes the error
components only in general form.

4.7 OTHER SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY

4.7.1 Uncertainties in other phases of devel-opment of streamflow records

Once the uncertainty in singte discharge measurements has been determined,
the following uncertainties in the development of a streamflow record may

be considered: uncerLainty in the sÈage or water level-; uncertainty in
the stage-discharge relation; uncertainty in the computation procedure;
and finally, uncertainty in the daily, monthly, and annual mean

discharges. For a more detailed discussion of these uncertainties, the
reader is referred to Pelletier (1987b) -
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One must real-ize that even if a discharge measurement is considered to be

accurate, it does not necessarily imply the accuracy of the daily
discharge records. Conditions in which a measurement wift deviate from
a stage:discharge relation are, for example,' shifting controls caused by

".orrr] 
fil], icé, or vegetal and aquatic growt.hs at the gauging station,'

or the gauging station being affected by variable slope caused by variable
backwater, changing discharge, or by both. Therefore the accuracy of a

streamflow record ritt generalJ-y depend on the accuracy of the individual
measurements, the number of measurements, their distribution in time and

stage, the computational procedure, and intervening hydrologic events
wfrióh may changed the cross-sectional characteristics (Grover and Hoyt.
191_6).

The uncertainty in stage or $rater level data has been investigated by
Stevens (L919), Rothacher and Miner (1965), Herschy (1969' 1'970, t915a'
1978b, l-985), Leupold and Stevens, Inc. (1978), Muszkalay and Starosolszky
(l-981-), Van Der Made (1,982), and Freestone (1983). Herschy (l-975a)
reported, based on Robertson' s experiments in L960 for the Surface Water
Survey in cooperation with the Wear and Tees River Board, that uncertaínty
(at the 95t level) nay range from 13 mm for the measurement by float tape
in a stilling well to +6 mm for the measurement by staff gauge' to 114 mm

for the method of measurement from 10:1 reduction of a recorder chart.

The uncertainty in the stage-discharge relation and the accuracy of
streamflow records have been the subject of refatively few investigations
when one considers that the relation j-s generally used to deríve daily
streamflow records. Models have been proposed by Dickinson (1967 ' L9691 ,

Herschy (1969, L97O, t975a, 1978b, 1-985), Burkham and Dawdy (l-970),
Venetis (l-9?O), Manley (1,977) , ISO l-100 (1982) , and Dymond and Christian
(1_gg2l. Dickinson $b67, 1969) did not include the uncertainty in stage
in his error model (Dymond and Christian, 1982). Moreover, Herschy
(1975a) ignored the effect of temporal correl-ation of errors in the
discharge record (Moss and Gilroy, L980). In recent years, the Kafman

filtering technique has been used by the U.S. Geological Survey to
deternr-ine the acãuracy of streamf f ow records (Moss and Gilroy' L980;
Fontaine et al-.' 1983; and Kitanidis et al., L984).

Most of the investigation resufts presented in this thesis were for
streams under open water conditions. There have been surprisingly few
studies of the accuracy of discharge measurements and the accuracy of
streamflow records under winter ice conditions. The most important
investigation on ice conditions r.ras carried out by Barrows and Horton
(1907) . Other studies v¡ere carried out by Hoyt (1-913), Collier (1'962),
Rosenberg (l-966) , Bennett (l-968) , Burkham and Dawdy (1-970) , Rosenberg and

Pentland (1983), and Morton (L983) .

Rosenberg and pentland (L983) analyzed data from seven Canadian sLreams
and concluded that the computational techniques typically availabLe
produced high uncertainties for small streams in moderate temperature
rones and lor.¡ uncertainties for large rivers in frigid zones.
Moreover, there has been very l-ittte research into the accuracy of
streamflow measurements in smalf channels or under conditions of low
velocities, or both, such as commonly experienced in the interior plains
of North America over almost half of the hydrologic year'
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- in the determination of the cross-section
determination of widths and depths,'

Invest.igations into the accuracy of streamflow measuremenLs under l-ow flow
conditions are required because of the large uncertainty that may be
present in the procedures and equipment used. These studies should focus
ãr, *.-"rrtement in sharlow water (e'g'. less than 1 m) with low verocities
(e.g., Iess than 0.3 ¡n/s), with a restricted number of verticals (because

of narrow channel, ê.g., Iess than 2 ml, and with a very soft bed. In
addition, the accuracy of other avail-able streamflow measurement methods
(e,g., dilution, weir, flume, electromagnetic, ultrasonic, etc.) shoufd
be ãssessed and compared to the velocity-area method. AIso, future
research should focus on the measurement and computation of streamffow
under ice conditions, incÌuding frazil ice conditions'

The uncertainties associated vrith the measurement of streamfl-ow under ice
conditions wil-I be further discussed below.

4.i .2 UncertainLies in current met.er measurements under ice conditions

As for open-water discharge measurement, the overal-l uncertainty, random

and systLmatic, in a singte det.ermination of river discharge using the
vel-ocity-area method in combination wit'h a currenL meter/ is due to the
following uncertainties:

area, i. e. , in the

- in the determinat.ion of the individual measurements of the flow velocity
necessary for the determination of the mean velocity,'

- by approximation of the integral of the product of a velocity field over
a cross-section by finite summations of the product of r'¡idth, depth, and

mean velocity.

Cross-Sectíonal Area

The uncertaint.y in the widt.h deternuination for a stream under ice cover,
or partial icJ cover arises because of the difficulties of locating the
eOgès of flow under ice cover. Damage to the equipment (i.e-, cutting
¡rãae of the ice auger) are likely to happen when the technician tries Lo

tocate edges of flow under ice. Also, for large streams, corrections for
sag, pull-, sfope, and temperature of the measuring tape or wire should be

made.

Errors in depth soundings are likely to occur in cross-sections having
great depths and velocities, and those with frazil ice accumulation.

The ice thickness, and frazil depths are assumed to vary linearly between
verticals or sampling points. However this is not necessarily the caser
therefore introàucing additional error in the cross-sectional area
determination.
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SaryJ-inE of 34ean Velocity ín Timp

The mean velocity at any point, deterrn-ined from a measurement during a

certain time (e.5. 40 to 50 seconds), is only an approximat'ion of the true
mean velocity at any particular point. Therefore' an error is introduced,
which is rel-ated to tte time period of observation of velocity at a point '
Although the majority of the investigations carried out to determlne the
uncertáinty due to limited time of exPosure v¡ere performed in open
channels, lhey inOicated that an observation time of 40 to 50 seconds is
insufficient to obtain a measurement of sufficient accuracy.

SaryIíng of Mean VelocitY in SPace

In the computation of a discharge measurementf the depth and the velocity
are assumed to vary linearly with the distance between the verticals in
the cross-section. The value of the uncertainty depends not only on the
number of verticals, but also on the size and shape of the channel, the
variation ín the bed profile and the horizontal distribution of the
velocity profile. Based on severaf investigations, the minímum number of
verticals taken in the cross-section (i.e., 20 to 25) is adequate in most
situations.

The computation of the mean velocity in a given vertical as an average or
a weighted average of a number of point velocities results in an

"ppro*i*"tion 
of the true mean vel-ocity in the vertical considered. Due

tã- tfre roughness of the underside of the ice cover the location of the
filament of maximum velocity is some distance below t.he underside of the
ice. the vefocity distri¡ulion under ice cover is similar to that in a

pipe with a l-ower velocity near the underside of the ice.

It is generally assumed that a vertical velocity distribution curve for
a stream under ice cover f ol-l-ow a logarithrn-ic distribution. However,
considerable uncertainties still remain in the shapes of the velocity
distribution for ice-covered rivers. For example, Lawson et aI' (1986)

showed that. velocity profiles ranged from logarithnr-ic distribution to a

very flat verticaf distribution through most of the water column. In
Canãda, Alford and Carmack (1987a, l-987b), and Pel-letier (1988c) reported
si¡n-ilar observations .

The standard procedure used by v{ater survey of canada for vertical
velocity measurements under ice cover v¡as developed by Barrows and Horton
(l-90?). They analyzed 400 profiles from 25 gauging stations in five U.S.
states. They found that the average coefficient for obtaining the mean

velocity trorn ttre mean of the velocities at 0.2 and 0.8 depth was 1'002'
and showed that the range was 0.98 to 1.04. .A,Iso, the average coefficient
for obtaining the mean- velocity from that at mid depth was 0.878, the
range being O.gZ to 0.92. They suggested that vertícal vetocity profiles
be taken and appropriate coefficients be derived from these at each
metering site.

Barrolvs and Horton afso showed that the coefficient changes for different
types of ice cover (e.g., very rough ice) . l,au (1982) suggested a guide
for a better correction coefficient based on the ice and bed roughness'
and showed that the vefociLies at 0.2 and 0.8 of the depth may deviate
significantly from the overall average velociÈy.
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The sampling of vert.ical velocity curves is a not a standard procedure for
Water Survey of Canada. Based on resufts of an investigation on the Red

River in Manitoba, Peltetier (1988c) recommended that further
investigations be undertaken to determine the variability in the
coefficients reguired for Canadian streams for obtaining the mean velocity
from the two- and the one-point methods. Tt was also recommended that
vertical velocity curves be sampled to establish the appropriate
coefficient for each particular stream.

Current, }4eger Calibratíon

The current meter is cafibrated by towing the meter through still water
at various consLant speeds and recording the number of revolutíons of the
rotor in a measured interval of time. It is assumed that this rating or
calibration is valid when the current meter is used to measure velocíty
of turbulent flow in open channels and in ice-covered rivers ' Errors may

be íntroduced by this assumption and by errors in the rating tank'

The various factors affecting the overall uncertainty in the current meter
calibration are: calibration procedure (i.e. number of tests, curve
fitting technique, individual versus group rating),' repeatability of
calibration datat change in fluid densities (i'e' temperature and

density); effect of suspénsion; boundary effects,' effect of oblique flow;
effect of vertical *oiiott,' and effect of turbulence. Some of these
factors are further described below-

ft was stated previously that WSC winter current meters are calibrated on

rod suspension only. However, they often are used on cable suspension
using a wide range ãf *int"r weight assemblies. Recent studies (Schneider
and Ëutrell, rc{q; Pell-etier, 1Ó88c) have shown that íf a meter is rated
on rod suspension but used in the field on cable suspension, with winter
weights ,rsLa Uy Yùater Survey of Canada, significant differences would

occur. For example, Pelletier (1988c) determined that the wsc winter
meter rotates appïoximately 4E to 1?% slower, depending on the velocity'
when mounted witñ a winter weight assembly (i.e., Winnipeg type) than when

mounted on a rod.

Note also, that sinuilar observations on the effect of suspension using
open water weight assemblies vtere made by Engel and DeZeeuw (1984b) '

Because of the importance and complexities of the effect of suspension on

the calibration of the current meLers, further investigations \Â¡ere

reconìmended (Pelletier, 1988c) and are planned to be carried out jointly
between the Water Resources Branch and the National- Water Research
Institute.

A random uncertaínty will arise from the scatter of the cal-ibration points
about the tine of regression and a systematic uncertainty, due to the
rating tank, revealed by the shift of that line'

It has been noted in the ]iterature (Smoot and Carter, l-968; Herschy'
L982; pefletier, 1988c) that the uncertainty in a cup-type current meLer

increases as the velocity decreases. This is of particular importance at
vefocities fower than 0.ã m/s, which are often encounteredunder ice cover
conditions. The results of an extensive ]iterature review (Pel-letier,
L988b) showed the }arge differences and inconsistencies between the
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results of the different investigators and suggested that further
investigations be carried out. Such investigations are expected to be

carried out by the Vùater Resources Branch jointly vlith the National- Water
Research rnstitute (Peffetier, L988c) '

Sr:nmary

Generally, an ice cover will significantly modify the characteristics and

morphological processes of rivers. The hydraulic processes are more

co*þl.* that open channe] conditions and are not welf understood'

changes in river ffow from ice-free flow to ice flow regímes have been

identified mainly by theoretical and Iaboratory analyses. These studies
have shown that àn ice cover generally increases the normat flow depth and

decreases flow velocity. An ice cover modifies the velocity and shear
stress distributions. The precise form of these distributions under
different winter flow regimeJ encountered in Canada remains in guestion'
The variables of heat transfer' ice physics, and ice and ftow history make

the solution comPlex.

In generaf, winter diScharge measurements are fesS accurate than
measurements made under open htater conditions for the following reasons:

- the presence of ice in the river, either covering the surface, attached
to the bottom or banks in the form of anchor ice, or floating throughout
the cross-section as frazil- ice,'

- the inability of the cuP-type current meter to accurately measure l-ovt

velocities (Iess than 0-S m7s) as is often encountered during the ice
period;

- the freezing of the meter while the technician is passing it from one

measuring pãittt to another, or making necessary repairs"

- the accumulation of frazil- ice in the cups of the current meter'
resulting in under-estimation of the mean velocity;

- the inability of the hydrometric technician to detect under surface ice
eddies or other condiiions that disturb the distribution of the flow'
and the tendency to measure vefocities at too few points;

- the impossibility of measuring the effective cross-section as

accuratel-y under ice corr". as in open water, especially when frazil ice
is present,'

- hurry in the work, due to physical discomfort of the technician making

the discharge measurementi

- the possibility of the stream having a different velocity profile that
the Ètandard assumed for winter measurements" and

- presence of thin or moving ice or overflow, making the physical access

lo the flow cross-section unsafe or simply impractical'
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Once the streamflow measurements have been obtained, the computation of
daily discharges for the ice affected period can noL be computed by t.he
standard stage-discharge relation because of the presence of other
variables. Variables or factors that may come into play are:

- growth of ice due to temperature,'

- formation of cl-osed conduit fl-ow;

- reduction and/or blockage of the cross-section due to ice growth and/or
frazil ice,'

- changes in roughness of ice from thermaf processes;

- formation of frazil- and/or anchor ice in response to weather and flow
conditions,'

- a wide range of freeze-up processes from the slow thermal- growth to the
episodic formation of frazil ice dams,' and

- ice break-up, jams, and releases as determined by ice fl-ow and channel
characteristics .

Some factors of winter hydrology are not fully understood nor quanÈified'
making data interpretation, estimation and computation Process subjective
and difficul-t. Examples include: fl-ow change due to the initial ice cover
formation; effect of temperature change on groundwater releases;
abstraction of flow to form fixed ice.

The problems described in this section may be divided into three main
areas for further investigations. They are: streamffow measurement; daily
flow computation and estimation; and winter hydrology, Accurate discharge
measurements are essential for accurate daily discharge computations, and
to the understanding of winter hydrotogy. Therefore, emphasis and
research effort should first be placed on resolving the problems and
uncertainties in streamflow measurement techniques under winter íce
conditions.

The cost of obtaining discharge measurements under winter ice conditions
is considerably higher than at other periods of the year, due to factors
such as: the time required to access the metering site and to perform the
measurement,. and the need for two-person field crews because of dangerous
field conditions. Not only are discharge measurements obtained under ice
conditions more costly, and more difficuÌt to obtain, but also very often
they are considered to be less accurate than open water discharge
measurements.

Over the last two years íncreasing effort (Lawson et al-. ' 1986; Al-ford and
carmack, !987a,. 1988b,- Pelletier, 1988a, 1988c, 1989) has been made to
better understand the factors modifying the ftow regime of streams
affected by ice conditions. These investigators generally noted that
systematic, quantitative field studies of ice-covered rivers were lacking,
and therefore recommended that further investigations be carried out.

Since the problems described in this sectÍon are commonly encountered in
northern countries, and the solutions to these problems may be applicable
to other countries, joint international investigations, wilÌ be beneficial-
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and cost effective in resolving uncertainties in streamflow measurement
and computation under winter ice conditions. Such joint studies may lead
to the devetopment of an international- standard on the techniques for
measurement and computation of streamflow under winter ice conditions.

The water Resources Branch of Environment canada has recognized the
problems and uncertainties encountered in the collection of hydrometric
ãata at sites affected by winter ice conditions, and decided to formulaLe,
in cooperation with other national- and international data collection
agenciés, a plan for further investigations in order to improve the
oierall quality of these hydrometric data. The plan includes: a survey
of the cónditions encounLered across the country and a comparison wíth
other northern countriesi assessment of the present techniques (methods

and instruments) used to measure and compute streamflov¡ at sites affected
by winter ice conditions, including determination of uncertainties in
measured discharge, and daily computed dischargei and development of new

instrumentation, including plastic current meter rotors with an optic
head, and an ultrasonic vefocity meter.

4.8 SUMMARY OT AVAILÀBIJE METHODS FOR STREAI'{FI,OW MEASUREMENT

In this section various methods that are avaitable for streamflor'¡
measurement in open channel, other than those discussed above, will be

briefly described. This section constitute a preambl-e to section 4'9, in
whích the selection of method is discussed, inctuding selection criteria
(e.g. uncertainty), and limiting conditions.

Methods which are available and suitab]e for flow measurement in open

channel-s are as follows (ISO' l-986) :

(a) Velocity-area method

(i) by wading
(ii) from a bridge

(iii) using a cablewaY
(iv) using a static boat
(v) using a moving boat

(vi) using floats

(b) Slope-area method

(c) Ultrasonic method

(d) Electromagnetic method

(e) DiLution method

(i) with a chenuicat tracer (continuous injection)
(ii¡ with a chemical tracer (sudden injection)

(iii) with a radioactive tracer (sudden injection)
(iv) with a radioactive Lracer (continuous injection)

(f) Cubature method
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(S) fhin-plate weirs

(i) sharP crest, V-notch
(ii) sharp crest, rectangular, with suppressed side

conditions
(iii) sharp crest, recLangular, with side contractions

(h) Weirs

(i) broad crested with sharp upstream edge
(ii) broad crested with rounded upstream edge

(iii) triangular Profile
(iv) triangular Profile, flat-V
(v) V-shaped, broad crested

(i) Fl-umes

(i) rectangular throated
(ii) trapezoidal throated

(iii) U-shaped throat

(j) Free overfa]ls, end-depth method (rectangular and
non-rectangular channef s) .

4. 8.1 Velocitv-area methods

I'fethods using curreng ueters

The velocity and cross-sectional area of flow in an open channels are
measured. The discharge is determined from the product of this velocity
and area.

The velocity may be measured by a current meter (cup or propeller-type) '
The current meter may be mounted on a wading rod (wading method) ' or on

a cable and reel suspension (bridge, cableway, and static boat methods) '

When measurements using current meters are not feasible, the velocity is
measured by floats.

Moving boat æthod

The moving boat method employs a modification of the conventional current
meter measurements in the velocity-area method of deter¡ruining discharge-
The method requires no fixed installation and lends ítse1f to the use at
alternative sites.

The principal difference between a conventional- measurement and the moving
boaL measurement is in the method of data collection.

In the case of the conventional technique, the mean velocity in the
segments of a cross-section of the stream is determined by point
veiocities or an integrated mean velocity in the vertical.

.A. propetler-type current meter is suspended from a boat about 1 m below

thä surface and the boat traverses the channel along a pre-selected Path
normal to the streamflow. During the traverse an echo sounder records the
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geometry of
records the

the cross-section and the continuously operating current meter
resultant of the stream velocity and the boat velocity'

4.8.2 Uftrasonic method

The velocíty of sound in water is measured by simultaneously transmitting
pulses in both directions through the water from transducers focaLed in
tne Uant on each side of the river. Alternatively, the two transducers
can be on the same bank with a reflector or transponder on the other.

the transducers are focated so that the pulses in one direction travef
against the flow and in the other direction v¡ith the flow. The difference
between the vefocíties of the ultrasonic waves is related to the speed of
flowing water at the elevation of the transducers. This velocity can be
rel-ated to the average velocity of flow over the whote cross-sectíon, and

by relating the ctoss-sectional- area and water level, the discharge may

be deduced from measurements of water velocity and stage'

4.8.3 Electromaqnetic method usinq a fufl channel width coil

Small electrical poLentiafs are set up between opposite banks of the river
by means of efectromagnetic induction as the vtater fl-ows through a

värticaf magnetic field. The field is set up by a coil- buried below the
bed or bridged across the river. The potential generated is proportional-
to the width of the river, the magnetic fiel-d and the average velocity in
the cross-section. The discharge is then obtained by multiplying this
averag'e velocity by the cross-sectionaf area of flow'

4 . I .4 l'leasurinq Structures

Weirs

The relation between head over the crest of the weir and the discharge is
established, usually in a laboratory and applied to fiel-d installation.
The head over the weir is measured and this value inserted in the
appropriate formula to obtain a value of discharge. If the flow is non-
*òd,rl-a. (water level- downstream is sufficiently hígh to influence the
water levef upstream of Èhe weir and tÌre discharge), the head over the
weir and the head at the crest or downstream are measured to determine
discharge.

F1umeE

The retation between the head upstream of the throat of the flume and the
discharge is established. Thereafter, as with weirs, the discharge is
determined from the measurement of the upstream water level-. If the ffow
is non-modular¡ rr€asurements of head both upstream and downstream are
necessary,

Free oveEfal-Is (end-dePth uethod)

In a device creating abrupt drop in the ffow, the channel depth at the
brink of the drop añd the flow area of the channef at the brink section
are measured. ite discharge is then determined using the appropríate
equation.
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4- B-5 Dil-ution methods

A tracer liquid is injected into a
downstream, where turbulence has mixed
cross-section, the water is sampled.
beLween the solutíon injected and the
measure of the discharge.

streamr and at a Point further
the tracer uniforml-y throughout the

The ratio of the concenLrations
water at the samPling station j-s a

4.8.6 Other methods

Slope-area rethod

The cross-section of a channet is measured at several sections along a

reach which is as straight and as uniform as practicable. the roughness
of the channel is estimated after examination of the channel or
measurement of the bed features. The discharge is determined by measuring
the vrater Ieve.l at. tvro or three sections a known distance apart and
inserting the slope, breadth, depth and roughness in an open channel flow
equation (e.g., that of Chezy or l'lanning).

Cr¡bature æthod

This method is restricted to situations where flow causes a change in
water level and the volume of stored water. The water fevef and surface
area of the stored water are measured on trr¡o occasions at a known time
ínterval. The mean discharge is obtained by dividing the volume of water
stored, or released from storage, by the time interval'

4.9 SELECTION OF METHOD FOR FLOW MEASUREMENT

In this section the process for the selection of a method for streamflow
measurement is outlined, including the criteria that must be considered'
and the liÍLiting conditions of the methods.

4.9.1 Selection Criteria

The selection of the most suitabfe flow measurement method to employ at
any streamfl-ow gauging station depends on a number of factors, which can
be summarized as folLows (Herschy, 1985; Pelletier, 1988b):

(a) capital availabl-e

(b) size of the river

access

hydraulic conditions of flow including:

(i) river regime
(ii) relation between stage and discharge

(iii) backwater conditions
(iv) stability of the channef reach
(v) conditions of flow in reach

(c)

(d)
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lvi) geometry of channel reach
(vii) velocity distribution

(viii) head loss available
1ix) range of vefocities
(x) bed conditions

(e) range of flows

(f) ice conditions

(S) weed conditions

(h) sediment transport conditÍons

(i) instaltation facil-ities availabfe

(j) maintenance facilities availabfe

(k) operational facilities avaifabfe

(1) staffing available

(m) equipment avaifabfe

(n) data processing available

(o) availability of electrical power

TO make a systematic decision from among the numerous flow measurement
methods, the user has to determine requirements of the measurement. These
requirements and restrictions may be based:

- on the physical characteristics of the site under investigation:

- width, depth, and mean velocity in the cross-section;

- are there cross-currents in the flow?;

- is Èhe channel free from vegetation?;

- is the channel free from ice, frazil ice, anchor ice?"

- is the channel fairly straight and uniform?;

- on the time availabfe to perform the measurement, i.e., some stream
gauging methods may take one hour, others may take up to 6 hours, and

[niã *uy become t serious restriction (during rising stage, flood
conditions )

- on the availability of trained experts for the stream gauging methods
avaifable

- on the type of velocity disLribution of flow (e.g., subcriticaf) in the
cross-section under investigation
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- on the guantity of suspended sediment in the water, on the presence of
entrained air, etc. tñi"ft míght affect the performance of a certaín
method (eg' ultrasonic)

- on the availabilitY of equiPment:

- types of current meters (vertical or horizonal- axis);

- type of susPension (cabfe or rod);

- suspension weight assemblies (open water or ice cover);

- on the avail-ability of (gauging) strucLures necessary for certain stream
gauging methods:

- a bridge for the vefocity area method from bridge;

- a cableway for the vel-ocity area method from cabfeway;

- a boat for the velocity area method from static boat method;

- the moving boat package for the velocity area method using the
moving boat;

- flumes,'

- weirs;

- etc.

Another important factor in the decision process' is that the user must

determine what is the desired accuracy. For example, in the single
deterrnination of river discharge, using the velocity area method with a

current meter, Pell-etier (1988b) has shown that the uncertainty in
streamftoet measurement is related to uncertainties in the cross-sectional
area data; uncertainties in the mean velocity; and uncertaínties ín the
discharge comPutation formula.

Moreover the uncertainty in the mean velocity, is related to uncertainties
in sampling the *."r, .r"Iocities in time (which is related to the time of
exposure) ãnd to uncertainties in sampling the mean velocity in space

(wnicn is related to the number of points in the verticaf and the number

of verticals in the cross-section).

As one can see, expert.ise in the selection of the moSt suítabl-e stream
gauging method foi a particular site under consideration is fairly
óo*óf"*, and much of Lte decision process is generally based on a

combination of field and theoretical èxperience. However, hydrometric
specialists from national agencies which have the mandate to monitor
streams and to determine which stream gauging methods are to be used'
usually tend to use only methods that they know fairly well (i.e., methods

that they have expertiÃe in), therefore restricting the types of methods

they could be rrs.irrg, and their possible benefits (e.g., in terms of
accuracy' cost).
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For example, in Nort.h America the velocity area j-s generally used with
vertical axis meter, versus, in Europe, where the horizontal axis meter
is preferred. Also, in Europe, fewer nufiber of vertical-s are taken in a

sträam than in North America, however, more observation points are taken
per vert.icaf in Europe than in North Àmerica. In the u.K. gauging
structures (eg. weirsj are widely used when compared to Canada, and in
France dilution methods are used extensively in comparison with Canada.

4.9.2 Limitinq Conditions and Selection of Method

The selection of the most suitable met.hod for measuring discharge shoufd
be based on the liniiting conditions indicated in Tab1e 4.31 (ISO 1986,
Starosofszky 1987). The symbols used in Table 4.31 are explained in Table
Á. ?.)

Àdditional or more detailed on limiting conditions may be found in the
International Standards relevant to each method (see Table 4.33 for list
of availabfe standards) or ín ISo (1983).

As one can see the sel-ection of a stream-gauging method based on a

particular application and criterion is a fairly complex Process.
iherefore, to help the user (who is not an expert in al-f the available
stream gauging methods) determine which method is should be used, an

expert, systen prototype for the selection of the most suitable method for
flow measurement in open channels could be developed.

An expert system is defined as a program that behaves tike an expert' or
u co*binat.iãn of several experts, for a problem domain (i.e., sefection
of a flow measurement method). Its characteristics are that it should be

capable of explaining its decisions and the underlying reasoning, and it
should be able to deal- with uncertain and incomplete information.

On the other hand, an expert is defined as a person who, because of
training and experience, is able to do things more competently than most
technical users. Experts are not only proficient but al-so smooth and

efficient in the actibns they take. Experts have considerable knowledge
for applying what they know to problems and tasksi they are also good at
efi¡ninãting irrelevant information in order to get at basic issues, and
they are góod at recognizing and solving problems they face as instances
of types v¡ith which they are famil-iar.

A prototype expert system called ESSEI'I (Pell-etier, t987; Simonovic' 1990)
tor tne-ãel-ection of a suitabl-e method for flow measurement in open
channels was developed in conjunction with the work described in this
thesis. ESSEI4 *ui designed to assist in selecting the "optimal"
streamfl-ow measurement method for a particular gauging st.ation or river,
considering various factors such as site and fl-ow conditions, and required
uncertaintY.

In suntrnary, the uncertainties associated l^¡ith each of the methods

described in the previous sections, depends on a number of factors, but
the most important ones are (Herschy, 1985)
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hydraulic conditions of flow;

measurement of head or stage;

number of verticafs taken in a current meter measurement,'

d) coefficient of discharge in the weirs and flume methods,'

e) the stage-discharge relation in the velocity-area method;

f) operation and maintenance of the station'

For good measurement practice carried out to ISO standards the attainabl-e
unceltainties in a single measurement of discharge are given in Tabfe
4.34. The values of uncertainties in Table 4.34 may be considered
attainable for average flow conditions but have to be adjusted for
conditions of extreme low fl-ows or floods '

Authors that gives information and/or uncertainties values for stream-
gauging method! (other than for the velocity-area method using a current
meter) includes: Arnberg (1971),' Bos (L976); Day (l-9?6); Derecki and Quinn
(1987); Drenthen and Vermeulen (1981),' Dyer (1970),' Gordon (1989);
Halliday et al . (19?5) ,. Harp (L974); Herschy (1978b, L985); Holmes et a}'
(1970) r ,Jarrett (1987),' ISO,' Kenney $9'l-7); Kinosita (1970, ]-9821 ; Kirby
(L987) ; Kfein and Yufit (L983) ; Laenen (1985) ,' Laenen and snr-ith (l-982) ;

Lawson et al . (1986),' Lowell and Hirschfeld (1979),' Newman (l.976, 19821 
'

RanÈz (L982a, b) ¡ Rodda (1976) i Trout (1988) ; and $¡Mo (1980a, b) '

a)

b)

c)
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Tab1e 4.32 Explanation of symbols used in Tabl-e 4.31

a Fl-osr should be subcritica.l

b Flow should have no cross-currents

c Channel shoul-d be relatively free from vegetation

d Channel should be fairly straight and uniform in cross-section

e Channel should be fairly straight and symmetrical in cross-section for
about 10 channel widths upstream

f Channel should have verLical- wal1s and a level- floor for a distance of
not less than 10 times the width of the nappe at. maximum head

S Fl-ow in the channel shoutd be turbulent (even including a hydraulic
jump) to ensure mixing

h Channel shoul-d be rectangular for a distance upstream of at least t.wice
the maximum head

i Channel should be nearly U-shaped

j velocity distribution shoutd be fairly uniform

k Channel- should be free from recess in the banks and depressions in the
bed

À For velocity-area method, with velocity observed at 0,6 times the depth,
or with two-point method, the minimum uncertainty may be up to 5t

B For velocity-area method, with velocity observed at surface, the minimum
uncertainty may be up to 10t

C Corrections may be required because of distance of air- and wet-line
effects

D Major error can be caused by pier effects

E Major error can be due to drift, obstructíon of boat and heaving action

F This method is recommended for use only when the effect. of the wind is
smal-I and where no other will- serve. Such conditions are likety to be
so variabl-e that no representative accuracies can be guoted, but usually
the accuracy of this method is }ower than convenLional methods using
current-meters and higher than the slope-area methods

Method suitabl-e for more frequent discharge measurements

Method suitab.l-e for tidal- waterways

LJ
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Cont. Table 4.32 Explanation of symbols used in Tabfe 4 ' 31

I Heavy sediment concentration not permissible

.l Quick method (fess than t hour)

K SIow method (l- to 6 hours)

], Large width (more than 50 m) or high velocity (more than 3 m/s) or ]arge
depth (more than 5 m)

M Medium width (between 5 and 50 m) or medium velocity (between 1 and 3

m/s) or medium depth (between 1 and 5 m)

N Very slow method (more than 6 hours) l

O Approximate method used when velocity-area method not feasible and slope
can be deter¡nined with sufficient accuracy

R Suspended material concentration should continue to be low in order to
avoid too large a l-oss of acoustic signal; for the same reason, the flow
should be free from bubbles

S narrow width (less than 5 m) or shallow depth (less than 1 m) or fow
velocity (less than 1 m,/s)

T May be used in rivers with weed growth and moving bed material
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Table 4.33 ISO/TC 113 Standards Printed

ISO 555/I-73 Dilution methods for measurement of steady flow - Part
I: Constant rate injection method.

ISO 555/II-8? Ditution methods for measurement of steady fl-ow - Part
II: Integration method.

ISO 555/III-82 Dilutíon methods for measurement of steady flow - Part
III: Constant rate injection methods and integration
method using radioactive tracers '

ISO 748-?9 Velocity-area methods.

ISO 772-78 vocabulary and symbols.

ISO 1070-73 SloPe-area method

ISO 1088-85 Velocity-area methods - Col-fection of data for
determination of errors in measurement.

ISO 1100/I-81 Establishment and operation of a gauging station.

ISO 1l_00/1L-82 Determination of the stage-discharge relation.

ISO 1438/I-80 Thin Plate weirs.

] SO 2425-75 Measurement of f10w in tidal channels
(with Amdt I )

ISO 2537-85 Cup type and propeller type current meters.

ISO 3454-83 Direct depth sounding and suspension equipment (first
revision)

ISO 3455-?6 Calibration of rotating-el-ement current meters in
straight oPen tanks.

ISO 37L6-7? Functional requirements and characteristics of
suspended sediment load samplers.

ISO 3g46-?7 Free overfall- weirs of finite crest vtidth (rectangul-ar
broad crested weirs).

ISO 3847-77 End depth method for estimation of flow in recLangular
channefs with free overfall.

ISO 4359-83 Rectangular, trapezoidal- and u-shaped flumes.

ISO 4360-84 Triangular profile weirs (first revision).

ISO 4363-?? tulethods for measurement of suspended sediment'
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Cont. Table 4.33 ISo/TC 113 Standards Printed

Í.so 4364-'1't Bed material sampling.

ISO 4365-85 Equipment in streams and canals - Determination of
concentration, particle size distribution and relative
density.

ISO 4366-?9 ECho Sounders for !"ater depth measurements.

ISO 4369-79 Moving boat method.

ISO 43?l--84 End depth method for estimation of flow in non-
rectangular channel-s with a free overfall (approximate
method) .

ISO 4374-79 water levet measuring devices.

ISO 43?5-?9 Cableway system for stream gauging.

ISO 4377-82 Flat-v weirs.

ISO 6416-85 Measurement of discharge by the ul-trasonic (acoustic)
method.

ISO 6418-85 Ultrasonic (acoustic) velocity meters'

ISO 6419/I-g4 Hydrometric data transrnission system - Part I: GeneraÌ

ISO 6420-84 Position fixing equipment for hydrometríc boats.

rSO 8333-85 V-shaped broad-crested weirs'

ISO 8363-86 General guidelines for the selection of method.

ISO 8368-85 Guidelines for the selection of flow gauging
structures.

ISO/TR ?178-93 Velocity-area methods - Investigation of total- error.

ISO/TR gL23-86 Stage-fatf-discharge relations
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Table 4.34 Uncertainties in a single measurement of discharge

Method Percentage UncertaintY
(95% level)

Current meter measurement

Ffoats

Slope-area

Fall-discharge

Dilution techniques

Thin plate weir

Thin plate V-notch

Triangular profile (CrumP) vteir

FIat V weir

Rectangular profile weir

Round nosed weir

FIumes

Moving boat

Ultrasonic

Electromagnet,ic

5

10-20

r.0 -2 0

r.0 -2 0

5

1-4

r-2

2-5

2-5

5

5

5

5

5

5
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5. MULTIPLE-OBJECTIVE ANALYSTS TECHNTQUES

5.1 ÐESCRTPTTON OF MULTIPLE-OBJECTIVE TECHNISUES

In this section two techniques wil-f be used, namely: the ELECTRE I and

the comprornise progranrn-ing technique for investigating the relative
importance of várious uncertainty components within the velocity-area
method. A short description of these techniques (taken from Goicoechea
et al. , tg82l will first be given, folLowed by the application of these
two technigues for the deternr-ination of the relative importance of
uncertainties of different sources in the river discharge deterrainat.ion.

5. ]- . 1 ELECTRE Ï

The ELECTRE method attempts to structure a partial ordering of
aLternatives which is stronger than the incomplete ordering implied by
nonínferiorit.y and which stil-l allows some incomparability to remain
(Cohon and Marks, L975).

The multicriterion algorithm ELECTRE I (el-im-ination and choice translating
algorithm) is a procedure which reduces the size of the set of
noñdominated sofutions (Goicoechea et â1., 1982). It is especially
suitable for problems with a discrete number of alternatives. The method
v¡as first suggested by Benayoun, Roy and sussman (1966) and was

subsequently improved by Roy (1-971-) -

Essentially, a search is made for a subset of nondonr:inated alternatives
in which a certain degree of discussion or discord is accepted in the
dominance relationship. That is, an alternative rr:Lrr quatifies for
membership in the suËset if it can be said that alternaLive rrirr is
preferred to atternative "j" (i.e., i > j), from almost every viewpoint'
Thus the method structures a partial ordering of alternatives which is
stronger that t.he incomplete ordering implied by nondonr-inance, but allows
some íncomparability to remain.

The construction of the subset is accomplished by the definition of a

binary relation ,'R" which captures the preferences of the decision maker
(DM) lh.t cut be welL accounted for by means of the avaíl-able data. This
rel-ation ,'R', is cafled an ouÈranking relationship and is built from value
judgments supplied by the decision maker. The method does not require
that the relationship be translative, i.e. atRat and a2Ra3 does not
necessarily ímp1y atia' (where ât, a-', and at are three different
afternatives or actions). The method recognizes that the reasons which
altor.¡s one to decide a1Ra2 and those which al-l-ow a'Ra' may be too distinct
to allow atRa'.

The outranking relationship (defined below) is used to form a graph in
which each node represents a nondominated alternative. Next, the kernel
of the graph is found.

The nodes contained in the kernel represent those alternatives which are
preferred on the basis of the outranking reÌationshíp' The nodes not in
lh" ketrref can be eliminated from further consideration.
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Figure 5.1 ELECTRE1 graPh
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Ân exampl-e of the type of graph v¡ith which the ELECTRE I method is

"orr."rrrèd 
is il-l-ustrated in Figure 5. l- . Ïn this graph each node is

represented by a circled number. Each node corresponds to a nondominated
allernative; thus, there are eight members of the nondominated set- The

arror¡rs emanating from the nodes are called directed paths and correspond
to the outranking relation,' they are analogous to a preference
relationship. That is, it can be said that alternative 1 is preferred to
alternative 5, alternat.ive 4 is preferred to alternative 6, etc' The
kernel of this graph consists of nodes 2,4, and 5 and is the subset of
nondominated alternatives which the ELECTRE I method defines,

The graph and its kernel will- now be defined. First, note that a cycle
is defíned as a directed path beginning in a node and coming back to this
node. Relative to a preference relationship, such a directed path is
regarded as expressing indifference. Also in the definition below a' and
a" denote any two possible alternatives. the graph, Gc, and its kernel,
Kc, are defined as follows (Roy' 1971). T,et:

C be the equívalence reJ.ation defined by a'Ca" if and only if there
exists in R a cycle passing by a' and a",'

B denote the set of classes in the equivalence C;

R" denote the relation defined on B and verified by the couple of
classes (b,,b") if and only if there exist a'eb'and a"eb" such that
a'Ra"; when R is acYclic: e=A and R"=R;

G" by the acyclíc graph associated with the relation R" (i.e., a

aireèteO path from node a' to node a" exists if and only if a'R.a").
A subset K" c B is called a kernel of G" if:

i) Y b',b" in B: there is no b' such that b' R" b"
ii) Y b e B-K" there exists k e K. such that k R. b.

fhe onty item which is yet to be explained concerning the ELECTRE method
is the ãpecification of the outranking relationship. It is this relation
that allows a partial ordering of the nondominated alternatives - The
relationship between the ith and jth alternatives for a given criterion
can be represented as follows:

-+ <--+
í preferred to j: i > i ; i and j equivalent : i=j

Thus, preference relationships between the ith and jth alternatíves can
be established for each criterion. ELECTRE I synthesizes these m

preference rel,ationships for each alternat.ive to produce the desired
ãutranking relationshiþ between the n alternatives. The synthesis is
achieved through a concord index, c(i,j) and a discord index, d(i,j)- The

concord index measures the weighted relative frequency of viewpoints
(criteria) where afternative i is preferred to al-ternative j. It can be
viewed as a measure of the satisfaction the decision maker (DM) receives
in choosing afternative i over aLternative j. The discord index measures
the strength of the viewpoints in greatest disagreement assuming i is
chosen over j. It can be viewed as a measure of the dissaÈisfaction of
choosing i over j.
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Preliminary to defining the concord index, let I:{t,2,...,m} rePresent the
set of m c;iteria. Furthermore, let {wr:k:1,2,...mI represent the set of
weights associated with the m criteria. Ihe criteríon weights are
determined by the val-ue judgements of the DM.

The criterion considered the most important receives the highest weight,
the next most important receives the next highest weight' eLc.

Next, partition the set I with three subsets:

t- : T- (i, j)

r- = I-(i, j)

I-: I-(i,j)

Then define

= {k e r:i>j},

: {k e r:i:j}, and

: {k e r:i<j}

w*= I
ktr*

w-: I
ker-

w-= E wr

k€r-

And finally the concord index is defined as

c(i, j):(W' + ttz t¡l) / (w-+w'+w-)

It is often convenient to present the concord indices in a matrix C where
c(i,j) is the ith, jth element of the matrix.

In order to define the discord index, an interva.l- scale common to all m

criteria is defined. The desire is to be abfe to compare the discomfort
caused by going from level k, to level k, of criterion r with discomfort
of going from level k3 to IèveI k{ of criterion s. Ihis objective is
achilved by defining a scale such that a certain nuniber of points out of
a maximum õt fOO (arbitrary value) is assigned to every criterion. Choice
of the number of points to assign to each criterion depends on the leve1
of importance thq DI'l wishes to attach to the range betv¡een the best and

the worst levels of each criterion. That is, the higher the point
assignmenL the greater the possible discomfort as one moves from one level
to the next of each criterion. Wit.h this understanding, the discord index
can then be defined as

d(irj): maximum interval where i(i
totaf range of scale

: maximum interval- where i('i
100

r.r_ 0



Thus the normalized discord interval is cafculated for each críterion
where alternative j is preferred to al-ternative í, and the largest
normalized discord interval of these criteria is defined as the discord
coefficient for alt.ernatives i and j. Again a discord matrix D can be
constructed ín which d(i,j) is the ith,jth element.

The concordance condition and discordance condition are used to define the
outranking refation, R. The outranking retation R is then used to form
a composite graph G.. Composite graphs are defined by controlling the
concord index and the discord index of the arcs allowed to belong to a
graph. Specifically, alternative i is preferred to afternatíve j (i.e.,
an arc (i, j) wiJ-l appear in the composite graph) if and only if

and

where p,
discord

c(i, j) > p

d(i, j) s c
and q are respectively t.hreshold values of the concord index and

index.

With the outranking relation defined and the graph constructed, the only
remaining step is to determine the kernel of the graph. The kernel
contains the nodes which represent those alternatives which are preferred
on the basis of R. The remaining nodes (i.e., those not in the kernel)
are elirn:inated from further consideration. generally, the make-up of the
kernel is fairly insensitive to the pair of threshold values (P,q).

5.L.2 Compromise programminq

The method of compronr-ise programming identifies solutions which are the
closest to the ideal- solution as determined by some measure of distance.
Compromise progranunj-ng in some ways resembles goal programming. The
soLutions identified as being closest to the ideaf sofution are cafl-ed
coryronise solutions and constitute the coryronise Eet.

The ideal solution is defined as the vector r':72'r,z'",.-., z'ol where the
z', are the solutions of the following problems,'

subject to
max z, (x)

xeX

i:L,2,. . .,P

If there v¡ere a feasible solution vector, x', common to all problems, then
this solution woul-d be t.he optimal one since the nondonr-inated set (in
objective space) would consist of only one point, namely z'(><'l=(zt1 (x'),
z'r(x') t... I z'n(x') ).

Obviously, this is most unlikely, and the ideal sofution is generally not
feasible. However, it, can serve as a standard for eval-uation of the
attainable nondorninated sotutions. Since all would prefer the ideal point.
if it were attainable (as long as the individual underlying utility
functions are increasing), then it can be argued that finding solutions
that are cl-ose as possible to the ideal solution is a reasonabfe surrogate
for utility-function maxirnization.
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The procedure for evaluation of the set of nondom-inated points is to
measure how close these points come to the ideaf solution. One measure
of closeness frequently used is a fanuily of L, metríes, defined in either
of tv¡o operationally equivalent ways,

or

p

L,: t E a"!(zoL-zL(x))" lt/'
r-=l-

p

L,: E a"r(z'r-zr(x))"
l_:.L

. . . (s-1)

(s-2)

(5-a¡

For s:2, equation (5-4) assumes

whereLSsl*.

Finally, a compronr-ise solution ¡¡ith respect to s
that

is defined as x'" such

(s-3)mín L, (x):L" (x'")

subject to
xeX

The compronuise set is simply the set of all- compromise solutions
deternr-ined by solving equation (5-3) for a given set of weights,
{dt,a.z,...rân} and for a}I 1 S s ( -.

Operationally, three points of the compromise set are usually calculated,
i.e. those correspondíng lo s:I,Z, and æ. To understand the role of the
a, and s parameters, consider the following special cases:

T,et ar:ar...:ap:1 and let Y¡r:z*i-zi(x). with these conditions equation (5-
2l becomes

p

L,=
r-:.|

For s=1 r w"-1r:1 , and we have

P

L. = Lr: E (z'r-zr(x))
r-=l-

Thus a.l-l- deviations are weighted eguaÌly.
the form

p

L"=Lr:E wr(z'r'zr(x)l
.a=l-

TT2



Now each deviation is weighted in proportion to its magnitude. The larger
the deviation, the larger the weight. As s becomes larger and larger, the
largest deviation receives more and more weíghL, until finaÌIy at s=æ we

observe that

L- = max (z' ,-2, (x) I
al-l i

Clearly, the choice of s reflects the Dl"l's concern with respect to the
maxímaf deviation. The }arger the val-ue of s, the greater that concern.

Introductíon of a, allows the expression of the Dl"1's feelings concerning
the retative importance of the various objectives. thus a double-
weighting scheme exists. The parameter s reflects the importance of the
maximal deviation and the parameter ai reffects the relative importance
of the ith objective.

Consider the foJ-lowing version of equation (5-2)

p

tr" : : â"rw'-t, (z' ,-2, (x) )

.r_=l.

The deviation z-r-2, (x) is weighted proportionately by the choíce of s and
then weighted by the sth power of the object.ive weights. Àgain, as s

increases, the maximal a, and the maximal deviation receive more and more
emphasis until

1,_ = max a1 (z'r-zr(x) )

all i

If the objective functions are not expressed in commensurabfe terms, then
a scaling function Si(Dr), with Dfz'fzt(xl, is defined to ensure the same

range for each objective function. Usually, this range corresponds to
the interval (0,1),

This scaling is accomplished by defining the scaling function as

z', - zr(xl
Sr(Dr)= --.-----;--- -..(5-5)

zt - z t

where z'., is defined as

2", : ûtin zr, í:tr2t ... tP
xtX

With the indicated transformation, equation (5-3) is modified by
substituting equation (5-5) for D':ztr-zr(xl, i.e.

p

min {L"(x): I u', l(z"r-zr(x)) / (z'r-2") l"} = r"(x'") " ' (5-6)
r =l-
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subject to
xex

Expression (5-6) is the operational definition of a comprorn-ise solution
for a given p.

Interestingly, solution of equation (5-6) always produces a nondominated
point for 1 ( s < *. For s:æ, there is a least one nondominated solution,
;'" (Yu, 1971). Compromise programnr-ing results in a reduction of the
nóndominated set. If the compromise set is small enough to allow the DM

to choose a satísfactory solution, then the algorithms stoPs. If not,
then the DM is asked ù redefine the ideal point and the Process is
repeated. Accordingly, the interaction requirement of compromise
programming is slight.

Compronr-ise programming does not have to be restricLed to continuous
setlings; iC can be adãpted to discrete settings as weII. In a discrete
settini the ideal solutlon is defÍned as the best value in a finite set
of valùes of z, (x) . Essenùiat1y, the ideal- solution in a discrete setting
would be defined as the vector of best values select.ed from the payoff
table. The vector of worst values defines the minimum objective function
values, that is, the z"r. With these values defined and the al and p

given, the compromise solution can be deterrn-ined by calculating the
ái"t.rr." of each alternative from the ideat sofution and selecting the
alternative with the minimum distance as the comprorn-ise solution'

5.2 ÀPPLICÀTIONS

For the application of the mul-tiple-objective systems analysis techniques
theIso748(19?9)datasetwillbeused.Also,inthefollowing
discussion the DM (Decision Maker) refers to the author.

As described in the previous sections, the random uncertainties in the
single determination of river discharge using the velocity-area method may

¡e ãttri¡uted to uncertainties in the deterrn-inatíon of v¡idth, depth, mean

velocity. Furthermore, the uncertainties in the deter¡n-ination of the mean

velocity may be subdivided into uncertainties in sampling the velocity in
time and in space.

The main objective of the application of the multiple objective analysis
technique" is to determine rel-ative significance of the different sources
of uncertainties in sampling tÌre mean velocity.

The uncertainties (at the 95t confidence level) in determination of the
mean velocity, as given by ISo, are given in Tables 5.1a to 5.Ld-

5.2.1. ELECTRE I

Four criteria wil-l- be used, namely: the number of verticals taken in the
cross-section (NV), the number of points taken in the verticaf (NPV) ' the
time of exposure at each point in the vertical- (TE), and the type of
current meter rating (CMR) -
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Table 5.1a Criteria and associated uncertainti-es- ELECTRE I

TE: Timcs of egposure (x'e)

Velocity

(rnl s )

Exposure t.ime

0.4 or 0.6 d

2 3 .5

(min)

0.8 or 0.9 d0.2

.5

OT

L

0.0s0

0.100

0.200

0.300

0.400

0. s00

1.000

> r..000

50 40

20 l7

10 I

65

6s
64

64
54

50

27

15

10

8

I

7

7

40

aa

T2

7

6

6

6

6

30

r.6

9

6

6

6

6

5

20

r_3

7

5

5

4

4

4

80

33

t7

r.0

8

I

7

7

60

27

1,4

7

6

6

6

6

l_15



Tabfe 5.1b Criteria and associat.ed uncertaint.ies- ELECTRE I

NFV: b{r¡mber of points in t'he vertícal (lf'P)

Method of measurement Uncertainties

velocity distribution

5 points

2 points

L point

1

5

7

15

1r_ 6



fable 5.1c

NV: Edunber

Criteria and associated uncertainties- ELECTRE

of verLícals (X'm)

Number of verticals Uncertainties

5

10

15

20

Ôtr4J

30

35

15

9

6

5

4

3

2

1-]-7



Table 5.1d Criteria and associated uncertainties- ELECTRE Ï

GfR: Current loeter rating (x'c)

Uncertainties

Velocity
(m/s)

Individual
rating

Group or Standard
rating

0.03

0. r-0

0.1s

0.2s

0.50

> 0.50

20

5

.E

2

l_

l-

20

10

5

4

3

2

118



The criteria with the scafes or .levels that were established are presented
in Tabl-e 5 .2.

fn this first phase, the most. important criterion for the DM is the number
of verticals (Nv) fol-l-owed by number of points to be taken in each
vert.ical (NPV) and by the time of exposure (TE), and then slightly less
important criteria of type of current meter rating (Cun¡ .

Based on the ISO data set and the number of parameters used to deternr-ine
the uncertainty in the mean vefocity, the totat number of possible modefs
is 224. These models are surrunarized in Table 5.3. For practical
purposes, not all of these models have to be analyzed (e.9. in Canada,
the number of verticals rarely exceeds 25), in fact 252 of the total
number of possibl-e models wiII be considered in this application, i.e. 56
modefs. These models are presented, in coded values, in Table 5.4.

Concord Index

The criteria have been assigned the following weights (by the DM):

Number of verticals (NV) : 4

Number of points in vertical (NPv) : 3
Time of exposure (18) : 2
Current meter rating (CUn¡ : l-

E weights : 3-0

Note that the criterion considered the &ost j-q)ort,ant receives the highest
vreight, the next most important receives the next highest weight, etc.

Discord Index

The criteria have been assigned the following maximum scale intervals (by
the DM):

Number of vertícals : 90
Number of points in vertical: 90
Time of exposure: 60
Current meter raLíng: 24

Note that the choice of the number of points to assign to each criterion
depends on the level of importance the DM wishes to attach to the range
between the best and worse l-evels of each criterion, i.e. the hígher the
point assignment the greater the possible disconforL as one moves from one
level- to the next of each criterion.

The complete program listing for the ELECTRE I method is presented in
Appendix B.

The resufts (a summary is presented in Table 5.5) generally showed that
for vafues of p equal or less than 0.70, and corresponding values of q
equal or .Iess than 1.0, the following models were preferred:

49 52 53 54 55 56

with models 52, 54, and 56 being select.ed the most frequently.

L19



Table 5.2 Criteria and associated scal-es - ELECTRE I

Code and Uncertaintiesl

Criteria Levels

i=1: NV

i:2: NPV

90
54
36
30
24
18
t2

90
42
30

6

60
42
36
30

24
L2

i:4: CMR

q

10
r_5

20
ôtrZJ

30
35

1
2
5

VP

15
9
6

5
4
J
a

1_5

7

5
1

i:3: rE
30
60

120
t_80

standard (S)
individual (I)

r_0

7
6

5

4
2

tNotes: Uncertainty values in
velocity value of 0.30

t at the 958 confidence
m/s -

Ievel for a mean

L20



Table 5.3a Possibfe models - ELECTRE I

rype Models 1 to 56

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CI"lR

NV
NPV
1E
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CI'{R

5
t_

30
s

5
1

30
I

5
1

60
S

q

1
60
r

5
1

L20
c

q

L
1,20

r

5
1

r.8 0
S

5
L

180
I

10
1

30
s

10
l_

30
T

10
L

60
s

r.0
l-

60
I

10
t

]-20
c

10
L

L20
I

10
1

180
s

10
1_

180
I

15
1

30
s

t5
l_

30
I

r.5
l_

60
s

L5
l_

60
I

t_5
1

L20
S

t_5

1
L20

ï

15
1

r_80
S

l_5
l_

180
r

20
a

30
S

20
l_

30
I

20
1

60
s

20
1

60
T

20
1

t20
s

20
L

t20
I

20
1

r_80
S

20
1

1_80

I

25
1

30
S

25
L

30
I

25
1_

60
S

25
L

60
I

25
1

t20
S

.ELJ

1
1,20

r

25
1

1_80

s

âtrLJ

L
r_80

I

30
l_

30
c

30
1_

30
I

30
t_

60
S

30
l_

60
I

30
L

]-20
s

30
1

t20
I

30
t_

180
S

30
1

r_80
r

2q.

L
30

e

35
1

30
I

?5
L

60
e

3s
1

60
I

35
l_

L20
s

35
1

]-20
I

35
l_

r_80
S

35
L

1_80

r

Refer to Tabfe 5.2 for code and uncertainty relative to each "Ievel- '
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Table 5.3b Possible models - ELECTRE I

Type Model 5'7 to 1,L2

NV
NPV
TE
ct4R

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
IE
c¡4R

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CI'íR

5
2

30
S

5
2

30
I

5
2

60
S

q

2
60
I

5
2

]-20
S

5
2

t20
I

5
2

180
s

5
2

180
I

r_0

2
30

S

10
2

30
I

10
2

60
S

10
2

60
I

r_0

2
L20

s

L0
2

t20
I

10
2

180
S

10
2

180
I

15
2

30
S

L5
2

30
I

r_5

2
60

s

l-5
2

60
I

t_5
2

r20
S

L5
2

r20
I

L5
2

180
S

l_5
2

180
I

20
2

30
s

20
a

30
I

20
2

60
S

20
2

60
I

20
2

t20
S

20
2

]-20
I

20
2

180
s

20
2

180
I

25
2

30
s

aÊ

2
30
I

25
2

60
S

25
2

60
ï

25
2

t20
s

25
2

L20
I

tÉ

2
180

ò

25
2

r_80
T

30
2

30
S

30
2

30
I

30
a

60
s

30
2

60
r

30
2

t20
S

30
2

t20
I

30
2

L80
s

30
2

180
I

35
2

30
s

?q
2

30
f

3s
a

60
s

35
2

60
I

35
2

]-20
S

35
2

1,20
I

35
2

180
c

35
2

180
I

Refer to Table 5.2 for code and uncerbainby relative to each level'
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Tab1e 5.3c Possibfe models - ELECTRE I

Type r'10de1s 113 to 168

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
C¡,lR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

q

5
30

S

5
5

30
I

5
5

60
S

5
5

60
I

5
5

t20
S

5

5
L20

T

5
5

t-80
S

5
5

180
T

10
5

30
S

10
5

30
I

10
5

60
s

r_0

5
60
r

1-0

5
t20

S

l_0
q

L20
I

10
5

180
S

l_0

5
180

I

15
5

30
e

r_5

5
30
ï

L5
5

60
s

15
5

60
I

i_5
5

L20
S

15
5

t20
I

t_5

5
i_80

S

15
5

180
T

20
5

30
s

20
5

30
I

20
5

60
s

20
q

60
I

20
5

t20
S

20
5

1,20
I

20
5

L80
S

20
5

180
I

acLJ
q

30
S

25
5

30
I

25
5

60
s

25
5

60
I

25
5

120
s

25
5

t20
I

25
5

t_80
s

acLJ

5
r_80

I

30
ÊJ

30
S

30
5

30
T

30
5

60
S

30
5

60
I

30
5

L20
S

30
c,

1,20
I

30
5

r_80
s

30
5

r-80
I

35
5

30
S

35
q

30
ï

35
5

60
S

35
q

60
I

35
5

1,20
S

35
5

L20
I

35
5

r_80
s

35
5

r_80
I

Refer to Tabl-e 5.2 for code and uncertainty relative to each level-'
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Tabl-e 5.3d Possible models - ELECTRE r

Type Models 169 Eo 224

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

q

VP
30

S

5
VP
30
I

5
VP
60

s

5
VP
60
I

5
VP

L20
s

5
VP

1,20
I

5
VP

r_80
s

5
VP

L80
I

10
VP
30

c

t_0

VP
30
I

10
VP
60

s

10
VP
60
r

10
VP

]-20
S

1-0

VP
1,20

I

10
VP

i_80
s

t_0

VP
r.8 0

I

15
VP
60

s

15
VP
60
I

15
VP

L20
s

15
VP

r20
I

L5
VP

r.8 0
S

15
VP

180
I

20
VP
30

s

20
VP
30
I

20
VP
60

s

20
VP
60
I

20
VP

L20
s

20
VP

]-20
I

20
VP

r.8 0
S

20
VP

180
T

1tLJ
VP
30

S

25
VP
30

T

25
VP
60

s

25
VP
60
I

25
VP

L20
s

25
VP

t20
I

25
VP

r.8 0
s

25
VP

r_80
I

30
VP
60

S

30
VP
60
r

30
VP

t20
S

30
VP

L20
I

30
VP

180
S

30
VP

180
I

35
VP
30

e

35
VP
30
I

3s
VP
60

s

35
VP
60
I

35
VP

120
s

35
VP

L20
I

35
VP

180
s

35
VP

r.8 0
ï

30
VP
30

S

30
VP
30

T

15
VP
30

c

r_5

VP
30
ï

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

NV
NPV
TE
CMR

Refer to Table 5.2 for code and uncertainty relative to each level.
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Table 5.4a Selected Models - Coded Values - ELECTRE r

New
Model-
Number

Criteria

NV NPV TE CMR

1

2

4
5

6
7
I
9
10
1l_
L2
13
l4

L5
1b
t'Ì
r_8

19
20
2t
aaLL
23
24
acLJ

26
27
28

30
24
30
24
36
30
24
36
30
24
54
54
90
90

30
24
30
24
36
30
24
36
30
24
54
54
90
90

90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

42
42

42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
Ã?

42
42

60
60
60
60
42
42
42
42
42
42
36
36
30
30

60
60
60
60
42
42
42
42
42
42
36
36
30
30

24
24
1-2

T2
24
24
24
L2
L2
t2
24
T2
24
T2

24
24
I2
t2
24
24
24
L2
t2
t2
24
1,2

24
t2

Legend:

Crlterla

1:2: NPV

l=4: CMR

Level-s
q

10

20
ZJ
30
35

1

2
5

VP
30
60

120
180

I

Code

54
36
30
24
18
72
90
42
30

6
60
42
36
30
24
t2

Uncertalnt les
15

9
6

4

3
2

1q

7

5
1

10
7
6

4
2
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Table 5.4b Sel-ected Modefs - Coded Values - ELECTRE Ï

New
Modef
Number NV

Criteria

NPV TE CMR

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
4L
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
q?

53
54
55
56

30
24
30
24
36
30
24
36
30
24
54
54
90
90

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

6
6
6

6
6

6
6

6
6
6
6

6
6

6

60
60
60
60
42
42
42
42
42
42
36
36
30
30

60
60
60
60
42
42

42
42
42
36
36
30
30

24
24
L2
t2
24
24
24
T2
I2
l2

t2
24
L2

24
z+
L2
L2
24
24
24
t2
L2
T2
24
1"2

24
12

30
24
30
24
36
30
24
36
30
24
54
54
90
90

l,egend:

crlterla
1=1: NV

l=2: NPV

l=4: CMR

UncerEalnt ies

9
6
5
4

3
2

15
7

1

10
1

6
5
4

2

LeveIs
5

10
15
20
25
30
35

1
2
5

VP
30
bU

120
180

c

I

code
90
54
36
30
24
18
I2
90
42
30

6
60
42
36
30
24
72
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Tabl-e 5. 5 Results of t.he application of ELECTRE I technigue on Lhe
ISO data set (N:56)

composition of the kernef

0.10
0.10

0.20
0.20

ò.io i.oo eÍ,pty

0.00 s2 54 s6
0.l-0 enpty

0.00 s2 s4 s6
0.10 empty

0.00 52 54
0.10 52
0.20 empty

0.20 L.00 empty

0.00 52 54
0.l-0 ernpty

0.30 1.00 eÍtpty

0.30
0.30

0.40
0.40
0.40

0.60 0.00 49
0.60 0.10 49

¿q

0.60 r..00 49

56

56

0.40 1.00 ernpty

0. s0 0.00 52 54
0.s0 0.10 52

ÊaJA

0.s0 L.00 52

s6

E'

52
52
52

53 54 55 56

0.70 0.00

0.70 0.10

0.70 r_.00

10 1_r_ 12
40 4t 42
t0 2t 24
1,0 21 24
!0 2L 24

t3 14 2t
44 46 49
35 38 44
35 38 44
3s 38 44

24 2s 26
50 5L 52
46 49 50
46 49 50
46 49 50

27 28 35 38 39
53 54 ss 56
st 52 53 54 55
s1, 52 53 54 55
s1 52 53 54 55

7

7
7

56
56
56

t27



The results indicates that, based on the criteria and corresponding
weights given above, the number of points taken in the vertical is the
conÉrottlng factor, and that the number of verticals coufd be reduced as

Iow as 5, ir trte velocity profile method was used in conjunction with a

time of exposure of 180 leconds, and an individual current meter rating
(model 56). Models 52 and 54 cannot be considered as practical solution
as they imply an extremely long measurement time by taking vertical
velocity p.ófif" at respectively 10 and 25 verticals with time of exposure
of L20 and 60 seconds.

Note that the above concfusion on model 56 is only valid for streams with
fairly regular streambed and uniform fl-ow.

In order to confirm the above, the number of stream gauging alternatives
was further reduced from 56 to :-4, Lo inctude only present stream gauging
procedures, and possibly more effective procedures. These afternatives
ãr" pr.""nted in Table 5.6, and associated results ín Tabfe 5.7a.

The results (a sunrnary is presented in Table 5.7a) generally showed that
for values of p equal or less than 0.55, and corresponding values of q

equal or less than 1.0, the following models were preferred:

8l0L2L4

with model l-4 selected the most frequently, followed by models 10 and 8'

Model-s 8, 10, 12 and 14 correspond respectively to models 24, 36, 40, and

56 of the previous simulation (for n=56).

As in the previous simulation, the results indicate that the number of
points takén in the vertical combined with tong exposure times are the
ðont.olling factors. The "best" solution is given by:

model 14, consisting of

5 verticals
vertical velocity profiles for each vertical
time of exposure of l-80 sec at each point
individual calibrated current meter

However, the analysis also revealed three other good solution.s. one of
which corresponOs to actual hydrometric practices in North America (model

8) these are:

modeJ. no. L0, consisting of

15 verticals
5 observation points for each vertical
time of exposure of 60 sec at each point
individuaf calibrated current meter
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model no. 8, consisting of

25 vertical-s
2 observation poínts for each vertical-
time of exposure of 60 sec at each point
individual calibrated current meLer

model no. L2, consj-sting of

10 vertical-s
5 observation points for each vertica]
time of exposure of L20 sec at each point
individual cafibrated current meter

The above results are onJ-y val-id for streams with a fairly regular
streambed and uniform flow. In fact this is the major problem with the
model 14 (or 56) which minimizes the number of verticafs in favour of a

high number of points in a vertical- and a high time of exposure. However,
if the section is irregular and wide, the uncertainty in river
deternr:ination, due to the reduced number of verticals, would be increased
in model- l-4 in comparison to model 8, for example.

A sensitivity analysis was conducted on the various weights given to the
four criteria. The fol-lowing changes htere made:

Criteria initiaf
weights

new
weights

new new
weights weights

NV
NPV
TE
cr4R

results in
Tables

4
?

2
L

5. 7a

J
4

2
t

5. 7b 5. 7c 5.7d

?
?

2
1

3
3
t_

Using the various weights, as given in the table above, no significant
differences vrere noted in the solutions using the ELECTRE 1 method. The

results of this analysis are summarized in Tabfes 5.7a to 5.7d.

In summary, the analysis using the ELECTRE I technique on the ISO data set
revealed that present l¡orth American stream-gauging t.echnique (i.e- mode]
8), as employed by vÙater survey of canada, is adequaLe for most
applicationl. This solution represents a good compromise in comparison
with other procedures which would favour a lesser number of verticals in
the metering section, in combination v¡ith a larger number of points in
each verticaÌ, and a long exposure time.
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Tabl-e 5.6 Reduced number of alternatives - ELECTRE I

New
Modef
Number

Criteria

NV TENPV CMR

L
2
?

4
q.

6
7
I
9
r_0

t1
t2
1_3

1,4

30
24
30
24
30
24
30
24
36
36
54
54
90
90

60
60
42
42
60
60
42
42
42
42
36
36
30
30

I2
t2
t2
t2
L2
L2
)-2
I2
24
12
24
12
24
1_2

90
90
90
90
42
d)

42
42
30
30
30
30
6
6

Legend:

Crlterla
1=L: NV

1=2: NPV

1:4: CÀß.

Uncertalnt les
15

9
6
5
4
3
2

15
7

5
1

10
7
6
5
4
2

Leve.Is
q

10
15
20
25
30
J5

1

2
5

VP
30
60

r20
180

s
I

code
90
54
36
30
24
18
12
90

30
6

60
42
36
30
24
).2

r.3 0



Table 5.7a Resufts of the applicat.ion of ELECTRE I technique on the
ISO data set (N:l-4)

weights of 4, 3, 2, 1

p q comPosition of the kernel

0.0s 0.00 I l-0 t2 74
0.05 0.10 l-0 14
0.05 0.20 empty

0.15 0.00 I 10 L2 t4
0. r.5 0.10 l-0 L4
0 .15 0 .20 ernpty

0.25 0.00 I 10 12 L4
0.25 0.10 10 14
0.25 0.20 empty

0.35 0.00 I 10 L2 t4
0.35 0. r-0 8 10 14
0.35 0.20 empty

0.45 0.00 I 10 L2 t4
0.45 0.10 8 10 t4
0.45 0.20 ernpty

0.55 0.00 B l-0 L2 t4
0.55 0.10 I 10 14
0.55 0.20 I l-4
0.55 0.30 I 14
0.55 0.40 1,4

0.55 L.00 14

0.65 0.00 4 6 I 9 l-0 1L 1'2 l-3 1'4

0.65 r-.00 4 6 B 9 10 l-1 t2 L3 l-4

0.75 0.00 2 4 6 't I 9 10 l-1 t2 13 t4

0.75 r-. o0 2 4 6 '7 I 9 l-0 l-L t2 L3 14

0.85 0.00 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 l-0 1l- 12 L3 t4

0.85 1.00 2 3 4 5 6 't I 9 L0 11 12 L3 L4

0.95 0.00 t 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10 l-1 12 l-3 t4

0.95 r-.00 1, 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10 l-1 L2 L3 L4
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Table 5.7b Resufts
data set

of the application of ELECTRE I
(N:14 )

t.echnique on the ISO

p
weights of 3, 4, 2, L

composition of the kernel

0.0s 0.00
0.0s 0.10
0. 0s 0 .20

0.15 0.00
0.15 0.10
0.1s 0.20

0.25 0.00
0.25 0.10
0.25 0.20

0.35 0.00
0.3s 0.10
0.35 0.20

0.45 0.00
0.45 0.10
0.45 0.20

0.55 0.00
0.55 0.10
0.55 0.20
0. s5 0.30
0. s5 0.40
0. s5 0. s0
0.55 0.60

0. ss 1.00

B10]-2
10 14
erlpty

810]-2
L0 L4
ernpty

8 10 L2
r.0 14
ernpty

810L2
r.0 14
eÍpty

810]-2
81014
enlpty

B r-0 12
8 r-0 1-4
10 14
10 14
10 1_4

10 14
1,4

l4

L4

l4

14

L4

L4

L4
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Table 5. ?c Resufts of the application of ELECTRE I technique on the ISO
data set (N:14)

weights of 3, 3, 2, 1

p q composition of the kernef

0.06 0.00 I 10 L2 t4
0.06 0.10 l-0 14
0.06 0.20 ernpty

0.16 0.00 I 10 L2 14
0.1_6 0.10 10 L4
0.16 0.20 empty

0.26 0.00 8 t-0 L2 t4
0.26 0. r-0 10 14
0.26 0.20 ernpty

0.36 0 . 00 I l-0 t2 L4
0.36 0.10 I t-0 14
0.36 0 .20 enpty

0.46 0.00 I 10 12 L4
0.46 0.10 8 10 t4
0 .46 0 .20 t4

0.46 1.00 t4

0.56 0.00 8 10 L2 t4
0.56 0.10 I 10 L4
0. s6 0.20 8 10 1-4

0. s6 0.30 I 10 L4
0.56 0.40 L0 14
0. s6 0.50 1-0 l-4
0. s6 0.60 t4

0. s6 1.00 L4
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Table 5.7d Results
data set

of the application of ELECTRE
(N:l-4 )

I technique on the ISO

q
weights of 3, 3, 3, l-

composition of the kernel

0.0s
0.0s
0.05

0.00 I l-0
0.r_0 10 14
0.20 empty

L4T2

L4

I4

0.15 0.00
0.15 0.10
0 .15 0 .20

0.25 0.00
0.25 0.10
0 .25 0 .20

0.3s 0.00
0.35 0.10
0.35 0.20

0.45 0.00
0.45 0.10
0.4s 0.20

0.5s 0.00

8 r_0 1,2

r_0 14
empty

8 10 t2
10 r_4

empty

8 r-0 t2
10 r.4
empty

l4

8 r-0 L2 14
8 10 L4
er'pty

L4

1_4

t2

L2

r.0

0.55 0.30 I 10
0.55 0.40 10 L4
0.55 0.50 10 1-4

0. ss 0.60 L4

o. ss r. oo T4
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Table 5.8 Results of t.he application of COMPROMISE PROGRAMMING technique
on the ISo data set (N=56)

weights ar:ar=ar=ar:1

Rank s:1 s=2 s=3 s:50

1
2

4
tr

6
7
I
9
10

trÔJ'

51
50
54
38
37
24
36
23
40

<.)

51
50
56
46
54
38
45
37
24

52 52
56 56
46 46
51 51
50 45
45 50
54 54
38 38
24 42,32
42,32

weights at:4 az=3 az:2 ac:t

Rank s:1 s:2 s:3 s=50

1

2
5
4
5
6
7
B

I
r.0

52
51
50
38
49
46
37
24
48
54

52
49
46
44
51
48
¿q

3B
43
50

s2 52
49 49
46 46
44 44
51 38
48 3s
38 32
45 30
35 24
43 2r
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5. 2. 2 COMPROMISE PROGRÀMMING

As in the ELECTRE I, four criteria will be used, namely: the number of
verticafs taken in the cross-section (N\/), the number of points t.aken in
the verticat (NPV), the time of exposure at each point in the vertical
(TE), and the type of current meter rating (CMR) .

The criteria with the scafes or Levels, are the same that were established
for the ELECTRE I method, and are presented in Table 5.2.

For the simulation whích includes 56 models, and using weights (a') of 1.0
for a1l 4 criteria, and various values of s, the ten best sofutions are
presented in Tab}e 5.8. As described previously, the parameter a, reflects
the relative importance of the ith objective, and the parameter s reflects
the importance of the maximal deviation, i.e., the larger the value of s,
the greater the concern.

The resul-ts of the application of the compromise programming technique on
the ISO data set, using a total- of 56 models and equal weights of 1' gj-ve
the following best five solutions:

models s=1 models s:2 model-s s:9 9

q?

5L
50
54
38

troJL

5r-
50
56
46

tr1JL

56
46
5l_
45

3.600
3.509
3.4r.8
3.34s
3.314

1_.833
r_.785
t.747
]--732
r -732

l_.011_
l_.01_1
1.011
r..007
r_.007

fhe results shows that modef 52 is the best al-ternative. However, as
discussed in the previous section, this alternative is not practical, as
it involves a very long measurement time and implies a stream with fairly
regular st.reambed and uniform flow.

Based on the above results it is fairly clear that the only feasíble and
practical solution, is the afternative model 56.

It is interestíng to note that, an alternative is ranked first on the
basis of a maximum value from the Ls Metrics. This resul-t is valid if
the values assigned to a particular criteria are given in descending
order, i.e., for a same criteria a high number is worst than a low number.
For example, for the rrNvrt Criteria, 5 verticals corresponds to a coded
val-ue of 90 (uncertainty of 15?) compare to 25 verticals which corresponds
to a coded value of 24 (uncertainty of 4å). In order to corroborate this
s.Latement, another data set was prepared in r¡¡hich coded val-ues were
assigned in ascending Order. For example, for the rrNvrr criteria, 5

vert,icafs corresponds to a coded val-ue of 85 (uncertainty of L5å) compared
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Lo 25 verticals which corresponds to a coded value of 96 (uncertainty of
4Z) . Using this new matrix of coded values, the results were identical,
but this time the alternative ranked first was the one v¡ith rn-inimum value
from the Ls Metrics.

As ín the ELECTRE I analyses, the number of alternatives $ras further
reduced from 56 to 14, to include only present stream gauging procedures,
and possibly more effectíve procedures. These al-ternatives examined were
the same as those for the ELECTRE I and are presented in fable 5.6, and
associated resul-ts in Table 5.9.

The resul-ts of the application of the compronr-ise programming technique on
the ISO data set, using a total of 14 models and equal weights of 1, give
the following five best solutions:

models s:1 models s--2 models s:9 9

()

r.0
7
3-2
t4

3. t_71
3.t32
3.081
3.060
3.000

t.732
1.639
1.594
1.585
1.565

1.01L
1_.007
1.007
1.007
r_.007

1-4
8

4
6
13

1,4

8

L0
7

t2

The resul-ts generally showed that models 14, 8, 10 and 4 are the preferred
alternatives, with model i-4 selected the most frequently, followed by
models no. 8, 10 and 4.

l'lodel-s 8, 10, 1,2 and l-4 corresponds respectively to modeLs 24, 36, 40,
and 56 of the previous simufation (for n:56).

As in the previous simul-ation, the results indicates that the number of
points taken in the vertical combined with }ong exposure times are the
controlling factors. The best solution being given by nodel 14. The
al-ternative to this modeJ- is given by model 8, which corresponds to actual
hydrometric pract.ices in North America.

In sunmary, the anafysis using the COMPROMISE PROGRAMMING technique on the
ISO data set revealed that present North Àmerican stream-gauging technique
(i.e. model- 8), as employed by water Survey of Canada, is adequate for
most applicati'ons. This sol-ution represents a good compromise in
comparison with other procedures which wouLd favored a ]esser number of
vertica,l-s in the meteríng section, in combination with a Ìarger number of
points in each vertical-s, and a long exposure time (i.e. model 1-4).
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Table 5.9 Results of the application of COMPROMISE PROGRÀMMING technique
on the ISO data set (N:14)

weights ar:ar:ar:ao=L

Rank s:1 s=2 s=3 s:50

1
2
3
4

5

t4
8

r-0
7
L2

I
10
7
L2
1,4

t4 t_4

88
44
66
7 r3,2

weights ar:4 ar=3 af2 aq:I

Rank s=1 s=2 s=3 s=4

I
6
4

2
7 r5,3,!

888
r.0 6 6
774
1242
6 r.0 7

1
2
3
4
5

t_38



5.3 DISCUSSION AND TECHNISUES COMPARTSON

5.3. L Comparison of results

The resul-bs of the application of t.he ELECTRE I technique on the ISO data
set, using a total- of 56 models' are as follows (i.e. the five best
sol-utions):

49 52 53 54 55 56

In comparison, the following models were preferred, using the COMPROI'{ISE

PROGRÀMMING,

52, 51, 50, &6, 56

The cornmon factor or criteria to all of these solutions is the number of
points in the vertical, i.e., a solution which includes verticaf velocity
profile for nurriber of points in the vertical criteria wil] always be
preferred over another solution which incfude a fesser number of points
in the vertical.

The comparison shor.rs that the results obtained by the two methods are
simiJ-ar, and that in both cases model 52 is the preferred solut.ion.
However, as it was discussed in the previous section this alternative is
not practical as is ínvolves a very long measurement time. Therefore' the
preferred alternative is given by Ì4ode1.56, which is based on the
folÌowings:

¡oode1 56

5 vertical-s
verticaf velocity profile for each vertical
time of exposure of 180 sec at each point
individual calibrated current meter

Using the reduced set of alt.ernatives, i.e., 14 instead of 56, the results
of the application of the ELECTRE I technique on the ISO data set' are as
foll-or¿s (i.e. the three best solutions) :

L4L0I

In comparison, using the COMPROMISE PROGRAMMING, the following models were
preferred,

1-4 8 L0

The resufts of the application of the two techniques on the ISO data set
of 14 alternatives gave identical sotutions, wÍth model L4 preferred
first, foffowed by model I and 10, and 10 or 8 for respectively the
COI'IPROMISE PROGR.AMMING and the ELECTRE I techníque-
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5.3-2 Selection of method

Both techniques gave, essentialJ-y, the same resufts in terms of preferred
alternatives, i.e., model- 14 was ranked as the best alternative followed
by model 8. These two alternatives are based on the followings:

model l-4, consisting of

5 vertical-s
vertical- velocity profiles for each vertical-
time of exposure of L80 sec at each point
individual calibrated current meter

model 8, consisting of

25 verticals
2 observation points for each vertical
time of exposure of 60 sec at each point
individual calibrated current meter

Model B is the preferred techníque in North Àmerica by Water Survey of
Canada, and United States Geological Survey, with the exception that USGS

uses group calibrated current meters, instead of individually calibrated
meters. In contrast, data collection agencies in Europe (e.9. 

'Scandinavian countries) tend to use a stream gauging technique which
resemble model 14.

Both techniques are more or less equivalent, with model- L4 sIíghtly
superior under ideal- conditions. However, ideal conditions are rarely
encountered in naturer model- I represent, therefore, a more conservative
and practical solution to aÌl types of conditions.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The overall uncertainty in the determination of river discharge using the
velocity-area method, is due to a combinabion of many sources of
uncertainty. These incl-ude:

o uncertainties in the deternuination of the cross-sectional area,
i.e., single depth and width determinatíon,'

o uncertainties in the deter¡ruination of the mean velocity, i.e.,
single velocit.y determination, and sampling of the mean velocity in
time and in space.

- the uncertainty ín single velocity determinatíon may be caused
by a combination of one or more of the followings: current meter
still-water calibration,' fluid properties; effect of suspension
equipment; boundary effects; and effect of obJ-ique flow, of
vertical motion, and of turbul-ence.

- the uncert.ainty in sampling the mean veÌocity in time depends on
the uncertainty due to the limited time of exposure.

- the uncertainty in sampling the mean velocity in space depends
on the uncertainty due to the lirr-ited number of points in the
vertica] and due to the limited number of verticals in the
metering cross-section.

o uncertainties by approximation of the integral of a velocity field
over a cross-section by the finite summations.

There have been three major investigations conducted on the uncertainty
or accuracy of streamflow measurements. These vrere carried out by Murphy
(1904) , Carter and Anderson (1-963) , and Herschy (l-975a) . Herschy's
investigation results were used to a great extent to derive the
uncertainty values presented in the International Standard (ISO 748, . The
uncertainty values in the velocity-area method proposed by Herschy were,
in general, derived from streams in the United Kingdom (Yorshire, Derhlent,
and Thames rivers), using horizontal axis meters, and Lherefore may not
be directly applicable to rivers in Canada.

Uncertainty values found in the reviewed l-iterature do not adequately
cover the stream or river types (i.e., hydraulic and morphologic character
of a stream) encountered in Canada. The magnitude of various
uncertainties may vary depending on the hydraulic and morphologic
character of the stream. Those stream types could be cfassified, for
example, as large, medium, and small- streams,' fast and slow moving
streamsi large and smal-I gradient streams,' and complete and partial ice
covered sLreams.

In fact, the International- Organization for Standardization (ISO 748')
pointed out that the values given in ISO were the resul-t of investigations
that began in 1968, and stressed that the observations on which they were
based did not incfude all- kinds and sizes of rivers. Therefore, it shoul-d
not be assumed that these are generally applicable.
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ISO recommended that each user determine independently the values of the
uncertainties that will apply to a particular case.

Moreover, the uncert,ainty values given in the literature (Carter and
Anderson, 1-963; Herschy, 1975a; ISO 748, 1979; and IaMO, l-980) are often
referring to measurements performed under the following ideal conditions:
the stream at the metering section has a smooth bed; there is little
turbulence; piers and other obstructions do not seriously affect the flow"
the stage is fairly steady during the measurement,'drift, aquatic
vegetation, or ice do not interfere with the operation of the bucket wheel
of the met.er (if it is a Price meter); there is littfe or no angle of the
current at the metering section,' there is no strong wind affecting the
velocity of the stream near the surfacei the proper measuring equipment
is available,' and the proper stream gauging procedures are applied (Vüood,

194s).

These ideal conditions are sefdom encountered. In facL, due to the
condítions imposed naturally, €.9., droughts, very Iow runoff, or winter
ice or imposed by management needs or budgetary restrictions, €.9.,
locating stations at available bridges or below a dam, the gauging agency
can be forced to operate outside of the ideal conditions and the preferred
ranges of widths, depths, and velocities.

In order to deternr-ine the trade-of f s betvreen the dif ferent sources of
uncertaínties in sampling the mean velocity, multiple objective analysis
techniques were used. Two different mul-tip1e-objectives techniques vtere
used: ELECTRE I and COMPROMISE PROGRAMMING techniques.

Four criteria were used, namely: the number of verticals taken in the
cross-section (NV), the number of points taken in the vertical (NPV), the
time of exposure at each point in the vertica] (TE), and the tyPe of
current meter rating (Cun¡. The criteria with the scales or fevels were
estabfished based on ISO data set (ISO 748).

Both techniques gave essentially the simiÌar resufts in terms of preferred
alternatives, i.e., model 14 was ranked as the best alternative followed
by model 8. These two alternatives are based on the followings:

model 14, consistíng of

5 verticals
vertical velocity profiles for each verticaf
time of exposure of 180 sec at each point
individua.l- cafibrated current meter

model 8, consisting of

25 verticafs
2 observation points for each vertical
time of exposure of 60 sec at each point
individual cal-ibrated current meter
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Modef no. 8 is the preferred technique in North America by VÙater Survey
of Canada, and United States Geological- Survey, with the exception that
USGS uses group calibrated current. meters, inst.ead of individuaJ-J-y
cal-ibrated meters. In contrast, data cofl-ection agencies in Europe (e.9.'
Scandinavian countries), tend to use a stream gauging technique which
resemble model- 14.

Bot.h techniques are more or l-ess equj-valent., $tith model 1-4 slightly
superior under ideaf conditions. However, ideal conditions are rarely
encountered in nature, model 8 therefore represent a more conservative and
practical solution to atl- types of conditions.

The multiple-objective analysj-s techniques used in t.his thesis for
deternuining the relative significance of the warious uncertainties in
single river discharge deterrn:ination were found to be useful as they
confirmed that present techniques used in North America and in Europe are
"opt.imum" techniques under ideal- condit.ions at the meLering site.

Hor^rever, it shoul-d be recognized that it is not possibfe to estabfish a

unique streamflow measurement or computation technique for all types of
sj-tes and conditions. As shown in this thesis, the selection of the most
adequate technique for stream gauging is a compl-ex and subject.ive process.
The technique selection depends on numerous factors, ranging for capital
availabl-e to morphologic, hydrologic, and hydraulic conditions of the site
being investigated.

Throughout the Lhesis, several possible areas of research were highlighted
and reasons given for the purposes for these investigations. The main
reason was that most of the investigations into the accuracy of streamflow
measurement have been carried out on streams which are not representative
of Canadian streams. Also, a large majority of the experiments were
carried out in the early 1900's with equipment which has changed, evolved,
or even disappeared through the years. FinaIIy, when conducting
investigations into the uncert.ainties in sLreamflow measurement, one
should ensure t.hat the coffect.ed sample is sufficiently large to be
statist.icaÌIy analyzed.

Several- investigations should be undertaken in order to achieve a better
understanding of streamflol¡¡ measurement. These are:

- cafibration of current meters, including analysis of standard versus
individuat ratings, single versus composite current meter rating curves,
and effect of suspension type (rod versus weights of various types on
cable) ,'

- effect of turbulence on the response of the Price current meter/
including the effect of pulsat.ion using field and faboratory tesLings,'

- the uncertainty in a single determination of discharge for Canadian
streams, with emphasis on streams with shal"low depths and l-ow velocities,
€.9., Prairie streams,'

- the accuracy of streamfl-ow measurements and computation procedures under
winter (ice) conditions,' and

- the uncertainty in the stage-discharge refation and ín the computation
of the discharge hydrograPh.
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Technology such as t.he ul-trasonic flow meter, the optical- current meter'
data acguisition equipment on site, and micro-computers is now availabfe
for scientists and engineers to resolve some of Lhe uncertainties outlined
in this thesis and to improve the stream gauging methods, the overafl
quality of the streamflow record, and therefore, the confidence one can
place in the engineering and resource management decisions that are made.
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reservoir design was achieved using simufation and the sampling errors
associated with capacity estimates corresponding to different yield and
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supply benefits v¡ere approximated using the 'cost of the next best
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velocity which are obtained and the reliability of the revofution-velocity
rating ãf tne current meter. This relation has been defined by a study
of the individual components of the total error.

ARNBERG, B.T. 19?1. Practice and procedures of error calculations"
Symposium on FIow, Its Measurennt and Control in Science and Industry,
pioteedings of the lst Symposium, Pittsburgh, Vol. !, Part 3, pp.
t267 -L284 .

Abstract: The purposes of this PaPer are to briefly sunrnarize error
analyses for measurement systems, and to apPfy the principles to critical
lsonic) flowmeters in pieparation for international standardization'
Thetiterature on error analysis is reviewed and inadequacies in current
practices are discussed. Reco¡nmendations are made to reduce
irisunderstandings in Èerminology. Procedures are given for calculating
and reporting the uncertainty in experimental resufts. The importance of
performing sèparate analyseJ of random and bias errors is stressed' This
pup.r .orr.r" Lne fottowiãg topics: (1) types of measurements' digítal and

ãtäfog; Ql types of errãrs, illegitimate, constant and variable bias'
randoir; (3) criteria for rejecting outliers, Thompson's Tau Test; (4)

random error analysis, confidence leve]s, Studentstt, uncertainty
estimation for indÍv1dua1 and mean results, uncertainÈy in mean lines; (5)

sensitivity determinations, dimensional and dimensionless,' (6) error
propagation, root-sum-square and linear addítion of components errors,' (7')

*.tnoã of equal effects for test planning and data analysis; (8) reporting
of uncertainties. Most of the procedures are il-lustrated. A final
example is given using a critical (sonic) flowmeter as a standard for
calibration of a subsonic orifice flowmeter.

ASANO, Tonr-io. 1983. Evaluation of the accuracy in velocity measurement
in alluvial rivers. American Society of Civil Engineers, Enigineering
Mechanics Div Proceedings, Pp. !258-L261.

Abstract: In this paper' the author deals with the accuracy of the
¿iscn"tge observation quantitatively, and finds the relation between the
..",rra.y and t.he -,rerrgì-rE time in tñe observation, using the distribution
profile of turbutent ProPerties.
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ASTM 1985. ÀSTM Standards on precision and bias for various
applications. ASTM, Second Edition.

Abstract: Includes several standards, such as the standard practice for
establishing consistent test method t.olerances (D 4356-84).

BALLOFFET, A. l-958. Discussion: Cormnon errors ín measurement of
irrigation water by C.w. Thomas. Journal of the Irrigation and Drainage
Division, Proc. of the American Society of Civil Engineers, VoI. 84, No.
IR2, Part 1, Apr., pp. 28-30.

BARROWS, H.K., and HORTON, H.K. 1907. Determination of stream flow
during the frozen season. United States GeoJ-ogical Survey, Water-Supply
and Ïrrigation Paper No. !87, 93 p.

Abstract: The paper is divided into the following sections: (3-) methods
of gaging streams during the winter season,. (21 conditions during the
winter season; (3) fl-ow of streams under ice cover; (4) methods of
obtaining winter records,' (5) winter records, including station rating
curve for ice cover and vertical vel-ocity measurements under ice cover;
(6) slope determination and values of n in Kutter's formul-a, under ice
conditions,'and (71 concÌusions, including practicability of winter
estimates of flow and reconmendations as to methods.

BATHURST, J.C., et al. t.979. Secondary flow and shear stress at river
bends. ,Journal of the Hydraulics Division, Vol.105, No. HY10, Oct., pp.
L277-1295.

Abstract: Many laboratory investigations of aecondary currents have been
made. However, there is still a lack of knowl-edge concerning the pattern
of currents in rivers, particularly near banks, their variation with
discharge, and their relationship with the distribution of boundary shear
stress. This paper investigates these processes at bends of rivers with
coarse alluvial beds. The current knowledge of t.he subject is introduced,'
fiel-d measurements of secondary currents and boundary shear stress are
presented,' and their interrel-ationships are reviewded.

BATHURST, J.C., et al-. 1977. Direct measurements of secondary currents
in river bends. Nature, Vol. 269, Oct., pp 504-506.

Abstract: The author reports here measurements of longstream and cross
stream velocities carried out across sections of a river perpendicul-ar to
the outer banks of several- bends using an electromagnetic meter.

BATHURST, J.C. L982. Equations for estimating discharge in steep
channel-s with coarse material. Advances in Hydrometry, Proceedings of the
Exeter Symposium¡ ,JuIy t982, IAHS PubI . no. L34, pp. 63-7L.

Abstract: the use of process-based conveyance equations for estimating
discharge in steep channels with coarse bed material is discussed. As t.he
hydraulic characteristics of such channel-s often preclude direct gauging
techniques, iÈ is necessary to use the indirect slope-area method in which
peak discharges are calculated as functions of channel slope and
conveyance, the latter itsel-f being a function of channel- cross-sect.ional-
shape and bed material size. Previous application has been hampered by
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a lack of knowfedge concerning flow processes in steep channels but, with
the eguations now avail-able, variations of conveyance with deoth, bed
materiãl- size and sediment movement can be estimated. Using data from the
yemen Arab Republ-ic, it is shown that discharge by these equations have
an accuracy oi about 10t for l-ow flows and are of the correct magnitude
at a flood f1ow. the construction of a stage/discharge relationship is
demonstrated and assumptions behind the method discussed.

BECKER, A., et al-. L982. Up-dating of discharge rating curves by means

of mathemeatical models. Advances in Hydrometry, Proceedings of the
Exeter Symposiumr ,fuly, IAHS PubI . no. 134, pp- 3'l-48-

Abstract: An appropriate combination of precise flow measurements at
selected well-establ-ished river gauging stations wíth flow computations
along the river by means of mathematical- models (streamflow routing
techniques) can considerably help (a) to monitor and up-date discharge
rating curves at all stations along the river, (b) to extrapolate the
results of precise flow measurements performed at one or a fev¡ selected
stations, e.g. under critical ftood conditions, to neighbouring stations,
(c) to avoid vrater balance descrepancies along the river-

A generalized technique has been developed in connection with the
estabfishment and continuous operation of a real-time streamflow
forecasting system for the River Elbe in the GDR.

BELLIN, K. L970. The evaluation of discharge measurements in streams
with changing fl-ow conditions. International Symposium on Hydrometry'
Koblenz, Sep., IAHS Publ. no. 99, pp- 169-180-

Abstract: So far, discharge can only be measured discontÍnuously. The

Ai-cn"rge hydrograph for the time interval between two measurements is
obtained from the sÈage hydrograph by means of the stage/discharge curve.

Widely scattered valueg obtained for the stage/discharge relationship
may be caused not only by weed conditions but also by moving sand, bank
erosion or backwater. The val-ues obtai-ned at the Bienenbuttel decade
gauge on the Ilfmenau river (F*=1,457 sq. km) are taken as an example.
with the aid of
the improved GiI method, an obstruction factor n is derived from the
fluctuations of Lhe measured values which is representative of the water's
discharge behaviour at the time of the measurement The n-hydrograph
describes the changes in discharge as caused by weed, changes in the ríver
bottom and backwater during a discharge period.

BENNETT, \t.p. 1968. Turbul-ence measurement with a propeller flow
meter. U.S. Geological Survey, open-file Report, Sept'r PP' 44'47'

@.: In this study, a propeller equation of motion is developed
rfrirtt a""cribes the inertia] averagíng characteristics of propellers ' A

correlation function is developed which describes the spatial averaging
effect on a parÈicular propeller in a particular flow field' if the
required statistical properties of Èhe fl-ow field are known.

Due to the compJ-exity of the coefficienLs in the differentiaf equation
of motion of a piopeller, experimental means were used in determining
these coefficienÈs. Sinr-ilarly, the spatial averaging characteristics had
to be determined experimentalty for a particular type of turbulent flor'¡,
rough boundary oPen channel ffow.

The experimentally determined system functions $Iere used to correct
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field turbulence data for inertiaf averaging. It. appears that propellers
of the size used in this study can be used in open channef flows of three
feet in depth with very little turbufence.

BENNETT, R.M. L968. lhe stage-discharge relationship and winter
discharge under ice cover for the Peace and Slave Rivers. Thesis for
Master of Science in Water Resources Engineering, Utah State Universit.y,
63 p.

Abstract: A study of (1) the stage-discharge relationship and (21 the
accuracy of winter discharge measurements under ice cover was carried out
on the Peace and Stave Rivers during the winters of 1-965-66 and t966-67,
for the purpose of developing an improved method of obtaining reliable
discharge records.

Analyses indÍcate that the flow measurements taken at slush-free
locations appear to be accuraÈe to 5 percent, while measurements at heavy
sfush sections may be in error -20 percent, with water vetocities through
the slush varying from 0.10 to 0.65 feet per second. Both the two-point
method and the 88 percent of 0.S-depth velocity method work wetl under ice
cover.

A FORTRAN IV computer program, using two empirical equations of the
form 2
Discharge A^ + A, (stage) * A. (stage) -+.ê,2 (date) +4, (degree-day) was
developed to coYmpute 

tdischarge for ff) tn" rece3sion porËion of the winter
hydrograph and (2) the period of rising stage prior to spring breakup.
Monthly tota] flows computed for December through May deviated from the
pubtished discharges .by less than I percent for the Slave River and l-4
percent for the Peace River.

Recommendations are made to modify the program to include only three
winter discharge measurements, test the method on other major northen
rivers, and continue studies on slush and mobile bed behavior, as well as
discharge behavior during freeze-up and breakup periods.

BOAHMAN, L.R., and CARSVüELL Jr., W.J. 1986. A prelínr-inary evaluation
of a discharge computation technigue that uaes a smaIl number of velocity
observations. Sefected papers in the hydrologic sciences, United States
Geological Survey, Vùater-Supp1y Paper 2290, January, pp. L45-154.

Abstract: A study was made of a discharge measuremenL technique for
unsteady flow being considered by the International Organization for
Standardization. The new technique uses a small number of velocity
observations and a measured channel- cross-section to develop a lateral
velocity distribution. The technique was tested using three, five, and
seven vertical velocity observations from 25 discharge measurements at
five streamflow gaging stations. An average bias of about *2.5 percent
indicates that discharge may be overestimated by the new procedure rìIhen

compared to the standard mid-secÈion method. PercenÈ differences ranged
from +28.5 to -38.3 and decreased as either the number of velocity
observations or discharge increased. A large part of the difference lvas
probably the result of channel-bottom irregularities, pier influence, and
èxtrapolation necessary between the last velocity observation and the
bank.

It was determined that the location of vel-ocity observations coul-d
probably be optiruized to improve the accuracy of the method. The results
ãf this study indicate further investiga-uion of the technique and its
potential as a discharge measurement toof for steady or unsteady flow at
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large rivers wiÈh uniform fl-ow in the vicinity of the measurement section
is warranted.

BONACCI, Ognjen 1979. Influence of turbufence on the accuracy of
discharge measurementa in natural streamflows. .Journal of Hydrology,
Elsevier Scientific Pubtishing Company, Vol. 42 - No. 3/4 -.fuly, pp.
347-367.

sþ@!: The objective of this study was to solve some basic and current
problems in the fietd of practical hydrometry and hydrology. As a matter
of fact, the basis of this study was that the problems have been
theoretically dealt v¡ith but the results have found practical appJ-j-cation.
The problem of current meLer measurement of discharge in natural
streamfLows has been analysed as weJ.] as the effect of the turbulent
ffuctuations (putsations) on the possible accuracy of resul-ts obtained by
this kind of measurement. Employing the mathematical model based on the
resuLts of the velocity distribution in a verticat (as defined by NikÍtin)
simul-ation of discharge in a schematized open river flow has been
effected. By means of the analysis of variance the influence of the
following four factors on the measurement accuracy has been estimated: (1)
the number of velocity measurement point in a
vertical; (21 the number of velocity measurement verticafs; (3) the
position of measurement points along the vertical; and (4) the position
of verticals along the cross-section. The optimum number of measurements
verticals, their position in the cross-section as well- as the number and
position of the points for measuring the velocity by the current meter
have been defined. The effect of the possible accuracy of discharge
estimations on the accuracy of defining the rating curve has also been
studied. The origína}, approximate procedure for estimating the upper
limit of the absolute error in discharge measurement is also presented.

BOS, M.G. 1976. Discharge measurement structures. fnternational-
Institute for Land Recfamation and Improvement/ILRI, Publication No. 20,
ILRI , Vilageningen, pp. 401-41,7

þ!g!.: This book presents instructions, standards, and procedures for
the selection, design, and use of structures, which measure or regulate
the flow rate in open channels. The book includes a section (Appendix 11)
on the overall accuracy of the measurement of fl-ow.

BOÎMA, H. L970. Errors in measurement of flow by velocity area
methods. Internatíonal Symposium on Hydrometry, Koblenz, Sep., IAHS Pub1.
no. 99, pp. 77L-784.

4þ4!.: Routine measurements of flow in open channels. carried out
using current meters and applyíng the velocity area method, do not give
sufficient information to estimate Èhe accuracy of the method. In order
to det.ermine the magnitude of the errors much more detaifed measurements
are needed. This paper deals with the analysis of these detailed
measurements. Attention has been paid to errors due to: (1) using a
finite time to measure the local point velocities,' (2') using a finit.e
number of points per vertical,' (3) using a finite number of verticals.

Statistical methods have been used extensively in the nalysis.
Results of the anal-ysis of measurements in the River Ysse1 will- be
presented. This work is part of a project for the International
Organization for Standardization.
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BRIDGE, J.s., and JARVIS, J. L977. velocity profiles and bed shear
stress over various bed configurations in a river bend. Earth Surface
Processes, John Wiley & Sons, VoJ-. 2, No. 4, Oct.-Dec., pp. 28L-294-

Abstract: Vertical velocity profiles measured over various bed
configuratj-ons (plane beds, ripples, and dunes) in the meanderíng River
South Esk, GÌen Cova, Scotland are presented on semil-ogarithmic paPer.
Local bed shear stress and roughness height are calculated from the
l-owermost parts of the profiles using the Karman-Prandtl l-aw of the wal-I,'
these parameters, and the geometrical- properties of the profiles, are
related to the various bed configurations. A graphical model is used to
identify profiles developed on specific regions of dune geometry, in order
to discrin¡-inate those profiles that define bed shear effective in
transporting sedimensts over dunes. An assessment is made of the errors
invol-ved in estimating local mean velocity from extrapolating the law of
the wall to the water surface. A Darcy-Vteisbach friction coefficient is
related to bed configuration and local stream pov¡er.

BROWN, 8.H., and NAGLER, F. 1914-L5. Prel-iminary reports of current
meter investigations. Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania
Proceedings, VoI. 30, pp. 415-24.

4ry.: The experimental work herein described was performed with view
to deternrining possibfe causes of the over-regisÈering of the cup type of
current meter. It is prelinr-inary to more extensive tests which were made
in order to deterrn-ine the relative extent to which various types of
current meters and different forms of revolving efements for each type,
will give true resultant components of velocity when the meter is
subjected to angular fl-ow.

BURKHÀM, D.E., and DAWDY, D.R. L970. Error analysis of stremflow data
for an all-uvial stream. Geological Survey Professional Paper 655-C' pp.
cr.-c13.

Abstract: Discharge measurements r¡rere used to deter¡n-ine the standard
error in computed continuous records of discharge for two streamflow
gaging stations on the Gila River. The major source of errors in computed
discharge is from poor definition of the stage-discharge relation.

The standard errors of computation of discharge for the two stations
were determined by randomly choosj-ng a group of discharge measurements for
use in rating analysis and using t,he remaining measurements as a control
group. Discharge r,ras computed corresponding to the stage and time of the
measurement in the control group. The mean square difference (S'*.)
between measured and computed discharge was deter¡n-ined for different
ranges of fl-ow. (S'*") is the sum of the mean Square difference of the
meaãured discharge from the true discharge (S',) plus the mean square
difference of computed discharge from the true discharge (S'"). Tle
variance (S2") was obtained by subtracting the known variance (S2,) from (S2*

") 
.

BURTSEV, P . N. , and BARYSHNIKOVA, ¡,f . t'1. L97 0 . The analysis of the
possibilities of current meter operation in turbulent streams.
Internatíona1 Symposium on Hydrometry, Koblenz, SeP., IAHS Publ. no. 134,
pp.79-85.
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@.: rhe present paper reviews the different current meters in
õ"r"8" in hyárometric neLworks. Special attention is paid to the
analysis of thJ influence of turbulent fLow upon the readings of currenL
meteis under different working conditions (rod or cabfe suspension) '

Some recommendations are given concerning the application of current
meters, depending on the hydrodynanr-ic properties of the water courses and

operational practice,. probable errors for different types of current
meters are determined.

CARTER, R.W., and ÀNDERSON, I.E. 1963. Accuracy or. current mefer
measurements. Journal- of the Hydraulics Division, Proceedings of the
American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 8, No. HY4, Jul', Part 1' PP'
105-115.

Abstract: The probabfe accuracy of a stream-flow measurement made by the
current meter method at a gaging site that was selected at random was

evaluated. Standard deviation of discharge-measurement errors in percent
of mean is determined from the variance of the partiaf errors. Variances
of the partial errors resulting from the currenÈ meter, by velocity
fluctuations, by shape of the vertical velocity curve, and by the number

of observatíon stations in the section are defined by special measurements
an many different streams. The information can be used to determine the
observãtion procedure necessary to obtain a given accuracy of measurement.

CARTER, R.Ít. 1970. ACCuraCy of Current meter measurements.
International Symposíum on Hydrometry, Koblenz, Sep., IAHS PubI' no' 99,
pp. 86-98.

@.: The probable accuracy of a streamfl-ow measurement made by
current meter has been aSsessed by eval-uating the separate error
cgmponents. Non-randOm error C6mponents are: (1) errgrs in the current
metãr rating; (21 the error of velocity observation at a point; (3) the
error from measuring velocity only at selected points in a vertical; and
(4) the error from assurning that the depth and velocity vary Iinearly
between sÈations in the cross-section. Va1ues for each of these error
components are known, based on statistical analysis of special
measurements made for this purpose on many different streams' Statistical-
combination of these errors indicates that the probable error of a

streamflow measurement made by standard procedures iS about 2 per cent'
The informatíon presented can be used to determine the optimum observation
procedure to attain a desired accuracy.

CHÀPMAN, E.F. UNDATED. A standard current meter rating for Price
pattern current meÈers. Water Survey of Canadar PP' 2-I0'

Abstract: The stream measurement program Of the Water Survey of Canada

ñu¡."" ri¿espread use of the current meter, and a high degree of accuracy
is sought by having each meter reted for the full range of velocities in
advancé of issuing the meters to the field officers '

Current meters of the Water Survey of Canada generalÌy require repair
and re-rating after a year of continuous use. The Water Survey al-so
provides rating services to other agencies that use current meters. As

ä result, there is a continuing need for this type of service'
Individual ratings have afways been carried out because of inherent

diffrences in meters. Ai-though the rat,ings of curreni meters of t'he same

type are generally similar, theses differences mitigate against the uSe
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of a singJ-e rating for all meters when a high degree of precision is
sought.

The present practice of rating all current meters before issuing them
to field personnel has periodically been brought into question by those
who contend t.hat a suitabl-e standard rating could be established for aff
meters.

This report describes the operation of the rating station (Ca]gary,
Al-berta), discusses the present staff functions, and exarnines some of the
effecets of a changeover to a standard rating system for the "Price
Pattern" current meter. Although there are several diffrent types of
meters which are briefly identified l-ater in this report, it is the
bucket-type Príce Pattern meter and particularly t.he latest model known
as the Pricve No. 622 Type AÀ Meter, which this report deals with.

CHAPMAN, E.F. 1968. Columbus type metering weights and their effect
on the rating of the Price pattern Lype 622 Al\ current meter. DePartment
of Energy, Mines, and Resources, Current Meter Rating Station at Calgary'
Dec. 1968, 15 p.

Abstract: During the 1968 rating season' an experimental program was
carried out. This program was initiated to establish the relationships
of the ratings of the 622 pattern type .Aj\ Price pattern current meter
using different Columbus weight sízes and different suspension systems.

cHow, v.T. L964.
15, pp. 9-27.

Abstract: Correction

Handbook of Applied Hydrology. McGraw Hill, Chapter

coefficj-ents for suspension equipment are discussed.

COLBY, B.R. L964. Discussion of "Accuracy of current meter
measurements" by R.W. Carter and I,E. Anderson. Proccedings ASCE, VoI.
90, HY4, 1964, pp. 349-351.

4@.: The author point out a technical inaccuracy that refates to the
assumed horizontal distribution of veÌocity and depth (computation
formula) .

COLLIER, E.P. 1962. Investigation into the accuracy of winter
streamflow records on some foothil]s streams in Alberta. Department of
Northen Àffairs and National Resources, water Resources Branch, Hydraulics
Division, Internal report No. L, Nov., pp. l-24.

Abstract: During the winter of 1957-58 an intensive gauging progranune r"¡as

undertaken by the Calgary DistricÈ of the Branch on tl¡to streams in the
foothills area of Alberta, Highvrood and Sheep Rivers near Aldersyde, the
object being to obtain a much more accurate knowledge of the winter
discharges than would have been obtained by a normal gauging prograÍune.
The streams were measured on almost every day from November to February
and several times on some part.icular days. The weal-th of basic field data
produced by this programme pernr:itted the computation of daily discharges
to a relatively high degree of accuracy.

In the investigation described in this report, various samples of
thirty gauging programmes of the types that might be encountered in a

routine hydrometric survey were drawn from the available data from the
Highwood - Sheep survey. Daily discharges were computed for each
prograrune by the various methods of computation in conunom use. The
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results r¡rere compared wíth the more accurate figures derived by employing
all the data from the intensive field investigation. The comparisons
provided some insight into the relative magnitude of the errors in winter
ãischarge data now being published for the type of stream under study; an
indication of the retative merits of various types of field progralunes or
computation methods no!., employed by the Branch was afso obtained. The
.esults of the analysis are embodied in this report in a series of
questions and the corresponding conctusions. Al-so included is a líst of
iecommendations concerning possible modifications in field and office
procedures fro streams of the type investigated and recorn¡nendations
ãoncetning the advísabil-ity of extendíng the scope of the investigation
with a view to deriving further conclusions with broader application

cooN, $I.F, and TUTRELL II, J.C. 1986, Evaluation of wet-line
depth-correction methods for cable-suspended current meters. U.S.
Geological Survey, Vüater-Resources Investigations Report 85-4329, 31p"

êÞ.*-æ.: Wet-line depth corrections for cable-suspended current meter
ana *eignt not perpendicular to the water surface have been evaluated
using cabfe-suspended weights towed by a boat in still water. A

fathometer was used to track a Columbus sounding weight and to record its
actual depth for several apparent depths, weight sizes, and towed
vefocities. Cable strumming, tension, and weight veer are noted.
Observed depth corrections are compared to wet-line table values used for
determining the O.8-depth position of the souding weight under these
conditions and indicate that questionable differences exist.

CoRBETT, D.M., et af. 1957. Stream-gaging procedure - A manua]
describing methods and practices of the Geological Survey. U.S.
Geological Survey, lrlater-Suppty Paper 888' Reprinted, PP.

Abstract: The paper discusses U.S.G.S. stream gauging methods. Factors
arrecting the accuracy of measurements are discussed in pp" 65-76-

cRoKER, G.N. l-951" Records of flows in the River wye system' as
determined by current meter meausrements, with a note on flood warning
arrangements. Institution of Vfater Engineers (Great Britain), ,fournal,
Vol-. 5, pp. 39-97.

@.: The paper discusses the surface water resources of the River
$¡y" C"t"hament Àrea, explaining how they came to be measured and
dèscribing the difficulties encountered. The hydrological results
obtained ã.e "o*pured 

with some other rivers and discussed. The measuring
instrument used throughout by the Catchament Board vras the current meter,
and some corünents are made on its povrers of performance' whilst an opinion
is offered as to its suitability for a task such as has been attempted on
the Wye. Subjects for standardization in equipment and technigue are
suggested.

DAY, T.J. L976. 0n the precision of saft dilution gauging. Journal
of Hydrotogy, Vol. 31, PP. 293-306.

@.: The results of an extensive series of dil-ution experíments in
four steep, gravel streams (409 individua] slug injections representing
39 separate flow events) are presented. Precision, expressed as per cent
probable error about the mean, of four pertinent parameters - tracer
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integral, mean velocity, discharge and flow area - is ínvestigated.
Individual errors range from 1 Lo 2lZ, v¡ith median values ranging from 4.7
to 7.32 and modal errors ranging from 3.6 to 6.8% dependíng upon the
derived parameter.

DEMENT,EV, V.V. L962. Investigations of pulsation of velocities of
flow of mountain atreams and of its effect on the accuracy of discharge
measurements. Soviet Hydrology: Selected Papers, American Geophysical
Union, No.6, pp, 588-623.

@.: This paper contains a brief reviev¡ of previous investigations
of velocity pulsation and a general description of pulsations in typical
mountain streams. Factors which influence the magnitudes of velocity
pulsations are defined. Ihe existence in mountain streams of waves of
large scafe velocity pulsations with a period ranging from a few nr-inutes
to an entire hour was established from pulsation chronograms.

On the basis of several series of synchronous velocity measurements
in mountain streams a cfear relationship was established, for the first
time, between velocity fluctuations in individual points of the vertical
and in the water cross section as a whole. The constancy of a mean period
of pulsation in the entire depth of the stream was established.

Magnitudes of errors in mean velocity in the vertical and in the total
discharge, which are due to pulsation (the later was computed for the
condition of consecutive measurements of vefocities at various points of
the cross section, which is common in hydrometric practice) were obtained
from the data of synchronous measurements of velocities in mountain
streams. With the recommended exposure of the current meter at a point
for 100 seconds, the probable error of measurement of discharge does not'
according to the available data, exceed 28.

DERECKI, J.À. and QUINN, F.H. L987. Use of current meters for
continuous measurement of flows in large rivers. Water Resources
Research, Vol. 23, No. 9, pp. L751-1756"

Abstract: This study describes the experimental resutts of continuous
flow measurements using el-ectromagnetic current meters and an acoustic
Doppler current profiler meter during the l-983-85 period, on the St. Cl-air
River.

DICKINSON, W.T. 1967. Accuracy of discharge deter¡ruinaÈions. Hydrology
Papers, Colorado State University, No. 20, .Iune, pp. L-54.

.Abst,ract: The objective of this study was to analyze the errors that may
be incurred in discharge determinations made on mountain streams. The
possible sources of error úrere carafully considered, and a classification
of these sources, including notations on the nature of the resulting
errors, was prepared. A mathematÍcal error modef for a single discharge
measurement has been hlpothesized, and methodology presented for the
evaluation of daily, monthly, and annual discharge estimates-

An exhaustive literature review v¡as undertaken regarding the
qualitative and quantitative aspects of the Èopic. This material l¡tas

sorted in an attempt to divide the totaf error in a discharge
determination into various component errors. Each component was analyzed
separately, and with respect to the others, in order to yield information
about the random or systemat.ic nature of ihe error, and about possible
functional relationships which nuight be invol-ved. This informat.ion has
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been sunmarized in the form of a classification of errors.
upon the completion of the first phase, a hypothetical- error model was

develóped for a single discharge measurement. No attempt has been made

Lo renãer this model- a practical working tool. Rather, it was essentj-aIIy
a qualítative undert.aking to reveal the manner of combination of the
.¡r.rior" component errors, and to clarífy the nature of some of the errors-
The expected value and variance of the modef were studied in order that
inferences could be made regarding the significant error terms.

Final1y, consideration was given to the errors arising from the use
of an estimated rating curve. A mathematicat representation was given to
the stage-discharge relationship and found to account for virtually aIÌ
the variability ín sample data for nine mountain stream-gaging stations
in Colorado. The concept of a divisive discharge value was introduced to
separate the rating curve into two portions: one along which the relative
erior was virtually constant; and the other along which the absofute error

remained constant. Both confidence and Èolerance limits were established
for the estimated curves, and used for inferences regarding the error
bounds on daily discharge estimates and future discharge measurements-
After consíderation was given to the correlation between errors in single
discharge estimates, conclusions were drawn regarding the magnitude of the
error bounds on monthly and annual discharge estimates.

DICKINSON, W.T. 1969. Discussion: Error analysis in hydrology.
Discussion of paper entitled: Surface vtater by E.R. Peterson' Proc
Hydrology Symposium No. 7, Victoria, 8.C., VoI 2, p.54-63'

Àbstract: It is hoped that the discussion and examples might focus some

attetrtio" on the topic of error analysis in hydrology and the usefulness
of an analyt.ical approach to the problem. Because of the complex nature
of hydrofogic sysie*s and sampling schemes, workers in the field have
geneialty avoided the issue. Many topics and questions ín hydrology can
¡" studled further onJ-y after statements regarding the errors of
measurement have been made.

DRENTHEN, J.G., and VERMEULEN, P.E.J. L981. The accuracy of the total
discharge determined by acousticat velocity measurement. Flow, Its
Measurement and Control in Science and Industry, St. Louis, VoI 2, pp'
531-547.

Abstract: The present paper describes the reliabil-ity of the acoustic

""locfty *"us.r.e*"nt method together with the influence of the shape of
the croãs sectionnal bottom profile and the ínfluence of the surges on the
calculation of the totaf discharge.

Although the reliability analysis to be described is based upon the
transrn-it-time difference method most of this analysis is also applicable
to other methods like for instant the sing-around method.

DUBOE, A. 1970. La perche de jaugeage à intégration "AGAR" (The "AGAR"

integrating flow gauge). International Symposium on Hydrometry, Koblenz,
Sep., IAHS Publ. no. 99, pp. 181-l-87.

Àbstract: This new apparatus is destined to replace the exísting device
for *eas-ring the flows of deep or senr-i-deep waters. With it the average
speed of the water at each abcissa can be ascertained by "direct
integration',, by moving an impulse spiral blade verticaffy from the bottom
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to top at a constant speed, which is checked by a speedometer- This
devicé is etectrical anã semi-automatic, being powered by a smalI 9 w

motor connected to the usual batteries. A meter, graduated in
centimetres, shows by direct reading the water-depth at each abcissa' One

swit.ch allows the operator to set the chronometer, the revolution counter
and the mechanism of the apparatus in motion, and the time required for
a reading is about one-half and often one-third of that taken by usual
methods.

No diagrams and planimetering are necessary to calculate the resul-ts.
This can be done arithmeticafly, and the results can be obtained quickly
on the spot.

DYER, A.J. 19?0. River discharge measurement by the rising ffoat
technique. ,fournal of Hydrology, Vol- !!, pp. 20I-2I2'

Abstract: A comparison is made of rising float and current meter
tneasurements for tñree rivers having discharges of 250 cusecs' 3500 cusecs
and l-0000 cusecs.

The results suggest that an accuracy of a few per cent should be

readily attained with a properly engineered rising float system. Although
Iess accurate, the technique of using the difference in performance for
floats having different termina] velocities could be useful-ly employed in
some circumstances.

DYMOND, J.R., and CHRISTIAN, R. 1982. Accuracy of discharge determined
from a rating curve. Hydrological Sciences ,fourna}, IAHS, Vol. 27' No'
4, Dec., pp. 493-504.

@.: An error analysis shows that three types of errors influence
Lne random error of a single discharge measurement determined from a

rating Curve. They are rating Curve error, hlater level measurement error
and an error caused by ignoring aIt physical parameters, other than water
level, that affect discharge. ¡,tethòds in the literature for evaluating
the first two types of errors are reviewed and a method for evaluating the
third type is þven. The error of average discharge for an arbitrary
period is also considered.

ENGEL, p. Lg76. A universal calibration equatíon for Price meters and

simitar instruments. Environment Canada, Inlands !Ùaters Directorate,
canada centre for Inland waters, scientific series No. 65, 12 p.

Abstract: A universal calibration curve has been developed using
ãeor"tical and empirical methods. The analysis shows that for a meter
of given rotor diãmeter and fixed frictional resistance, the rate of
rotation of the meter rotor is dependent only on the speed of the fluid
and the fluid density. It is further shown that changes in temperature
and small changes ¡-t temperature and small changes in density as

experienced when changing from fresh water to salt water do not have a

significant effect on measurement accuracy.
A practical form of the calibration equation is given by

vx (p) xNx (p)

where V is the fluid velocity, p is the fluid density and N is the rate
of rot.ation. Suggestio.s ute made for applying the universal calibration
equation to caiibrations of current meters in wind tunnels' The
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principles developed can be applied to other current meters used in
óc"uttogr.phic and lake surveys as well as anemometers used Lo measure wind
velocities.

ENGEL, P. , and DEZEEUW, C. :-977 . Deternr-ination of waiting times
between successive runs when cafibrating Price 622AA type current meters
in a towing tank. Environment Canada, National Water Research Institute'
Hydraulics Division, Canadian Centre for Inland !{aters, Technical Note.

@.: Estabfished the lengths of the waiting time between successive
tests.

ENGEL, P., and DEZEEUW, C. 19?8. The effect of horizont.al aligrnent on
the performance of Price 622PA current meter. Hydraulics Division,
National- Vtater Research Institute, Canada Centre for Infand Water, May,
15 p.

4Þ.*.8: Tests srere conducted to study the performance of the Price
øZZee current meter when placed at a horizontal angle to the direction of
the flow. Results indicate that the behaviour of the meter is
unsynmretrical for misalignment to the left and the right. In this
respect, the Price meter shoufd not þe allowed to deviSte from true
ali-gnment with the flow by more than 10" to the l-eft and 15" to Èhe right
so as not to exceed errors due to alignment by one percent.

It was also found that the Price meter has a very poor cosine response
and cosine components of^the measured velocity should not be computed for
angles greater than t 10".

The effect of the tail fin in increasing errors is insignificant for
misaligned meters and can be neglected for practical purposes"

ENGEL, P., and DEZEEIIW, C. L979. The effect of vertical alignment on
the performance of the Price 622AA current meter. Hydraulics Division,
NationaL Water Research Institute, Canada Centre for Inland Waters, ,JuJ-y'

1o p.

Abstract: Tests were conducted to study the performance of the Price
622}f. current meter when placed normal to the fl-ow but aligned at
different angles above and below the horizontal plane. Results indicate
that the meter behaves differently for angles above and below the true
horizontal position. In order to keep errors below one percent, the Price
meter should not be allowed to deviate by more than 2.5 degrees from true
alignment above and below the horizontal plane. For all azimuth angles
tested, the rate of rotation of the rotor was less than that obtained for
the same meter when placed in true alignment.

ENGEL, p., and DEZEEUW, C. 1980. Performance of the Price 622M,
OTIC-I and Marsh-McBirney 201 current meters at ]ott speeds. Hydraulics
Division, National Water Research Institute, Canada Centre for Inland
Waters, Technical Note No. 80-L4.

@!g!,: Not available.

ENGEL, P., and DEZEEUW, C. 1981-. Sensitivity of the Price current
meter to the effects of Frazil lce. Hydraulics Division, NationaL water
Research Institute, Canada Centre for Infand friaters, ReporL No. 8t-25'
Sep.' 7 P.
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4bstracg: The Hydraulics Division of t.he National Water Research
fnstituCe ras requested to conduct some tests in their towing tank to
assess the effects that frazil ice may have on the performance of the
price meter. In this report the problem is exanuined using theoreticaÌ
analysis and some of the data from the tests conducted for the Water
Survey of Canada.

ENGEL, p., and DEZEEUV\I, C. l-983. lhe effect of transverse velocity
gradients on the performance of the Price current meter. Environment
Canada, Canada Centre for Inl-and Vtaters, National water Research Institute
Contribution 83-15, Sep., 16 P.

@.: Theoretical analysis and experimental data are used to develop
a mathematical model of the response of the Price meter rotor to a fl-ow
with a transverse velocity gradient. Application of the model showed that
the Price meter over-registers when vefocity gradients are positive and
under-registers when such gradients are negative. In some cases, the
error in a velocity measurement can be of the order of several percent.
Some recommendations to reduce the effect of velocity gradients are made.

ENGET,, P., and DEZEEUW, C. 1984a. On the effect of changes in geometry
and submerged weight of the Price meter rotor. Hydraulics Division,
Natíona1 lrlater Research Institute, Canada Centre for Inland Waters, Report
No. 84-24, Jan., 17 p.

Abstract: Using dimensional anal-ysis it was shown that the rotor response
ao a meter with vertical axis can be expressed independently in term of
a ratio of the drag coefficients of the of the driving el-ements and the
submerged weight of the rotor. Experimentafs results from tests on a

conventional- Price meter rotor and a modified plastic Price meter rotor
hrere used to examine the effects of changing drag coefficients and
submerged weight on general rotor performance and threshold velocity. The
results indicate that considerabfe improvement in measuring l-ow vefocities
may be obtained by using a rotor havíng the geometry of the conventionaf
Price meter, and a substantially reduced submerged weight-

ENGEL, P., and DEZEEUW, C. l-984b. The effect of Columbus type sounding
weights on the performance of the Price current meter. Environment
Canada, Canada Centre for Infand Waters, National- Water Research Institute
Contribution 84-30, Aug., 31 P.

Àbstract: Experiments were conducted in the towing tank at the NationaL
Water Research Institute to investigate the effect of the 1slb' 30Ib, 501b
and 1001b Col-umbus type sounding weights on the performance of the Price
622AA current meter when used together with Èhe IrIR2 hanger used by the
Water Survey of Canada. The analysis showed that care must be taken that
a meter is used with the same suspension configuration for which it is
calibrated. FaiLure to do so may resuft in measurement errors of several-
percent at some speeds and errors in excess of t 0.5å above the original
measurement accuracy of the meter at almost al-l- speeds. The results
obtained for al-] the suspension configurations possible with the four
sounding weights sizes and WR2 hanger used in this study are described in
detail.

ENGEL, P., et al. L985. Improvements to the low speed response of the
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pl-astic rotor for the Price current meter - Phase I. EnvironmenL Canada,
Canada Centre for InIand Waters, National Water Research Institute
Contributíon 85-1-40, Nov., 15 P.

@.: This study has been conducted to devefop a plast.ic rotor for
tne Þrice meter r^rith the best possible low speed performance. Prelimanary
designs have been obtained based on theoretícal considerations and towing
tank tests. indications are that threshold velocities of l-ass than 2 cm/s
can be obtained. More extensive tests are planned to eval-uate the
consistency ín the performance of the nevr rotor designs over a wide range
of conditions.

ENGEL, P., et al. 1986. Improvements to the l-ow speed response of the
plastic rotor for the Price current meter - Phase II. Environment Canada,
Canada Centre for fnland Vilaters, National WaLer Research Institute
Contribution 86-121, Nov., 16 P.

4Þ.@.: This study is a joint initiative of Vlater Survey of Canada and
tne gy¿raul-ics Divisíon of the Nationat water research Institute. Its
purpose is to develop a plastic rotor for the Price meter ttith the best
þo""iUfe low speed pèrformance. Preliminary designs have been obtained
based on theoretical considerations and prelinrj-nary towing tank tests.
Indications are that threshold vefocities of less than 2 cm/ s can be
obtained. Extensive tests were conducted to evaluate the consistency in
the perfonnance of the nevr rotor designs over a wider range of conditions-
Results indicate that a plastic rotor v¡ith improved resPonse
characterisitcs has been obtained.

ENGEL, p. 1987. performance of float actuated water level recorder
systems. EnvÍronment Canada, Canada Centre for Inland Waters, National
$Iater Research Institute Contribution 87-67, Mâ}¡r 20 p.

ê@.: In this study the Steverls ".A," series float type recorder system
(for stage measurements) was evaluated to determone its performance under
a range ãf conditions. For Èypical installations errors can be kept to
lessthanl3nún.

ENVIRON¡,IENT CANADA l-980. Manual of Hydrometric Data Computation and
publication procedures. Environment Canada, Inland WaLers Directorate,
Vùater Resources Branch, Ottawa, Canada, 51 p.

Abstract: This manual contains detaifed instructions to ensure that
national standards and uniformity are maintained throughout the water
Survey of Canada in the office procedures invol-ved in the computation and
compi-Iation of hydrometric survey data, the preparation of manuscript for
the regular series of data publications and the dissemination of
streamflow and v¡ater level data in comPuter-compatible form.

FONTAINE, R.A. et aI. l-983. Cost-Effectiveness of the stream-gaging
program in t"faine. U.S. Geological- Survey, Open-File reporL 83-26I' 81 p-

@.: This report documents the resul-ts of a study of the
cost-eftectiveness of the stream-gaging program in Maine'

The final part of the analysis involves the use of Kalman-filtering amd

mathematical--progranun-ing techniques Lo define the strategies for operation
of the necessary stations that minimize the uncertainty in the streamfl-ow
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records for given operating budgets. Ka1man-filtering techniques are used
to compute uncertainty functions (relating the standard errors of
computation or estimation of streamflow records to the frequencies of
visits to the stream gages) for all station in the analysis. A steepest
descent optimization program uses the uncertainty functions, information
on practical stream-gagj-ng routes, the various costs associated vtith
stréam-gagLng, and the total operating budget to identify the visit
frequency for each station that minirn-izes the overal} uncertainty in the
streamflow. The stream-gaging program that results from this analysis
wilL meet the expressed wat.er-data needs in the most cost-effective
manner.

FORTIER, S., and HOFF, E.J. 1920. Defects in current meters and a new
design. Engíneering News-Records, Vol. 85, No. 20, Nov. 11, pp. 923-924-

4ry.: Discusses the inaccuracies of meters under field conditíons and
describes the new Hoff meter giving curves comparing the effect of
friction in various types of meters.

The purpose of this brief articte is to caLl attention to some of the
defects in current meters, to outline the requirements of a meter suitable
for irrigation and drainage ditches and to describe some features of a neh¡

design of meter which is being developed to meet the requirements of
relatively Iow velocities and smafl channefs. This new design is the
result of experiments carried on by the the authors of thís paPer.

FRÀNCIS, ,J.R.D., and MILLER, .1.8. 1968. The accuracy of calibration
of model gauging structures. The Institution of Civil Engineers,
Proceedings, VoI. 39, Feb., pP. 235-24L.

@.: The systematic errors in calibrating hydraulic structure models
*ere estimated by sending one model weir to several different
laboratories. A narrow 4 in. vreir shovted a noÈiceably smaller scatter of
the values of the discharge coefficient than a 12 in. model of the same

cross section

FRÀZIER, A.H. L967. Wiiliam Gunn Price and the Price current meters.
U.S. National Museum Bulletín 2522 Contributions from the Museum of
History and Technology, Paper 70, Smithsonian Institution, pp. 37-68.

Abstract: This paper traces the history and development of an oustanding
tantify of current Íeters, the Price farnily, which is interralaÈed vrith the
history of the United States Geological Survey. It also presents a

biography of that remarkable l9th-century American inventor, William Gunn
Price.

FREESTONE, H.J. L983. The sensit.ivity of flow measurement to stage
errors for New Zealand catchments (Note) " .Journal of Hydrologyr New

Zealand, VoI . 22, No. 2, PP. l-75-181.

Abstract: Records from fifty automatic water-level recording stations
representative of stations presently in operation within New Zealand were
st.udied to determine the effect of water-level reading precision on the
accuracy of flow records. the influence of stage-reading precisions of
! 1 nun, ! 3 nm and ! l-0 mm on mean flow, median flow and the flow exceeded
95 å of the time were tested.
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Basins with sma1l flows are shown to be the most sensitive to stage
measuring error. Gains from the installation of weirs and flumes do not
usually lesult in increased accuracy sufficient to offset the decreased
sensitivity due to the smaller range of stage that occurs with very small
ffows.

A precision of + L mm in water fevel is required f?\ yery small
catchments and + 3 nun for most other catchments uP to 500 kITI-, for a

precision of ! 5% flow measurement at median flow'
The study shows that the percentage error from measurement precision

generally increases as flov¡ decreases.

FTELEY, A. 1883. Current meter. American society of civit Engineers
Transactions' Vol. !2, Pp. 117-L18.

@,: The flow in Sudbury River and in other channels which were
meas"red freguently with current meters which were found very convenient,
and, so far as could be determined by practÍca1 tests, very reliable'
While observations were taken in the conduit to ascertain its flow, these
instruments were accurately tested by comparing the vetocities of the
!.rater, as indicated by them, with the correct vefocities cal-culated from
the weir measurements.

rULFORD, J.Þ1., SAUER, V.B. 1986. Comparison of velocity interpolation
methods for computing open-channeL discharge. Setected Papers in the
Hydrological Scfences-, u.s. Geological Survey, water-Supply Paper 2290,
January, pp. 139-L44.

@.: The Dutch me4þgrs of a subcommittee of the ISO have suggested
the use of the ratio v/;¡t' ' to ittL"rpolate the horizontal velocity profile
from a smaIl nu¡nber of measured velocities. This method (the ratio
interpolation method) and two other discharge computation methods' a

modified ratio interpolation method and a linear velocity fit method, were
tested on data frorn the ìcississippi and ohio Rivers and seven smaller
rívers in Georgia and South Caro1ina. Results from aII the methods are
compared with ã ,,true" discharge computed by the standard rnid-section
method. Absolute mean error for the methods using a}l the measured cross
sectÍon depths wíth a velocity approximation scheme ranged from 10.2
percent to l-.1 percent. ResulLs from the study indicated that the use of
iive velocity rneasurements in a known cross section rnight be adequate to
compute discharges by using the ratio interpolation method or a more
simple linear interpolation scheme.

GORDON, R.L. L989. Acoustic neasurement of river discharge. Journa]
of Hydraulic Engineering, VoI. 115, No- 7, July, pP' 925*936'

Abstract: This paper presents a ne$¡ moving-boat method for rapidly
*ããffig river áijcha.ge using an acoustic Doppler current profiler
(ADCP). The method uses an ADCP to measure current profiles and boat
velocity along Èransects across a river. Measurements from the Ríver
Elbe, nêar Hamburg, Germany, are presented to illustrate the method and

its associated untertainties. Uncertainties in discharge from random

errors, biaseS, and missed data near the surface, bOttom, and sides of the
river is investigated. Missed data near the surface and bottom are the
largesL source of error unless the data are corrected by assuming model
proÉít"". With correction, the error in estimation of total discharge is
ãominated by flow in the shallow water at the sides of the river; for the
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River Elbe, the total error appears to be about 58'

cRåy, D.M. 1973. Handbook on the principles of hydrology. Ivater
Information CenLer, InC.¡ N.Y., Reprinted. Section 8.? River Hydraulics
and Fl-ow Measurement, pp. 8.65-8.73.

@.: Velocity distributions in natural channels are presented.
rn"ot"t-ical velocity distributions are also discussed.

GRINDLEY, J. 19?0. The calibration of current meters: Method of
calibration. Hydraulics Research station, wallingford, Berkshire,
Engfand, Report INT 80.

}þ@!: Not available.

GRINDLEY, J. L97La. The calibration of current meters: Effect of
suspension. Hydraulics Research Station, trrlallingford, Berkshire, England,
Report INT 93"

þ@q: Not availabfe.

GRINDLEY, J. 1971b. The calibration of current meters: Accuracy'
Hydraulics Research station, walJ-ingford, Berkshire, England' Report INT

95.

$þ@!,: Not available.

GRINDLEY, J. L97:-c. Cal-ibration and behaviour of current meters:
Effect of oblique flow. Hydraulics Research station, wallingford,
Berkshire, England, Report INT 87, t6 p.

Abstract: Almost 40 years ago Yarnell andNagler (A.S.C.E. Vol. 96, ].93]-,

l!7e-eeOl investigãted the effect of turbulence on the registration of
current meters. The work included a study of oblique flow. The current
meters now used for river flow measurements in the United Kingdom bear
little ressemblance to those studied in the United States by YarneII and

Nagler. This is particularly so in the case of the propeller type meter'
It was considered important to study the behaviour of these modern meters'

The present investigation differed in many lôtays from that of the
Americans whO made their tests in running vrater in a fl-ume whereas the
tests described in the following paragraphs s¡ere made in the current meter
rating tank where the meters were towed through still water. In the
American Èests the tail fins of the cup type meters r'¡ere removed and the
meters were clamped rigidly to a fíxed support. In the present tests all
the meters were äf"^p"ã riãiAfy at right angles to their supporting rodes
but the tail fins were not removed from the cup type meters.

GRINDLEY, J. 1971-d. calibration and behaviour of current meters:
Drag. Hydraulics Research Station, Wallingford, Berkshire, England,
Report INT 96, 6 P.

@.: When a current meter is suspended by cable from a cableway at

-g""gi"g 
site the accuracy with which it can be positioned ín the water

aetenás õn the cable and the vertical. If this angle is large the current
meter Inay be wel-l downstream of the cross-section and the vertical
distance from the pulley block down to the meter will be less than the
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length of cable from the puIIey block to the meter-
Corrections for the lengths of cable in aír and underwater for various

vertical angles are given in U.S. Geologicat Survey Water Supp1y Paper
888,

The present paper indicates the vertical angte of the cable when some

current meters are used in combination with some sinker weights and
enables the user t.o choose a suitabfe weight.

GRINDLEY, J. \972. Cal-ibration and behaviour of current meters: Test
in fl-owing water. Hydraulics Research Station, htraÌlingford, Berkshire,
England, Report fNT 99, 6 P.

êþ-@.: In the rating tank the water is practically still and free from
turbul-ence whereas the flowing water in a flume or sLream has turbulence
which might affect the performance of a current meter-

The short j-nvestigation described in this report is a prelinuinary step
to a much larger investigation carried out in the suÍìmer of L97L in
yorkshire rivers. These latter tests inviLved the simultaneous use of up
to 40 current meters in each cross-sectíon of river investigated.

It was thought worthwhil-e to make the preliminary investigation t4rith
two current meters, used one at a time, in conditions whích were as good
as could be managed and with counting and tinuing eguipment which enabled
the uncertainty of measurement to be assessed over a wide variety of
periods ranging from a few seconds up to 20 nr-inutes-

GROAT, B.F. 1913. Characteristics of cup and screw current meters:
performance of these.meters in taif-races and large mountain streams;
statistical- analysis of discharge curves. Àmerican Society of Civil
Engineers, Transactions, vol. 76, Paper no. t259, pp. 819-840' 852-870.

@.: Describes tests made with HaskeII and Price current meters and
Pitot tube at Massena, N.Y., concLuding that cuP meters over-register (on

the average 6U) more than screw meters under-register (the average for
Haskell was about 1 per cent). States that current-meter measurements in
pertubed hrater should be made with caution. Results of experiments given
in which meters vrere oscill-ated longitudinally and transversely through
a small amplitude in a still-water rating, and also some ratings from a

skiff with oscillations caused by rocking the boat. An addendum states
that experience on some mountain streams indicates that cup meters will-
over-register three to six times the amount which the screl¡I meter
under-registers. In discussion: W.G. Price (pp. 84I-844|; E.E. Haskel-l
(pp. 844-846); c.H. Mil-Ier (pp. 846-848); and ,r.C- Hovt (pp- 848-852) '

During the sunmer and autumn of l-911 the writer ran a number of
efficiency tests on two of the 6000-h.p. hydraulic turbine units recently
installed in the power-house of the St. Lawrence River Power Company, at
Massenar N.Y.

In afl, about 4O 000 ínstrumental readings, including gauge readings,
were made. Of these, 7 000 !ìrere complete vefocity observations by current
meters (screw and cup types), and 4 000 additional readings on a Pitot
tube furnished about l-00 complete velocity observations for comparison
with simultaneous readings by the current meters.

GROAT, B.F. 1914-l-5. Pitot tube formulas, facts and fallacies.
Proceedings, Engrs.' Society of Western Pennsylvania, Vol. 30, pp.
323-383.
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Abstract: Paper devoted mostly to Pitot tube, but on pages 351-366 gives
,"""-rt"-of ratings of }arge price and Haskerf current meters from boats
under ideal cottditiotts and with boat rocking; describes use of these
meters in turbine tests at Massena, N.Y. Concludes that cup meter was

accelerated by rocking and screw meter retarded'

GROAT, B.F. L916. Chenui-Hydrometry and its application to the precise
Lesting of hydro-electric generators. Àmerican Society of Civil
Engineèrs, Transactions, Vol-. LXXX' pP. I23l-127I'

@.: Describes still-water rating experiments on Haskell, Ott, and
price meters at universit,y of Michigan, in which the meters were
oscillated at various perioOs through arcs of various lengths in a

horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal direction. Longitudinal
oscillations showed that v¡ater pulÀations affect meters but little, while
lateral disturbances made the Price meter over-register, whereas the Ott
and Haskell meters under-registered, the under-registration of the Haskell-
meters exceeding that of the Ott type. In discussion: R.E. Horton (pP'
L283-12851; and Vt.S. Richmond (p. 12871.

GROAT, B.F. 1927. In defense of current meters. Engineering
News-Records, Vol. 98, No. 9, P. 370.

.: Discussion on Mr. Hoyt,s 1etter, p. 1010 of Dec. L6, 1-926 issue
ãñlffi"ering News-Records. Letter defends current meter as a valuable
*eu"tt.ittg device, and,mentions characÈeristics of different types'

GROVER, N.C. L916. Effect of channef on stream flow. Boston Society
of Civil Engineers, Vol. III, No. 9, Nov., pp. 465-476'
@.: on the character of channel- depends largely the cost and

acc.tracy of a record obtained at any site. the gaging station will
deternuine largely the aCCuraCy of current-meter measurements and therefore
the accuracy of ihe rating ct itte. The shape of the control wil-l deterrnine
the sensitiveness of the station and therefore the accuracy with vthich a

record of stage may be translated into a record of discharge. The

permanence of the control will determine the permanence of the
-stage-discharge relation and therefore the dependability of the rating
curve and the number of current met.er measurements required as a

foundation for the ratíng curve or succession of rating curves needed for
interpreting the record of stage.

GROVER, N.C., and HoYT, .1.c. 1916. Accuracy of stream-flow data.
united states Geological survey, water supply Paper 400-D, Pp. 53-59.

Abstract: The folfowing topics are covered in this paper: (1) degree of
-.",tr."y required,' (2) óon¿itions affecting accuracy of records of daily
dischar-ge, including: permanence of the stage-discharge rel-ation,
precisión of the diÀcharge rating curve, refinement of gage readings,
ir"q,r"."y of gage readings, and methods of applying the daily gage heights
to ine rãtitrg tabler .tta (¡) accuracy of monthly or yearly discharge-

GUNN, ,J.R. Ig22. À study of the fundamentaÌ principles of current
meters. Thesis for l'l.Sc. in Mechanics, University of Cal-ifornia, 88 p.

Abstract: Not available.
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GURLEY, W. & I.E. L893. The Price current meter. Engineering News,

29, No. 9, Mar. 2, PP. !96-19'7.

Abstract: Article describes the Price current meter and its application
ãñ-tfo rgiagara Ríver. The weight assembly (made of wood and tead, 60 lbs)
is also described.

GUTMANN, I. L926. Glorifying the current meter by Prof. A. staus.
Engineering News-Records, VoI. 97, No- 2!, Nov', pp' 840-841-'

@.: Review of Dr. staus pamphlet (DER GENAUIGKEITSGRAD VON

FLUGELI.{ESSI'NGEN BEI WAsSERKRÀFTANLAèEN, 35 P. r ,Julius Springer) which
discusses the precision of current meter gagings of canals and closed
conduits. It is not a manual of instructions or descriptions but a

critical review of instruments and methods of measurement and computation
pointing out potential errors and their bearing on the precision of the
final result.

The propeller type of meter is shown to be more reliabte than the cup
type.

HÀLL, W.G. l-953. The study of the Price current meter in low velocity
fl-ow. State University of Iowa, M.S. Thesis, 24 p'

AbstracL: The following conclusions may be drawn from this investigation
õf ttr" p.ice current meler at low velocities: the six-cup bucket wheel,
srith the smallest distance travelled per revolution and the lowest point
of constant revolution is considered to be the most efficient wheel
tested; bearing friction, rather that the number of cups on the wheel-,

determines the stalling velocity of the meter. Recorwnendations for
further study of the *eter at 1oì velocities are to reduce the bearing
friction of the meter by a re-design of the bearings,' and to construct
and test a light plastic bucket wheel.

HALL, M.J., and JoHNsroN, P.$f. Lg7]-. stochastic analysis of velocity
fluctuations in a natural stream channef. Proc. Warsavt Symp. on

Mathematical Models in Hydrology, vo]. I, Unesco stud. Rep. Hydrol., No.

15, pp. 26-38.

Abstract: One of the major errors in current meter measurements of flow

"el"cftfes 
in natura] stream channels arises from the effect of

low-frequency turbufent velocity fluct.uations. The magnitude of this
error has generally been estimated on the assumption that the velocity
ftuctuations rae rãndom in time. A study has been carried out at a

gauging station in the North of England during which two-hour long series
ót -veftcity measurements were obtained at three depths in the same

vertical of the cross-section. Analysis of these data has revealed a

concentration of variance at l-ow frequencies, but no obvious periodic
components. This correlation structure shoutd be taken into account when

quantifying the likely error in a limited-exposure point measurement of
velocity.

H-A,LLIDAY, R.4., et aI . 1975. The Niagara River acoustic streamflo$t
measurement Sy5tem. EnvirOnment Canada, !{ater ReSOurCes Brangh, lechnical
Bulletin No. 86, 11 P.

Abstract: I{ork conducted in other countries in the 1960' s demonstrated
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the feasibility of using acoustic velocity measurement devices for
determining flow ín open channels. Accordingly, a decision hlas made to
install one such instrument, the Westinghouse Leading Edge (LE) Flowmeter'
on a large Canadian river where there was a demand for "real time"
streamffow data and where the stage-discharge refationship was affected
by backwater. Resul-ts obtained would be used to deternr-ine the feasibility
oi operating an acoustic streamflow measurement system under Canadian
conditions. A fl-ow meter having a 1700-foot (530-metre) long acoustic
path was instal-led in 19?1 and, despite some installation and operational
problems, is providing accurate streamflow data. The plans for the future
íncLude telemetry of the data to users and further calibration of the
instrument.

Iü\RDING, S.T. l-915. Experiments in the use of current meters in
irrigation canals. Journaf of Àgricul-tural Research, Vol. V' No. 6, Nov.,
pp. 2l't -232.

Abstract: Comparisons of the relative accuracy of measurement made in
i-rigat.ion canal- with current meters using different methods are made in
t.he discussion. In connection with fiel-d experiments made on the flow in
various types of canals in order to determine the val-ue of the coefficient
n of Kutter's Formula, detaif current-meter gagings were necessary. These
details gaigns and other observations made at the same time have been used
to compare the results obtained by the standard two-point, sj-ngle-point,
and integratj-on methods, as well as by floats and various selected points
of measurements. I'luch experience is now available in regard to the
various methods of current-meter observations used in natural channeLs.
Èhe results given here apply to the more regular artificial channels used
in irrigation for which there are feliler available data.

HÀRDISON, C.H., and MOSS, M.E. L972. Accuracy of l-ow-fl-ow
characteristics estimated by correlation of base-flow measurements.
Manual of Hydrology, PaxE 2, Low-Flow Techniques, Geological Survey Water
Supply Paper 1542-8, Pp, 35-55.

Abstract: The number of discharge measurements required to define an
accepta¡fe relation between the base flow at a stream gaging station and
that at an ungauged site depends on the statístics of the regression, the
accuracy goal, and the }enght of record at the gauging station used in the
regression. Equations and graphs are presented for evaluating the
accuracy of a fow-flow characteristic estimated from such a relation in
terms of the number of years of record that would be required at the
ungauged site to give an estimate of comparable accuracy. An outline of
the derivations of basic equations is presented in a separate sectíon of
the report.

HÀRP, J.F. 1974. An innovative automatic stream gaging method.
Journal of Hydrology, VoI. 2!, pp. 27-3L.

@,: This brief paper presents an extension of the moving boat
rnetnoA rftereby intermediate sized streams may be gaged automatically, by
means of a moving meter, by remote control- with no operator at the point
of the velocity measurement. The paper is clearly innovative in that no
velocity magnitude measurement is required, only an angle measurement and
a known input constant velocity of traversing meter. The technique
presented here is most unusual in that a new technique is combined with
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cl-assical methodology to produce a reliable field measurement of
streamflow rates in a remarkably short time.

HENRY, D.G. 1871. On the flow of water in rivers and canals. Jour.
Franklin Inst., VoI . 92, pp. l-67-389.

4$b'rac.g.: The errors in river flow det.erminatíon are discussed, including
the error of cross-section,' the pulsation of the current,' the uncertainty
of location,' floating bodies move faster that the water in which they are
immersed,' the upper fl-oat drags the lower, the effect of the current on
the connecting cord.

HERSCHY, R.W. 1969. The evafuation of errors at ffow measurement
stations. water Resources Board, Technical Note No. 11, pp. L-31.

4þ.'1!ggg!,: The paper outlines the evaluation of error of British Standard
flow measurement stations by simple statistícal- methods. These methods
are discussed in the relevant Standards. The paper is in two sections:
1. Weirs and Flumes and 2. velocity Area Stations.

In both sections it is shown that the largest singJ-e error is in the
recording of head or stage. Nevertheless, in the case of weirs and
flumes, it is shown that an overall accuracy of ! 2 per cent may be
obtained for heads larger than 600 mm (2.0'). For heads as fow as 60 mm

(0.2") however, the error may be as much as I I per cent. In the case of
the velocity area stations it is shown that similar accuracies may be
obtainable, depending mainly on the standard error of the stage-discharge
relation for the particular station. A method of obtainíng this standard
error is demonstrated.

HERSCHY, R.W. 1970. The magnitude of errors at ffow measurement
stations. International Symposium on Hydrometry, Koblenz, Sep., IAHS
PubI. no. 99, pp. 109-131.

êÞê.@.: An assessment of the accuracy of hydrometric data produced from
fl-ow measurement stations is important to the users of the data. This is
particularly so in the case of water resources development. the paper
uses statistical approach and outlines simpJ-e statistical methods for
obtaining the error in a single determination of discharge at both
velocity-area stations and at weirs and ffumes. fn connexion with
velocity-area stations, a method of obtaining the standard error of the
stage-discharge curve is discussed and a statistical test for significance
of check gaugings is demonstrated. Statisticaf definitions as they appfy
to hydrometry are included in an appendix.

HERSCHY, R.W. l-9?5a. The effect of pulsations in flow on the
measurement of velocity. Proceedings of the International Senr-inar on
Modern Developments in Hydrometry, Padova. Vlorld Meteorological
Organization, Geneva, pp. 389-396

Abstract: The paper describes an investigation carried out into the
effects of pulsations in the flow on the accuracy of velocity
measurements. Up to 40 current meters on 8 verticals were operated
simultaneously over a continuous period of 24 hours at each of 3 river
sites. The computed uncertainties lvere plotted against corresponding
point velocities and the relations Labufated for exposure times of 30 sec'
1 rrin, 2 min and 3 min. It was found that the uncertainties in velocity
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due to pulsations were related to both depth and velocity and were highest
at low velocities and lowest at hígh vefocities no matter what position
in the vertical these velocities occured. Uncertainties r.¡ere expressed
at the 95 per cent confidence fevel and varied from 5 per cent for an
exposure time of 3 min and a velocity of 0'3 m/s to 80 per cent for an

"*þosnre time of 30 sec and a velocity of 0.05 m/s. Since the equation
for the estimation of the uncertainties in a singte deter¡n-ination of
discharge randorn-izes the contributing uncertainties, it is suggested that
the tabulated values are suitable for general application for simil-ar
rivers.

HERSCHY, R.V'f . L975b. The accuracy of existing and new methods of river
gauging (ph.D. Thesis). Department of geography, University of Reading,
l'larch, 485 p.

Abstract: The object of the research vras to estimate the uncertainties
in the measurement of river discharge by the following techníques:
L. The uncertainty in a single determination of discharge, Xn, by current
meter by investigating the contributing uncertainties in a mÚdified error
equation which relates X^ to uncertainties in : width, depth and velocity
and the number of vertic8ls used. Particutar attention has been given to
the uncertainty in the measurement of velocity caused by the uncertainties
due to pulsations in flow, to the number of current meter observations
made in the verticaf, to the current meter rating.
2. The uncertainty in the stage-discharge relation by a statistical
analysis of the stage-discharge curve using standard error of estimate and
standard error of the mean. The method has been successfully tested on
a random sample of nationaL network stations.
3. The uncertainties in the daily mean discharge, monthly mean discharge
and annual discharge, by relating these uncertainties to the standard
error of the mean, the stage and the slope of the stage-discharge curve.

The uncertainties into the ultrasonic and electromagnetic methods of
river gauging are described and the uncertainties estimated form these
investigations. The research suggests that the upper limit of these
uncertainties can be conveniently set as foll-ows (95 oer cent confidence
linúts) :

recording stage (or head) by punched tape : + 3 mm

single current meter gauging = + 7 Z

standard error of estimate of the stage-discharge refation= + 108
standard error of the mean of the stage-discharge relation= + 5t
uncertainty in the daily mean discharge : * Zeo

ultrasonic method - uncertainty in a single gaugíng : * 2e"

electromagnetic method-std error of estimate of rating eq.= + 108

electromagnetic method-std error of the mean of rating eq.: + 2 Z

The methods employed may also be used to determine the uncertainty
with which the variables should be measured in order to attain a desired
accuracy.

Whilst the velocity-area mehtod and new methods form the predominant
part of the thesís, a revierv is made of the uncertainties in measurement
ãf ri.rer discharge by the use of measuring structures and corresponding
expressions devel-oped for estimating the uncertainties in the daily mena,
monthly and annual discharges.

A review is made of existing literature and in particular the work
done in this field by Carter & Anderson, Dementev, Grindley, Lambie,
Robertson, Smoot and Carter, British Standards lnstitution and
Internationaf Standards organization.
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HERSCHY, R.W. l-978a. The accuracy of current meter measurements.
Proc. Instn Civ. Engrs, PaxL 2, June, 65' pp. 431-437.

@.: The uncertainty in a current meter measurement due to the
restricted number of verticals used is investigated. In the sample of l-93
special current meter measurements examined the uncertainty is shown to
be random. Val-ues of the uncertainty for 5-50 verticals are presented.

HERSCHY, R.W. 19?8b. Àccuracy. Hydrometry: Principles and Practices:
Chapter 10, .fohn Wiley and Sons, pp. 353-397.

@.: The chapter is divided into the following sections:
intrõduction; statistical terms and definítions as applied to river
gaugings; nature of errorg; theory of errors; the error equation,' values
of uncertainties; and conclusions.

HERSCHY, R.Vi. 1982. Current meter calibration - individual rating
versus group rating. Advances in Hydrometry, Proceedings of the Exeter
Slrmposium, July, IAHS PubI . no. 134, pP. 25-36.

Abstract: The cost of the individual rating of current meters is
èxpensive and is tikely to increase substantially in the future- Both
International and British Standards make provision for current meters to
be used with either an individual rating or a group rating. Previous work
in this field is su¡rrnarized and new information presented. The paper
concludes that the adoption of a group rating need not reduce the accuracy
of current meter gaugings; the cost saving of a group rating however is
significant.

HERSCHY, R.Vt. 1985. Accuracy. Streamflow Measurement: Chapter 14'
Elsevier applied Science Publishing' pp. 4'14-510-

@.: The chapter is divided into the following sections:
introdt-.ction; standard deviation,' nature of errors; theory of errors; the
error equaLion,. values of uncertainties,' examples in t.he calculation of
uncertainties; and estimation of length of record required at a streamflow
station.

HERSCHY, R.W., et al. 1978. The effect of pulsations on the accuracy
of river flow measurement (technical memo). Department of the
Environment, Reading (Engl-and) ' vüater Data Unit' 50 p.

Abstract: The investigation incfuded the operation of up to 40 current
t,ete.s simultaneously at 5 points in each of I verticals at 3 different
river sections in Yorkshire. Readings of velocity were taken every 30

seconds for periods of over 24 hours. The S-point, the 2-point and the
single poinC methods of gauging under the effect of pulsations were
exam:ined by computer analysi-s of fiel-d readings. The S-point meÈhod gave
the best resuLts foflowed by the 2-point and single point methods in that
order. The values of discharges computed from simultaneous observations
of vefocity were generally no better than those computed from consecutive
observations. The uncertainties in point velocities due Èo pulsations
varied from about 5t at a velocity of 0.3 m/s to 80t at a velocity of 0.05
m/s, at the 95t ]eveI.

HERSCHY, R.W., and NEWMAN, J.D . 1982. The measurement of open channeÌ
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flow by the electromagnetic gauge. Advances in Hydrometry, IAHS Pubf. no.
I34, pp. 215-227.

Abstract: Since the previous symposium in Padova in 1975 significant
improvements have been made to the electromagnetic gauge for measuring
flows in open channels. These improvements have been mainly in the
instrumentation and they are described together erith a suÍìmary of the
principle, site requirements and applications. A brief introduction of
the application of the gauge to the measurement of fl-ow in sewers and
culverts is also presented.

HOFF, P.E. 1,927. Current meter investigations needed. Engineering
News Record, 99, No. I, Jul. 7, P. 28.

4@.: Request for an officiaL investigation into current meters.

HOLMES, D.K., et aI. L970. LE (Leading Edge) ffowmeter - a unique
device for open channel discharge measurement. International Symposium
on Hydrometry, Kob1enz, Sep., IAHS Publ. no. 99, pp. 432-443.

4@.: This paper describes the capability of LE acoustic flow meters
to measure open channel volumetric flow. Problems associated with the
inhomogeneity of the medium have been overcome, as evidenced by the
successful operation of the LE flowrneter on various rivers and canals in
the united states.

Using the time differences resulting from transmitting signals between
transducer pairs, average path velocities are calculated. Volume ftow is
computed by appropriately weighting the individual path velocities.
Minimum resolvabfe flow, whích is inversely proportional to path length'
is about 0.2 m/sec for a 1m path.

For maximum accuracy, muttiple paths are required. In channels with
constant stage, flow is obtained by quadrature Íntegration independent of
the velocity profile. lvith variable stage, a water level sensor is also
required. A typical flo$t stith stage changes of +21 per cent, - ? per cent
has been integrated to better than 1 per cent accuracy.

HORNBECK, J.W. l-965. Accuracy in streamflow measurements on the Fernow
Experimental Forest. U.S. Forest Service Research Note NE-29' U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station' I p.

Abstract: Measurements of streamflow from small- watersheds on the Fernow
Experimental Forest at Parsons, Vüest Virginia was begun in 1951.
Stream-gaging stations are now being operated on 9 watersheds ranging from
29 to 96 acres in sj-zei and 91 watersheds-years of record have been
collected. To determine how accurately streamflow is being measured at
these stations, several- of the important factors that inffuence the
accuracy of the records have been studied.

The factors studied were grouped into the following four categories:
(1) stream-gaging instrumentation, (2) stage-dsicharge relation, (3)
manuaf checking of stage' and (4) compilation of data.

HORTON, T. l-90L. Flow in the sewers of the North Metropolitan Sewerage
System of Massachusetts. Trans. ASCE, Vol. 46, pp. '18-92.

@.: An E1lis current meter, with four vanes, was used to conduct
measurements. Prior to eash series of observations (three), the meter was
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rated over a course varying between in length from 500 to 1000 ft., and
for varying speeds.

HOYT, J.C. 1907. A universal current meter. Engineering News, Vol.
57, p. 263.

@.: Describes adaptability of small Price meter to stream gauging,
a"A gi.res rating curves for for Fteley, Warren' Haskell, smal-f Price,
large Price, and Lall-ie current meters.

HOYT, J.C. 1908. Recent changes of Methods and equipment in the water
resources work of the United States Geological Survey. Engineering News,
Vol. 60, pp. 15-16.

@.: Describes refinements which were made in construction and use
of Price meter, referring to pentacount registeríng device, torpedo
weights, rods, etc.

HOYT, .T.C. l-910. The use and care of the current meter, as practiced
by the United Geological Survey. American Society of Civil Engineers,
Transactions, Paper No. 1133, Vol. 66' pp. 69-134.

@.: Gives history of current-meter development, plates showing
Price, Haskell, Fte]ey, Ellis, Richards, Vtoltman, Ott, and Amster meters.
The use, care, and rating of the Price meter is thoroughly discussed.

In discussion: A.H. Dramont (pp. 106-l-0?); E.C. Murphy (pp- 107-108);
H.K. Barro$ts (pP. 108-l-l-O); C.E. Grunsky (pp. 1L0-l-261 ; E. Kuichling (pp'
126-1281 ; G.H. Matthes (pp. L2B-L291; w. Pearl (p. 130); and C.M- Aflen
(pp. 130-132).

HOYT, .1.C. 1913. The effect of ice on streamflow. U.S. Geological
Survey, Water-Supply Paper 337' 77 p.

L: !{it,h a view to standardizing, this paper presents the available
infortnation on the sucbject, discussing the factors that influence the
run-off during the periods of low temperature, the varieties of ice and
their effect on the applicability of the laws of open-channel flow, and
the coflection and interpretation of necessary data.

HOYT, J.c., and GRovER, N.C. 1907. River discharge. John wiley &

Sons, New York, J-37 P"

Abstract: Book that brings together all available sources of information
on river discharge.

HOYT, K.K. L926. Defense of the Price current meter. Engineering
News-Records, Vol . 97, No. 25, p. 101-0.

@:LetterdefendstheuseofPricemeterbytheU.S.Geo1ogica1
Ltt,rey, comparing the behavior of same with screl¡¡ meters advocated by Dr.
Ing. A. Staus.

HOYI, K.K. lg2ï. Accuracy of stream-ffow measurements. Engineering
News Record, 101, No. 5, Aug. 2, pp. L67-168-

Abstract: It is shown that the price meter, when employed by experiences
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personnel, can give consistent results under different channel conditions
and that it checks the much-praised Gibson method.

HULSING, H., et al. 1966. Velocity-head coefficients on open channels.
Geological Survey !{ater-Supply Paper 1869-c, 45 p.

4¡;pg4.: This report presents the results of a detailed study of the
velocity-head coefficients, alpha, in naturaf channels. It is based upon
an analysis of point velocities obtained from discharge measurements made
by multiple-point method or by the two-point (0.2dl0.8d) method.

HURST, H.E. 1,920. Short report on Nile gauge readings and discharges.
Cairo, Physical Department Paper No. !, 43 p. Addendum: The effect of
turbulence on river discharge measurements, 8 p.

@@þ.: Not available.

ISo 2357 l9'14. Liquid flow measurement in open channels - Cup-type and
propeller-type current meters. fnternational Organization for
Standardízation, 4 p.

Abstract:

ISO 3455 I976. Iiquid flow measurement in open channels - Calibration
of rotating-element current-meters in straight open tanks. International
Organization for Standardization, I p.

@.: the IS specifies the procedure to be used for the cafibration
of current-meters, i.e. for the experimental determination of the
relationship between liquid vetocity and rate of revolution of the
rotating element. It also specifies the type of tank and equipment to be
used and the method of presenting the results.

ISO DATA 2 1978. Investigation on the total- error in measurement of
flow by velocity-area methods. International Organization for
Standardization.

Abstract:

fSO 772 1978. Liquid ffow measurement in open channels - Vocabulary
and Symbols. International Organization for St.andardization, 35 p.

Abstract:

ISO 5168 1978. Measurement of fluid fl-ow - Estimation of uncertainty
of a flow-rate meassurement. International Organization for
Standardizationr ,July, 26 P.

@.: This International Standard describes the calculations required
in order to arrive at a statistical estimate of the interval within which
the true value flow-rate may be expected to fie. These cafculations are
presented in such a vùay as to be applicable to any fl-ow measurement
method. This International Standard should be used for guidance on the
general techniques to be aPPIied.

Liquid flow measurement in open channel-srso 748 L979.
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Velocity-area methods. International Organization for Standardization

@:ThisInternationa1Standardspecifiesmethodfordeterrn-ining
tfte .refocity and cross-sectional area of !'¡ater flowing in open channel
(with or without ice cover), and or computing the discharge therefrom.

ISO ÎC l-l-3 1981-. Measurement of liquid Fl-ow in open channels,
Subconunittee 1- Velocity-area methods - Computation of discharge in
velocity-area methods by the Netherlands. Dutch members of Subcommittee
One of Technical Comnittee 113 of the International Organization for
Standardization, (ISO/TC]-L3/SCl- N345), unpublished report, 12 p.

@.: To reduce the error for a smal-l- number of verticals, a method
of ais.fturge computation has been investigated, ín which the horizontal
velocityprofÍleiscomputedbyinterpolationbçþgleenmeasuredverticafs
and extrapolation to the banks according to v/h-' = constants.

Based on the results of an arbitrary discharge measurement in the
river Rhine this "interpolation method" is compared to the standardized
"mid-section method" (ISO ?48). It appears that the method of computation
has a significant influence on the accuracy of the discharge. The

"interpolátion method" gives considerably better resulÈs and espacially
for a restricted number of verticafs the rn-id-section method is even
unreliable.

The error-investigation as presented in TR 7L78 holds specifically
f or the nr-id-section and does not f it as such f or other methods of
discharge computation.

ISO l-L00 1982. Liquid fl-ow measurement in open channel - Part 2;
Determination of the stage-discharge relation. International Organization
for Standardization, 33P.

@.: This International Standard specífies methods of deternr-ining
tne satge-discharge relation for a gauging station. A sufficient number
of discharge measurements complete with corresponding stage measurements
is reguire¿ to permit the stage-discharge relation to be deterrn:ined to the
accuracy required by this International Standard-

An analysis is included of the uncertainties involved in the
preparation and the use of the stage-discharge refation.

ISO 7:-78 1983. Liquid flow measurement in open channels
Velocity-area methods - Investigation of total- error. International-
organization for standardization, Technical Report 7L78, Ju}y, 27 p.

@.: This technical report summarizes the results of investigations
of tne total error in measurement of flow by velocity-area methods. It
describes the procedure used and t11pes of errors (section one), and gives
recorìmendation for the collection of data for investigations of errors
(setion two) with a view to supplementing the information given in ISO
10B8.

Iso 1088 1985. Liquid flow measurement in open channel-s
VeJ-ocity-area mehtods - Coflection and processing of data for
determiãation of errors in measurement. International Organization for
StandardizaLion/ ,January' 2I P.

Abstract: this International Standard specifies a standard basis for the
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collection and processing of data fot the deLermination of individual
components of error in the measurement of liquid flow in open channels by
velocity-area meLhods.

ISO 8363 l-986. f,iquid flow measurement in open channels - General
guidelines for the sefection of methods. International Organization for
StandardizaLíon, November, 6 P.

@.: This International- Standard gives general guidelines for the
sefection of a suitable method for liquid ffow measurements in open

channels.

IONIDES, M.G. Lg34. River stage-dj-scharge curves. Engineerj-ng, vol .

CXxxvIII - from,July to December 1-934, London, Oct' 12, p' 396'

@.: Â. nehr simple method is described which takes ínto account the

"ffe"t of changing stage on stage-discharge curves for rivers.

.]ARRETT, R.D. 1987. Errors in slope-area comPutations of peak

discharges in mountain streams. Journal of Hydrology, Elsevier Science
Publishers 8.v., Amsterdam, 96, pp. 53-67.

@.: During an evaluation of ?0 slope-area measurements on higher-
gr.df""t streams (stream sJ-opes greater than 0.002) throughout the United
õt"ta", peak discharges measurements Y¡ere found to be affected by n

va.Iues, SCOur, expanSiOn and ContractiOn losses, viscoSity, unsteady flow'
number of cross sections, state of fLow and stream slope. Problems due

to measurement error can often be as great as or greater than 100t and

leads to overestimation of the actual peak discharge. This can result in
misfeading maximum flood values, erroneous flood-frequency analyses and

overdesign of flood-pIain structures-
a nrièf discussion of Lhese problems, tentative sofutions and research

needs is presented. The critical-depth method of computing peak discharge
provides the most reasonable results in higher-gradient streams.

JEpSON, p. lg6i. Current meter errors under pulsating flow conditions.
J. Mech. Engng. Sci. 9, PP. 45-54.

$þ@!.: Not available.

JOHNSON, D. Lg7:-. Velocity osciltations of current meter measurements.
Proc. Inst. Civ. Engrs., 49, pp. 405-406.

Abstract: Paper presents a stuûnary of data coflected (velocity
ñffi.tt") in rgeA which revealed a complex series of periodicities
varying in wavelength from 2 ox 3 ¡n-in to an hour or more. Io enable the
behãvióur of these periodicities to be examined in more detail, the
various harmonic components in each time series l¡¡ere isolated by means of
a series of band Pass filters.

,JOHNSON, D., and TATTERSALL,
water resources Problems. J.

K.It. L9?1. Hydrologícal data analysis for
Instn. wat. Engrs. , 25 (4), PP. 181"-200 .

@,: A series of consecutive velocity measurements made at 30 sec.
ñÇ¡-T" at a single point in a cross-sections is statistical-ly analyzed.
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KALINSKE, A.A. 1945. ApplicatÍon of statist.ical theory to measurements
of velocity ans suspended sediment in rivers. Transactions, American
Geophysical Union, Vot. 26, No. II, Oct. pp. 26L-265'

ê@.: To obtain a proper mean mesure of velocity or suspended
sediment-concentration in a turbufent stream, it is necessary to make

observations or take data over a period of tíme because of the fluctuating
nature of the measured quantity. Measurements of velocity with vane-type
current-meLers, and sediment-concentration determinations by sampling
techniques are the important examples of the problem to be considered:
namely, over what period of time must a measurement be made in order that
a deisred accuarcy can be obtained for the mean value of velocity or
sediment-concentralion, and on what factors does this necessary time
depend. The purpose of this paper is to appfy the statistical theory of
random sampling to the solution of this problem.

KALLIO, N.A. 1966. Effect of vertical motion on current meters.
united states Geological survey, water-supply Paper 1869-8, pP. B1-820.

@.: The effect of vertical motion on the performance 
. 
of current

*et"r" .t varoius stream velocities was evaluated to determine whether
accurate discharge measurements can be made from a bobbj-ng boat.

Three types of current meters - Ott, Price, and vane types- were
tested under conditions simulating a bobbing boat. A known frequency and

amplitude of vertical motion were imparted to the current meter, and the
related effect on the measured stream velocity was determined. One test
of the price meter was made under actual conditions, using a boat and

standard measuring gear. The resutts of the test under actual conditions
verified those obtained by simulating the verticaf movements of a boat'

The test show that for stream velocities below 2.5 feet Per second the
accuracy of al-1, three meters is significantly affected when the meters are
subjected to certain conditions of vertical motion that can occur during
actual field operations. Both rate of vertical motion and the frequency
of vertical oscill-ation affect the regístration of the meter.

The results of these tests, presented in the form of graphs and

tabfes, can be used as a guide to determ:Lne whether wind and stream flow
are within an acceptable range for a reliable discharge measurement from
a boat.

KARÀSEV, I.F. L978. Improved water-discharge model-s and estimate of
water-discharge measurement in t.he "velocity-area" method. Soviet
Meteorolog:y and Hydrology, No. 12, l'larchr PP. 65-73 .

@.: This paper presents analytic retationships obtained on a

.orr"f"tion-hydraulic basis for new water-discharge models and the errors
of water-discharge measurement -

KARÀSEV, I.F. l-980. More on error estimation for streamflow
measurements. Soviet Meteorology and Hydrology, No. 11, pp' 91-94'

@,: It is shown that the maximum-error method and certain
Et,iorships of particular form are inval-id for estimation of the error
of measurement of discharge volumes in channel flows.

KARA$EV, I.F., and cHrZHoV, A.N. l-970. International symposium on

Hydrometry, Koblenz, Sep., IAHS Pub]- No. 99, pp. 382-387'
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Abstract: In measuring discharge by current meter, the so-ca]Ied errors
of the method, both random and systematic, are of primary importance,' the
errors of depth and vefocity measurements should be considered first of
al-f . The l-atter error is due to turbul-ent pulsation of velocity and
depend slightly on the instrumental error.

Area1 averaging of depth and velocity from a series of verticals
decreases the error of discharge measurements. ft allows a certain
increase of error in velocity measurement without considerable increase
in the error of discharge. ft also perrrr-its a reduction in the duration
of current meter exposure at a given point, which in turn acceferates the
discharge measurements. This averaging in space and time is most useful-
for the integration methods of discharge measurements, particularly for
the integration of velocities down the vertical. Suffcient accuracy is
provided by the use of a current meter with a contact every other
revolution, which eliminates the influence of marginal- effects.

KASUGAYA, N. 1958. On the accuracy of the calculating formulas for the
vertical mean velocity. Trans. of the Soc. of Civ. Eng. of.fapan, (in
japanese), No. 54, Feb., pp. 26-34.

4@.: The author, at first, theoretically argues about the accuracy
of the calculating formulas for the vertical mean velocity, connecting
them with the various theories with respect to the vertical velocity
distribution in an open channel. Then, applying those formulas to the
data obtained in the River Tone, he concludes that is is desirable to
adopt the two-point method or the three-point new one, which is introduced
by the mean vafue theorem, in the ordinary condition, and the four-point
new method at the place where the flow is exceedingly turbulented. Among
the formulas having prevailed up to this time, the three-point method and
the four-point one except the two-point one are not valuable at alf.

KASUGAYA, N. 1958. Inducement of a ner¡¡ mean value method and
calculating formulas for discharge in natural- streams. Trans. of the Soc.
of Civ. Eng. of ,Japan, (in japanese), No. 55, Muy, pp. 1-9.

4@,: The author induces a nelr¡ mean vaLue method to be most
effectively applied to the continuous curve which intersects a horizontaL
axis at both ends of defined interval. According to this new meLhod, some
calculating formulas of discharge in naturaf streams are obtained. When
rde apply these formulas to stream gaging, the smallest number of the
verticals, consequently of the measuring points' may be sufficient.
Therefore, $re can measure the most accurate value of discharge, because
kre can prolong the period of velocity measurement at every points to
eliminate the effect of pulsations of moving water, and moreover the
shortening of the total- period of gaging makes the effect of changing
stage as litt1e as possible.

KASUGAYA, N. 1958. Accuracy of the calulating formula for river
discharge and proposal of a stream-gaging procedure. Trans. of the Soc.
of Civ. Eng. of Japan, (in japanese)r No. 5'7, JuI ., pp. 1'2-L9.

Abstract: For purPose of studying the accuracy of the calculating
formulas for the rate of discharge in natural streams, twenty data
obtained in the River Tone are used. Then the author concludes that the
nu¡nber of verticals are six at most, which vary with the degree of
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unvennesg of the Lransverae curve of the river bed, and are seasonally
varied, therefore, with the hydrological condítions, i.e. precipitation,
runoff, scoring, sedimentation, etc. To concfuder he proposes a

stream-gaging piocedure and mentiona some remarks when his formulas are
accepted.

KENNEY, B.C. 1977. Response characterístics affecting the design and

use of current direction vanes. Deep-Sea Research, VoI. 24, PP. 289-300.

@,: A second order l-inear equation describing the motion of a

ffit Airection vane is derived and parameters important to the design
of such vanes discussed. It is shown that serious error may result from
the use of a direction vane to orient a velocity sensor into the "mean"
current.

KERR, S.L. 1935. Research investigation of current-meter behaviour in
flowing water. Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, VoI" 37, PP.295-301.

@.:ThispaperinvestigatestheinconsistencieSoff1ow
*""**"*"nts in ctosed flumes by means of current meters. It describes
(a) the construction of a flume in which two meters were installed side
by side and tested under varying conditions of flow, (b) the velocity
d-istribution in the flume, attA {ci the establishment of the true velocity
plane across the face of Lhe meters by means of a pitot tube. The

pitot-tttUe coef f icient vras established for each f 1o¡.¡ condition, thus
þroviding an accurate means of establishing the actual velocity existing
in front of the current meter.

KINNISON, H.B. 1930. Stream-flow data - Its collection and use'
Journal of the Boston Society of Civil Engineers, VoI' XVII, No' 5, May'

p. 183.

Abstract: Current meter measurements are compared to salt-velocity
measurements at Bellow Falls, Vt.

KïNOSITA, T. 1970. Ultrasonic measurement of disctrarge in rivers.
fnternaÈional symposium on Hydrometry, Kobfenz, sep., IAHS PubI. No. 99,
pp. 388-399.

Abstract: progress in improvement of ultrasonic flowmeters in ,fapan since
1%4 id reported. Data obtained by ultrasonic flowmeters are compared
with those from rotating current metersi agreement is vey good' Some

limitations liùere experienced during field tests. If these limitations are
resolved, the authot b"lie.tes that it wi]l be a most useful instrument for
flow measurement.

KINOSITA, T. Lg82. Improvement of ul,trasonic flowmeter in rivers in
Japan. Advances in Hydrometry, Proceedings of the Exeter SYmposium, ,fuly,
IAHS Publ. no. L34, PP. L87-202-

Abstract: The author has already reported on the Successfuf
Ïñõf,_-tatíon of ultrasonic flowrneters in rivers in Japan. Subsequently
he has made further efforts to improve them. But missing data and other
problems were sometimes experienced during periods of operation' The
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causes of the problems were carefully investigated' and the paper
discusses these problems and t.heir sol-ution. It is concluded that the
ultrasonic flowmeter is a unique method of measuring discharge
automatically at a site where a stable stage-discharge relation is not
available, fãr j-nstance on a tidal river. Hydraulic characteristics of
river flow based on continuously measured discharge are also discussed and
these characteristics are useful in providing guidelines for hydrometric
network systems.

KIRBY, W.H. 198?. Linear error analysis of slope-area discharge
deterrruinations. Journal of Hydrology, Elsevier Science Publishers 8.V.,
Amsterdam, 96, PP. 125-138.

@.: The sfope-area method can be used to calculate peak flood
¿isc¡atges when current meter measurements are not possible. Thsi
calculation depends on several guantities, such as water-surface fall'
that are subjecÈ to large measurements errors. Other criticaf guantities,
such as Manning, s n, are not even amenable to direct measurement but can
only be estinaied. Finally, scour and fill rnay cause gross discrepancies
betvreen the observed condition of the channet and the hydraufic conditions
during the flood Peak.

The effects of these potenÈials errors on the accuracy of the computed
discharge have been estimated by statistical error analysis using a

Taylor-series approximation of the discharge formula and the wel-l-known
formula for variance of a sum of correlated random variates. The
resultant error variance of the computed discharge is a weighted sum of
covariances of the various observational errors. The weights depend on
the hydraulic and geometric configuration of the channel.

The mathematical analysis confirms the rule of thumb that relative
errors in computed discharge increase rapidly when velocity heads exceed
the v¡ater-surface fall, when the flow fiefd is expanding and when lateral
velocity variation (alpha) is large. It also confirms the extreme
importance of accurately assessing the presence of scour or fill.

KITANIDIS, P.K., €t aI. 1984. Evaluat.ion of the efficiency of
streamflow data collection strategies for al-tuviat rivers. .fournal of
Hydrology, Elsevier science Publishers, Amsterdam, vo]. 72, No. t/2,
April, pp. 85-l-03.

Abstract: Streamflow discharge is usually deternr-ined indirectly from
t,easnrements of the river stage at gaging stations and through the use of
stage-discharge relationships (rating curves). However, in al-fuvial
streams, stage-discharge relationships change continually and, sometimes,
quite markedly. Such changes may be caused by major floods, seasonal
variations, oi long-term secular trends associated with changes in the
river channel. Consequently, reliable estimates of discharge using rating
curves are not possible unless frequent direct measurements of discharge
are made. Such measurements involve appreciable costs, and it is
ímportant to evaluate their contribution in increasing the accuarcy of

"sti*-tion 
of quantities of interest such as mean daily, monthly or annual

flow. A methodology for the evaluation of the efficiency of
data-collection strategies for altuvial rivers is developed and applied
to stations on the I'fissouri River, U.S.A. A flexible and expedient model
describing the variability of discharges and shifts in the stage-discharge
relationship is developed. Procedures for the estimation of parameters
and the validation of the modeL using actual data are presented. The
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calibrated and validated model- is then employed in simufations to evaluate
the effect of sampling strategies (such as frequency and accuracy of
discharge measurements) on the accuracy of estimated daij-y, monthly and
annual flow. Curves relating the cost of sampling to the achieved
accuracy can be generated, and the optimization of sampling strategies
given accuracy or budget objectives or constraints can be achieved.

KITANIDIS, P.K., et al. 1984. Effects of visitation frequency and
instrument reliability on the accuracy of estimation of river discharges.
Hydrotogical Sciences Journal, rAHS, Vol-. 29, No. 3, Sep-, pp. 255-269.

@.: The process of faílures of a gauging station can be modelled
as poisson with time to the first failure distributed exponentially. The
process is restarted when the station is visited and serviced. the
probability distributions of the number of failures and the length of the
rn-issing record associated with gauging-stations failures are derived as
functions of the average time to failure, E^' and the pattern and
frequency of visits. A maximum l-ikelihood nethofof esLimatíon of t from
readily avaifabfe data is proposed and analysed. This method ogives

estímates of t which, for samples containing a reasonably large number
of failures, out" approximately unbiased, efficient and normalÌy
distributed. A moment method of estimation of t^ is al-so proposed.
Methods for validation of the assumed model and for tësting the uniformity
between stations or grouPs of stations are presented. The proposed
methodofogy has been applied to study the performance of a network of 168
gauging stations

KLEIN, G.S., and YUFIT, G.A. L983. A doppler meter for river surface
vrater speed. Soviet Meteorology and Hydrology, Allerton Press, No. !,
Jan., pp. 95-99.

Abstract: The use of a doppler surface-velocity meter is considered. The
rnain factots governing the error of measurement are considered, and
measurements are reported for the speed range 0-3 m,/sec. A comparison is
made wiÈh the results obtained with a hydrometric propeller.

KOLUPATLA, s. 1949. Technical Note: Recent developments in
current-meter design. Transactions, American Geophysical Union, VoL. 30,
No. 6, Dec. r pp. 9l-6-918.

Abstract: Paper outlines recent developements in current meters, i.e.
improvements of the screw-type meter (OTf), significance of the component
runner, and problem of anguJ-ar flow are also discussed.

KOI,UPAILA, s. l-958. DiscuSSion: Common errors in measurement Of
irrigation water by C.W. Thomas. Journal- of the Irrigation and Drainage
Oiviãion, Proc. of the American Society of Civif Engineers, Vol. 84, No.
IR2, Part 1, APr., PP. 27-28.
@.: Author states that European studies indicated that a most
ãangeror-,s error is caused by different vefocity distribution before the
weir.

KOLUPAILA, S. l-958. Use of current meters in turbulent and divergent
channels. IAHS Genera.l- Assernbly of loronto, VoJ-. 1, Pubtication No. 43,
pp.437-444.
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@.: The current meter is still the most reliable instrument for
ffo* ir*"stigation and discharge measurements in natural and artificial
channels. The greatest obstacle in these operations is the irregular
pulsation of turbul-ent flow and obliquity of streams tines. The usual
blades of screw type current meters dont compty with t.he required cosine
law, when the direction of stream is not parellel with their axis of
rotation.

A new design of the component runner, recently introduced into the
modern current meters, offers a v^aluable improvement: it assures a correct
cosine l-aw for angle up to 45-. This important innovation has been
investigated in laboratories and checked during tests of power plants.
The results are very favorable, the grade of accuracy obtained r.tas more
than satisfactory. llerits of component runners are particularly evident
in inlets or casings of large turbines where the stream lines are
inevitably curved.

This new invention prornises the same efficiency in turbulent natural
streams,- there Èhe angular pulsation introduces a distinctive errorf
because velocities fluctuate in magnitude and direction, and projections
of these velocities are to be integrated. The component runner is
particularly significant in large and shall-ow rivers with compfex
cross-section and relatively slow flow, distorted by piers, isles, stones,
weeds, ice jams, etc.

KOLUPAILA, S. 1960. Early history of hydrometry in the United States.
Proc. ASCE, Vol, 86, HY1, pp. L-51.

Abstract: The history of hydrometry (stream ffow measurements) in the
United St.ates is presented.

KOLUPAILA, S. 1961. Bibliography of hydrometry. University of Notre
Dame Press, Notre Dame, Indiana, 975 p.

@.: This outstanding bibliography includes 7370 titl-es of papers
in 38 languages, by 4500 authors.

KOLUPAILA, S. L964. Discussion of accuracy of current meter
measurements. American Society of Civil Engineers, Hydraulics Division
,Journal, Vol . 90, #HY 1r .Tan., pp' 352-355.

Abstract: The paper contains results of series of special investigations
: (f) .ating of a current meter in two towing basins,' (21 discharge
measurement by current meters of cup and screw type; (3) observation of
flow pulsation at 23 hydrometric stations; (4) data on velocity
distribution in L00 cross sections,' and (5) signíficance of the number of
verticals across a river. The authors presneted only final averages, but
the amount of collected important material deserves more exetensive
publication.

KOVACS, G. I976. Methods for the computation, space j-nterpolation and
mapping of river run-off. Water Balance of Europe, Technical reports in
hydrology, Bulgaria Workshop, Oct., pp. 3l--32.

@.: World Meteorological Organization (WMO) definition of the word
accuracy.

KRÀJEWSKI, W.F. and KRAJEWSKI, K.tr. 1989. Real-Èime quality control
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of streamflow data - a simulation study. Vüater Resources Bulletin, AWR-A',

vol. 25, No. 2, pp. 391--399.

Abstract: The problem of real-time quality control- of streamf1ow data is
a¿¿ressea. Five methods are investigated via a Monte-Carlo simulation.
experiment based on streamflow data from Bird Creek basin in OkÌahoma.
Thè five methods include three deterministic approaches and two
statistical approaches. The relative performance of the investigated
methods is evatuated under hypothesized random mechanism generatinq
isolated outliers. The detrm:inistic method based on streamflow gradient
analysis and the statistical method based on forecast residual analysis
perform best in detecting such outliers.

KULIN, G. L977. Some error sources in Price and Pigrmy current meter
traverses. National- Bureau of Standards Special Publication 484,
proceedings of the Symposium on Fl-ow in Open Channels and Closed Conduits,
Gaithersburg, MDr February 23-35.

.A,bstract: The author reports that errors of several percent are possible
rfren measuring flows with badly skewed profiles if the sum of the
horizontaJ- gradients across the measuring crosa-section is not zexo
(Enge1, l-983).

LÄENEN, A. l-985. Acoustic vetocity ¡¡eters. U.S. Geological Survey,
Techniques of Vilater-Resources Investigations, Chapter 417, Book 3, 38 p.

@.: This report provides methods for computing the effect of
,r.r.io"s "onditions 

on the accuracy of a record obtained from a acoustive
velocity meter.

LAENEN, A., and SMITH, W. 1982. Acoustic systems for the measurement
of streamfl-ow. U.S. GeologÍcal Survey, Open-File Report 82-329, 45 p.

Abstract: The purpose of this report is to consofidate information on
acoustic velocitY meters.

LAMBIE, .1.C. 1966. The rating and behaviour of a group of current
meters. ICE (Institution of Civil Engineers-Scottish Hydrological Group) r

Glasgow, Unpublished RePort, L966.

Abstract: Not avail-abIe.

LAU, y.I,. 1982. Velocity distributions under floating covers.
Canadian Journal of Civil Engineering, Vol. 9, No. !, pp. 76-83'

@.: The k-e turbulence model has been used to calculate the

"elocfty distributions for a large number of channel flows with different
top and bottom boundary roughnesses. The resulting distributions are used
to review the standard procedures for stream gauging of ice-covered fl-ows -

It is found that the average of the velocities aE 2/10 and 8/10 of the
depth is indeed very nearly equal to the overall mean velocity.
Examination of Èhe velocity profiles shows that the profiles deviate from
the logarithrr-ic distribution for about 40t of the flow depth. Other flow
properties, such as the location of the maximum velocity and the mean
vefõcities in the top and bottom layers, are afso exanrined.
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LAURENT, J. 1927. Mesures à prendre pour augmenter Ia précision des
jaugeages des cours d,eau. union Géodésique et Géophysique
Íntãrnátionale, Assemblée Pfénière de Prague, Sep., Pithiviers.

@@!.: Not available.

LA!ùSON, D.E., et al. l-986. Morphotogy, hydraulics and sediment
transport of an ice-covered river - rield techniques and initial data.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Cold Regions Research & Engineering
Laboratory (CREEL), Report 86-l-1 , 37 P.

@:rhisinitia1studyoftheice-coveredTananaRiver,near
fairUanLs, Alaska, attempted to 1) establish field methods for systematic
and repetitive quantitative analyses of an ice-covered river's regíme' 2)

evaluate the inltruments and equipment for sampling, and 3) obtain the
initial data of a long-term study of ice cover effects on the morphology,
hydraulics and sediment Èransport of a braided river. Preliminary
résults indicate that lrater flow below the ice cover occurs in distinct
channels that are generally separated from each other by stagnant deposits
of frazil ice.

LEAF, C.F. 19?0. Precision and accuracy in stream gaging. rHD

Experimental Basin Vilorkshop, Kananaskis Research Forest, Alberta, Canada,
Sep., 19 p.

Abstract: PartiaL literature review on accuracy of streamflow
measurement.

I,EUPOLD & STEVENS, INC. 19?8. Errors in fLoat operated devices
(Chapter 8). Stevens vrater resources data book. Stevens Water resources
prodücts, Leupold & Stevens ' Inc., 3rd edition, Apr., pP' 73-90'

@.: Describes errors invol-ved in the records made by float operated
ø*", i.e. float Lagì line shift; submergence of counterweight;

temperature and saturation; and humidity.

LIDDELL, W.A. 1927. Stream gaging. McGraw Hil-l Book co., New York,
First edition, p. 9 and pp. i-36-150.

Abstract: Discusses experimental work done in the United States, the

"ff"ct" "f turbulent flow, and the behavior of cup-shaped and screw-shaped
meters when subjected to various tests.

LINSLEY, R.K. and FRANZINI , J.B. Vilater Resources Engineering. McGraw-
HiIl Book Company, 3rd Edition, p. 22.

@.: Gives the adjective classification of accuracy of streamflow
data as used by the U.S. Geological Survey.

LOWELL, F.c., and HIRSQHFELD, F. L979. Acoustic flowmeters for
pipelines. Mechanical Engineering, vol. l-01, No. 10, Octoberr PP. 29-35.

@:Thesourcesoferrorthathavetobetakenintoaccountwhen
."o"stfc flowmeters are employed are suÍEnarízed, discussed and analysed-

MACKENZIE, A. L884. RePort on current meter observations in the
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Uississippi River, near Burlington, Iowa, during the month of Ocotober,
1-8?9, Washington, Engineer Department' United States Army'

þ!¡ç4!: Not available.

MAIN ÄDMINTSTR,AIION OF THE HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL SERVTCE 1.975. WAICT

discharge measurements. Manual- for hydrometeorofogical area centers and
stationÀ: Chapter 9. Council Ministers of the U. S. S. R. , PP. l-03-l-46.

þ@!.: Official manuals on stream gauging for the U.S.S-R.

MANLEY, R. 1-977. Improving the accuracy of flow measurement at open
channel sites. Water Services, Resources, Supply, Sewage & Effluent' Vol.
81, No. 982, Dec.' PP. 74L-744.

@.: The paper present a technique (rating curve equation) to
i*pro."e the accurãcy of streamfl-ow record of a number of gauging sites in
the Severn-Trent area.

MÀTALAS, N.C., and coNovER, w.\T. l-965. Derivation of the velocity
profile from a statisticat model of turbul-ence. Water Resources Research,
Vot. !, No" 2, pp. 235-26L.

@.: A statistical model of turbulence for tw-dimensiona] uniform
ffot" i¡ open channels is developed, and this model- is used to derive the
verticaL velocity profile. This profile is defined by a three-parameter
hyperbolic function, .with two parameters reflecting the effect of bed
róugnness and fluid viscosity on the shape of the profile- The third
parãmeter is the mean velocity in the verticaf. The hlperbolic function
is fitted to velocity data for water in natural channels, a laboratory
flume, and aír in a wina tunnel. A brief comparison of the hyperbolic
function with the logarithmic function is given-

MATTHES, G.H. L927. Price Current Meter: serviceability vs. scientific
design. Engineering Nehts-Record, Vol- 98, No. 3, P. 1-26.

Abstract: Letter stresses the fact that the hydrographers of the U.S.
C"ofogi".l Survey during the early existence of the Bureau found the Price
meter to be more serviceable than other types-

MAXÏ{ELL, W.H.C. 1968. Discussion: The accuracy of calibration of model
gauging structures by ,J.R.D. Francis e J.B. Mil-ler. The Institution of
ðinif EngÍneers, Proceedings, vo1. 40, JuIy, pp. 397-402.

@.:

MOFFATT, R.L. Lg78-79. Comparison of discharge measurements made with
Lhe Ott cosine and Price ÄÀ current meters. Water Resources Division
Bulfetin. U.S. Geological Survey, Oct.-Dec. L978 Jan.-June L979, pp.
32-34.

Abstract: To deter¡nine the effects from horizontal and vertical
õñpont."ts of velocity under certain conditions (high velocities, deep

"roã"-"".tion, 
and turbulent flow) a comparison study !'¡as made using the

Ott cosine and Price AÀ standard-rated current meters.
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MOODY, L.F. 1-914-15. The measurement of the velocity of ftowing water.
Proceedings, Engrs.' society of western Pennsylvania, VoI. 30, pp'
280-323.

.: paper devoted mostly to pitot tube, but on pages 320-322, the
res"fts of comparative ratings of a Pitot tube, Price meter' and Fteley
and Stearns meter are compaied with the meters turned through various
horizontaÌ angles up to ?0 degrees. Also gives results of an experimental
screvü meter ritn goòA characteristics. Concludes cup meter over-registers
and registers velocities from right differently from those from feft"
screw meter under-registers.

MOODY, $1.J. Lg82. Errors in velocity measurement made with a 622AA
price Current Meter from a boat. National Water Research Institute,
Hydraulics Research Division, Iechnical Note' Report No. 82-28, Feb-, 4

p.

@.: The purpose of the paper were to 1) investigate the magnitude

""d iraation of flow disturbance in the inrnediate proximity of an infl-ated
boat, and 2) assess the influence of the flow disturbance on current meter
velocity observations.

MOREL, H. 1966. Sur les courbes de réponse des moulinets, aux faibles
vitesses et en canal d'étalonnage. International Current Meter Group,
ICMG Report No. 19, 1966, 9 P-

@.: The torgue of the propeller is expressed in analytical form and
compared to exPresãiott" of the breaking torques. Analytical expressiong
for the speed of rotation , n' and the constant term 'a' are then deducted.
According to the type of boundary layer on the blades, the torque
expressión changes and so does the value of t at in relation to 'nt '

The shape & the curves that can be predicted according to this
analysis fiis weII with observed curves and makes some unusual resu.l-ts
understandable.

rfoRToN, G. H. 1983.
Work Group. Water
(A1bert,a), Dec., 56 P.

Peace River and Slave River Studies - Àrtic Rivers
Resources Branch, Environment Canada, Calgary

Abstract: To gain a better understandíng of the factors affecting winter
ãtreamflow measurements, the accuracy of disCharge computations, and to
standardize procedures and improve field and office methods and equipment,
the Artic Rivers Work Group !ùas established'

This report addresses the studies carried out by the vtater survey of
canada, calgary District, on the Peace River at Peace Point and s]ave
River at ritzgéral-d during the winters of 1965-66 and l-966-67. Studies
carried out on other riverã which have significance to the study but which
were not carried out under the direction of the Artic Rivers Work Group,
are also analyzed.

Discharge measurements under ice cover were carried out by the
standard method of 0.2 and 0.8 vel-ocity observations using a Price current
meter. Tests !.¡ere carried out to ascertain if fl-uorometric dyes could be

used to deternr:ine the discharge during periods of freeze-up and break-up'
Studies were made on velocity aistribution under ice cover and relating
a point velocity to the mean river velocity. During the ¡¿inter of 1966-6'1
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simultaneous measurements Érere carried out on a section free of frazil ice
and a section with considerable f'razíL ice on the Peace River at Peace
Point -

The simultaneous discharge measurements on the Peace River at Peace
point gave results of up to 18 per cent less discharge being measured aL
the section influenced by frazil- ice than measured at the section free of
frazL1 ice. The effect.ive gauge height method of computing discharge
under ice cover was determined to be the best overall method for the type
of stream studied. Also, the normal backwater, adjusted discharge and
interpolated discharge methods all had merit for both streams. A method
developed employing a two-part winter rating curve was the least accurate
of the methods investigated.

Reconunendations are made to continue taking discharge measurements on
a monthly basis during the winter period and compute the díschrage using
the effective gauge height method; conduct further studies on the flow
through fraziJ- ice,. use of an Ott current meter where flowing frazil ice
is encountered,' and conduct simultaneous measurements under ice cover
using the Price, Ott and Vane current meters.

MOSS, M.8., and GILROY, E.J. 1980. Cost effect stream-gaging
strategies for the Lower colorado River Basin,' the Blythe Field office
Operations. U.S. Geological Survey, Open-File Report 80-L048, Dec.' Il2
p.

êþgq: This report describes the theoretical developments and
il-l-ustrates the applications of techniques that recently have been
assembfed to analyze the cost-effectiveness of federally funded
stream-gaging activities.

The cost-effectiveness of the current operation of 19 stream gages of
the hydrologic network that supports the Coforado River compact and
subsequent adjudications is found to be relatively close to the
theoretical linults when the total uncertainty in annual--mean-discharge
estimates is considered.

MURpHy, E.C. l-901. Tests to determine accuracy of discharge
measurements of New York State Canals and Feeders. U.S. Geological
Survey, lüater Supply and Irrigation Paper No. 47, pp. L8-29-

Abstract: Describes comparitive measurements by rods and meter on New

iork State canals and also experiments made in L900 with rods, small Price
meters, and weir at Cornell- University Hydraulics Laboratory.

MURpHy, E.C. L902a. Current meter and weir discharge comparisons.
Àmerican Society of Civil Engineers, Transactions, Paper No. 9L2, Vol.
X¡VII, ÀpriI, pp. 370-391.

@,: Describes fifty discharge measurements vtith Haskell- and Price
meters in testing canaf at Cornell- University with agreement between
meters closer than with weir, but in every case variations !.tere fess than
4.8%; tvtenty of the tests showed differences ]ess than L per cent. In
discussions: C.H. Miller (pp. 379-380); .r.8. Lippincott (pP. 383-387); and
E.E. Haskell (pp. 387-388).

MURpHy, E.C. l-902b. Accuracy of stream measurements. U.S. Geological
Survey, Water-Supply and Irrigation Paper No. 64, pp. l-1-95.
Abstract: Discusses difficutties, and instruments used in measuring
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stream velocities, giving history of current meter, describing various
types, and stating tneir advantages and disadvantages. Discusses the

"iia"t 
of pulsation of velocities of moving !.¡ater on measurements.

ExLracts results of Etlis, Marr, Henry, Gordon, New York State Canal-

Survey, Fteley and Stearns, comparing float measurements $rith weir'
Describes in detail- his own experiments at Cornell University and Chevy

chase, Md., in 1900-1901-. compares meaaurements with Price, Haskell, and

Fteley meters with weir measuremenLs. Concludes that small Price current
meterË under ideal conditions can measure discharge within L or 2t; is
more accurate when hel,d rigidly on a rod rotating faster under this
condition; witl under-register current meter velocities closer to the
water surface than 0.5 l.-L., etc. Some experiments under abnormaf
conditions showed results departing as much as 402 from the weir
discharge. Haskell- meter registered velocities near the surface more
accuratèly than Price meter, not as accurate in low vel-ocities.

MURPHY, E.C. L904. Accuracy of stream measurements. u.s. Geological
Survey, Water-Supp]y and Irrigation Paper No. 95, Second (Enlarged
Edition), L69 p.

Abstract: Revision of Water Supply Paper No. 64 with additional

""p"r.i*e"tal 
data comparing Price and Fteley meters in shallow streams of

vaiying roughness with weir measurements. The part giving the data on

.r"tli"ãf velocity curves has been augmented by additional data-

MURPHY, 8.C., et a]. 1904. Hydrographic Manual of the United States
Geologícal Survey. U.s. Geological survey, water supply and rrrigation
Paper No. 94, PP. 19-31.

4Þ.@.: Discusses use of meters in obtaining discharge measurements,
and describes Price meters in detail.

MUSZKALAY, L. 19?0. Relation enLre }a pulsation et la précision du
jaugeage par moulinets. International Slrmposium on Hydrometry, Koblenz,
Sept., IAHS Publ. No. 99, pp. 1'32-L4L-

Abstract: Based on measurements carried out in a square section of the
ch**el, it has been shown that behind the stilling grid the pulsatíon of
the water movement decreases hyperbotically with the distance.
Simultaneously, the measured discharge and the relative error of the
discharge rneasurement decreases approximately linearly v¡ith the dístance'
The meaãured discharge increases parabolically with the average variance
and hrith the relative variance. The relative error of the discharge
measurement is proportional to the second power of variance and relative
variance, that is, the measurement error is related in linear proportion
to the turbul-ent energy. With 4 per cent average relative variance, the
caused error reaches, under given conditions, 3 per cent. Therefore the
measuring places must be sel-ected so that the relative variance does not
exceed 4 per cent.

MUSZKAI¡AY, L. lg7g. Three dimensional turbulence in streams and its
role in mixing. Hydrautic Engineering in water Resources Development and

Management proceedings, Internatíona1 Association for Hydraulic Research,
lst Congress, Cag1iari, Itafia, Paper BÀ7, pP. l-54-156'

Abstract: Results of current measurements extending to three dimensions
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and performed in natural streams of different magnitude have shown the
transverse componenLs of the velocity vector' the spatial and temporal
variations thereof, to play an important part in the míxing process of
substances entering the streams.

The tempora] variations in the components of the velocity vector may
be random in character (pulsating movement of variable frequency) 'periodic (regularly variable movement of very 1ow frequency) ' or a
resultant combination of the two.

MUSZKAI,å,Y, L., and STAROSOLS?:KYT O. 1981-. Intercomparison of principal
hydrometric instruments. International Association for Hydraulic
Research, XIX IAHR Congress, New De1hi, India, Proc. Subject À, Volume II,
pp. 139-153.

$@@!: The Commission for Hydrology of the wMo launched an
internat,ional project for the intercomparison of the principal hydrometric
instruments. In the first phase 48 water ]evel recorder tyPes and 28
current meter types srere tested by eight countries according to cornmon
specifications. The results refated to sensitivity, linearity, hysteresis
and repeatability of water level- recorders and rating curve
characteristics, sensitivity to oblique flow, effect of friction, size of
channel and pulsation were evaluated.

NAGLER, F.A. 1935. Use of current meters for precise measurement of
fl-ow. Transactions of the Emerican Society of Mechanical Engineers, Vol.
57 , HYD-57-l-, pp. 59-67 .

4þg!g!.: In this paper the author deals with the art of flow
determination by current meter, compares the accuracy of this method vtj-th
that of other means of water measurement, and draws attention to a number
of precautions which should be observed in order to minimize error. He

compares also the characteristics of cup and screw meters' discusses meter
ratings, the effects of turbulence and anguJ-arity of flow, describes the
channel- sections best suited to accurate gagÍng, and covers ín some detail
the technique of fl-ow determinat.ion under varying conditj-ons in the field.

NEWELL, F.H. L901. Methods of stream measurements. USGS Water-Supply
and Irrigation Papers 56' 51 p.

Àbstract: Velocity measurements using current meters are discussed,
including unit meausrements, multiple Íreasurements, and integration
method.

NEWMAN, ,J.D. 1976. Electronic methods of river gauging. Systems
lechnology, December, No. 25, pp. 24-3L.

Abstract: This paper describes two electronic Èechniques (electromagnetic
and ultrasonic methods) which have been developed to overcome some of the
linitations of traditional methods of continuous flow measurement in open
channels.

NEWMAN, J.D. 1982. Adavances in gauging open channels and rivers using
ultrasonic and electromagnetic methods. International Symposíum on
Hydrometeorology, AWRA, PP. 15-26.

Abstract: This paper describes two electronic methods of flow measurement
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(electromagnetic and uftrasonic techniques) which have been developed to
overcome some of the l-imitations of traditional methods of continuous fl-ow
measurement.

O,BRIEN, M.P., and FOLSOM, R.G. 1948. Notes on the design of current
meters. Transactions American Geophysical Union, vol-. 29, No. 2, Apri|'
pp.243-250.

@.: A perfect current meter is defined and a general discussion of
aep"rt"tes of real current meters from the ideaf is presented. The Price
cuirent meter has been shown to overregister due to turbufence and

angularity of the f1uíd stream. The propeller type of meter shows less
señsitivily due to flow stream characteristics when it is properly
designed. The effects on accuracy of turbulence, Reynolds number, and
metei inertia are included. l'lethods of rating current meter are discussed
with some indication of the deficiencies of present standard procedures.
The work results ín a series of reconunendations and design specifications
for an improved propeÌIer type of current meter.

oTT, L.A. l-935. Observations on the use of current meters for precise
fl-ow measurement. Transactions of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, VoI. 57, HYD-57-6, pp. 227-228-

Abstract: This paper discusses the circumstances surronding the
development of c,tttêttt meters in Central Europe, and the application of
these meters in the testing of large !,¡ater-pol^Ier plants. Among Lhe
important steps presented in the application of these instruments are, the
.r"ä in paraliel of a plurality of meters, the adoption of simultaneous
electrið recording by a chronograph, the consequent adoption of the
municipality of meter types, and standardization of practice.

Reierenãe is made to tt¡e practice of attempting to avoid the necessity
for properly cconvert.ing unfavorable measuring sections by using two types
or mèter naving different degrees of error in resolving oblique flow. It
is pointed out that precise rating of meters with duplication of the exact
supþorting means t-t"éd itt f ield tests. Standard values for the degree of
ucð.t=u"y of the instruments uSed in Germany are given, and the accuracy
actuatl-y obtainable in practice is discussed in the }íght of comparative
tests which have been made.

PÀRDOE, Vl.s. l-916. Methods of stream gaging. Eng. News., Vol. 75, No.

l-9, May 11, P. 889.

Abstract: The author states that (1) the one point method (0.6 depth) is
on¡r.rery approximate, (2) the two-poÍnt method (0.2 and 0.8 depth) is vey
,rearly theoretically correct and gives correct resufts, (3) the
three:point method 17.2, 0.6, and 0.8 depth) is not as accurate as the
two-point method.

pAULE, D.J. 1965. Accuracy in instrumentaf measurement and calibration
- part 1. Austrafian ,fournal of Instrument Technology, Nov., pp.
t22-128.

Abstract: This paper eval-uates the forms of error and their occurrence
in instrum"rrt" .nd-their environment and, in estabfishing a rationalised
basis for the combination of the separate sums for systematic and random

errors, characterises the sum by a multiple of the standard deviation'
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A discussion of dispersion indices concludes that "probable error" is
often wrongly quoteã. The practice of metering with pairs of like
instruments to achieve a better result than with one is shown to be

falfacious. Formul-ae are given for the summation of errors.

pAULE, D.J. 1g66. Accuracy in instrumental- measurement and calcufation
- part 2. Australian Journal of Instrument lechnology, Feb.r pp. 5-12-

Abstract: This paper evaluates the forms of error and their occurrence
in instruments a;d their environment and, in establ-ishing a rational-ised
basis for the combination of the separate sums for systematic and random
errors, characterises the sum by a mu1t.iple of the standard deviation.
A discussion of dispersion indices concludes that "probable error" is
often wrongly quoteà. The practice of metering with pairs of like
instruments to achieve a better result than with one is shown to be
fallacious. Formul-ae are gíven for the sunmation of errors.

PELLEIIER, p.M. 1989. Uncertainties in streamflow measurement under
winter ice conditions - A caae study: the red River at Emerson, Manitoba,
Canada. Water Resources Research, VoI . 25, No. 8, pP' 1"857-l-867'

@.: summary of the report published by the same author in 1988,
with some wider conclusions.

PELLEIIER, P.M, 1988a. Techniques used by water survey of canada for
measurement and computation of streamfl-ow under ice conditíons.
proceedíngs of the 5tf¡-Vüorkshop on Hydraulics of River Ice/Ice .fams, June
22-24, winnipeg, pp. 255-276.

@.: rn this paper, the field methods and instruments, and

õãffiTion.t methods used by litater Survey of Canada for streamflow
*eui.rre*.nt and computation under ice conditions are reviewed. Factors
affecting the .r"rr-ru.y of discharge measurements performed under ice
conditions are discussèd. New1y developed instruments for use under ice
conditions are described and their advantages discussed. A comparison
between techniques used by Canada and other northern countries is also
given. Areas of reseatch and investigations for improvement in the
overal-l quatity of data are suggested.

PELLEIIER, p.M. l-988b. uncertainties in the determination of river
discharge: a literature review. Canadian ,Journal of CivíI Engineering,
Vol. 15, No. 5, PP. 834-850.

@.: This paper presents the results of a literature review of more

tÌr"" 140 publications on the uncertainties in the determination of river
discharge. fft" uncertainties in a single determination of discharge,
which includes uncertaintíes in sampling the cross-sectional area and the
mean velocity in time and in sPace, and in the current meter' are
emphasized. ihe objectives of the literature review were to determine all-
thè possible sources of uncertainties in a current meter measurement' to
qnuntiry these uncertainties based on past investigations, and to
Oetermine if additional research was required to improve the overall
accuracy of hydrometric data in Canada. Because of lack of avail-able
informaÈion on the performance of the current meter in combination vtith
the velocity-area method under conditions of small streams or fow
velocities, research is required. Research is afso required to assess the
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uncertainties in the determination of discharge under ice conditions.

PELLETIER, P.M. 1988c. An investigation of the measurement of
streamffow under winter conditions: fnternational- hydrometric gauging
station on the Red River at Emerson, Manitoba, Canada' Environment
Canada, V¡ater Resources Branch, Report no. IWD-üINR(W) -V{RB-HI-88-1,
Ialinnipeg, 166p.

@.: computed streamffows on the Red River at Drayton in North
Oà:.ota, U.S.A. have been found to be generally hígher, under winter
conditions, than computed streamfl-ows on the Red River at Emerson in
Manitoba, Canada. The station at Drayton is located 85 km upstream of
Emerson. These differences have been noted through the international
joint review and approval of the Red River at Emerson Tnternational
eauging Station streamfloi.¡ record. Moreover, historically the U.S.
Geological Survey measures higher streamflows under ice conditions than
Water Survey of Canada, on the Red River at Emerson. The difference
between USGS and WSC discharge meaaurements under ice conditions is
generally between +10 to 20?.

To explain these differences, field and laboratory experiments were
conducted in 1986, which included an international field metering program
at Drayton and at Emerson,. rating of current meters and suspension
equipmJnt at National Calibration Services in Canada, and in the United
States; and testing of current meters in ffowing ltlater.

The techniques used by WSC and USGS for measurements under ice cover
were reviewed and no significant differences noted except in the metering
equipment. The USGS r¡ses a vane-type meter on rod suspension compared to
a cup-type meter on rod or cable suspension for l{SC.

thrãügn the analysis of the field and calibration data it v¡as

deternuined that significant differences exists between a current meLer
rated on rod and on cabte suspension. This suspension effect being
responsibfe for the large dífferences betyreen usGS and wsc.

Small differences in depth measurements lr¡ere observed between USGS and
WSC, and found to be reducible by change in practices of technicians of
both agencies. Differences in current meter rating procedures between
United States and Canada vrere noted, and found to be smalt for velocities
higher than 0.3 m/s, but to increase rapidly as the vel-ocities decrease
beÍow 0.3 m/s. The vane-type meter v¡as found to give consistently higher
velocity than cuP-type meter, even under controfled conditions, i.e. one
meter flume. The cup-type meter, based on lirnited flume experiments, was

found to be more accurate than the vane-type.
Changes in discharge measurements techniques under ice conditíons are

also recommended, íncluding the sampting of vertical velocity curves, and
an increased time of exposure for current meter observations. Io improve
the overall quality of streamfl-ow records for winter ice period several
investigations are recoÍìmended.

PENTLAND, R.1,. l-965. How long should you run your meter? Water Ways,
!ùater Resources Branch, Department of Northern Affairs and National
Resources, ûo. 5, PP. 13-15.

@.: À method to deter¡n-ine t.he optimum duration of velocity
observations is given.

pETERS, F.H. ;-972. The current meter rating station at the frrigation
Office, Dept. of Interior, Alberta. Trans. of the Canadian Society for
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Civil Engineers, 26, PaPer No. 329' pp' 267-27'7.

@.: The main features of the current meter rating stattion in
ãtgury .t" given. Some statements on current meters are made, e'g'
expãriãnce i; rating nine currenL meters has indicated that after
considerable use, the meters runs faster. Standard rating (as given by
Gurley) versus individual rating are also discussed'

PETERSON, E.R. Ig69. Instrumentation and observation technigues-
Proceedings of Hydrology Symposium No. 7, Victoria, 8.C., May, pp' 59-80'

$þ!4!.: This paper briefty summarizes the varoius types of equipment
ããffitriques pieÀently employed in the data accumulation process, what
is being developed and some of the possibilities and requirements for the
future.

PETTERSSON, L.E., and SKOFTEIJ\ND I E. l-986. Winter discharge
measurements and the routine processing of winter stage and discharge
records in Norway. Proceedings of Sixth International Northen Reasearch
Basins Symposium - Workshop, "Field Measurements under winter conditíons",
Michigan technological University, Houghton, Michigan, Jan. 26-30, pp.
1,1-23.

@.: In Norway, about 60 per cent of the 700 stream-gauging stations
ãr" uff"cted by backwater every winter due to ice at the control, either
permanently or sporadically. The backwater effect has a marked regional
variation closeiy related to the variation of cfimate. To obtain
discharge records for the winter season, one winter discharge measurement
ís taken at as many of these stations as possible. This frequency is not
satisfactory from a hydrometric point of víew.

the spécial problems connected to winter discharge measurements by
current meter from an ice-cover often make these measurements less
reliable than measurements under open-water conditions. The ice
conditions nay in extreme cases make it impossible to carry out a

measurement.
In Norway, the so-calIed "backwater method" is used to obtain records

of stage arrã discharge for stations affected by ice. This graphical
method, based on daily data, requires values of the observed gauge height,
a direct meas,rtement of discharge, the open-v¡ater rating curvet and
available information on ice conditions, air temperature and
precipitaÈion. À graphical comparison with hydrographs unaffected by ice
i=o* ,reurby stations is extensively used when adjusting for the backwater
effect.

The consequences of the considerable uncertainties in winter flow
records depend on the application of data. Daily values may in some cases
have a reiative error of more than 100 per cent' but the effect on the
computed annual mean discharge may be negligible, due to the fact that
winter is the low-water season in most areas.

PIERCE, C.H. 1941-. Investigations of methods and equipment used in
stream gaging. part 1. Performance of current meters in water of shal-]ow
depth. -uãit.èa States Geological Survey, water-supply Paper 868-4, 35 p-

Abstract: the investigation of the performance of current meters in

"r"us"ri"g 
the velocity of water in shaLl-ow depths, recently made by

GeologicáI Survey at the National Hydraulic Laboratory, National Bureau
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of Standards, hlashington, D.C., was arranged primarily for the purpose of
determining coefficients Lo be appfied as correction factors to vel-ocities
obtained by current meters hrhen used under the adverse conditions of very
shafl-ow waLer. The scope of the investigation covered measurements of
discharge in the ]'2-Írool flume with standard-size cuurent meters and with
cup-type pygmy current meters that have a bucket wheef 2 inches in
diameter. The investigation was linr-ited to water
betsreen depth of 0.2 fooi- and a maximum depth of 1.5 feet- The velocity
ranged frorn O.t foot to 1,5 feet per second. Coefficíents for the 0.6
aepifr method and for the 0 .2- and 0.8-depth method, where standard-size
current meters were used, rrrere deternr-íned f or the entire range of
velocities. For the 0.S-depth method where standard-size current meters
were used for all methods where pysmy meters were used coefficients $¡ere

determined for the entire range of velocities except for those below 0.2
foot per second. The depths of water in which measurements were made by
the vãrious methods are shown by the depths for which coefficients are
given in the diagrams.

The depth of water in the fl-ume was regulated by needle gates a short
distance below the place of measurement, the needle gates being adjusted
so as to obtain the desired depth and velocity for a given discharge. An

8-inch or a 4-inch venturi meter calibrated in place was used for
deter¡n-ining discharges less than 3.5 second-feet. Discharges greater than
3.5 second-feet were measured by a sharp crested weir calibrated in place.
The discharge as measured by t.he current meter was compared with the weir
or venturi-meter discharge measurement to obtain the correction factor for
the current meter measurement. Conditions of beds of smooth concrete'
3/4-inch gravel, and coarse gravel were investigated. The coarse gravel
was run-of-bank gravel, alL retained on a 1-inch screen but passing
through a S-inch screen.

oi¡¡er phases of the investigaLion, such aa studies of pulsations,
verticat velocity curves, distribution of velocities near the side walls
of the flume, and performance of current meters when used near the water
surface and near the flume wal]s, were incidenÈal to the main purpose of
the investigation. The information obtained from these studies was used
in analysing and interpreting the results of the discharge measurements-

w.G. L895. A new current meter and a new method of rating
meters . Engineering Nehts ' vof . XXXIII, 'Jan - 10, p. 27 .

Abstract: Descríbes Price acoustic current meter and method of rating
skiff in still pond.

POTTER, K.!{., and V{ALKER, J.F. 1981. A model of discontinuous
measurement error and its effect on the probability distribution of ffood
discharge neasurements. Water Resources Research, American Geophysical
Union, VoI. !7, No. 5, Oct.' pp. 1505-1509.

@:Aboveagiventhresho1danindirectmethodisusuaf1yusedto
""ti*.te 

flood discharges. This results in a significant. increase in the
standard deviation of the measurement error' a phenomenon which the
authors have termed discontinuous measurement error. An error model-

reveals that the coefficients of variation, skewness, and kurtosis of the
distribution of the measured flood discharges are significantly higher
that the corresponding coefficients of the parent flood distribution.
This bias has important implications with regard to flood frequency
analysis.

PRTCE,
current
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PROCIIAZKÀ, ,J. 1960. Notes on the question of accuracy of discharge
measurement with a current meter. General Assembly of Helsinki, IAHS

Pubf. No. 53, Aug., PP. 498-509'

@.: In the deternuination of water discharges in open channel-

"tr""t* 
it is necessary to know the accuracy and the refiability of the

value that has been found.
It is supposed that in the case of point velocity measurement by means

of current meter mounted on a rod or freely suspended in water or in the
case of graphical or numericaf evafuation of water discharges the final
result ii inttuenced by a whole series of random and mutually dependent
and independent factors.

These are for example: the construction of the current meter' the
infl-uence of the water and turbidity of sraLerr the inaccurate measurements
of time for sel-ected number of signals (revolutions) of the current meter'
the turbulenÈ putsatíon of the velocity on the individual points of the
cross-section, the deviation of the calcul-ated mean verticaf velocity from
the actual one, the deviation of the calculated mean cross-section
velocity from the actuaf one, inaccurate sounding (the profile depth
measurement), the inaccurate profile width measurement at water levef, the
deviation of the computed cross-section area from the actual one - and
other factors.

On the basis of experimentaf discharge measurements ín the streams of
Slovakia the sÈandard deviations (variation coefficients) of random
factors from the actual (i.e. expected) values are evaluated.

The final expression for the accuracy of hydrometering (in the
selected reliabiÌity) depends on the basic parameters such as the number

of measured verticãLs in the cross-section, the number of sounding
verticals, number of points on one measured vertical, the number of signaj-
observed (number of ievol-utions) of the current meter in each point' the
mean cross-section velocity, the average depth of the cross-section, the
profile width on the water surface, the type of current meter' etc'

For the computation simplifícation and cLarifying the influence of
individual- values on the accuracy of t.he resulÈing value, the final
expression is plotted by a combined nomograrmn.

The soÌutiòn enables the comparison and evaluation of the discharge
measurements performed in various streams cross-sections of the region
under observaiion. It forms the basis for the establishment of directions
for the carrying ouÈ of the hydrometering with sel-ected tolerance of the
discharge vafue in advance.

9UINN, F.H. 1-gig. Relative accuracy of connecting channel discharge
data with application to Great Lakes Studies- Journal- of Great Lakes
Research, Vol. 5, No. !, PP. 73-77.

@.: The flows in the Great Lakes connecting channels are a major
õ*po ""t 

in the water balance of the Great Lakes Basin. The increased
emp-hasis on Great Lakes vrater quatiÈy and quantity requires an assessment
of the accuracy of both measured and computed connnecting channel
discharge data. In this study, Èhe standard error of typical discharge
measurements r.tas found to be approximately 3 to 5 percent, depending upon

the number of panel-s used in the cross-section. Measurement sets were
found to have a practical tinr-it of about 25 measurements. The standard
error of a set of measurements was found to be on the order of 1 percent.
The procedure used to compute the published flows of the Niagara River was
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found to have an apparent bias of about 2 percent on the high side. It
is recommnended tnåi tfre pubtished Niagara River ftows be adjusted prior
to use the detailed water balance studies.

RANTZ, S.E. 1982a. Measurement and computation of streamflow: Volume

1. Measurement of stage and discharge. U.S. Department of the Interior,
Geological Survey Vilater-Supply Paper 2I75, pp' L79-L83

@.: A sunmary of factors affecting the accuracy of a discharge
measurement are presènted (re. Corbett), and the accuracy of a discharge
measurement made under average conditions is outlined. the assumptions
made by Carter and Anderson (1963) are outlined'

R-ANTZ, S.E. 1g82b. Measurement and computation of streamflow: Volume
2. Computation of discharge. U.S. Department of the Interior, Geological
Survey lrlater-Supply Paper 2t75, pp. 346-348 .

@.: Crit.eria for a check discharge measurement is outlined, i.e.
ffiãh.rg" measurement is outside I 58 of the rating curve' an

additional measurement is required.

REID, I.A., and PENTIAND' R.L. :-964- The duration of velocity
observatiOns. Water Ways, V\later Resourges Branch, Department of Northen
Af f airs and National Resources, No. 1, l'lar - r PP. 6-9 .

Abstract: Velocity
nr-inutes were made in
velocity observation
extreme accuracY are
should be used.

measurementa for periods varying from one to four
the Ottawa River in 1963. Standard deviation of

are computed, and it is found that if measurement of
requireã (re. ottawa River), a period of two rn-inutes

RODDA, .1 .c. Lg76. Facets of Hydrology. ,John Wil-ey & sons' in chapter
5 ,'New methods of river gauging" by R.vl. Herschy, pp. 119-161.

@.: The moving boat, ultrasonic, and electromagnetic methods are
Aisc.rs""a, and their relative accuracy determined'

ROBSON, A.D. 1954. The effect of vtater tenperature upon the
calibration of a current meter. Transcations Americal Geophysical Union,
VoL. 35, pP. 647-648.

Abstract: Four ratings of a current meter made over a wide range of
i.tater temperatu."" g".'ã no indication of change in calibration within the
]imits of accuracy of the ordinary currenL meter rating table.

ROSENBERG, H.B. 1966. Evaluation of streamflow detreminatíons under
an ice cover. Workshop Seminar on Ice Formation and Breakup in Lakes and

Rivers, Nov. ' 15 P.

Abstract: MAny factors must be considered in evafuatíng the accuracy of
streamffow records. This is especía]Iy true if a continuous record is
required in which winter discharge have a prominent place. Before
p.óg=essing to the more difficulC part of the problem, i.e- the ice
þerioO, I woul-d like to spend a few ¡ruinutes discussing some of the factors
ie must consider in evaiuating discharges under open water conditions'
Discharges under iCe conditions them will be superimposed upon the open
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channel conditions giving us a better appreciation of accuracy of our
winter records.

ROSENBERG, H.8., and PENTLAND' R.L. 1983. Accuracy of winter
streamflow records. Envirorunent Canada, Inland Waters Ðirectorate,
Reprint (originally presented to the Eastern Snovr Conference, 1966), PP.
5t-72.

@.: The accuracy of !,rinter streamflow records is being examined in
a Cattada-wide research program. This paper presents interim resufts of
the program; revievrs methods of calculating discharge under ice cover,' and
presLntã an analysis of various factors contributing to probabte error in
*inter streamflohr data. Suggested methods are derived for improving
accuracy.

ROTTII\CHER, J., and MINER, N. 1965. Accuracy of measurement of runoff
from experimental watersheds. Forest Hydrology, Proceedings of a National
Science Foundation Advanced Science Seminar, Sep., pp. 705-713'

@.: Errors in field measurement of streamflow from experimental-
waiersheds vary with (1) the design of the control section, (21

measurement of flowing srater (area times vel-ocity) to obtain rating tabfes
and formulas, and (3) with the type and installation of the recorder-
Errors in compilation of data are results of conversion from a record
(trace on a chart or punched tape) of depth of water in a weir to volume
of flowing water for a period of time. Charts can be read both manually
and mechanically with.errors of only a few percent.. Automated equipment
coupled with computers eliminates human errors and rainimizes recording and
conversion errors. Minimum error obtainable under the best conditions is
probably about 3 to 5 Percent.

ROUSE, H. 1959. Engineering Hydraulics. Proceedings of t.he Fourth
Hydraulics Conference, Iovra Institute of Hydraulic Research, ,June 12-15'
pp. 222-225.

@.: Ðiscusses accuracy of velocity integrations using the l-- and
2-point velocity method.

RUMPF, C.P. 1914. An investigation of the use and rating of the
current meter. Engineering Nerr¡s, Vot. ?1, No. 20, May 14, PP. L083-l-084.

Abstract: Gives resufts of tests on cuP and screw meters holding meters
at various angl-es with the current.

RUMYANTSEV, V.A. 1981. Errors of water-discharge measurement by the
"velocity-area,' method. Soviet Meteorology and Hydrology, Alferton Press,
pp. 70-77.

@.: Expressions that can be used to establish the systematic errors
ana acciaental-error variances of determination of unit water discharge
volumes and measurement of totat !ùater discharge by the "velocity-area"
method are presented.

RUSINOV, Àf.I. UNDÀTED. Measurements under difficult conditions. pp.
260-27 4b.
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@.: In the report the methods of hydrometric measurements under
¿itficrrft conditions used at present are presented (in artic and tropical
climates, during winter period, in case of unstable channel, unsteady
motion, etc. ) ,

SAVINI, J., and BODIIAINE, G.I. L971. Analysis of current meter data
at Columbia River gaging stations, Washington and Oregon. U.S. Geological
Survey, Water-Supply Paper 1869-F, 59 p.

@.: The U.S. GeologicaÌ Survey developed equipment to measure
stièa* velocity simultaneously with 10 current meters arranged in a
vertical and to measure velocity closer to the streambed than attainable
with conventionaf equipment.

with the 10 current meters, synchronous velocities were recorded for
a period of 66 rn-inutes at 10 different depths in one vertical of one
gaging-station cross-section. In addition, with a current meter install-ed
on a speciaf bracket to allow measurements to 0.5 foot above streambed,
data r¡¡ere obtained at two to four verticals in four gaging-station
crosa-sections.

The standard deviation, expressed as a percentage of the mean
velocity, ranged from about 4 per cent near the surface to 1 percent at
0.95 depth. In spite of ffuctuation in mean velocity that occured during
the 66 rn-inutes, an observation period of 4 minutes yields a mean velocity
that differs from the 66-minute mean by less than one-hal-f of a percent.

SCHNEIDER, V.R., and FUTRELL II, J.C. 1984. Performance of ice meter
and weight assemblies. U. S. Geological Survey, Water Resources
Investigations Report 84-4035, NSTL' 23 p.

4ry.: The performance of three ice meters and weight assemblies nwas
evaluated in a towing tank. Each meter was rated individually on a rod
suspension. Each meter was then re-rated on a cabfe suspension, with the
appropriate weight assembly. Vert.ical and veer cable angles were measured
along meter yaw angle. The effect of the weight assembly on the
rod-suspension rating for each meter lrlas illustrated by computing a

correction coefficient which ranged between 0.88 and 1-.10 depending on the
weight system used and the fluid velocity. A slush-n-all- tlpe weight
assembly least affected the meter rating and was the most stabfe in all-
fl-ow conditions.

SCHOOF, R.R. l-965. Stream gaging precision rel-ated to meter suspension
and procedural error. Oklahoma State Uníversityr M.S. Thesis, 68 p.

Abstract: An intensive review of the stream gaging literature was made

Lo deternr:ine the exact procedure for accurate and precise measurement of
open channel flow and the accuracy and precision that is expected in
random discharge measurements by experienced hydrographers. Literature
from previous studies indicated that the standard deviation of random
discharge measurements is about three percent. and that "g'ood" records of
mean daily flow are generally within five Percent of the true val-ue.

T!.ro tests $rere conducted to determine the relationship of f low
vel-ocities measured with a Price meter on cable and rod suspension and to
detect and determine the effect of incorrect gaging procedure. The tests
were conducted at Agricultural Research Service gaging stations on the
Washita River near Chickasha and at Anadarko, Oklahoma. Seventeen
comparisons r¡¡ere made of discharge estimates made with meter on rod
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suspension and on cabl-e suspension. The discharge estimated by cable
measurements averaged 4.3 percent greater than that estimated by the rod
measurements. Àpparently the difference was not caused by consistent
errors in measurements of width or depth'

Registrations of a Price meter on rod and cabfe suspension were
compared. Ðepth of fl-ow in the vertical tested was 2.6 feet.
reglstration of the meter varied l-ittle with size of weight and blocking
of the meter to prevent tipping. At 0.6 and 0.8 depth, Èhere was no
significant difference between velocities registered by the meter on rod
suspension and cabl-e suspension. However, at 0.2 and 0.4 depth, the cable
susþended meter registered about 9 percent greater velocity than did the
rod suspended meter.

One hundred and sixty-eight discharge measurements at five weir
controf gaging stations were used to deterrn-ine a probable error or average
deviation of measurements from the respective station rating. The mean
probable error of all- these measuremenÈs !.¡as about 9.2 percent. The mean
probable error for measurements greater than one cubic foot per second,
however, was only 6.2 percent.

SCHUBAUER, G.8., and MASON, 14.À. 1937. Performance characteristics of
a hrater current meter in water and in air. U.S. Department of Commerce'
National Bureau of Standards, Research Paper RP98l-, Part of Journal of
Research of the National- Bureau of Standards, Volume 18, Mar., pp.
3s]_-360.

@.: The effect of density on the performance of a water current
meter of the cup-wheel type, known as the small Price meter, v¡as

investigated by calibrating the meter first in water by towing it in a

rating tank, and second in air by placing the meter in wind tunnel. The

change from water to air produced a change in density by a factor of
approximately 800. It $ras found that the revolutions of the cup wheel
during 1 foot of travel of the fluid was a function of the product of
velocity by the square root of the density and that Reynolds number and
turbufence have no measurable effect. It was concluded that changes of
density occuring in field can cause no appreciabfe error-

SCOBEY, F.C. 1914. Behavior of cup meters under conditions not covered
by standard ratings. ,Journal of Agricuftural Research, May 25, pp. 77-83.

Abstract: Gives resufts of experiments on Price current meåer rated in
still h¡ater on rod and acbfe, tipped varying amounts to 30" upward and
downward, also near water surface, bottom, and channe] sides, with dull-
pivot, and verticaf osciflation of meter. Concludes meter should be held
horizontal, channel- sides have litÈIe effect, but bottom and surface
readings are in error: du1l pivot has inappreciabfe effect for velocities
greatei than 1 ft. per sec.; vertical meter movement rotates the meter in
the same direction as moving !.tater.

SERGUTIN, V.E. I976. A hydraulic-hydrometric method for deter¡rr:ination
of r"ater flow in open streams. Soviet Meteorology and Hydrology, No. 6,
pp. 72-76.

@.: A method is proposed for determination of the correction factor
:-" tfre approximate formula for the discharge in an open stream stithout
intermediate calculation of the effective cross-sectional area. The

initial base quantities are the width of the river at vtater level, its
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maximum depth, and the maximum surface velocity. The correction factor
is determined and t.hen processed statistically on Lhe basis of actual- data
given in the Hydrologicãl Yearbook of the USSR Hydrometeorological Service
for specific streamflows.

SHUZHENG, C. and yINBO, X. 1987. The effect of discharge measurement
error in flood frequency analysis. Journal of Hydrology, Elsevier Science
Publíshers, 96, pp. 237-254.

.A,bstract: The major emphasis of this study $¡as to demonstrate the effects
of measureemnt error on the results of a ffood flow frequency analysis.
Resufts from the Monte Carl-o method of generating sequentially synthetic
hydrological records indicate that in the absence of historical outfiers,
the effects of small measuree¡nnt errors are themselves small and may be
neglected. When a historical outlier whose error parameter is smaller
thãn 0.3 is included in the analysis, the resulting frequency curve is
improved.

sMooT, G.F., and CARTER, R.W. 1968. Are individual current-meter
ratings necessary? Journal of the Hydraulics division, Proceedings of the
emerióan Society of Civit Engineers, VoI. 94, No. Hyz, Mar., PP. 391-397.

Abstract: Price current meters used by the Geological Survey for
streamflow measurements are rated individually at the National Bureau of
Standards by towing the meters at known velocities in a tank of stil-l-
water, and recording the rates of revofution of the rotors. The practice
of rating each meter individually was adopted in the early days of stream
gaging, wnen tt¡e tolerance allowed in the manufacture of meters was much
greater than it is today.

If identícal meters could be produced by rigid control in
manufacturing, a standard rating could be used and the need for
calibrating èacn meter would be eliminated. To determine the feasibility
of thís prãcedure, three groups of Price current meters from different
manufacturers were selected for study. Variances of the calibration data
were determined from individual ratings and an average rating for each
group. The investigation also incfuded tests to determine the effect of
pnysicaf changes in various components of the meter and tests to determine
Lnã sta¡ility of rating during prolonged use of meLers in the field.

STAROSOLSZKY, O. 1958. Discussion: Conunon errors in measurement of
irrigation r^rater by C.Vù. Thomas. Journal of the Irrigation and Drainage
Oiviiion, Proc. of the Àmerican Society of Civil Engineers, VoI - 84' No.
T.R2, Part 1, Apr., PP. 23-27.

@.: Gives probable error for head observation for severaf types of
measuring device (e.9. weir and flume).

STAROSOLSZKY, O. 1983. Trends in the development of hydrometry.
Hydrological sciences Journal, iahs, vol. 28, No. !, Mar., pp. l-03- 123.

Abstract: Operational hydrology requires reliable and accurate
instruments and methods of observation. It is useful to review
developments, particularly t,hose of the last decade. Two nuilestones of
this dèvelopment may be mentionned, both actively supported by the IAHS

InternationãI Connni!sion on Surf ace V\later, nameJ-y the IAHS/UNESCO/WMO

(L970) Symposiurn in Koblenz, and the lrMO Sern-inar in Padova l-975 (I'lMO,
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l-975). In assessing the trends, the interconnections of hydrometry with
network desígn and data processing are discussed. Suggestions are afso
subnLitted for further developments including research and the potential
applications in one particular fiefd, where new instruments and methods

".ã badly needed, èpecifically the measurement of three-dimensional
turbul-ent flow ín stréams and fakes. Problems and results are introduced
in connection with three-dimensional fl-ow measurement to give an example
for the trend of develoPment.

STEARNS, F.P. 1883. On the current-meter, together with a reason why

the maximum velocity of vtater flowing in open channels is below the
surface. Transactions, American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol ' XfI'
Aug., pp. 301-338.

@:I}lustratesanddescribestheFtefeyandStearnsscrewtypeof
current meter. Gives resu1L of rating experiments in which an irregular
and variable velocity I{Ias created by oscillating the meter; and

experiments during which the axis of the meter was turned at various
anàIes wiLh the direction of motion of the rating car up to a maximum of
4!o, in which position the meters under-registered about l-0 Per cent'
Results of twenty-seven experiments are given in which the díscharge of
the Sudbury Conduit was measured both by current meter and weir with
varying degrees of agreement depending mostly on the method used in taking
the velocity observations by current meter.

STEPHENS, S.K., and STARK, H.L. L970. Hydraulic modeL study to
determine a stage-discharge relationship. International Symposium on

Hydromtry, Kobl-enz, IAHS Pubf . NO. 99, SeP., Pp' 4L2-422'

@g:AlargepartoftherunoffintheBurdekinRiveratBurdekin
F.II" i" Queenslãnd, Australia, is" derived from flood flows which can

exceed two million cusecs (57r 000 m"/sec) . Because of the difficulty of
gauging ftows of this order by conventional means, it was decided to
ã"rirr" the stage-discharge relatíonship by a hydraulic model study'

A modet $¡as constiuct based on a photogramme¡reic survey of
approximately 3 miles (4.8 km) o fthe river to an undistorded scale of
l-:100. Data necessary for model- verification were provided from current
meter gaugings for relatively low fLows of up to l'6r 000 cusecs (460

m'lsec) .ttã itooa slopes at discharges of up to about 700,000 cusecs
(20r000 m3/sec) from observations at trvo stage recorder sites.

The study indicated that the modef could produce a stage-discharge
relationship to an accuracy of about + 5 per cent for flows up to
1,000,000 cusecs (28,500 m'/sec).

STEVENS, .1.C. 1908. Comparison of formulas for computation of stream
discharge . Engineering Nests ' VoI - 59, No. 26 , 'Jan ' , pp' 682-684 '

@,: The following discussion has for its object the examination of
se""r"I formulas for ðomputing stream discharge, vtith a view to the
adoption of one as a standard which will give reliabfe resufts under a1l
field conditions.

Discusses errors involved in various method of using current-meter
data in obtaining the discharge of a stream. Recommends the method
adopted by the U.S. Ceofogical Survey, and afso multiplying each depth by
its corresponding velocitY
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STEVENS, J.C. 1911. Hydrometry as an aid to the successful- operation
of an irrigation system. Transactions, American Society of Civil-
Engj-neers, Vol . LXXI. P. 323.

@.: Gives resufts of twelve measurements made fot the purpose of
co*p-ti"g the small- Price penLacount head with the single count head- The

maximum difference was 1.8 per cent.

STEyENS, J.C. 1919. The accuracy of water-level recorders and
indications of the float type. Transactions, American Society of Cívi]
Engineers, Paper No. 1444, VoI. 83, pp. 894-903.

Abstract: This paper in an inquiry into the degree of accuracy that may

U" e*p"ct"O from the use of automatic recorders and indicators of the
fl-oat type. It shows that standard instruments nor.t on the market are, in
general, sufficiently accurate for most practícal- purposes, but that where
ãn extraordinary degree of accuracy is required, cert.ain corrections may

be applied to thè indicated or recorded heíghts, by which the true heights
may be ascertained.

T.AMBURf t A. t and LYE, I. L985. Discharge measurements at non-ideal
sites. Proceedings, Canadian Society for Civil Engineers Annual
Conference and the 7th Canadian Hydrotechnical Conference' Volume 14, May,
pp. 169-189.

@.: The conunon Price or Gurley meter, used in conjunction with the
.rel-ocity-area method. is considered to provide discharge measuremnts
accuratè to ! 2t at. good sites (Carter L963). However, most Canadian
measurement sites do not even approach the ideal site conditions described
by Lambie (L980). These non-ideal sites typically introduce significant
errors of both the random and non-random variety.

Typical significanÈ sources of errors introduced at non-ideal sites
are discussed and examples of the introduced errors at non-ideaL sites in
western Canada are Presneted.

An inexpensive modification of the Price meter and velocity-area
method is proposed. The proposed modification awaits testing but should
significantly reduce errors at non-ideal sites.

TERZI, R.A. L981. Hydrometric field manual - Measurement of
streamflovr. Environment Canada, Inland Waters Directorate, WaLer
Resources Branch, 37 P.

Abstract: River discharge can be obtained by either direct or indirect
methods of measurement. In this section of the field manual, the
techniques used by the Vitater Resources Branch for making direct discharge
*"usrrr"*ents by current meter are described in detail since this is the
fundamental method for measuring streamflow.

A portion of this manual deals specifically with Lhe care, adjustment
and maintenance of the Price current meter inasmuch as it is the principal
instrument used in the determination of river discharge. Other items of
equipment and equipment assembLies required for making the various types
of direct discharge measurement are afso described'

TEUBER, Ir¡. 1987. Influence de I'étalonnage des moulinets
hydrométrigues sur l, incertitude des détesn-inations de débit - Résul-tats
d'une étude comparative. Commission internationaL de t'hydrologie du
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bassin du Rhin, (in Frecch and in German) Rapport no. I-6 de }a CHR, 6'Ì

p.

@,: The preent reporL contains the results of an intercomparison

"""-"fs" 
organi-ed by the Federal- Institute of Hydrology concerning the

caÌibration of current meters. The exercise ttas carried out between
August 1984 and August l-985 in the four Rhnine basin countries
Switzerl-and, Austria, Federal Republic of Germany, and the Netherlands.

In the present report, the resufts of the meter calibrations are
compared foi each combination and their dispersion examined. For all- six
metèr combinations (two types of ott meters' with two types of propellers,
on rigid rod and on cable suspension) the corresponding calibration curves
of th-ree participating institutions are rel-atively close t.ogether' whil-e
the resufts of the other two institutions show somewhat more deviation (up

to 3*). On the basis of the calibration resufts, sources on inaccuracy
in calibration are analysed. The folloing sources are discussed: problems
in the registration of measurement valuesi influence of the number of
measurement points and their distribution over the measurement areai the
method used for the determination of the equations of the curves; whether
or not the "Epper effect" is taken into account in the determination;
influence of the $ray the meter is attached during the calibration;
hydraulic differences in the calibration of meters suspended from a cable

"-trd 
f=o* a rigid rod,. and hydraulic differences in the calibration in tow

tanks and in closed circul-ar tanks.
THIBODEÀLIX, K.G. and FUTRELL, ,J.C. 1-98?. The ef fects of verticaf

motion on the performance of current meters. U.S. Geological Survey' Water
Resources Investigations Report 87-41'47, 50P.

@,: A series of tests to deter¡n-ine the correction coefficents for
p-tc" typ" AA and Price type OAA current meters, when subjected to
vertical motion in a towing tank, has been compteted. During these tests,
the meters were subjected to vertical travel that ranged from 1.0 to 4.0
feet and vertical rates of travel that ranged from 0.33 to 3-.20 feet per
second while being towed through the water at speeds ranging from 0 to I
feet per second. The tests show that type AÀ and type OAA current meters
are affected adversely by the rate of vertícal motion and the distance of
vertical travel,. The results of these tests show that when current meters
are moved vertically, correction coefficients must be applied to the
observed meter velocíties to correct for the registration errors that are
induced by the vertical motion. The type OAÀ current meter under-
registers ãnd the type ¡{A current meter over-registers ín observed meter
veiocity. These coefficients for the type OÀA current meter range from
0.99 tJ1.49 and for the type ÃA current meter range from 0.33 to 1-07.
When making a current-meter measurement from a boat or a cableblay, errors
in observed current-meter velocity will occur when the bobbing of a boat
or cableway places the current meter in vertical motion. These errors
will be significant when the flowing s¡ater is less than 2 feet per second
and the rate of vertical motion is greater than 0.3 foot per second.

THO¡,ÍAS, C.W. 1957. Common errors in measurement of irrigation water.
Journal of the Irrigation and Drainage Division, Proc. Àmerican Society
of CiviL Engineers, Paper L362, No. IF.2' SeP., pP. l-24.

@.: Devices and structures in general use in the United States for
*"us1*.l¡¡g irrigation water are usuaÌIy subjected to changes in water
levels upstream, and perhaps downstream, from the point of measurement.
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The generally accepted approach to meet this problem is standardization
and calibration of the measuring equipment.. Use of tabfes, graphs, or
charts developed from the calibration for determining discharge in the
field structure is a replica of the device from which the data were
derived and that the fl-ow conditions are identical. Deviations from these
standards will result in errors. The magnitude of errors resulting from
changes in certain dimensions, incorrect settings, changes in flow
patterns, and other deviations is evaluated for some of the commonly used
measuring devices. It is concluded that measurements obtained from
equipment which is capable of operating with a high degree of accuarcy may
bé subjected to gross errors unless due care is exercised in fabrication,
installation, operation, and maintenance.

THOMAS, C.W. 1959. Errors in measurement of irrigation water.
Transactions, American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 1'24' Paper 2980'
pp.319-340.

4ry.: Devíces and structures for measuríng irrigation water are
subjected to changes in water levels upstream and downstream from the
point of measurement. the generally accepted approach to meet this
problem is standardization and calibration of the measuring equipment.
The use of tables, graphs, or charts developed (from the calibrations) for
determining discharge in the fiel-d is based on the criteria that the fiel-d
structure is a replica of Lhe device from which the data were derived and
that the fl-ow conditions are identical. Deviations from Lhese standards
will resutt in errors. The magnitude of errors resulting from changes in
certain dimensions, incorrect settings, changes in ffow patterns, and
other deviations is evaluated for some of the connnonly used measuring
devices. Measurements obtained from equipmenÈ capable of operating with
a high degree of accuarcy may be subjected to errors unless care is
exercised in fabrication, installation, operation, and maintenance.

THORNE, C.R, and HEY, R.D. L979. Direct measuremenÈs of secondary
currents at a river inflexion point. Nature, VoI. 280, No. 5719, July,
pp. 226-228.

@.: Secondary currents are defined as currents which occur in a

platre no=ltal to the focal axís of primary flow. They may develop in pipes
or open channels as a result of non-equal distribution of boundary shear
stress or by skewing of cross-Stream vorticity into a long stream
dírection. Secondary currents distort the distributions of primary
isovels and boundary shear stress from those found in simple flows and
have important effects on sedimentary processes of erosion and deposition.
Direct measurements of secondary currents in river bends were reported
recently. Further data have been obtained for the reach around the
inflexion point between bends and are reported here-

TO!üNSEND, F.W., and BLUST, F.A. l-960. A comparison of stream velocity
meters. Journal of the Hydraulics Division, Proc. Àmerican Society of
Civil Engineers, VoI. 86, No. HY4, April, Part 1r PP. 11-l-9.

ê@.: A descríption of the U.S. Lake Survey method of making stream
flow measurements is given, and comparisons of current velocities
simultaneously measured by cup and screw type current meters in the lower
Niagara River are presented. The concl-usion is reachaed that the two
types of meters give identical results j-n Lake Survey flow measurements.
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ÎROSKOLANSKI, A.T. L960. Hydrometry: Theory and practices of hydraulic
measurements. Perganmon Press, New York, 684 p'

@.: Hydrometric currenL meters are compared and theory of currenL
*et"r ."tlined. Accuracy of current meter measurements is also discussed.

UNBEHÀUENr W. l-970. The intense evaluation of discharge measurements
by the equations of the uníversal velocity distributíon law.
fnternational Symposium on Hydrometry, Koblenz, Sep., IAHS PubI. No' 99,
Vol. II, pp. 865-882.

Abstract: The most recent investigation of the author show that the
u"""*ptions made in obtaining the universaf velocity distribution laws are
valid also for the natural channels. These findings are the basis for the
evaluation of discharge measurements by means of the velocity distribution
Iaws.

With the help of the "waIl Ìaw", the turbul-ent shear velocities and

the effective roughness k- may be computed. The val-ue k- represents the
total hydraulic iougnnesB produced by turbulent frictÏon and further
additional energy loãses. the additional- determination of the mean shear
velocitiy of thé cross-section witl provide the initial data for the
computation of the mean velocities and mean velocity of each vertical and

the total cross-section. By means of the sectional area and the velocity,
the total discharge of the cross-section is determined.

Compared with the conventional method this procedure for evaluation
discharge also permits the deternr-ination of the hydraulic paramters '

UNESCO 1977. Hydrological maps. uNEsco/w/Io, studies and reports in
hydrology 20, PP. 30-32.

}þ!g!.: Definitions of errors-

UNITEÐ NATIONS Lg62. Field methods and equipment used in hydrology and

hydrometeorology. Transactions of the interregional serninar on field
*åtrro¿" ano equipment used in hydrology and hydrometeorology, November 27

to December 11 fôet, Bangkok, Thail-and. Economic Conrnission for Asia and

the Far East, World Meteorological Organization'

Abstract: Includes sections entitled: "Measurement and long distance
r".orai"g of water stage by R.E. Oltman"; "!{ater discharge measurement by
A.K. Proskurjakov and A.G. Kovzelj".

uNwIN, W.c. l-882-83. Current meter observations in the Ihames- Proc.
ICE (Inst. Civ. Engrs.), VoI. 7L, pp. 338-349.

@,: This paper contains the record of a series of current meter
o¡"e..-tiorrs, p"rtIy in the tidal, partly in the non-tidat' waters of the
Thames.

uNITED STATES GOVERNMENT (Agencies) 1977. National handbook of
recommended methods for water-data acquisition. Office of V\laLer Data
Coordination, Geological Survey, U.S. Department of the Interior, Chapter
l, P.3

Abstract: Uncertainty in data acquisition methods'
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vAN DER SCH-AAF, S. L984. Errors in Ievel recorder data: prevention and
detection. JournaÌ of ltydrology, Elsevier Science Publishers, 73, 373-
382.

êÞ-@.: The occurence of errors in water-fevel recorder data can be
r"A"."A ¡y both prevention and detection with subsequent correction- For
effective pre.rention, the error sources shoutd be known; for effective
detection, knowledge of error symptoms and their relationship with error
sourcea is essentiaf. The effectiveness of both error prevention and
detection depends on field precautions, Lhe quality and frequency of field
checks and field check reports, on the quality of equipment maintenance
and, as far as detection-correction is concernedr orl the sampling
intervaL.

Errors in the data should be detected by a computer program, not
manua11y. A computer-produced error report and field-check reports are
necessary for errors in the data to be corrected-

vAN DER MADE, ,J.Vü. !982. Determination of the accuracy of stater level
observations. Advances in hydrometry, Proceedings of the Exeter
Symposium, IAHS PubI. no. 134, July, pp. 173-184-

@.: The accuracy of a $rater level observation, expressed by its
standard deviation, is influenced not only by the recording instrument
itself but also by the situation and the conditions at and around the
station. The stanãard deviation cannot be derived from locaf observations
only, because of the.real movements of the water stage, i.e. the very
phenomena vre want to observe (signal). Methods of deriving the standard
ãeviation (inaccuracy) from neighbouring stations, using simple multiple
regression, are discussed. It appears that the standard deviation of
$rater level observations in rivers can amount to several centimetres.

VANONI, V.A. 1941. Velocity distribution in open channels. Civil-
Engineering, Vol-. 11, No. 6, June' PP. 356-357.

@.: Uses of the Von Karman universal logarithmic velocity
¿i"tri¡rrtior, law for pipes, modified for the case of uniform
two-dimensional open-channel flow.

VENETIS, C. 1-970. À note on the estimation of the parameters in
Iogarithmic stage-discharge relationships with estimates of their error-
eultetin of the International Association of Scientific Hydrology,
International union of Geodesy and Geophysics, xv, 2,,June, pp. 105-111.

@.: Under certain assumptions the stage-discharge relationship of
a channel cross-aection can be approximated by a logarithmic relationship.
Observational pairs of stage and discharge ploÈted on Ìog-1og paper often
cluster around a straight lj-ne and this suggests that the assumptions
involved are often approximately satisfied.

In such cases the parameters of the logarithmic relationship are
usually estimated graphièa}ly from the position and slope of the straight
line on the 1og-Iog paPer. In this paper principles and methods are
outlined fro th; eãti-*átion of the parameters with estimates of their
standard error, via regression analysis. Because the water level of zexo
flows is usually ons of the unknown parameters, the regression is
non-Iinear and l-east squares optimal estimates can be obtained from the
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dispersion matrix of the joint distribution of the l-east squares
estimators via the maximum l-ikelihood function. An estimate of the error
in predictions of the discharge depending on the corresponding stage may

be obtained.

6AHL, K.L. 1,g77. Accuracy of channel measurements and the implications
in estimating streamflov¡ characteristics. Journal- Research U. S.

Geological Survey, VoI . 5t No. 6, Nov. -Dec-, pp. 8L1-81-4 '

Abstract: Regional relations between flow characLeristics and
streatr*cnannel size offer a promising alternative to avaifable methods of
estimating fl-ow characteristics for ungauged sites, particularly in
semiarid iegions. The reliability of such relations and of ftow estimates
made from them is partly dependent on the user's ability to recogníze a

suitable reach and the reference levels in that reach. A test was made

in northen !{yorn-ing to determine how consistenly trained individuals could
measure channel size for three different reference level-s. Seven
participants independently vísited 22 sites and measured channel
ãimensions in sections of their choosing. Assuming that the functionaf
relation between a discharge characteristic (0) and channel- width (W) is
1og e:f(L.5 log W) and that the average 1og W from seven measurements is
th; best estimate of log Vt at a site, an average standard error for
discharge of about 30 percent v¡as attributed to differences in width
measurements alone.

SALKER, ,J.F. 1988. Genera] two-point method for determining velocity
in open channel. .Journal of Hydraulic Engineering, AscE, vol. 1L4, No.

7,.Iuly, pp. 801-805.

@,: This paper presents a general two-point method that can be used
to ¿etet¡nitte the depth-averaged velocity when measurements at two
arbitrary but known depths are available. In addition, the accuracy of
t,he method is examined.

WEIYA, G., et at. 1982. The method for uniforrn-izing the
stage-discharge refations of stabLe river beds and its application.
edvãnces in hydrometry, Proceedings of the Exeter Symposium, July' IAHS

Publ. no. t34' PP. 49-61.
@.: fhe object of uniformizing the complex rating curves for stabfe
river beds are those of giving a clear conception, of providing a simple
appropriate adjusting meÈhod, and of taking this method as a basis for
sãi.ri"g the principle probfems concerned in automatic processing.

However, the signiiicance of unifornuizing the rating curve of a stabfe
river bed is not oniy lirnited to the application of automatic processing'
but also to a widening view of the characteristics of gauging-staLions.
the method provides a basis for reducing the number of measurements and

makes continuous-record stations obsolescent, or changes them into
partial-record stat.ions where data at yearly intervals are collected.
Úniformization makes it possible to improve the measurement of discharge
and allows gauging stations to be visited only periodically in sequence.
It also prJvÍdês -a 

nee¡ rÂray of simplifying the complex loop rating for
hydrological design and forecasting. The method has been named

Unif or¡nization.

WIIJLIAMS, G.S. LgL2. Measurements of water. Jour. West. soc. Engrs.,
vol-. I'7, pp. 22-34.
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4ry.: The author discusses the accuracy of the hook gauge, weir, rod
f l-oats.

!{ILM, H.G. L944. Statist.icaf control of hydrologic data from
experimentaÌ watersheds. American Geophysical Union, Transactions of
1943, National research Council, Papers, Section of Hydrology' Part II,
Jan., pp. 618-624.

.Abstract: Covariance-method of analysis is proposed for hydrologic
investigations.

WINTER, T.C. 1981. Uncertainties in estimating the water balance of
lakes. Water Resources Bulletin, Àmerican Water Resources Association,
Vol. !7, No. !, Feb., pp. 82-1-15.

4@.: Evaluation of hydrologic methodofogy used in anumber of water
balance studies of l-akes in the United States shows that most of these
studies cafcul-ate one or more terms of the budget as the residual. A

literature review was made of studies in which the primary Purpose was
error analysis of hydrologic measurement and interpretation.

Errors in estimates of stream discharge are often considered to be
within 5 percent. If the measuring section, tyPe of flow profile, and
other considerations, such as the stage discharge relationship, are less
than ideal, errors in estimates of stream discharge can be considerably
greater than 5 percent.

WOOD, G. K. l-945. Accuracy of stream-f l-ow records. American
Geophysical Union, Transactions of t944, Papers' Section of Hydrology,
Part VIr pp. 985-989.

Abstract: With the expansion of the stream-gaging program, there has been
a continuaÌ improvement in the accuracy of the stream-flow records. ft
is the purpose of this paper, first, to discuss briefly the various
factors influencing or affecting the accuracy of these records as a whole'
v¡ithout speciaÌ reference to the accuracy of records of fl-oods or
droughts, complete coverage of which would require a separate paper and'
second, to present examples illustrating the accuracy of discharge data
obtained by methods of the Survey as determined by comparison with
stream-fl-ow records computed by other methods of recognized accuracy.

WllO l-980. l"lanual on stream gauging. Vol-ume I - FieLdwork.
Secretariat of the slorld Meteorofogical Organization, OperationaÌ
Hydrology Report No. 13, wMo - No. 519, 308 p.

Abstract: Three major topics are discussed in Vo1ume I, namely sel-ection
of gaugíng-station sites, measurement of stage and measurement of
discharge.

WMO L980. Manual- on stream gauging. Volume II - Computation of
Discharge. Secretariat of the World Meteorofogical Organization,
OperationaÌ Hydrology Report No. L3, wMO - No. 519' 258 p.

}þ@!: Volume II deats primarly with computation of the
ãtage-discharge relation and computation of daily mean discharge.
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yANG, M.H. 1967. Effect of turbulence characteristics upon the
registration of a Price curren! meter. Master's Thesis, Dept' of
Mechanics and Hydraulj-cs' University of Iowa, AuÇ. r 25 p.

@.: Usually turbutent characteristics are described in terms of an
f"te"sfty and a sca1e. I,Ihen a Price current meter is hel-d in a turbul-ent
flow, th; registered velocity in turbulent fl-ow has been found to be
different from the velocity obtained in non-turbulent fl-ow (Yarnell and
Nagler, l-931) t any errors in registration should be related to these Llrro

quantities or their combination- The effects of the ttnto parameters upon
iegistration of the Price current meter are presented in this experiment.

YÀRNELL, D.L., and NAGLER, F.A. L931. Effect of turbufence on the
registration of current meters. Transactions of the American Society of
Civil Engineers, VoI. 95, Paper t'778, pp. 766-795-

Abstract: This paper describes a series of experiments which were
conducted on several types of current meters for the purpose of
determining the effect of turbufence, or variations in direction, and
rapid changes in speed of fIow, on their registration. In contrast with
exþeriments hitherto made by moving the meter in still water' these Lests
were made by holding the meter stationary in a controfled stream of water-

The results of the tests are shown in diagrams and the conclusions
are given at the end of the PaPer.

YOUNG, K.B. 1950. A comparative study of mean-section and rn-id-section
methods for computation of discharge measurements. U.S. Geological
Survey, water Resources Division, Feb., Vilashington, 52 p.

Abstract: Not available.
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f,lne# Source Llne MlcrosofE FORTRAN @ttmlzlng ComPller verslon 4'00

1C
2 C PROGRAM - ELECTRE I
3C
4C
5 C DECLAR.ATION OF VARTÀ3LES
6C
? REAI V(75,?5), X(150), Y(150}, I,ÀRGEP, IÀRGEQ, PC(75)
8 REÀL C(75,?5),D(75,?5),U(75,75), MÀX, MM, MÀXINT

9 REA! Oc (75)
1O TNTEGER P, Q, FLAGl, F!AG2, B(75), MSr(75), CW(75)

1]- INTEGER REA, WR

12 INTEGER L(75,75\, PRE(75,75), KER(?5)
13 CHÀRÀCTER*13 INPFIL,OUTFTL
14 C

15 C INPUT AND OUTPUT FIIES
16c
T7 WRITE(*,' (" INPUT FII,ENÀME:'"\),)
18 REÀD (*, ', (À) ', ) INPFIL
19 WRITE(*,' (" OUTPUT FILENÀME:",\}')
20 REÀD(*,', (À)',)ouTFIL
2I OPEN(5,FIIE=INPFIL,STATUS-'OLD')
22 OPEN ( 6, FIIE=OUTFIL, STATUS-' NEW' )
23
24 REA=5
25 WR=6

¿o L
27 C ENTER THE NIJMBER OF CRITERIA TO BE CONSIDERED

28C
29 READ (5, *) M

30c
31 C ENTER THE NIJMBER OF PROPOSED ÀI,TERNÀTIVES

32C
33 READ (5, *) N

34 C
35 C ENTER THE MÀXIM(M SCALE TNTERVAIS FOR CRITERIA
36C
37 REÀD(5, *) (MsI (I), I-1,M)
38 C

39 C ENTER THE I.IEIGHT FOR EACH OF THE "Mil CRITERIA
40 c
41 REÀD (5, *) (CW(r), r:1,M)
42C
43 C FOR CRITERION NU}'IBER "T" ENTER THE POINT VAIUE

44 C ASSIGNED TO EACH ALTERNATIVE
45C
46 C IP TOI4ER POINT VÀIUES ÀRE PREFERED FOR CRITER]ON "I"
47 C ENTER -1, IF HIGHER POINTS ARE PREFERED FOR THIS

48 C CRITERION ENTER 1

49C
50 Do99r:l,M
51 REÀD(5,*) (V(I,J),J=1,N)
52 REÀD (5, i) B (r)
53 99 CONTINUE
54 C

55 C PRINTOUT OF INPUT VAIUES
56C
57 WRITE (6, *) ',M: 

"M58 WRTTE (5, *) 'N: 
"N59 wRrTE (6,656) (MSr (r), r=1,M)

60 WRITE (6,666) (CW(I), I=1,M)
61 666 FORMÀT (2014)
62 Do 11 I-1rM
63 !.¡RITE (6,667) (V(I,,I),J=1,N)
64 661 FORMÀT (12F6.1)
65 wRrrE (6,*¡ B(r)
66 11 CONTINUE
67C
SScENTERIIFWANTToUsEoI.JNMINIMUMcoNcoRDANcEcoNDIToNS
69 C (P) ÀXD MAX]MUM DISCORDÀNCE CONDITIONS (O)

70 c
1T C ENTER 2 IF WÀNT THE PROGRÀM TO GENERÀTE A SERIES OF P
.12 C ÀNDQVALUES
73C
74 C ENTER 3 IF BOTH ÀRE DESIRED
75 C
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Llne# source Llne Mlcrosoft FORTRÀN Optlmlzlng Compller Verslon 4'00

76 REÀD(5,*)rcoN
77 9JRITE(6,*) 'P ÀND Q OPTION: ',ICON'18 rF (rcoN.Eo.2) GO TO 420
'19 C

80 C ENTER THE SET OF CONDITIONS (P ÀND Q)

81 C HOW MANY OF YOUR OWN SETS OF CONDITIONS WOULD YOU

82 C TIKE TO INPUT
83C
84 REÀD (5, *) rSET
85 WRITE (6, *} ISET
86C
87 C FOR SET trItr, ENTER VAIUES OF P AND O

88 C

89 Do 410 I=1,ISET
90 REÀD (5, *)PC (r) , Qc (r)
91 WRITE(6,*) PC(r),QC(r)
92 410 CONTINUE
93C
94C
95 C START OF CAI,CULATIONS
96C
91 C
98 420 DO 10 P=1,M
99 J,I--1

100 Ðo 12 Q-1,N
101 JJ=JJ+2
ro2 x (J,r) -v (P, Q)
103 X (JJ+1) -0
104 12 CONTINUE
105 l-4 FLAG1=0
106 15 I=1
107 16 r-r+2
108 rF(x(r-z).Gr.x(r) ) Go ro 18

109 I7 II=(f+r) /2
110 IF(II.EQ,N) GO TO 20
1-11 GO TO 16
TT2 ]-8 T=X(I)
113 TT=X ( I+1 )

114 X(r)-x(r-2)
1r-5 X(r+1)-X(r-1)
116 X(r-z)=T
r.17 X(r-1)=TT
118 FLAG1=1
119 GO TO 17
I2O 20 rF(FLAGI.EQ.0) GO TO 30
L2I GO TO 14
L22 30 rF (B(P) ) 35,40,40
),23 35 NN = N+N
I24 DO 36 I*1,N
125 II - I+I
726 Y(rr_l) = X(NN-l)
r27 Y(rI) _ X(NN)
]-28 NN = NN-2
129 36 CONTINI,JE
130 NN - N+N
131 Do 37 I * 1,NN
r32 x(r) - Y(r)
133 37 CONTTNTJE

134 40K-1
135 FLAG2 - 0

136 KK = K+K
137 J = X(KK)
138 L (P, J) - ¡ç

139 45K-K+1
140 KK - K+K
141 rF(x(KK-ll.EO.X(KI(-3) ) Go ro 4?

I42 FLÀG2 : O

143 J = X(KK)
144 I(P,,I) = 6
145 46 rF (K.Eo.N) GO To 10

146 GO TO 45
I47 47 rF(F!AG2.EQ.L) Go To 48
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Llne# source Line Mlcrosoft FORTRÀN Optlmlzlng Compll-er Verslon 4.00

148 J : X(KK)
149 K = K-1
150 L(P,J) - K
L5L LI = I(P,J)
L52 K =K+1
153 FLÀG2 - 1

154 cO TO 46
155 48J:X(KK)
1s6 L(P,J) = rL
157 FIAG2 = 1
158 cO TO 46
159 10 CONIrNUE
160 T4RITE (6,102)
L6r- l-02 FoRMAT (///////,1sX,'MÀTRIX OF r,EVErS')
162 DO 100 r=l,M
r.63 wRrTE (6,101) (r (r, J), J=l,N)
164 101 FORMÀT 1' -' ,75 (2x,r4r',t
165 1OO CONTINUE
766 C

167 C CAICULATION OF CONCORD MÀTRIX
158 C
169 DO 60 I-1,N
170 Do 60 J=1,N'J.1L c(I,J) = 9.99
L72 60 CONTINUE
173 50 scl,¡ = 0
t74 DO 51 r-1,M
175 SCVI = SCW + cW(I)
176 51 CONÎINUE
I77 Do 53 J=1,N
178 Do 53 K=1rN
r19 SUM - 0-0
180 rF(r(.EQ.J) GO TO 53
181 DO 55 I-lrM
t82 rF (r(r,J) - L{r,K}) 55, 58, 57
183 58 SLrM - SUM + CW(I') / 2.
184 GO TO 55
185 57 SLJM = SUM + CW(I)
186 55 CONTTNUE
187 C (,r, K) = SUM / SCvr
188 C (K, ,r) - 1. - c (J, K)
189 53 CONTINUE
190 WRrrE (6, 106)
191 106 FORMÀT (/ / / / / / /r'X, 'CONCORD MATRTX' )
I92 DO 105 I = 1rN
193 VIRITE (6, 108) (c (I, J) , J = 1, N)
r94 108 FORMÀT 1t-t , 75(2x,F.3-2ll
195 105 CONTINUE
L96 MÀX - 0.0
L97 DO 61 I = l¡M
198 DO 62 J = 1rN
199 IF' (V(I,J}.GT.MAX) MAX = V(IIJ)
2OO 62 CONTINUE
207 DO 63 J = 1,N
202 U (I,,1) = MSI (I¡ * V (I,,J) /MÀX
203 63 CONTINI,'IE
2O4 MÀX = 0.0
205 61 CONTINUE
206 WRITE (6,109)
207 109 FORMAT (//////ltsx, 'UNrls MÀTR]X' )

208 DO 110 I - l,M
209 WRITE ( 6, 111) (U ( I, ,I) , .l - 1, N )
2r0 111 FORMAT ('-' ,2X,12 (F6.1) )
2II 110 CONTÏNUE
2I2 DO 121 r - l,N
273 DO 121 J = 1rN
2I4 D (r, J) - 999.99
2T5 121 CONTÏNUE
216 GO TO 70
271 70 MM = 0.0
218 DO 71 r - 1,M
2r9 rF (MSr (r) ,GT.MM) t'î4 - MSr (r)
220 TL CONT]NUE
22L DO 73 J - lrN
222 Do 73 K = l,N
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Llne# Source l,Íne Mlcrosoft FoRTRÄN OPttmlzlng Compller Verslon 4.00

223 rF (K.EQ.J) GO To 73
224 MÀX]NT - 0.0
225 DO 74 I = l,M
226 rF (L (1, J) .LT.L (r,K) ) Go ro 7s
22'l GO TO 74
228 75T-U(r,J) -U(r,K)
229 IF (T.LT.O) T = T*(-1)
230 IF (T.GT.MAXINT) MÀXINT - T
23L 74 CONTINUE
232 D(J,K) - MAXTNT /MM
233 73 CONTINUE
234 WRrrE (6,115)
235 115 FORMÀT (/ / / / / / /I5X, 'DISCORD MATRIX' }

236 Do 116 T = 1,N
237 wRrTE (6,11?) (D(r,J), J = 1,N)
238 117 FORMÀT 1', -', ,r3 (2X,84.2\ ','

239 116 CONTTNUE
240 rF (rcoN.EQ.1) GO To 540
24r C

242 C CHOOSE THE SMATLEST C(I,J) : P, AND THÐ SMÀTTEST

243 C D(r,J) =Q
244 C

245 SMALIP - 1.0.0
246 SMALIQ = 10.0
247 Do 201 I = l,N
248 Do 201. J - l,N
249 rF (I.EQ.J) Go ro 201
250 IF (c (I' J) .LT.SMÀILP) SMALLP = C (I' J)
25r rF (D(r,J) .LT.sMÃtrQ) SMÀLLQ = D(r,J)
252 2O]- CONTINUE
253 C

254 c CHoosE THE !ÀRGEST D(I,J) = Q ÀND THE I,ÀRGÐST c(I,J) : P

255 C

256 LARGEP = 0.0
257 LÀRGEQ : 0.0
258 Do 202 I = lrN
259 Do 202 J - 1rN
260 rF (I.EQ.,J) Go ro 202
26r IF (D(I,J),GT.IÀRGEQ) IÀRGEQ = D(I,J)
?62 IF (C(I,J).GT.LÀRGEP) !ÀRGEP - C(IrJ)
263 202 CONTINUE
264 C

265 C BEGINS THE CÀICUI,ATION OF THE MATRIX OF PREFERENCES

266 C

26'l PP - SMÀLLP
268 235 QQ = SMÀILQ
269 C

270 C WRITE THE CURRENT VÀLUES OF P AND Q FOR WHICH

27I C THE PREFERENCES ÀRE CATCULÀTED
272 C

273 240 WRrrE (6,2501
274 WRrTE (6,251) PP,Q0
275 250 FORMAT I////,2X, ' THE PREFERENCES AMONG AITERNATIVES"
276 ]-' FOR THE VATUES'}
277 251 FORMÀT (2X,' OE P = '.85.2" ÀND Q =',85.2,'ARE :')
278 C

279 C INITIÀLIZE THE MÀTRTX OF PREFERENCES PRE(75,75)
280 C

287 Do 200 I = 1r?5
282 DO 200 J = 1,75
283 PRE(r,J) - -1
284 2OO CONTINUE
285 C

286 C

28'1 C

288 DO 255 r : 1,N
289 K=0
290 DO 255 J = 1,N
29I TF (I.EQ.J} GO TO 255
292 rF (c(r,J).Ì,T.PP) GO TO 255
293 rP (D(r,J).GT,OO) Go TO 2s5
294 K=K+1
295 PRE(I,K} - J
296 255 CONTINUE
297 C
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Llne# Source I,lne Mlcrosoft FORTRÀN OPtlmlzlng ComplÌer Verslon 4'00

298 C WRITE MÀTRIX OF PREFERENCES

299 C

3OO C SEARCH ON VECTOR PRE(I,J) FOR FINDING
301 C THE LAST ÀTTERNATIVE ON WHICH I IS PREFERED

302 C

303 DO 256 r : 1,N
304 Do 25? J - 1,N
305 rF (PRE(I,J).EQ.-1) GO TO 259
306 rF (K.EQ.N) GO TO 267
307 257 CONTINUE
308 267K=N
309 GO TO 260
310 259K-J-1
311 rF (K.EQ.o) Go 1o 261
3I2 260 WRITE(6,262', I, (PRE(l,J)' J = 1'K)
313 262 FORMÀT (/,LX,IT,' ==> ' ,75(12,'=='ll
314 GO TO 256
315 261 WRrTE (6,2631 r
316 263 FoRMÀT (/,rX,Iz" -:> NONE')
3I'I 256 CONTINUE
318 C
319 C ]NITIATTZE KER(K) : -1
320 C

32L DO 270 K: L,N
322 KER(K) - -1
323 270 CONTINUE
324 Lr-0
325 C
326 C FORM THE KERNEL
327 C
328 DO 27I I = lrN
329 DO 272 J = lrN
330 Do 273 K - 1,N
331 rF (PRE(J,K).EQ.-l) GO'rO 272
332 rF (PRE(J,I().EO.r) Go ro 271
333 273 CONTINUE
334 272 CONTINUE
335 LL-I,T,+1
336 KER(LI) = I
337 271 CONTINUE
338 rF (KER(1).E0.-1) I'¡RrrE (6,2741 PP'QQ
339 274 FoRMAT (////,' FOR THE VALUES OF P - 

"84'2,' 
AND',

340 1' Q = 
"84.2, 

' THE KERNET IS EMPTY')
341 IF (KER(l).EO.-l) Go TO 278
342 C

343 C SEARCH FOR THE NUMBER OF ËLEMENTS IN THE KERNET

344 C

345 DO 2?5 I = 2rN
346 rF (KER(r).EQ.-l) Go ro 2?6
347 275 CONTINUE
348 K-N
349 GO TO 279
350 276K=I-7
351 279 WRrrE 16,217l PP,QQ
352 WRrTE (r,27?) PP,QQ
353 2?7 FORMÀT (///,' THE KERNEI FoR VAIUES OF P = ',84'2,
354 l', AND Q : 

"Ê4.2, 
', rs:',)

3ss wRrTE (6,280) (KER(r), r=1,K)
356 WRITE (*,280) (KER(I), I-1,K)
35? 280 FORMÀT(/,LX,75(7X,t2,',*=t ¡¡
"EO 

I

359 C WAS THE GREATEST VÀIUE OP Q ?

360 C

361 2?8 lF (QQ.E0,!ÀRGEQ) GO To 289
362 IF' (OQ.GT.LÀRGEQ) GO TO 289
363 C

364 C IDENTIFY NEXT Q

365 C

366 QO = O0 + 0.10
367 GO TO 240
368 289 IF (PP.EQ.LARGEP} GO 10 530
369 IF (PP.GT.TARGEP) GO TO 530
370 PP = PP + 0.10
371 GO TO 235
372 530 rF (rcoN.EQ.2) Go TO 1000
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Llne# source Llne Mlcrosoft FoRTRÀN Optlmlzlng Compller Verslon 4.00

373 540 DO 900 rC : l,rsET
374 WRITE (6,550)
3?s r.JRrrE (6, 551) Pc (Lc) , QC (Lc)
376 550 FORMAT (////,2X, ' THE PREFERENCES ÀMONG ÀITERNÀTIVES''
3'17 1' FOR THE VÀLUES' }

3?8 551 FORMAT (2x" oF P = ',F5.2" ÀND Q - ',85'2,' ARE :')
3-19 Do 500 I = L'75
380 Do 500 J = l,'15
381 PRE(I,J) - -1
382 5OO CONTINUE
383 Do 555 I - 1,N
384 K-0
385 DO 555 J=1,N
386 rF (r.EQ.J) GO To 555
387 rF (c(r,.rl.lT.Pc(Lc) ) Go To sss
388 rF (D(r,J).GT.QC(I,C) ) GO TO s55
389 K : K+1
390 PRE(r,K) - J
391 555 CONTINUE
392 DO 556 I = 1rN
393 Do 557 J - lrN
394 rF (PRE(I,J).EQ.-l) GO TO 559
395 rF (K.EQ.N) GO TO 567
396 557 CONTÏNUE
397 567 K*N
398 GO TO 560
399 559K-J-l
400 rF (K.EQ.o) GO TO 561
401 560 I.¡RITE(5,562\ I, (PRE(I,J), J - 1'K)
402 562 FoRMÀT(/,7X,I2,' -=> ',75(I2"-='ll
403 GO TO 556
404 561 WRrrE (6,563) r
405 563 FoRMÀT (/,LX,I2,' -e> NoNE')
406 556 CONTINUE
407 DO 570 K = 1,N-
408 KER(K) : -1
409 570 CONTINUE
410 IT,-0
411 DO 571 I - lrN
ALZ DO 572 J - lrN
413 DO 573 K = 1rN
4r4 rF (PRE (,J, K) .EQ.-l) Go ro 572
415 IF (PRE(J,K).EQ.I) GO TO 571
4L6 573 CONTINUE
477 572 CONTINUE
418 LL*LL+1
4L9 KER(LL) - r
420 57]- CONTINUE
42r rF (KER(1),EO.-1) WRrrE (6,574) PC(LC),OC(I,c)
422 IF (KER(1).EO.-1) WRITE (*,574) PC(rC),QC(rC)
423 5?4 FORMAT (////,' FOR THE VALUES OF P = 

"84'2,' 
ÀND',

424 1' Q = 
"F4.2, 

' THE KERNEL IS EMPTY')
425 rF (KER(1).8Q.-1) GO To 1000
426 DO 575 I = 2¡N
427 IF (KER(Ì).EO.-1) Go TO s?6
428 5?5 CONTINUE
429 K-N
430 GO TO 5?9
431 576K=r-1
432 579 !{RrrE(6,577) PC(I,c),QC(],c)
433 WRITE(*,577) PC(LC),QC(IC)
434 5?? FoRMAT (///,' THE KERNEL FoR VAIUES OF P = 

"84'2'435 1, Àl¡D e = , ,F4.2,, IS:, )

436 wRrTE(6,580) (KER(r),r=1,K)
437 WRITE(*,580) (KER(I),I-1,K)
438 580 FORMAT(/'IX'75(IX'12,t*-t ¡¡
439 9OO CONTINUE
440 1000 sToP
A4T END
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Llne# Source Llne Mlcrosof! FoRTRÀN Optlmtz-lng compller verslon 4-00

1a
2 C PROGRÀM - COMPROMISE PROGRÀMMING

4 DI¡,ÍENSION V(?5,?5),VMÀX(75),S(75),Is(75),W(75),VMIN(75)
5 DOUBLE PRECISION V,VMAX,S,W,WMÀX'SUM,VMIN
6 INTEGER KR,NO
7 REAI P
8 CHÀ.RÀCTER*].3 INPFIL, OUTFIL

10 C INPUT ÀND OUTPUT PILES
11 C
12 WRITE(*,' (" INPUT FIIENÀ¡E:",\)',)
13 REÀD (*,', (À) ' ) INPFIL
14 WRITE (*, ' (' ' OUTPUT FITENAME:' ' , \}' )

15 REÀD (*, ' (A) ', ) OUTFTL
16 oPEN (5, FII,E=INPFIL, STATUS=' oLD' )

L7 oPEN(6,FII,E-OUTFIL,STATUS='NEw' )

t8 2 FORMÀT(12F6.0)
L9 c
20 C READ INPUT DATA
2tc
22 READ (5,*} KR,NO
23 REÀD (5,*) P

24C
25 C T.IRITE INPUT DATA
26C
27 WRITE (6,4)NO,KR,P
28 4 FORMÀT (/ / / / /SX" MUTTIOBJECTIVE COMPROMISE PROGRÀMMING"
29 I //,9X,'NUMBER OF ÀITERNATIVES = ',I3,//,8X,
30 2 ,NUMBER OF CRITERIA -',I3,I/,8X,'COEEFICIENT P - ',
31 3 F6.1., //,8X,'.rNPVr MÀTRrX"//)
32C
33 WRITE (6,5) (K,K-l,KR)
34 5 FoRMÀT(8X,'cR:',1216)

36 C READ É WRITE CRITERIÀ BY ALTERNATIVES
37C
38 DO 10 N-I,NO
39 REÀD (5,r) (V(K,N)'K=l'KR)
40 WRITE (6,6) N, (V(K,N) 

'K=1,KR)41 6 FORMÀT(8X,',Arr', ,12, (r2F6.2ll
42 10 CONTINUE
43C
44 C READ E WRITE ASSOCIATED WEIGHTS

45C
46 REÀD (5, *) (W(K),K-1'KR)
47 WRITE (6,7) (W(K),K-1,KR)
48 7 FORMAÎ(//8X,'WEIGHTING COEFFICIENTS'//
49 1 13X,1286.2/ /l
50c
51 C START OF CAICULATIONS
52C
53 C IOCATE MAXIMUM ÀND MINIMUM VÀIUES FOR EACH CRTTERIA
5{ L
55 I,ÙMÀX=O.

56 DO 11 K-I,KR
57 rF (W(K).GT.VIMAX) WMÀX:W(K)
58 VMÀX (K) =0.
59 VMIN (K) -1E+25
60 DO 12 N-lrNo
6T IF (V(K,N).GT.VMAX(K)} VMÀX(K)-V(K,N)
62 rF (V(K,N).lr,vMrN(K) ) vMrN(K)-v(K,N)
63 12 CONTINUE
64 11 CONTINUE
65C
66 C COMPUTE THE ST'MMÀTION OF THE RÀTIO OF THE DIFFERENCES

6't c FORP < 100
68C
69 DO 13 N=IINO
70 SUM=O.
7I rF (P.G8.100.) GO TO 20
'12 DO 14 K-I'KR
73 SUM=SUM+( (VMAX(K)-V(K,N) )/(VMÀX(K)-VMrN(K) )iW(K)/wMex¡ **p
74 L4 CONTINUE
75 S (N) =SUM** (1/P)
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76 GO 10 21
77C
78 C COMPUTE THE SUMMÀTION OF THE RÀT]O OF THE DIFFERENCES

79 C FORP>100
80 c
81 20 CONTINUE
82 Do 15 K=I,KR
83 SN:(VMAX(K)-v(K,N))/(VMAX(K)-VMIN(K))*9r(K)/wMÀx
84 IF (SUM.LT.SN) SUM=SN

85 ].5 CONTÏNUE
86 S (N) =5uY
87 2L CONTINUE
88 13 CONTINUE
89C
90 C PRINT THE FINAI, RESUITS
91 C

92 WRITE (6,8)
93 8 FORMA'T (/ /,8X, 'FINAL TABLE' /8X,'ALl L (ÀIT) RÀNK'/}
94 Do 16 N=l,No
9s rs (N) -1
96 DO 17 M=l,No
97 rF (s (N) .GT.s (M) ) rs (N) =rs (N) +1
98 77 CONTINUE
99 WRITE (6,3) N,S(N),rS(N)

100 3 FORMÀT(6X,14,F9.3,16)
101 15 CONTINUE
IO2 STOP
103 END
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